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St. Louis IETF Meeting
Once again, I must search for a new set of superlatives to describe our latest IETF
hosts. I want to express my thanks to Washington University, especially Guru
Parulkar, Martin Dubetz, and Kathy Atnip for the outstanding support and services they provided at the March1991 IETF meeting. Thanks to their fine efforts, we
did not have a "terminal" room in St. Louis - it was a full "computer room", with
multiple PCs, workstations, X-windowsterminals, laptop computer ethernet access,
and printers.
Thanks to a cooperative arrangement with Southwest Bell, we had an innovative
SMDSlink at T1 speed. By the end of the week, there were some hard-working, but
sleepy looking WashUniversity folks, whohad spent some long hours providing these
fine services. Weowethem all a debt of thanks.
Of course, there is a downside that was pointed out by Vint Cerf. In the past, you
could count on a low volume of email during IETF week, so that you wouldn’t be
too far behind after being out of the office for most of a week. At the last few IETF
meetings, however, the connectivity has been so good that normal business seems to
keep on going. For those of us whodon’t get to spend as muchtime in the "computer
room" as we’d like, we are now assured of being buried in email by the end of the
week!
This is a problem I’m pleased to have, so let me again thank WashingtonUniversity,
and our other recent hosts for presenting us with this unique "problem"!
Routing Protocols
There was a great deal of activity in the area of routing protocols at the MarchIETF
meeting. The IESG routing Area Director, Bob Hinden (BBN), presented a set
criteria for advancing routing protocols through the Internet standardization process.
Perhaps most far-reaching, was the notion that reports giving details of implementation experience and an analysis of the scahng behavior were requested. Asking
about operational and implementation experience codifies the Internet philosophy
that protocols should be tested before being standardized.
Two routing protocols were presented for advancment under these new criteriaOSPFand BGP. OSPFis an intra-AS routing protocol (i.e., IGP) which was proposed for advancement to Draft Standard. BGPis an inter-AS routing protocol,
also proposed to advance to Draft Standard. Both protocols received a very thorough discussion, and the IESGexpects to recommendboth for advancement to Draft
Standard.
There were some questions about the notion of a "common"IGP. By "common", we

simply meana protocol that is ubiquitously available from all router vendors (as in
’in common’).Users and network operators have expressed a strong need for routers
from different vendors to have the capablity to interoperate within an AS through
use of a commonIGP.
In February 1990, the IESG recommendedthat the question of designating a "common" IGP be postponed until more information was available. More than a year
has now passed since the IESG’s recommendation, and many seemed to feel that it
was now reasonable to re-open the consideration of designating a "commonIGP’.
In particular, the Router Requirements document is now reaching closure, and many
felt that a "common"IGP should designate in that document. The IESG agreed
that a "commonIGP" should be named in the Router Requirements document, and
you can expect to see a recommendationfrom the IESGon this topic in time for the
Atlanta IETF meeting.
More Kudos
Last, and certainly not least, I’d like to thank MeganDavies for coordinating the St.
Louis Meeting and Candice Moshosfor the outstanding job she did in assisting in
that process. Weaxe being spoiled with excellence at every turn!
Next IETF Meeting-

Atlanta,

July 29 - August 2

The next IETF meeting will be hosted by BellSouth and Caroline Cranfill in Atlanta
(July 29 - August 2). Another good meeting is already taking shape. Wehope to have
joint sessions with the Trusted Systems Information Group (TSIG) to begin looking
at a commercial IP security option and at ways to make NFSmore secure, and, as
mentioned above, we hope to open the issue of a "commonIGP~. I look forward to
seeing you all there.
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1

IETF Overview

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has grown into a large open community
network designers, operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with the evolution of
the Iaternet protocol architecture and the smooth operation of the Internet. The IETF
began in January 1986 as a forum for technical coordination by contractors working on the
ARPANET,DDN,and the Internet core gateway system.
The IETF mission includes:
¯ Specifying the short and mid-term Internet protocols and architecture for the Internet,
¯ Making recommendations regarding Internet

protocol standards for IAB approval,

¯ Identifying and proposing solutions to pressing operational and technical problems in
the Internet,
¯ Facilitating

technology transfer from the Internet Research Task Force, and

¯ Providing a forum for the exchange of information within the Internet community
between vendors, users, researchers, agency contractors, and network managers.
Technical activity on any specific topic in the IETF is addressed within WorkingGroups.
All Working Groups are organized roughly by function into eight technical areas. Each is
led by an Area Director whohas primary responsibility for that one area of IETF activity.
Together with the Chair of the IETF, these eight technical Directors composethe Internet
Engineering Steering Group (IESG).
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Internet and
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Network Management:
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Standards Management:
IESG Secretary:

1.

IETF

OVERVIEW

which compose the IESG, are:
Phill Gross/CNtLI
Russ Hobby/UC-Davis
Noel Chiappa/Consultant
Dave Borman/Cray
James Davin/MIT
Rob Hagens/UWisc and
Ross Callon/DEC
Phill Gross/CNRI (interim)
Robert ttinden/BBN
Steve Crocker/TIS
Joyce Reynolds/ISI
Dave Crocker/DEC
Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI

The Working Groups conduct business during plenary meetings of the IETF, during meetings outside of the IETF, and via electronic mail on mailing lists established for each group.
The IETF holds plenary sessions three times a yea; composed of Working Group Sessions,
Technical Presentations and Network Status Briefings. The meetings are currently four and
one half days long and include an open IESG meeting.
Meeting reports, Charters (which include the Working Group mailing lists), and general
information on current IETF activities are available on-line for anonymousFTPfrom several
Internet hosts including nnsc.nsf.net.
Mailing Lists
Much of the daily work of the IETF is conducted on electronic mailing lists. There are
mailing lists for each of the WorkingGroups, as well as a general IETF list. Mail on the
Working Group mailing lists is expected to be technically relevant to the Working Groups
supported by that list.
To join a mailing list, send a request to the associated request list. All internet mailing lists have a companion "-request" list. Send requests to join a list to <listname>request @<listhost >.
Information and logistics about upcomingmeetings of the IETF are distributed on the general IETF mailing list. For genera/inquiries about the IETF, send a request to ie~;f-reques~;@isi,
An archive of mail sent to the IETF list is available for anonymousftp from the directory
"ftp/irg/ietf
on venera,isi.edu

edu.

1.1.
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FUTUREIETF MEETING SITES

1.1

Future

IETF Meeting

Sites

Summer 1991
BellSouth Services
Host: Caroline Cranfill
July 29th - August 2nd
Fall/Winter

1991

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Host: John Morrison and Dale Land
November 18th - 22nd
Spring

1992

San Diego Supercomputer Center
Host: E. Paul Love, Jr. and Hans-Werner Braun
March 92 (tentative)
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ON LINE IETF INFORMATION

1.2

On Line

IETF Information

The Internet Engineering T~sk Force maintains up-to-date, on-line information on all its activities. This information is available via FTPthrough the NSFnet Service Center (NNSC)
and through several ~shadow~ machines. These "shadow~ m~hines may in fact be more
convenient than the NNSC.Procedures for retrieving the information are listed below.
Directory

Locations

Information pertaining to the IETF, its Working Groups and Internet Drafts can be found
in either the ~IETF~ Directory or the ~Internet-Drafts ~ Directory. (For a more detailed
description of these Directories, please see Section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). To retrieve this information via FTP, establish a connection, then Login with username ANONYMOUS
and
password GUEST.Whenlogged in, change to the directory of your choice with the following
commands:
cd ietf

cd internet-drafts

Individual files

can then be retrieved using the GETcommand:

get <remote filename>
<local filenazne>
e.g., get 00README readme.my.copy
NSF Network Service Center Address: nnsc.nsf.net
Network NIC Address: nic.ddn.mil (192.67.67.20)

(192.31.103.6)

The Defense Data

Internet-drafts are also available by mail server from this machine. For more
information mail a request:
To: service@nic.ddn.mil
Subject: Help
NIC staff are happy to assist users with any problems that they mayencounter
~. For assistance, phone
in the process of obtaining files by FTP or ~SERVICE
the NIC hotline at 1-800-235-3155 between 6:00am and 5:00pro Pacific time.
Pacific Rim Address: munnari.oz.au (128.250.1.21)
¯ The Internet Drafts on this machine are stored in Unix compressed form (.Z).
Europe Address: nic.nordu.net

(192.36.148.17)

¯ This machine will accept only an email address as the password.
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The IETF Directory

Belowis a list of the files available in the IETFdirectory and a short synopsis of what each
file contains.
Files prefixed with a 0 contain information about upcoming meetings. Files prefixed with
a 1 contain general information about the IETF, the Working Groups, and the Internet
Drafts.
FILE NAME
0mtg-agenda

The current Agenda for the upcoming IETF plenary, containing
scheduled Working Groups meetings, Technical Presentations and
Network Status Reports.

0mtg-at-a-glance

The announcement for the upcoming IETF plenary, containing specific information on the date/location of the meeting, hotel/airline
arrangements, meeting site accommodations and meeting costs.

0mtg-rsvp

A standardized RSVPform to notify the staff of your plans to attend
the upcoming IETF meeting.

0mtg-sites

Current and future meeting dates and sites for IETF plenaries.

lid-abstracts

The Internet Drafts currently on-line in the Internet-Drafts directory.

lid-guidelines

Instructions for authors of Internet Drafts.

lietf-description

A short description

lwg-summary

A listing of all current Working Groups, the Working Group Chairs
and their email addresses, WorkingGroup mailing list addresses, and
where applicable, documentation produced. This file also contains
the standard acronym for the Working Groups by which the IETF
and Internet-Drafts directories are keyed.

of the IETF, the IESG and how to participate.

Finally, WorkingGroups have individual files dedicated to their particular activities which
contain their respective Charters and Meeting Reports. Each Working Group file is named
in this fashion:
<standard wg abbreviation>-charter.txt
<standard wg abbreviation>-minutes-date.txt
The "dir" or "ls" commandwill permit you to review what WorkingGroup files are available
and the specific naming scheme to use for a successful anonymousftp action.
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The Internet-Drafts
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Directory

The "Internet-Drafts" directory has been installed to make available, for review and comment, dr~ft documents that will be submitted ultimately to the IAB and the I~FC Editor to be considered for publishing as RFC’s. These documents are indexed in the file
lid-abstracts.txt
in the Internet-Drafts directory. Commentsare welcomeand should be
addressed to the responsible person whose name and email addresses are listed on the first
page of the respective draft.
The documents are named a~cording to the following conventions.
generated in an IETF Working Group, the filename is:
draft-ietf-<std

If the document was

wg abrev>-<docname>-<rev>.txt , or .ps

where <std wg abrev> is the Working Group ~cronym, <docname> is a very short name,
and <rev> is the revision number.
If the document was submitted for commentby a non-ietf group or author, the ftlename is:
d raft- < org >- < nut hor >- < docname>- < rev >.t xt, or .p s
where <org> is the organization

sponsoring the work and <author> is the author’s name.

For more information on writing and installing an Internet Draft, see the file lid-gttidelines,
~.
"Guidelines to Authors of Internet Drafts

18
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of Internet

Drafts

The Internet-Drafts Directory is available to provide authors with the ability to distribute
and solicit comments on documents they plan to submit as I~FC’s. Submissions to the
Directory should be sent to ~internet-drafts@nri.reston.va.us’.
Unrevised documents
placed in the Internet-Drafts Directory have a maximumlife of six months. After that
time, they will either be submitted to the KFCeditor or will be deleted. After a document
becomes an RFC, it will be replaced in the Internet-Drafts Directory with an announcement
to that effect for an additional six months.
Internet Drafts are generally in the format of an I~FC. This format is described in KFC
1111.
Following the practice of the KFCs, submissions are acceptable in postscript format. We
do however, strongly encourage submission of a matching ascii version (even if figures must
be deleted) for readers without postscript printers and for online searches.
There are differences between the RFCand Internet Draft format. The Internet Drafts are
not I~FC’s and are not a numbered document series.
The words ~INTEKNET-DI~AFT"
should appear in place of "RFC XXXX~in the upper left hand corner. The document
should not refer to itself as an RFCor a Draft I~FC.
The Internet Draft should neither state nor imply that it is a proposed standard. To do
so conflicts with the role of the IAB, the RFCEditor and the IESG. The title of the
document should not infer a status. Avoid the use of the terms Standard, Proposed, Draft,
Experimental, Historical, Required, Recommended,Elective, or Restricted in the title of
the draft. These are commonwords in the "Status of the Memo"section and may cause
confusion if placed in the title.
The document should have an abstract section, containing a two-to-three paragraph description suitable for referencing, archiving, and announcing the document. The abstract
should follow the "Status of this Memo"section. If the draft becomes an RFC, the Status
of the Memosection will be filled in by the RFCeditor with a status assigned by the IAB.
As an Internet Draft, that section should contain a statement approximating one of the
following statements:
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1. This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as a standards document.
Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send commentsto ............................
2. This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as an informational document. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send comments
to ............................
If the draft is lengthy, please include on the second page, a table of contents to makethe
documenteasier to reference.
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AREA)

Summary (by

Area)

Applications
l~uss Hobby
rdhobby©ucdavis,
edu

Distributed
Scheduling Protocol (chronos)
Chair(s): Paul Linder
linclner©boombox.micro.,~r,~,
edu
WG mail:chronos©boombox
.micro.11mn.edu
To Join: chronos-request©boombox.micro.umn.edu
Internet Mail Extensions (smtpext)
Chair(s): Gregory Vaudreuil
gvaudre©nri.res~on.va.us
WG mail: ie~f-sm~p©dimacs.ru~gers,
edu
To Join:ietf-smtp-request©dimacs,
ruZgers,edu
Internet Message Extentions (822ext)
Chair(s): Gregory Vaudreuil
gvaudre©nri.reston.va.us
WG mail:ie~f-S22©dimacs,
ru~gers,edu
To Join:ieZf-822-request@dimacs,
ruZgers,edu
Network Database (netdata)
daisy©watson.ibm.corn
Chair(s): Daisy Shen
WGmail: ie~f-ndb©ucdavis.edu
To Join: ie~f-ndb-request©ucdavis.edu
Network News Transport
Protocol (nntp)
Chair(s): Eliot Lear
WGmail: ie~cf-nntp©turbo.bio.net
To Join: ietf-nntp-request©turbo.bio.net
Distributed File Systems (dfs)
Chair(s): Peter Honeyman
honey©ci~i.umich.edu
WG mail: dfs-~g@ci~i.umich.edu
To Join:dfs-wg-request©citi
.umich.edu
Domain Name System (dns)
Chair(s): Michael Reilly
reilly©pa.dec.com
WGmail: dms-~g©nsl, dec. com
To Join: dns-wg-reques~©nsl.dec.com
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Network Fax (netfax)
Chair(s): Mark Needleman
,,hn©stubbs.ucop. edu
WGmail: ne~cfax©s’cubbs .ucop. edu
To Join: ne~fax-reques~©s~ubbs.ucop.edu
Network Printing Protocol (npp)
~crewi*c*c@pa.
dec. corn
Chair(s): Glenn Trewitt
WGmail: prin~-~g©pluto.dss.com
To Join: prin~-~g-request@plu~o.dss.com
TELNET (telnet)
dab©cray, corn
Chair(s): Dave Borman
WG mail: ~elne~-ietf@cray.com
To Join: zelnez-ietf-request©cray.com
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Management

J.K. Davin
j rdOp~. 1 c s. m~. ~du

Remote LAN Monitoring (flanmib)
Chair(s): Mike Erlinger
mike~l~;i.aom
WGmail: rlanmibCmti, corn
To Join: rl~nmib-reques~;~m~i.com
X.25 Management Information
Base (x25mib)
Chair(s): Dean Throop
throopOdg-r~cp.dg.com
WGmail: x25mib©dg-r~cp, dg. com
To Join: x2Smib-request©dg-rtp.dg.com
Bridge MIB (bridge)
fbakerOemerald.acc.com
Chair(s): Fred Baker
WGmail: bridge-mib@nsl, dec. corn
To Join: br±dge-mib-reques~c@nsl.dec.com
Character MIB (charmib)
rlste~art©eng.xyplex.
Chair(s): Bob Stewart
WGmail: char-mib@dec~rl.dec, corn
To Join: char-mib-request@dec~zrl.dec.com
DECnet Phase IV MIB (decnetiv)
Chair(s): Jonathan S&peria
saperia@decwrl.ene~;.dec.com
WGmail: phiv-mib@j ore. pa. dec. corn
To Join: phiv-mib-reques~©jove.pa.dec,
corn
FDDI Mm (fddimib)
Chair(s): Jeffrey C~se
case©cs.u~ck.edu
WGmail: fddi-mib@CS.UTK.EDU
To Join: fddi-mib-reques~©CS.UTK.EDU
Internet Accounting (acct)
Chair(s): Cyndi Mills
cmills©bbn, corn
WGmail: accounzing-~g©bbn, corn
To Join: accounting-~g-requesZ©bbn,
corn
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Management
Chair(s):
WGmail:
To Join:
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Services Interface (msi)
OscarNewkerk
ne~kerk@dec~et,
enet.dec. com
Sudhanshu
Verma verma~hp
indbu,cup.hp.corn
ms£wg@dec~rl,
dec.corn
ms iwg-request@decwrl,
dec.corn

OSl Internet
Chair(s):

Management (oim)
Lee LaBarre
cel~mbunix.mitre,
org
BrianHandspicker bd@v±nes,
enet.dec.corn
WG mail: o im~mbunix,
mitre,org
o im-reque
st @mbunix.
mitre,
or
To Join: E

SNMP Security (snmpsec)
Chair(s):JamesGalvin
galvin©tis.com
KeithMcCloghrie kzm©hls,corn
WG mail: snmp-sec-dev©tis.com
To Join: snmp-sec-dev-request©tis.com
Simple Network Management Protocol (snmp)
Chair(s):MarshallRose
mrose©psi.com
WG mail: snmp-~g©nisc.nyser.net
To Join: snmp-wg-recluest©nisc.nyser.net
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O$I Integration
RossCallon
callon@bigfu~.ene~.dec.com
Rob Hagens
hagens©cs.wisc.edu

Network OSI Operations
(hoop)
skh~meri~;.edu
Chair(s): Susan Hares
WGmail: noopCmerit, edu
To Join: noop-requestCmerit.edu
Office Document Architecture
(oda)
Chair(s): Peter Kirstein
kirste~n~cs.ucl,
WGmail: ±e~cf-os±-oda©cs .ucl. ac .uk
To Join: ±e~cf-osi-oda-requesZ~cs.ucl.ac.uk

ac.~k

X.400 Operations (x400ops)
All.Hansen~pilot. cs.wisc, edu
Chair(s): Alf Hansen
WG mail:iezf-osi-x400ops©pilot,
cs.wisc,edu
To Join:iezf-osi-x400ops-request©pilot,
cs .eisc.edu
Assignmentof OSI NSAP Addresses(osinsap)
Chair(s):l~ichardColella
colella@osi3.ncsl.nist.gov
WG mail: ie~f-osi-nsap©osi3.ncsl.nisz.gov
To Join: ietf-osi-nsap-reques~©osi3.ncsl.nist.gov
OSI Directory
Chair(s):
WGmail:
To Join:

Services (osids)
S.Kille©cs .ucl.
Steve Kille
iezf-osi-ds©cs.ucl,
ac.uk
ie’cf-osi-ds-reques’c©cs.ucl.ac.uk

ac.uk

OSI General(osigen)
hagens¢cs.~isc.edu
Chair(s):
RobertHagens
Ross Ca]Ion
c allon©bigfut,
ene~.dec.tom
WG maih iezf-osi@cs.wisc.edu
To Join:ie~f-osi-request©cs
.wisc.edu
OSI X.400 (osix400)
hagens@cs.wisc.edu
Chair(s): Rob tta~ens
WG mail:ietf-osi-x400©cs.~isc,
edu
To Join:ie~f-osi-x400-reques~;@cs
.wisc.edu
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1.

Requirements

Phi]] Gross (Interim)
pgross©nri,
reston,
va.us

DDNInterconnectivity
(ddniwg)
Chair(s): Kathleen Huber
WGmail:
To Join:
Operational Statistics (opstat)
Chair(s): Bernhard Stockman
Phillip Gross
WGmail:
To Join:

khuber~bbn, corn

by~©sunet,se
pgross@nri,
reston,va. us

Benchmarking Methodology (bmwg)
Chair(s): Scott Bradner
sob©harvard, edu
WGmail: bm~g@harvisr.harvard.edu
To Join: bm.g-request©harvisr.harvard.edu
Network Joint Management (njm)
Chair(s): Gene Hastings
hastings©psc.edll
WGmail: njm©merit, edu
To Join: njm-request~nerit.edu
Topology Engineering (tewg)
Chair(s): Not Yet Filled
WGmail: te~g©devvax, tn. cornel1, edu
To Join: te~g-request©devvax.tn.cornell.edu
User Connectivity (ucp)
Chair(s): Dan Long
long©nic.near.net
WGmail: ucp©nic.near.net
To Join: ucp-requestCnic.near.net
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Routing
Bob Hinden
hinden~bbn,tom

Border Gateway Protocol
(bgp)
yakov@±bm, corn
Chair(s):
Yakov Rekhter
WGmail: i~;g@rice.edu
To Join: i~;g-reques~©rice,edu
IP over Large Public Data Networks (iplpdn)
Chair(s):
George Clapp
meri~;ec! clappCuune~.uu.ne~;
WGmail: iplpdn©nri,
res~on, va.us
To Join:
iplpdn-reques~©nri.res~on.va.us
ISIS for IP Internets
(isis)
callon@big-fu~;, ene~;, dec. corn
Chair(s):
Ross Callon
WG mail: isis~meriZ.edu
To Join: isis-reques~;~meri~,
edu
Inter-Domain
Policy Routing (idpr)
Chair(s):
Martha Steenstrup
ms~eens~©bbn.com
WG mail: idpr-~g©bbn,corn
To Join: idpr-~g-reques~©bbn.
Multicast
Extentions
to OSPF (mospf)
Chair(s):
Steve Deering
deer±rig@xerox.corn
WG mail: mospf@devvax.Zn. cornell,edu
To Join: mospf-request©devvax.Zn.cornell.edu
Open Shortest
Chair(s):

Path First
IGP (ospf)
Mike Petry
pezryftrantor.umd.edu
John Moy
jmoy©prozeon,com
WG mail: ospfi~p@~ran~;or.umd,edu
To Join: ospfiEp-reques~@~;ran~;or
.umd. edu
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Security
Steve Crocker
crocker@ti$, co,,

Commercial Internet
Protocol Security Option (cipso)
Chair(s): Ron Sharp
rls©neptune.att.com
WGmail: cipso©~dll.~dl,
loral, corn
To Join: cipso-requesZ©~dll.~dl.loral.com
Common Authentication
Technology (cat)
Chair(s): John Linn
zendia.ene~.dec.com
WGmail: TBD
To Join:
IP Authentication
(ipauth)
Chair(s): Jeffrey Schiller
jis~mit,
WGmail: a~g©bitsy.mit,
edu
To Join: a~g-request©b±tsy.m±t.edu

edu

Internet Security Policy (spwg)
Chair(s): P~ichaxd Pethia
rdp©cerl;, sei.cmlu.edu
WGmail: spwg©nri, reston, va. us
To Join: sp~g-request©nri.reszon.va.us
Site Security
Chair(s):
WGmail:
To Join:

Policy Handbook (ssphwg)
J. Paul Holbrook
holbrook@cic.net
Joyce K. Reynolds
jkrey©isi, edu
ssph~g©cert, sei. cmu. edu
ssphwg-request©cel-t,
sei.cmu.edu
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User Services
Joyce Reynolds
j kr~y~isi,
edu

Directory Information Services Infrastructure
cl~¢merit,
Chair(s): Chris Welder
WG ma~l: disi~merit.edu
To Join:disi-request~meriZ, edu

(disi)
edu

Internet User Glossary (userglos)
roubicek@bbn, corn
Chair(s): Karen Roubicek
Trm=y Parker
tracy©u~cexas. edu
WGmail: usergloss©f~cp.com
To Join: usergloss-requesz©fzp.com
NOC-Tool Catalogue Revisions (noctool2)
enger©seka.scc.com
Chair(s): Robert Enger
Gary Mal~~n
~malkin¢ftp.
corn
WG mail: noctools@merit.edu
To Join:noctools-requesZ@merit, edu
Network Information Services Infrastructure
(nisi)
dds~neri~.edu
Chair(s): Dana Sitzler
Pat Smith
psmi~h@merit, edu
WG mail:nisi~merit,
edu
To Join:nisi-request@merit,
edu
User Services (uswg)
Chair(s): Joyce K. Reynolds
jkrey©isi.edu
WGmail: us-~gennsc.nsf.net
To Join: us-wg-request@nnsc.nsf.ne’~
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Internet

Drafts

This summarysheet provides a short synopsis of each Internet Draft available within the
"Internet-Drafts" Directory at the NICand NNSC.These drafts are listed alphabetically by
Working Group ~ronymand initial post date. Drafts not originating in a Working Group
are listed first.
"OSI Connectionless
Shue, W. Haggerty,

Transport
K. Dobbins,

Services
on top of the UDP: Version 1",
, 11/01/1989 <draft-osf-shue-osiudp-00.txt>

C.

This draft proposes a method for offering the OSI connectionless transport
service (CLTS) in TCP/IP-based Internets by defining a mapping of the CLTS
onto the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). If this draft becomes a standard,
hosts on the Internet that choose to implement 0SI connectionless transport
services on top of the UDPwould be expected to adopt and implement the
methods specified in this draft. UDPport 102 is reserved for hosts which
implementthis draft.
"Working Implementation
Services and Protocols",
00.txt>

Agreements
On Network Management Functions,
Robert Aronoff~ 05/24/1990 <draft-nist-nmsig-implagreements-

This is the Working Document of the Network Management Special Interest
Group (NMSIG)of the 0SI Implementors Workshop (0IW). The OSI Internet
Management (OIM) Working Group agreements on CMIS/CMIPreference this
document.
"Asynchronous
Discovery of an Effective
Maximum Transmission
Datagram Delivery [MTU Discovery]",
James Sawyer, 08/17/1990
sawyer- mt udisc- 00.txt >

Unit for IP
<draft-csc-

A case against IP layer fragmentation ha~ been made, and various methods for
avoiding it proposed. This memorevisits the effect of fragmentation on network performance, and recounts the present methods of avoidance. A protocol
is presented which adapts to the varying circumstances encountered, sending
large datagrams whenever possible, and reducing fragmentation when necessary to avoid retransmission problems. A hybrid approach to MTUdiscovery,
it utilizes one new IP header option and four new ICMPmessages. It is a simple mechanism that discovers path MTUswithout wasting resources and that
works well before all hosts and touters are modified.
"FTP-FTAM Gateway Specification",
< draft-slaski-ftpftam-00.txt
>

J.L.

Mindel,

I~.L.

Slaski,

11/19/1990

This memodescribes a dual protocol stack application layer gateway that performs protocol translation, in an interactive environment, between the FTP and
FTAM
file transfer protocols. 0nly through additional implementations and
fieldings will the FTP-FTAM
gateway reach its optimal capacity as a resource
during the anticipated long coexistence of the TCP/IPand OSI protocol suites.
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"Tunneling IPX Traffic through
provan-ipxt unneling-01 .txt >

IP Networks",

Don Provan,
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04/15/1991

<draft-

Internet Packet eXchange protocol (IPX) is the internetwork protocol used
Novell’s NetWareprotocol suite. For the purposes of this paper, IPX is functionally equivalent to the Internet Datagram Protocol (IDP) from the Xerox
Network Systems (XNS) protocol suite. This draft specifies a method of encapsulating IPX datagrams within UDPpackets so that IPX traffic can travel
across an IP internet. This draft allows an IPX implementation to view an IP
internet as a single IPX network. An implementation of this draft will encapsulate IPX datagrams in UDPpackets in the same way any hardware implementation might encapsulate IPX datagrams in that hardware’s frames. IPX
networks can be connected thusly across internets that carry only IP traffic.
"U.S. Department of Defense Security
Options for the Internet
Stephen Kent, 03/05/1991 <draft-ietfoahwgipso-ipso-00.txt>

Protocol",

This I-D specifies the U.S. Department of Defense Basic Security Option and
the top-level description of the Extended Security Option for use with the
Internet Protocol. This proposal will replace RFC1038 Revised "IP Security
Option~, dated January 1988, if it is issued as an RFC.
"The IP Addressing Issue",
00.txt>

Noel Chiappa, 03/27/1991

<draft-chiappa-ipaddressing-

The packet layer of the IP architecture is about to enter a period of stress
caused by deficiencies in the IP address. This stress is caused by a number of
inter-related problems. This note describes these problems, lists some suggested
solutions, and discusses pros and cons of each of those solutions.
"Internet Accounting: Background", C. Mills,
draft-ietf-acctbackground-00 .txt >

D. Hirsh, G. Ruth,, 05/13/1991

This document provides background information for the "Internet Accounting Architecture" and is the first of a three documentset: Internet Accounting
Background ~ Status (this document), Internet Accounting Architecture (under
construction), Internet Accounting Meter Service (under construction). The
cus at this time is on defining METERSERVICESand USAGEREPORTING
which provide b~sic semantics for measuring network utilization, a syntax, and
a data reporting protocol. The intent is to produce a set of standards that is
of practical use for early experimentation with usage reporting as an internet
accounting mechanism. This document provides background and tutorial information on issues surrounding the architecture, or in a sense, an explanation
of choices made in the Internet Accounting Architecture.
"AppleTalk MIB", Steven Waldbusser, 02 / 11 / 1991 < draft00.txt>

ietf-

appleip-applemib-
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This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingAppleTalk networks.
~The Transmission
of IP Datagrams Over AppleTalk Networks",
03/08/1991 < draft-let
f-appleip- ipoverappletalk-00.txt
>

John Veizades,

This document describes a protocol, called MacIP, that is used to transport
IP datagrams on AppleTalk networks. This protocol was developed in order
to connect M~intosh computers on AppleTalk networks to hosts on TCP/IP
networks. Using the AppleT~l]~ network layer protocol, IT datagrams can be
transmitted through AppleTalk networks to gateways that decapsulate the IP
datagrams and ~ct as front-end protocol processors Macintosh hosts on AppleTalk internets.
~The Aut hentication
of Internet
iet f-aut h-ipaut hoption-00.txt >

Datagrams", Jeff

Schiller,

08/01/1989 < draft-

This dr~ft describes a protocol and IT option to allow two communicating
Internet hosts to authenticate datagrams that travel from one to the other.
This authentication is limited to source, destinatio,~ IP address pair. It is up to
host-based mechanisms to provide authentication between separate processes
running on the same IP host. The protocol will provide for ~authentication" of
the datagram, not conce~.lment from third party observers. By authentication,
I meanthat an IP host receiving a datagram claiming to be from some other IP
host will be able (if both hosts are set up to authenticate datagrams between
each other) to determine if in fact the datagram is from the host claimed, and
that it has not been altered in transit.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for the Border Gateway Protocol (Version
Steven Willis, John Burruss, 03/25/1991 <draft-ietf-iwg-bgp-rnib-02.txt>
This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/iT-based internets. In particular, it defines objects for managing the Border Gateway
Protocol.
~A Border Gateway Protocol
3 (BGP-3)’,
01 / 25 / 1991 < d raft-ietf- bgp- bgp3-00.txt >

Yakov l~ekhter,

Kirk Lougheed,

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an inter-Autonomous System routing
protocol. It is built on experience gained with EGPas defined in RFC904
and EGPusage in the NSFNETBackbone as described in I~FC 1092 and ttFC
1093. The primary function of a BGPspeaking system is to exchange network
teachability information with other BGPsystems. This networkreachability
information includes information on the full path of AutonomousSystems (ASs)
that traffic must transit to reach these networks. This information is sufficient
to construct a graph of AS connectivity from which routing loops may be pruned
and some policy decisions at the AS level maybe enforced.
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~Border Gateway Protocol
NEXT-HOP-SNPAAttribute",
< d raft- let f- bgp-next hop-00 .t xt >

I.
Paul
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Tsuchiya,

04/15/1991

The purpose of the NEXT-HOP
attribute is for one border gateway A to tell
another border gateway B which border gateway C (where C might equal A)
should be used as the next hop on the path to the destinations advertised in
the UPDATEcontaining the NEXT-HOPattribute.
"Experience with the BGP Protocol",
bgp-experience-00.txt>

Yakov Rekhter,

05/08/1991

<draft-ietf-

The purpose of this memois to document how the requirements for advancing
a routing protocol to Draft Standard have been satisfied by BGP. This report
documents experience with BGP.
"BGP Protocol
00.txt>

Analysis",

Yakov Rekhter,

05/08/1991

<draft-ietf-bgp-analysis-

The purpose of this report is to document how the requirements for advancing
a routing protocol to Draft Standard have been satisfied by BGP. This report
summarizes the key feature of BGP, and analyzes the protocol with respect to
scaling and performance.
"Benchmarking Terminology for Network Interconnection
her, 11/26/1990 <draft-ietf-bmwg-terms-01.txt>

Devices",

Scott

Brad-

This memodiscusses and defines a number of terms that are used in describing performance benchmarking tests and the results of such tests. The terms
defined in this memowill be used in additional memosto define specific benchmarking tests and the suggested format to be used in reporting the results of
each of the tests.
"Definitions of Managed Objects for Bridges", E. Decker, P. Langille,,
inghani, K. McCloghrie, 05/24/1991 <draft-ietf-bridge-definitions-01.txt>

A. ttijs-

This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP based internets. In particular it defines objects for managingbridges based on the IEEE
802.1d draft standard between Local Area Network (LAN) segments. Provisions are madefor support of transparent and source route bridging. Provisions
are also madeso that these objects apply to bridges connected by subnetworks
other than LANsegments.
"Definitions
Bob Stewart,

of Managed Objects for Parallel-printer-like
01/02/1991 <draft-ietf-charmib-parallelprinter-01.txt

Hardware Devices",
>

This memodefines an experimentM portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingparallel-printer-like hardware devices.
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"Definitions
of Managed Objects for RS-232-1ike
art, 01/02/1991 <draft-ietf-charmib-rs2321ike-01.txt>

Hardware Devices",

Bob Stew-

This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
B~se (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. In particular, it defines objects for managing l~S-232-1ike hardware
devices.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for Character Stream Devices",
01 / 02 / 1991 < draft-ietf- charmib- char mib- 01.txt >

Bob Stewart,

This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingcharacter stream devices.
"DECnet Phase IV MIB Extensions",
decnetiv- mibextensions-00.txt,
.ps>

Jon Saperia,

06/06/1991

<draft-ietf-

This memodefines a set of DECnetPhase IV extensions that have been created
for the Internet MIB. When~lsed in conjunction with the structure of management information (RFC 1155), the management information base for network
management of TCP/IP-based internets (RFC 1156) and the Simple Network
ManagementProtocol (RFC 1157), it will be possible to provide integrated
network management of combined TCP/IP and DECnet Phase IV based internets.
This document was produced by the DECnet Phase IV MIBworking
group.
"Clarifications
and Extensions for the Bootstrap Protocol",
< d raft-let f- d hc-boot p- 00 .txt >

Walt Wimer, 05/03/1991

Someaspects of the BOOTP
protocol were rather loosely-defined in its original specification. In particular, only a general description was provided for
the behavior of "BOOTPrelay agents" (originally called "BOOTPforwarding
agents"). The client behavior description also suffered in certain ways. This
memoattempts to clarify and strengthenthe specification in these areas.
In a~ldition, newissues have arisen since the original specification was written.
This memoalso attempts to address some of these.
"INTERNET
OSI INTEGRATION,
COEXISTENCE
AND INTEROPERABILITY ISSUES", Robert I-Iagens, ttebecca Nitzan, 07/24/1990 <draft-fopg-ositransitionO0.txt>
The intent of this document is to provide technical descriptions of the issues
involved in the integration of the OpenSystems Interconnect (OSI) protocols
into the operational networks which interconnect and comprise the "Internet’.
The issues raised and solutions discussed are a result of the Federal Networking Council (FNC) OSI Planning Group (FOPG). The members of the
represent several Federal Governmentagencies such as the Department of Energy (DOE), the National Science Foundation (NSF) the National Aeronautics
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and Space Administration (NASA), the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) under the Department of Commerce, as well as University
experts.
"An Architecture
for Inter-Domain
Policy Routing",
Steenstrup,
02120/199{} <draft-ietf-orwg-architecture-01.ps>

Marianne

Lepp~ Martha

Wepresent an architecture for policy routing amongadministrative domains
within the Internet. The objective of inter-domain policy routing is to synthesize and maintain routes between source and destination administrative domains, providing user traffic with the requested service within the constraints
stipulated by the administrative domains transitted. The architecture is designed to accommodatean Internet with tens of thousands of administrative
domains.
"Inter-Domain
M. Steenstrup,

Policy Routing Protocol Specification
03/05/1991 <draft-ietf-idpr-specvl-00.txt,

and Usage: Version
or .ps>

Wepresent the version 1 protocols for inter-domain policy routing (IDPR),
which include the virtual gateway protocol, the domainstatus distribution protocol, the route synthesis procedure, the path setup protocol, and the message
forwarding procedure. Wealso supply protocol usage recommendations to simplify implementation of IDPR.
"Internet
< draft-let

Routing Protocol Standardization
f-iesg- routing-00.txt >

Criteria",

Bob Hinden, 04/01/1991

The purpose of this document is to provide more specific guidance for the
advancementof routing protocols. All levels of the standardization process are
covered.
"Management Services
Application
12/12/1990 <draft-ietf-msi-api-03.txt,

Programming
or .ps>

Interface",

Oscar Newkerk,

A case against IP layer fragmentation has been made, and various methods for
avoiding it proposed. This memorevisits the effect of fragmentation on network performance, and recounts the present methods of avoidance. A protocol
is presented which adapts to the varying circumstances encountered, sending
large datagrams whenever possible, and reducing fragmentation when necessary to avoid retransmission problems. A hybrid approach to MTUdiscovery,
it utilizes one new IP header option and four new ICMPmessages. It is a simple mechanism that discovers path MTUswithout wasting resources and that
works well before all hosts and touters are modified.
"Network Time Protocol:
ntpv3- 00.txt, or .ps>

Version

3",

Dave Mills,

11/28/1990

<draft-mills-

This document describes the Network Time Protocol (NTP), specifies its formal
structure and summarizes information useful for its implementation. NTPprovides the mechanismsto synchronize time and coordinate time distribution in a
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large, diverse internet operating at rates from mundaneto lightwave. It uses a
returnable-time design in which a distributed subnet of time servers operating
in a self- organizing, hierarchical-master-slave configuration synchronizes local
clocks within the subnet and to national time standards via wire or radio. The
servers can also redistribute reference time via local routing algorithms and
time daemons.
"The IP Network Address Translator
(Nat):
04/15/1991 <draft-tsuchiya-addrtrans-00.txt~

Preliminary
.ps>

Design",

Paul Tsuchiya,

The two most compelling problems facing the IP Internet are IP address depletion and scaling in routing. This paper discusses the characteristics of one
of the proposed solutions-address reuse. The solution is to place Network Address Translators (Nat) at the borders of stub domains. Each Nat box has
small pool of globally unique IP addresses that are dynamically assigned to IP
flows going through Nat. The dynamic assignment is coordinated with the Domain NameServers. The IP addresses inside the stub domain are not globally
unique-they are reused in other domains, thus solving the address depletion
problem. The pool of IP addresses in Nat is from a subnet administered by the
regional backbone, thus solving the scaling problem. The main advantage of
Nat is that it can be installed without changes to routers or hosts. This paper
presents a preliminary design for Nat, and discusses its pros and cons.
"WORKSHOP ON CO/CL INTERWOI~KING’, Phill
Workshop, , 12/12/1990 <draft-ccirn-cocl-report-00.txt>

Gross,

Les

Clyne,

COCL

On July 24-26, 1990, an invited panel met at the Corporation for National
Research Initiatives in Reston Virginia to consider the issues involved with interworking between protocol stacks based on Connection-mode Network Service
(CONS,or CO) and Connectionless-mode Network Service (CLNS, or CL).
main example of a CO stack is 0SI TP0 over X.25. Examples of CL protocolstacks include OSI TP4 over CLNPand TCP over IP. The workshop was
convened at the direction of RAREand the U.S. Federal Networking Council
(FNC). The meeting was organized and co-chaired by Les Clyne (UK Joint
Network Team) and Phillip Gross(Corporation for National Research Initiatives). An electronic mailing list was established for use by both attendees and
a wider audience of experts. This report gives an overview and synopsis of the
deliberations at the meeting, and it describes the outcome.
"An Approach to CO/CL Interworking
- Part I: Introduction",
shop, M. Rose, 05/06/1991 <draft-ccirn-cocl-docl-02.txt>

COCL Work-

The OSI transport service maybe realized through a variety of transport/network
protocol combinations. Regrettably, few of the combinations a~:tuMly interoperate with each other. As such, even if all OSI-capable end-systems enjoyed
full-connectivity, they would not be able to uniformly interoperate. This memo
examines the problem and proposes an approach in order to develop solutions
to this problem.
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"An Approach to CO/CL InterworkingPart II: The Short-TermConventions for Transport-Service
Bridges in the Absence of Internetworking’,
COCL
Workshop, M Rose, 04/23/1991 <draft-ccirn-cocl-doc2-01.txt>
The Short-term approach outlined in "An Approach to CO/CLInterworking:
Part I: Introduction" is based on the use of transport-layer relays knownas
transport service bridges, or TS-bridges. Further, the short-term approach
also assumes that knowledge of the TS-bridges is present in the end-systems.
The companion memo "An Approach to CO/CL Interworking-Part
III: The
~
Intermediate-Term-Provision
of the CONSover TCP and X.25 Subnetworks
identifies solutions in which end-system knowledgeof transport-layer relays is
avoided. The purpose of this memois two-fold: first, modifications to the operational characteristics of end-systems are described; and, second, the operational
characteristics of TS-bridges are described.
"An Approach to CO/CL Interworking
- Part III:
tions for Network-Layer Relays and Transport-Service
of Internetworking"~
CO/CL Workshops C. Huitema,
cocl-doc4-Ol.txt
>

The Long-Term - ConvenBridges in the presence
04/25/1991 <draft-ccirn-

The long-term approach is based on the use of transport-layer relays knownas
transport service bridges, or TS-bridges. Further, the long-term approach also
assumes that knowledge of the TS-bridges is hidden from the end-systems. The
companion memoidentifies the short-term approach towards TS-bridges. The
purpose of this memois three-fold: first, to identify the infrastructure whichis
expected to exist in the long-term; second, to describe the use of NL-relays in
such an environment. And, third, to describe the use of TS-bridges in such an
environment.
"Mapping between X.400(1988)
/ ISO 10021 and RFC 822"~ S.E.
Kille, 05/31/1991 <draft-ietf-kille-x.400mapping-00.txt>

Hardcastle-

This document describes a set of mappings which will enable interworking between systems operating the CCITTX.400 (1988) Recommendations on Message Handling Systems/ISO IEC 10021 Message Oriented Text Interchange
Systems (MOTIS), and systems using the RFC822 mail protocol or protocols derived from RFC822. The approach aims to maximise the services offered across the boundary, whilst not requiring unduly complex mappings. The
mappings should not require any changes to end systems. This document is a
revision based on RFCs987, 1026, 1138, and 1148 which it obsoletes.
"A String Encoding of Presentation
ucl-kille-presentationaddress-02.txt,

Address", S.E. Kille,
or .ps>

01/16/1991

<draft-

There are a number of Environments where a simple string encoding of Presentation address is desirable. This specification defines such a representation.
"X.500 and Domains",
03.txt, or .ps>

S.E.

Kille,

03/21/1991

<draft-ucl-kille-xS00domains-
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This draft document considers X.500 in relation to Internet/UK Domains. A
b~sic model of X.500 providing a higher level and more descriptive naming
structure is emphasized. In addition, a mapping of domains onto X.500 is
proposed, which gives a range of new managementand user facilities
over and
above those currently available. This specification proposes an experimental
new mechanism to access and manage domain information on the Internet and
in the UKAcademic Community. There is no current intention to provide an
operational replacement for DNS. Please send comments to the author or to
the discussion group osi-ds@CS.UCL.AC.UK.
~An Interim
Approach to use of Network Addresses",
draft- ucl-kille- networkaddresses-02.txt,
or .ps >

S. Kille,

01/14/1991

This note is a proposal for mechanisms to utilize Network Addresses. The OSI
Directory specifies an encoding of Presentation Address, which utilizes OSI
Network Addresses as defined in the 0SI Network Layer Standards. The OSI
Directory, and any OSI application utilizing the OSI Directory must be able to
deal with these Network Addresses. Currently, most environments cannot cope
with them. It is not reasonable or desirable for groups wishing to investigate
and use OSI Applications in conjunction with with the OSI Directory to have
to wait for the lower layers to sort out.
~Replication
Requirement to Provide an Internet
Kille, 03/21/1991 <draft-ietf-osids-replication-02.txt,

Directory
Using X.500",
or .ps>

S.

A companion document discussed an overall framework for deploying X.500 on
the Internet ~Building and internet directory using X.500~ . This document
considers certain deficiencies of the 1988 standard, which need to be addressed
before an effective open Internet Directory can be established. The only areas
considered are primary problems, to which solutions must be found before a
pilot can be deployed. This INTEI~NET-DRAFT
concerns itself with deficiencies which can only be addressed by use of additional protocol or procedures
for distributed operation.
~Using the OSI Directory to Achieve User Friendly
< draft-ietf-osidsfriendlynaming- 02 .txt, or .ps>

Naming", S. Kille,

03/21/1991

This proposal sets out some conventions for representing names in a friendly
manner, and shows how this can be used to achieve really friendly naming.
This then leads to a specification of a standard format for representing names,
and to procedures to resolve them. Please send commentsto the author or to
the discussion group osi-ds@CS.UCL.AC.UK.
~Replication
and Distributed
Operations
Extensions
to Provide an Internet
Director~ using X.500", S. Kille, 03/21/1991 <draft-ietf-osids-replsoln-02.txt,
or .ps>
Some requirements on extensions to X.500 are described in the INTERNET
DRAFT~Replication requirement to provide an internet,
in order to build
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an Internet Directory Using X.500", as described in the INTERNET
DRAFT
"Building and internet directory using X.500". This documentspecifies a set of
solutions to the problems raised. These solutions are based on some work done
for the QUIPUimplementation, and demonstrated to be effective in a number
of directory pilots. By documenting a de f~cto standard, rapid progress can be
made towards a full-scale pilot. These procedures are an INTERIM
approach.
There are knowndeficiencies, both in terms of manageability and scalability.
Transition to standard approaches are planned when appropriate standards are
available. This INTERNET
DRAFTwill be obsoleted at this point.
"The COSINE and Internet
X.500 Schema",
< draft-let f-osids- cosinex~i00- 03.txt >

P. Barker,

S. Kille,

03/21/1991

This document suggests an X.500 Directory Schema, or Naming Architecture,
for use in the COSINE
and Internet X.500 pilots. The schema is independent of
any specific implementation. As well as indicating support for the standard object classes and attributes, a large numberof generally useful object classes and
attributes are also defined. An appendix to this document includes a machine
processable version of the schema. This document also proposes a mechanism
for Mlowing the schema to evolve in line with commonlyheld requirements.
Proform as to support this process are included. Please send commentsto the
authors or to the discussion group osi-ds@cs.ucl.ac.uk.
"Handling
< draft-let

QOS (Quality Of service) in the Directory",
f-osids- qos-00.txt, or .ps >

S.E. Kille,

03/20/1991

This document describes a mechanismfor specifying the Quality of Service for
DSAOperations and Data in the Internet Pilot Directory Service "Building
and internet directory using X.500". Please send commentsto the author or to
the discussion group osi-ds@CS.UCL.AC.UK.
"DSA Naming", S.E. Kille,
.ps>

03/21/1991

<draft-ietf-osids-dsanaming-00.txt,

or

This INTERNET-DRAFT
describes a few problems with DSANaming as currently deployed in pilot exercises, and suggests a new approach. This approach
is suggested for use in the Internet Directory Pilot. Please send commentsto
the author or to the discussion group osi-ds@CS.UCL.AC.UK.
"Naming Guidelines for Directory
< draft-ietf-osids-dirpilots-00.txt,

Pilots",
or .ps>

P. Barker,

S.E. Kille,

03/21/1991

Deploymentof a Directory will benefit from following certain guidelines. This
document defines a number of guidelines which are recommended. Conformanceto these guidelines will be recommendedfor national pilots. Please send
comments to the authors or to the discussion group osi-ds@CS.UCL.AC.UK.
"OSI NSAP Address Format For Use In The Internet",
02 / 13/1991 < draft-ietf-osinsap-format-01.txt,
or .ps>

tt

Colella,

R Callon,
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The Internet is moving towards a multi-protocol environment that includes
OSI. To support OSI, it is necessary to address network layer entities and
network service users. The basic principles of OSI Network Layer addressing
and Network Service Access Points (NSAPs) are defined in Addendum2 to the
OSI Network service definition. This internet draft recommendsa structure
for the DomainSpecific Part of NSAPaxidresses for use in the Internet that is
consistent with these principles.
"Guidelines
for OSI NSAP Allocation
in the Internet",
Richard Colella,
Gardner, Ross Callon,, 04/25 / 1991 < draft-ietf-osinsap-internetalloc-01.txt

Ella
, .ps>

The Internet is moving towards a multi-protocol environment that includes OSI.
To support OSI in the Internet, a~ OSI lower layers infrastructure is required.
This infrastructure comprises the connectionless network protocol (CLNP)and
supporting routing protocols. Also required as part of this infrastructure are
guidelines for network service ax=cess point (NSAP)address assignment. This
paper provides guidelines for allocating NSAPsin the Internet.
"Building an Internet Directory using X.500", S. Kille,
osix500- directories- 01.t xt, or .p s >

01/07/1991 <draft-ietf-

The IETF has established
a Working Group on OSI Directory Services. A
major componentof the initial work of this group is to establish a technical
framework for establishing a Directory Service on the Internet, making use
of the X.500 protocols and services. This document summarises the strategy
established by the Working Group, and describes a number of I~FCs which will
be written in order to establish the technical framework.
"The OSPF Specification,
ospf2-01.txt,
or .ps>

Version

2",

John Moy, 01/23/1991

<draft-ietf-ospf-

OSPFis a link-state based routing protocol. It is designed to be run internal
to a single Autonomous System. Each OSPF router maintains an identical
database describing the AutonomousSystem’s topology. From this database,
a routing table is calculated by constructing a shortest-path tree. OSPFrecalculates routes quickly in the f~ce of topological changes, utilizing a minimum
of routing protocol traffic. OSPFprovides support for equal-cost multipath.
Separate routes can be calculated for each IP type of service. An area routing capability is provided, enabling an additional level of routing protection
and a reduction in routing protocol traffic. In addition, all routing protocol
exchanges are authenticated.
This memodocuments version 2 of the OSPF
protocol. Version 1 was documented in RFC1131. Distribution of this memo
is unlimited.
"OSPF Version 2 Management Information
04/04/1991 < draft-ietf-ospf-ospfmib-03.txt

Base",

Rob Coltun,

Fred Baker,

>

This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. In particular, it defines objects for managing OSPFVersion 2. Please
send comments to ospf@trantor.umd.edu.
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<draft-ietf-ospf-

This report documents experience with OSPFV2. This includes reports on
interoperability testing, field experience, simulations and the current state of
OSPFimplementations. It also presents a summary of the OSPF M~uagement
Information Base (MIB), and a summary of OSPF~uthentication
mechanism.
Please send comments to ospf@trantor.umd.edu.
"OSPF Protocol
00.txt, .ps>

Analysis",

John Moy, 04/01/1991

<draft-ietf-ospfoanalysis-

This report attempts to summarize the key features of OSPF V2. It also
attempts to analyze how the protocol will perform and scale in the Internet.
Please send comments to ospf@trantor.umd.edu.
"Privacy Enhancement for Internet
Electronic
Mail: Part
thority and Organizational
Notary Services",
Burr Kaliski,
rsadsi-pemforms-01.txt
>

I~- Certifying
Au08/14/1990 <draft-

This document describes two services that vendors may provide in support
of Internet privazy-enhanced mail: certifying authority services on behalf of
organizations, and organizational notary services for users. It also specifies the
forms for interacting with vendors providing those services. This document is
intended as a reference for vendors and for implementors of privacy-enhanced
mail software; it is not at the appropriate level for users. The document also
lists vendors.
"Privacy Enhancement for Internet
Electronic
Mail: Part I: Message Encryption and Authentication
Procedures",
John Linn, 03/26/1991 <draft-irtf-psrgo
pemmsgproc-00.txt
>
This do¢ument defines message encryption and authentication procedures, in
order to provide privacy-enhanced mail (PEM) services for electronic mail
transfer in the Internet. Commentsshould be sent to ~pem-dev~tis. ¢om~.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for the Point-to-Point
tenholz,
09/11/1990 <draft-ietf-pppext-pppmib-01.txt>

Protocol",

Frank Kas-

This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. In particular, it describes managedobjects used for managingsubnetworks using the Point-to-Point Protocol.
"The Point-to-Point
Protocol Configuration
Options: Negotiation
FCS’, Arthur Harvey, 15/~0/1990 <draft-ietfoppp-3~bitconfig-01.txt>

of 32-bit

This document defines a method to negotiate a 3~-bit FCS Configuration Option for PPP. The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) provides a method for transmitring datagrams over serial point-to-point links. PPP is composed of three
parts:
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"The Point-to-Point
Protocol:
LLC over
< d raft- iet f- ppp- lc coverppp- 01 .txt >

PPP’,

Arthur

Harvey,

12/20/1990

This document defines the operation of the LLC protocol over PPP. The Pointto-Point Protocol (PPP) provides a method for transmitting datagrams over
serial point-to-point links. PPP is composedof three parts: 1) A methodfor encapsulating datagrams over serial links. 2) An extensible Link Control Protocol
(LCP). 3) A f~m~ly of Network Control Protocols (NCP) for establishing
configuring different network layer protocols. The PPP encapsulating scheme,
the basic LCP, and an NCPfor controlling and establishing the Iaternet Protocol (IP) (called the IP Control Protocol, IPCP) are defined in I~FC 1171
Point-to-Point Protocol for the Transmission of Multi-Protocol Datagrams Over
Point-to-Point Links~. IEEE 802.2 Logical Link Control (LLC) protocol provides additional services beyond those available directly from the various IEEE
802 MediumAccess Control (MAC)data link protocols.
"Point-to-Point
Protocol
Extensions
for
06/04/1991 < draft-ietfpppext-decnet-00.txt

DECnet Phase
>

IV’,

Steven

Senum,

The purpose of this memois to define a method for transmitting DNAPhase
IV Routing packets over a serial link using the PPP protocol. This memo
only applies to DNAPhase IV Routing messages (both data and control), and
not to other DNAPhase IV protocols (MOP, LAT, etc). There axe two basic
approaches to running the DNAPhase IV Routing protocol over a serial line:
1. The approached that several router vendors have taken which is to treat
the serial link as an Ethernet, using the same data and control messages an
Ethernet would use. 2. The approach defined by Digital, which uses DDCMP
and slightly different control messages. This memowill define a method that
uses the first approach.
"ICMP Router Discovery
icmpmessage-00.txt>

Messages",

S. Deering,

03/27/1991

<draft-ietf-rdisc-

This document specifies an extension of the Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMP)to enable hosts attached to multicast or broadcast networks to discover
the IP addresses of their neighboring routers. Please send commentsto gwdiscovery ~ gregorio.st an ford.edu.
"Requirements for Internet
IP Routers’,
iet f-rreq-iprout ers-01 .txt >

Philip

Almquist,

03/06/1991

<draft-

This draft attempts to define and discuss requirements for devices which perform the network layer forwarding function of the Internet protocol suite. The
Internet communityusually refers to such devices as "routers ~. This document
is intended to provide guidance for vendors, implementors, and purchasers of
IP touters.
’~SNMP Over IPX~, Raymond Wormley, 08/27/1990
00.txt>

<draft-ietf-snmp-snmpoveripx-
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The SNMPprotocol has been specified as the official network management
protocol of the Internet. Its widespread acceptance and implementation by
developers, both inside and outside the Internet community,is fostering synergetic growth to a variety of protocols and platforms. This memoaddresses
the use of SNMPover Novell’s proprietary IPX protocol. Roughly equivalent
to UDPin function, IPX provides connectionless, unacknowledged datagram
service over a variety of physical media and protocols.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for the Ethernet-like
Interface
Cook, 04/15 / 1991 < draft- ietf- snmp-et hernet mib-05 .txt >

Types", John

This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. In particular, it defines objects for managingethernet-like objects.
"Use of the Community String
for
< draft-ietf-snmp-proxys-01
.txt>

SNMP Proxys",

Richard

Fox,

12/31/1990

This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets.
"Definitions
of Managed Objects for the SIP Interface
04/05/1991 < draft-ietf-snmp-smdsipmib-01
.txt >

Type",

Kaj Tesink,

This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. In particular, it defines objects for managing SIP (SMDSInterface
Protocol) objects.
"SNMP Communications Services",
snmp-commservices-00.txt
>

Frank Kastenholz,

04/23/1991

<draft-ietf-

This Internet Draft is being distributed to membersof the Internet community
as an Informational RFC. The intent is to present a discussion on the issues
relating to the communications services for SNMP.While the issues discussed
maynot be directly relevant to the research problems of the Internet, they may
be interesting to a number of researchers and implementors.
"Comments on SNMP Proxy via Use of the @ sign in an SNMP Community"
Jeff Case, et. al., 10/20/1990 <draft-ietf-snmp-proxycomments-00.txt>
This memopresents technical criticisms of introducing programmatically interpreted structure into the SNMP
communitystring, as proposed in the Internet
Draft entitled "Use of the CommunityString for SNMPProxys’.
"SNMP Administrative
admin-00.txt, .ps>

Model",

James Galvin,

04/09/1991<draft-ietf-snmpsec-
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This paper presents an elaboration of the SNMPadministrative model which
provides a unified conceptual basis for administering SNMP
protocol entities to
support authentication and integrity, privacy, access control, and the cooperation of multiple protocol entities. This paper also describes howthe elaborated
administrative model is applied to realize effective network managementin a
variety of configurations and environments. The model described here entails
the use of distinct identities for peers that exchange SNMPmessages. Thus,
it represents a departure from the community-based administrative model. By
unambiguously identifying the source and intended recipient of each SNMP
message, this new strategy improves upon the historical community scheme
both by supporting a more convenient access control model and allowing for
effective use of asymmetric(public key) security protocols in the future.
~Definitions
of Managed Objects for Administration
of SNMPParties",
Keith
McCloghrie, James It. Davin, James M. Galvin, ~ {}4/09/1991 <draft-ietf-snmpsecmib-{}{}.txt >
This memodefines an experimental portion of the Management Information
Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets. In particular, it describes a representation of the SNMP
parties defined
in ~SNMP
Administrative Model" as objects defined according to the Internet
Standard SMI ~Structure and Identification
of management Information for
TCP/IP-based internets" (RFC 1155). These definitions are consistent with
~.
the SNMPSecurity protocols set forth in ~SNMPSecurity Protocol
~SNMP Security
Protocols",
James M. Galvin, Keith
Davin,, {}410911991 <draft-ietf-snmpsec-protocols-{}{}.txt~

McCloghrie,
.ps>

James It.

This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as a protocol specification. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send commentsto the
authors: James M. Galvin galvin@tis.com, Keith McCloghrie kzm@hls.com,
and James R. Davin jrd@ptt.lcs.mit.edu.
~Guidelines for the Secure Operation of the Internet",
Itichard
Pethia,
Crocker~ Barbara Fraser~ ~ 04101/1991 <draft-ietfospwg-secureop-{}l.txt>

Steve

The purpose of this document is to provide a set of guidelines to aid in the
secure operation of the Internet. Commentsby Vinton G. Cerf, Vice President,
Corporation for National Research Initiatives,
and Chairman, Internet Activities Board, and James Van Bokkelen, President, FTP Software, Inc., have
been provided to further illuminate the history and issues involved in this policy. Please send commentsto spwg@nri.reston.va.us. This revision corrects a
typographical error in the preamble of the document.
"Security Policy Handbook" ~ Paul Holbrook, :Ioyce Iteynolds~
iet f-ssph-handbook-00.txt >

{}5/31/1991 <draft-

This handbook is the product of the Security Policy HandbookWorking Group
(SSPHWG),a combined effort of the Security Area and User Services Area
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the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). This RFCprovides information for
the Internet community.It does not specify an Internet standard. Distribution
of this memois unlimited.
"Telnet
00.txt>

Encryption

Option’~

Dave Borman, 04/01/1990

"Telnet
Data Compression Option",
t elnet- compression-00 .txt >
"Telnet Authentication
Option",
aut hentication-01.txt
>
"Telnet Environment Option",
environment-01 .txt >

Dave Borman,

<draft-ietf-telnet-encryption04/30/1990

Dave Borman, 08/08/1990
Dave Borman, 08/08/1990

<draft-ietf-

<draft-ietf-telnet<draft-ietf-telnet-

"FYI on an Internet
Trouble Ticket Tracking System for addressing
Internet
User Connectivity
Problems’~ M. Mathis~ D. Long, 02/11/1991 <draft-ietf-ucpconnect ivity-00 .txt >
Users having trouble with the Internet are directed to contact their designated
Network Service Center. The Network Service Center creates a Trouble Ticket
which is registered with the Ticket Tracking System. The ticket is an agreement to obtain closure with the user. NetworkService Centers can fix problems,
track the work of others, or transfer responsibility for the ticket to other Network Service Centers using a formal hand-off procedure. Ticket hand-offs are
coordinated by the Ticket Tracking System and ticket progress is monitored
by the Ticket Support Centers. User complaints with the problem resolution
process may be lodged with a Ticket Support Center, which will act on behalf
of the user in resolving the problem.
"NOC Internal
Integrated
Trouble Ticket System Functional
list",
Dale S. Johnson, 02/26/1991 <draft-ietf-ucp-tt-01.txt>

Specification

Wish-

This Internet Draft describes general functions of a Trouble Ticket system that
could be designed for Network Operations Centers. The document is being
distributed to membersof the Internet communityin order to stimulate discussions of new production-oriented operator-level application tools for network
operations. Hopefully, this will result both in more ideas for improving N0C
performance, and in more available tools that incorporate those ideas. This
memodoes not specify a standard. Distribution of this memois unlimited.
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REPORT

Progress

Report

Between the December Meeting at the University of Colora~lo and the March meeting at
Washington University in St. Louis, there have been many IETF originating protocols
published as RFC’s.
RFCl195

Use of OSI IS-IS for Routing in TCP/IP and Dual Environments
This RFCdescribes a proposed standard interdomain routing
protocol for use in the Internet. It is the product of the IS-IS
Routing Working Group.

RFC1206, FYI4

FYI on Questions and Answers - Answers to Commonlyasked
"New Internet User" Questions
FYI 4 was updated and republished
Working Group.

RFC1207, FYI7

by the User Services

FYI on Questions and Answers - Answers to Commonlyasked
"Experienced Internet User" Questions
This RFCis the product of the User Services WorkingGroup.
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STEERING

Open Plenary

GROUP REPORT

and IESG

Agenda:
¯
¯
¯
¯

The criterion for advancing routing protocols to Draft Standards
The advancement of OSPFto draft standard state and,
The advancement of BGPto the draft standard state.
The beginning of work on IP version 7.

Criterion

for

Advancing

Routing

Protocols

Bob Hinden presented his criterion for the advancementof routing protocols to Draft Standard. The criterion enjoyed broad support in principle. The most interesting issues were:
A clear definition of what it means for an implementation to be truly independent. It
was felt that the code should have been written mostly from scratch yet it was agreed
that no implementor can be expected to work in a complete vacuum.
A definition of a "moderate" number of routers constituted was debated. There
was a feeling that moderate should somehowsimulate the size of a large corporate
network. Because such a network cannot be built with older routing technology,
no such networks exist for testing an implementation. Simulation was offered as
a possible compromise. Manyfelt that actual experience at the expected size of
production networks would be required for full standard status.
In the end, after both points were debated, the Plenary accepted the time-honored
principle of "I knowit whenI see it".
The security requirements presented some interesting challenges. At this time, there
are no definitive notions of what security means in terms of a routing protocol. The
Plenary agreed that all features, including any defined security features, needed to
be tested to reach draft standard.

Presentation

to Advance

OSPF to Draft

Standard

John Moy, Jeff Burgan and Rob Coltun presented a detailed report on the deployment and
testing experience of OSPF, as well as an exploration of the limits of the OSPFRouting
protocol. (Slides are included later in these Proceedings)
After the presentation the Plenary discussed OSPF, and generally agreed that the protocol
met the criterion for advancing to draft standard.

2.2.

MINUTES OF THE OPEN PLENARY

Presentation

to Advance

BGP to Draft

AND IESG
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Standard

Yackoff Rekter, Sue Hares and Dennis Ferguson presented a report on BGP, including
operational experience and a discussion of the outer limits of the protocol. Several issues
were raised which did not reach consensus.
First was a reservation about the use of TCPas a transport protocol for BGP.Dennis
Ferguson Mluded to problems in conjection situations with TCP, where backoff may
often result in degraded performance. Manyfelt that BGPshould be re-written to
use the UDPtransport protocol. Others, especially those with ailing production
networks felt a need to deploy BGPimmediately as is. There were questions about
whether BGPwas a short-term solution or long-term, with manyfeeling the decision
over whether to make BGPrun over UDPdepended on this analysis. The merits of
these objections were debated, but not resolved.
¯ Second, the relationship between the IET1~ BGPprotocol and the ANSI IDI~P protocol was discussed. Many wanted assurances that the BGPprotocol would remain
stable and would not continue to incrementally evolve to conform to the emerging
IDRPprotocol. These concerns were addressed and generally satisfied the Plenary.

IP Version

7

A work item was proposed for a new Working Group to develop a new version of the IP
specification. Goals of this revision were invisioned to include:
1. An expansion of the address space,
2. Someform of addressing structure to deal with very large networks, and
3. Resource allocation.
Noel Chiappa, Area Director for the Internet Services Area accepted an action item to form
such a group.
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Area

Director(s):
Russ Hobby: rdhobby@ucdavis.edu
Area Summary reported
Working Groups in Support

by Russ

Hobby/UCDavis

of Multi-media

There were three WorkingGroups that met in St. Louis that will be closely coordinated to
allow the use of multi-media in electronic mail on the Internet.
1. The Mail Extensions Working Group met and had lively discussions on how to update
RFCs 821(SMTP)and 822 to allow the transfer of multiple "body parts" including
binary data. The needed extensions will be designed to be as compatible with X.400
as possible. This should ease the implementation of RFC821/822 to X.400 gateways.
2. A new Working Group in the O SI area was started to explore some testing of the
Office DocumentArchitecture (ODA)protocol on the Internet. ODAbody parts will
be defined by the Mail Extensions Working Group.
3. The FAXWorking Group discussed the more general issue of what formats could be
used for transmitting images across the Internet in electronic mail. Three possibilities
are the FAXbody part in X.400, images in the ODAformat, and TIFF as specified by
a document written at ISI. All efforts will be coordinated with the WorkingGroups
above.
Other Working Groups Meeting in St.

Louis

1. Domain Name System (dns) - This Working Group has a new mailing list
namedroppers was not specifically for the WorkingGroup. The list is:

since

dns-wg@nsl.dec.comfor sending to the Working Group mail list
dns-wg-request@nsl.dec.comto subscribe to the mail list.
The main items covered by the Working Group were:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Discussion of Philip Almquist’s project for a new BIND.
DNSMIB Variables.
Review DNSSecurity.
Collect information for the DNSOperators Guide.
DNSsupport for the Resource Location and Dynamic Hosts protocols.

2. Listserv BOF(listserv) - At the St. Louis meeting there was a Birds-of- a-Feather
(BOF) session
on the BITNETLISTSERVfunction to see how listserv
works and
,,
explore some current needs in the Internet. David Lippke (UTexas) presented the
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current state of listserv and answered many questions about it. It was determined
that a WorkingGroup should be created to define an Internet version of listserv.
3. NetworkDatabase (netdata) - This first meeting was to discuss the standardization
SQLdatabases operating over TCP/IP. Main points of work for the Working Group
are to define a client/server model protocol over TCP/IP and provide security.
4. Network Printing Protocol (npp) - There were three main subjects discussed at this
meeting.
(a) Work was continued to document LPR/LPDas used today.
(b) There was discussion of the Printer Access Protocol (PAP).
(c) Discussion of how to do printer "spooling ~ and job submission.

.

.

Service Location Protocol (svrloc) - This was the first official meeting of this Working
Group. The group decided that the first work item would be to define a protocol to
locate resources, such as printers, connected to a site network. It was viewed that
perhaps additions to the Domain NameSystem could solve some of this problem.
Telnet (telnet) - There was discussion of the Environment Option and advantages
and disadvantages of user defined variables. Authentication and Encryption Options
were the subject of the remainder of the meeting.

Working Groups Not Meeting

in St.

Louis

1. Distributed File System (dfs) - Although this group has not been too active and
did not meet, new activity in this area has been found by another group, TSIG, in
defining a trusted version of NetworkFile System (NFS). The efforts of TSIGwill
coordinated with the DFS Working Group.
2. Distributed Scheduling Protocol (chronos) - This Working Group did not meet in St.
Louis but has made quite a bit of progress on the mail list in defining a protocol
to allow scheduling between calendars maintained on different computers across a
network. A draft document on the protocol has been written and is available as an
Internet Draft.
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REPORT

Lippke/UTEXAS

The LISTSERVBOF at the IETF meeting in St Louis went well. It was attended by
a positive subset of the Internet Mail Extensions Working Group plus a number of people involved with the Applications Area of the IETF. In addition, Bruce Crabill, Larry
Snodgrass, and John Wobusattended, therefore the full BITNETcontingent was probably
represented. However, it was clear that a number of the internetists had m~le an effort
to educate themselves on LISTSERVand at least one had experience with mAntaining a
LISTSEI%V
fist.
David Lippke worked through about 35 foils which roughly followed the outline below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

BITNETbackground (size, growth, topology, traffic statistics).
LISTSEI~V
background (history, present status, various statistics).
Definition of the original problem.
Overviewof the main concepts, features, and facilities (13 points).
Twofoils worth of list peering and its application.
Five foils on "distribute".
A bit on relayed file distribution.
Twofoils on loop detection/suppression.
Six foils as a detailed look at list configuration.
A bit on NADcapabilities.
A slow three foils on user commandsand options.
A bit on list archival and file storage (it was stressed several times throughout that
standard fist archival was a big deal).
13. Twofoils on the database facility.
14. Then about three foils giving David’s opinion of what’s needed in the way of LISTSEI~Vcapabilities on the internet.

The whole session was rather interactive with at least a question or two asked on each foil
and the responses to the questions occasionally turning into short discussions. It was a
good crowd to talk to since everyone had already done some (or maybe a lot) of thinking
about related issues. Consequently, there wasn’t much left in regard to LISTSERV
itself
whenDavid reached the end of his foils.

Phil] Gross took over the discussion at that point and concluded with the group that a
"LISTSEP~V"Working Group should be formed since there are clearly things which need to
be done and there’s also enough interest in the project to makethings happen. One person
said that they would like to see a basic set of user operations (upon lists) defined first
that they could proceed with a simple implementation of those while a compatible superset
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was developed over time. There seemed to be general agreement with this notion.

Phil] then suggested that a list be formed to proceed with the WorkingGroupdiscussion before the July IETF. Chris Myers of WashingtonUniversity volunteered listdev@wugate.wustl.edu
and this was accepted. To subscribe send e-mail to listserv@wugate.wustl.edu
with a
".
body part of ~add listdev
To unsubscribe send e-mail to listserv@wugate.wustl.edu
with a body part of ~delete listdev ~. To send a message to the list send e-mail to listdev@wugate.wustl.edu. The initial membership will be taken from the attendance roster
with the addition of Eric. Anyonewho is interested in participating in the WorkingGroup
is welcometo join the list

A PostScript copy of the foils is available upon request from David Lippke.
Attendees
Bruce Crabill
David Crocker
Ralph Droms
Johnny Eriksson
Demi Getschko
Phillip Gross
Russ Hobby
Neil Katin
Shelly Knueven
Vincent Lau
Eliot Lear
David Lippke
Chris Myers
Lawrence Snodgrass
Bernhard Stockman
Gregory Vaudreuil
John Wobus

bruce@umdd,
umd.edu
dcrocker@pa,
dec.c
droms©bucknell,
edu
bygg@sune~,
se
"DEMI@FPSP.
HEPNET"
pgrossCnri,
reston,
va.us
rdhobby©ucdav
is.edu
ka~in@eng,
sun.corn
shelly©wugate,
wustl,edu
vlau@sun,
com
lear@net
.bio.net
lippke©uZdallas,
edu
chris©wugat
e. wusZl,edu
snodgras@educom,
edu
bygg@sune~,
se
gvaudre@nri,
res~on,
va.us
jmwobus©suvm,
acs.syr.edu

Background info

on BITNET

[] Nearly 3400 nodes on the network
¯ About 1000 IBMs running VM
¯ About 1700 Vaxen
¯ Rest are IBM/MVS,Unix, CDC, HP,
Honeywell, etc...

A Technical Introduction
to LISTSERV
David Lippke
The University of Texas at Dallas
lippke@utdallas.edu
+1 214-690-2632.

[] Linear growth for last several years
[]

Topology¯ 7.15 hops between nodes on average
¯ 17 hop network diameter
¯ Approx 1.12

BITNETBackground, cont’d

LISTSERVBackground

[] 75%of files are less than 5K bytes; 25%
less than 2K bytes

[] Writtenby Eric Tholnas, then a student at
Ecole Centmlede Paris, nowwith SUNET
and Nordunet

[] Major sites push 300 to 1000 megabytes
per day; 75Kto 250Kflies per day

[] Written in REXX
and assembler
[] First deployedduring the summerof 1986

[] These sites are generally near NSSes
with interconnections following NSFnet
topology

t2 Veryfast paced development
through 1987
[] Currentlyupdatedabout every six months
[] Maindiscussion list is LSTSRV-L
at
POLYGRAF,RUTVMI, SEARN, and
UGA

Original Problems Addressed
E] Usability problemswith the primitive
"LISTSERVs"
of the day D similar to
the currentsituation withinteract-based
lists
[] Verysimplistic mailexplosionandnetwork
congestionas a result
¯ Nodistribution of the work
¯ I.ndividualcopiesof eachpostiaagsent
to each list member,
evenfor members
on the samenode.
¯ Verysimilarin effect to currentinternet
list handling

LISTSERVBackground, cont’d
[] 257 registered

LISTSERVs

~ 137 "backbone" LISTSERVs
[] 22 list

database LISTSERVs

[] Approximately2000 public lists
[] Major sites see 2000-2500 jobs per day
[] Secondary sites see 700-1500 per day
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Concepts,Features, and Facilities

Session Outline

[2 Mail "from" the list ID

[] Concepts, features, and facilities
[] Summaryof LISTSERVfacilities
may be needed on the intemet

[] Peered hsts

which

[] Mail via "distribute"

[] Additional things which could/should be
done and things which should avoided

[] Relayed filedistribution

’

[] Loopdetection and u-af:fic control

[] Discussion

[] Veryflexible list control and handling
[] Facilities

for system ~inistrators

[13Userfacilities

Concepts/features/facilities, cont’d

Peered Lists

[] File and list archive storage

[] Splits lists over twoor morenodes
[] Usersare subscribedto the closest node

[] Database facilities

[] Submissionscan be sent to any peer
~ Many
administrativefacilities, but still
somewhat
difficult to manage
[] Application¯ Hugelists
¯ Multiplearchivesites
¯ Goodforgetting postings
over links
with high backlogsor bad performance

[] Optional automatic code maintenance
[] Automatic database updating & maint
[] User Database

Sample Peered List---

RSCSMODS

Mail via "Distribute"
[] Distributes list traffic on the basis of
minimizing total network load.

EBOUB011 <--> FINHUTC

[] The initial LISTSERVdecides how to
distribute the work.

V
TAMVMI <--> OHSTVMA <--> UBVM <--> POLYGRAF

[] "distribute" jobs are either sent directly to
the final backbone nodes or are grouped
together and sent to intermediate nodes.

V
UGA

[] Most small to medium (50-750 member)
lists are handled this way.
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Relayed File Distribution

Loop Detection

Z] Anyuser can submit distribution jobs to
the backbone LISTSERVnetwork.

[] Examinesthe subject field for known
trouble subjects.
[] Examinesthe from field for knownbad
uscrids like ’mailer’, ’*daemon*’,and
’postmaster’

[] Employs a special JCL which is used to
specify the reccpicnts and processing options; the file to bc distributed is appended
to this.

[]Looks
inside
thebody
fora copya message
withfield~referen~q.ng
the list uscrid.

[] Typically used by software maintainc_rs
to distribute updates or to distribute large
files like newsletters.

[] DoesNOTuse’Message-ID:’
-- runsa
CRCon thestripped
bodyandthrows
awayanything
withthe minesignature
as
oneoftheprevious
N messages.

Loop suppression, Traffic control

List Configuration Terms

[]Per-list
daily
limits
onmessage
traffic

[] (access-level)
¯ Public
¯ P0stmastcr
¯ A1,A2,... where A1 is
1. Private

[] Constant
source.s
of bad commands
are
"served off" and silently ignoreduntil the
postmaster restores service.
[] Constantly monitors link backlogs -- goes
offlinc and online like Unix acct(2).

2. 0istname)
3. Owner or Owner0istname)
4. Service or Service(listname)

List Configuration Terms

List Configuration Terms

[] (destination)
¯ List
¯ Sender
¯ Both
¯ None
¯ "address"

[] (area)
¯ Name of a network
¯ Nameof a country
¯ Value of the ’local’ keyword
¯ A nodename or pattern
[] (mon-addrcss)
¯ "address"
¯ ’Postmaster’
or ’Postmasters’
¯ ’Owner’ or ’Owners’

[] (interval)
¯ Yearly, Monthly, Weekly, Daily, Hourly
¯ Single
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Major List Keywords

Major List

[] Review=(access-level)

[] Stats= NormalI Extended i None, (accesslevel)

[] Subscription= By_ownerI Open I Closed

Keywords

[] Ack= Yes I Msg I No

[] Send=(access-level) I Editor

[] Notebook=No l (Yes, (fro), (interval)
Separate, (access-level))

[] Reply-to= (destination),Respect I Ignore
[] Files= Yes I No

[] Owner=-(address1)I(access-levell),

[] Confidential= No I Yes I Service

[] Editor=- (address1), ...

[] Validate= Store only I All commands

[] Language= idiom

[] X-Tags= Yes I No I Comment

Major List Keywords

Node Administrator Facilities

[] Service,=(areal) ....

Node Administrators can ~
¯ Submit commands on the behalf of any
local user.

[] Local= nodel ....
[] Errors-To= (mon-addresst), ...

¯ Can have a users automatically deleted
from all lists they are subscribed to (in the

[] Default-Options= user_options

world).
¯ Hold / Free lists
¯ Put the LISTSERV
offline,
:

etc.

User List Options

Major User Commands

Controlled by each user on a per list basis

[] Help /Info ?

¯ Mail / NoMail

[] List [ detailed I long ! short ]

¯ Files / NoFiles

[] Query listname

¯ Ack / NoAck / MsgAck

[] SUBscribe/SIGNONlismame [ Nil.name ]

¯ Repro / NoRepro

[] UNSubscdbe/SIGNOFF listname

¯ Conceal / NoConceal

[] SET lismame options
[] REViewhstname [ (optiom
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Major User Commands

List Archival / File Storage

[] STats hstname [ (local

~ Lists are achivedandavailable according
to their definition. Userscan fetch entire
logs or haveentries sent to themwhich
havebeenflagged by databaseoperations.

[] GETfilenarne
[] PUTfilename [ options ]
[] PWadd/change/delete password(s)

~ Files axe organiT~.z:l under"filelists" and
either referencedexphcitlyor as a part of
"packages."

[] AFD/FUIadd/delete/get

[] Users can subscribe to packagesor individualfiles.

[] INDexfilelist_name

,.’-q SHOW
[ options ]

GETand PUTpermissions axe controlled
at all levels by accesslists.
--

ii

Database Query Examples

Database Facility

Search Rosemary in MOVIES

[] General database engine used to query
the master BITNETnode database, LISTSERVnode database, and any list archives

Search Hardware problem with a 4381 in IBM-L
Search wooden chair (blue or green) in CKAIRS

[] Access primarily through interactive messages and frontend programs which send
the raw commandsand parse the results.

Search problem in BBOABD since July
Search place chair in CHAIRS where price < 50

[] ComplexEnglish queries allowed

Select * in BITEA/KN where site soi~nds like COKRNKAL

[] Most often used to lookup information in
a list archive and havethe "hits" sent back
to the user.

Select * in TCP-IP where subject contains fax or facsimile

Thoughts on Design &
Additional Functions

What’s needed on the Internet?
Parts of most everything, although[] Peering is probably best left to die. Netnewshandles the large list distribution.

,~ Slicing, dicing, megaservershould probably be avoided
~ The functions andspecifications should
be modularized and split out, but it’d be
nice if they were able to use each other to
present a well-integrated overall facihty.

E] File distribution is difficult, but there are
perhaps somecreative options available.
[] The"disu’ibute" function is also difficult,
but very important.

999

[] User directory service is best treated as
an independent resource of which the
LISTSERV
function would be a client.
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AREA

File Systems (dfs)

Charter
Chair(s):
Peter Honeyman, honey¢ci~;i,

umich, edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: dfs-wg@citi.umich, edu
To Subscribe: dfs-wg-request©citi.umich.edu
Description

of Working Group:

Trans- and inter-continental distributed file systems are upon us. The consequences to the Internet of distributed file system protocol design and implementation decisions are sufficiently dire that we need to investigate whether
the protocols being deployed are really suitable for use on the Internet. There’s
some evidence that the opposite is true, e.g., some DFSprotocols don’t check~
sum their data, don’t use reasonable MTUs,don’t offer credible authentication
or authorization services, don’t attempt to avoid congestion, etc. Accordingly,
a Working Group on DFS has been formed by the IETF. The Working Group
will attempt to define guidelines for ways that distributed file systems should
makeuse of the network, and to consider whether any existing distributed file
systems are appropriate candidates for Internet standardization. The Working
Groupwill also take a look at the various file system protocols to see whether
they makedata more vulnerable. This is a problem that is especially severe for
Internet users, and a place where the IETF may wish to exert some influence,
both on vendor offerings and user expectations.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990 Generate an I~FC with guidelines that define appropriate
tributed file systems in an internet environment.

behavior of dis-
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Scheduling

Protocol

(chronos)

Charter
Chair(s):
Paul Linder, lindner©boombox,
micro,man. edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: chronos~boombox, micro, man. edu
To Subscribe: chronos-request©boombox.micro.umn,
edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Chronos protocol WorkingGroup is chartered to define a protocol for the
managementof calendars, appointments and schedules over the internet. In
defining this protocol, several questions must be addressed. The role of the
calendar administrator must be defined. Differing levels of security need to be
specified to allow maximum
functionality yet still allow privacy and flexibility.
The scope of the protocol should also be evaluated; how muchburden should we
put on the server, on the client? Additionally the behavior of multiple chronos
servers must be analyzed.
This protocol should be able to be developed and stabilized within 6-8 months,
since there is already a draft specification to work from. The process is subject
to extension if manynew features are added, or more revision is needed.
Goals and Milestones:
Jan 1991

Review first draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion will occur on mailing list. Prototype implementations.

Feb 1991

Make document an Internet
received over e-mail.

Mar 1991

Spring IETF meeting. Review final draft and if OK, give to IESG for publication as RFC. Begin implementations.

1991

Draft.

Continue revisions

Revise document based on implementations.
Draft Standard.

based on comments

Ask IESG to make the revision

a
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AREA

Domain Name System

3.1.3

(dns)

Charter
Chair(s):
Michael Reilly, reilly~pa, dec. corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: dns-wg©nsl, dec. corn
To Subscribe: dns-wgorequest~nsl, dec. corn
Description

of Working Group:

The DNSWorking Group is concerned with the operation of name servers on
the Internet. Wedo not operate nameservers but serve as a focal point for the
people who do operate them. We are also concerned with the Domain Name
Systemitself. Changesto the existing I~FC’s, for example, are discussed by the
Working Group. If changes to the I~FC’s or additional DNSrelated RFC’s are
deemed necessary the Working Group will .propose them and will prepare the
associated documents.
Because we intend to serve as the focal point for people operating nameservers,
one of our projects will be to assist anyone bringing up a name server by
publishing a collection of useful hints, tips and operational experience learned
by the people already running name servers.
The DNSWorking Group will also take an active role in the dissemination of
solutions to problems and bugs encountered while running various nameserver
implementations. Wewill also provide guidance to anyone writing a new name
server implementation, whenever possible.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Adding DNSvariables

to the MIB.

TBD

Hints, tips, and operations guide for DNSsoftware

TBD

Implementation catalog for DNSsoftware.

TBD

Discussion of adding load balancing capability to the DNS.

TBD

Discussion of adding a l~esponsible Person Record.

TBD

Discussion of adding network naming capability

TBD

Evaluate short-term measures to improve, or at least describe the security of
the DNS.

to the DNS.
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by Michael lleilly/DEC

DNS Minutes-

Boulder

This was sort of a startup meeting for the Domain Name System (DNS) Working Group.
Our primary goal was to determine the short and long-term goals of the group and to
determine what direction the group wants to take.
Webegan by discussing a list of potential areas for the Working Group to focus on. We
also discussed some of the problems in the DNSand the BINDnameserver implementation.
Several areas were identified for further work.
In the near term the group will update the Charter and discuss the group’s goals on the
mailing list.
In the immediate future we will concentrate on:

1. Increasing the robustness of the existing BINDimplementation by fixing a couple of
known problems and working with Berkeley (UCB) to encourage use of the updated
BIND code.
2. Increasing the robustness of the DNSby encouraging root nameservers to incorporate
the updated BINDcode.
3. Increasing the robustness of the DNSby encouraging root nameservers to NOTpreform recursive lookups.
4. Collecting as much of the existing wisdomconcerning managementand operation of
a DNSserver as well as BINDspecific information as we are able to. It is anticipated
this information will be madeavailable in the for of a "cookbook" style document.
Attendees
stevea¢i88, isc. corn
Steve Alexander
Philip Almquist
almquisz©j essica, s’canford, edu
barns©ga~eway.mi’~re, org
William Barns
Robert Collet /pnrobert.d.collet/o=us.sprint/~dmd=telemail/c=us/@sprint.com=
zkO00l©nhis,
navy.mil
Curtis Cox
vaf©SZ~ndford.
EDU
Vince Fuller
Robert Gilligan
gilligan©sun,
corn
Juha Heinanen
j h@fune~,
fi
Darren Kinley
kinley©crim,
ca
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Holly Knight
Alex Koifman
E. Paul Love
Paul Mockapetris
Lynn Monsanto
Michael Reilly
Robert Reschly
Tim Seaver
Pdchard Smith
Roxanne Streeter
Sally Tarquinio
Glenn Trewitt
A. Lee Wade
Walter Wimer
Cathy Wittbrodt

AREA
holly©apple, com
ako ifm~n@bbn,corn
loveep@sdsc, edu
pvm@darpa.mil
monsanto@eng, sun. com
reilly@pa, dec. com
reschly@brl .mil
tas~mcnc, org
smiddy@pluto,ds s. com
street er@nsipo.nasa, gov
sally@gateway@mitre, org
trewitt@pa,dec. corn
wade@discovery, arc. nasa. gov
walt er. wimer@ ~ndr ew. cmu. edu
cjw@nersc .gov
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We began this meeting of the DNSWorking Group by discussing administrative details.
Several Working Group members expressed problems in getting added to the namedroppers
mailing list. The Working Group decided it would be beneficial to setup a DNSWorking
Groupmailing list. Mike Reilly volunteered to host the list.
The mailing list is dns-wg@nsl.dec.com. Add/drop requests are to be sent to dns-wgrequest @nsl.dec.com.
We spent some time discussing the Charter of the Working Group. Several goals were
identified for the near term. Discussion of these goals is to take place on the mailing list.
The top four goals are:
Define DNSrelated MIBvariables. The Working Group does not have experience in
writing MIBdefinitions so we will produce a list of variables and work with others to
produce the document describing them.
Produce a DNSOperator’s Guide for publication as an informational RFC. There was
some discussion concerning the inclusion of BINDspecific information in the RFC
or whether the guide should simply discuss operational experience from the Internet.
This was not resolved at the meeting but will be resolved as work progresses. The
relationship
between this document and RFC1033 (Domain Operations Guide)
also discussed.
Investigate additional Resource Records as well as other changes to the DNSRFC’s.
Many of the proposed changes to the DNSRFC’s come as a of the publication of
the host requirements I~FC (1123) or as a result of operational requirements in the
Internet. The Working Group expects to be involved in producing additional RFC’s
as the need arises.
¯ Investigate and documentthe security (or lack of ) in the current DNSand in common
implementations (for example, BIND).
Mike Reilly is working on an updated Charter which will describe these goals and include a
time schedule. This will be posted to the mailing list for discussion and review next week.
The DNSWorkingGroup will also be investigating ways to work closely with the individuals
running DNSnameservers on the Internet.
We hope to both learn form them so that
the Operations Guide mentioned above will be as useful as possible and to serve as a
useful resource for identification and resolution of problems encountered in operating DNS
nameservers.
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Phil Almquist is being funded to produce a more robust version of BINDfor general distribution. He presented his plans and time schedule in detail during the DNSWorking
Groupmeeting. The discussion following his presentation indicated that there was positive
support for his efforts.
We spent that last portion of the meeting discussing ways in which the DNScould and
should be used as a part of dynamic host configuration. Several members of the Dynamic
Host Configuration W’orking Group described their needs and limitations in the current
DNSwhich prevent its use for this purpose. The discussions helped make many of the DNS
Working Group members aware of the needs hosts wishing to dynamically configure. We
will work with the Dynamic Host Configuration Working Group to determine how the DNS
can help them.
Attendees
Philip Almquist
Lida Carrier
Bill Durham
Robert Enger
Charles Fineberg
Karen Frisa
Jeremy Greene
Patrick Heisinger
A jay Kachrani
Tom Kessler
Anders Klemets
Bill Manning
Mike Marcinkevicz
Carol Melowitz
Donald Merritt
Mark Moody
Michael Patton
Jan Michael Rynning
Tim Seaver
John Veizades
Walter Wimer
Linda Winkler
Cathy Wittbrodt
Wing Fai Wong

almquist©j essica, stanford, edu
lida©apple,corn
durham©MDC. COM
enger@seka, scc. com
f ineberg@wums2,wustl, edu
karen, frisa©andrew, cmu. edu
greene@coral, com
he i s ingerCmdcguy,mdc. com
kachrani@regent, enet. dec. com
kessler©sun, com
klemets@cs, cmu. edu
bmanning©houst
on. sc. t i. corn
mdm©cals~ate, edu
melowitz@mdcgwy,mdc. corn
don©brl .mil
ccmarkm©umcvmb.missouri, edu
map@ics, mit. edu

j mr©nada,
k~h.se
tas©mcnc,
org
veizades©apple,
corn
walter,
wimer©andrew,
cmu.edu
iwinkler©anl,
gov
cj w©nersc
.gov
wfwong@malZa, sbi. com
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Mail Extensions

(smtpext)

Charter
Chair(s):
Gregory Vaudreuil, gvaudre~nri, reston, va. us
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ie~cf-smtp©dhaacs.rutgers,
edu
To Subscribe: ietf-smtp-reques~c©d£macs.rutgers,
edu
Description

of Working Group:

The SMTPextensions Working Group is chartered to develop extensions to
the base SMTPprotocol (1~FC821)to facilitate the more efficient transmission
of 8 bit text and binary data. Amongthe extensions to be considered to
SMTPare the elimination of the ASCII text character restriction
and line
length restriction to allow the sending of arbitrary 8 bit character sets, and the
definition of mechanismsto facilitate binary transmission, and extensions to
the negotiation sequence to facilitate batch transmission.
Goals and Milestones:
Apt 1991

Review the Charter of the group. Determine if changes to SMTPare necessaxy. Discuss the needs for backward compatability, and interoperabiliy. This
discussion will be held by email.

Aug 1991

Discuss the elimination of the 7 bit restrictions in SMTP,and the implications
of removingthis restriction in terms of interoperation.

Aug 1991

Discuss the issues involved with binary transmission. Determine whether a "binary~ mode should be pursued, and whether the SMTPline length restriction
should be eliminated.

Dec 1991

Write a document specifying
Post ~s an Internet Draft.

Mar 1992

l~eview and finMize the SMTPExtentions document.

Mar 1991

Submit the SMTPExtentions document as a proposed standard.

the changes to SMTPagreed to by the group.
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Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Introduction
Why Are We Here?
Should We Be Here?
Goals For The Group
Mail Extensions Architecture
Message Format Architecture

The IETF Internet Mail Extensions
meeting in St. Louis.

Working Group met for two days at the 20th IETF

The meeting began with an overview of the motivations for forming the Working Group,
and a discussion of the role the group should play in the context of the current Internet mail
environment and the emergence of X.400 based mail systems. There was little debate about
the necessity to engineer a short-term solution to the need for greater ma~l functionality,
especially for international character set support. There was a feeling that the work of this
group could potentially speed the X.400 deployment into the current Internet. By increasing
the functionality of X.400 gateways and stimulating the development of multi-media mail
facilities,
the work may facilitate
the smooth transition to X.400. No one expressed an
opinion that this work should not continue.
The Working Group spent the remainder of the morning enumerating possible goals for the
mail extensions effort. The group proceeded to narrow the list of goals to a manageable
subset for the first phase of the effort.
Possible

Goals

Goalschosen for the initial
X
X
x
X
X
X
?

X
-

effort markedwith an X.

Include support for most international multi-character sets in message body.
Support multi-part messages.
Support multi-media messages.
Increase interworkability with X.400.
P~emaln backward compatible with RFC822, 821.
Support enhanced functionality over current 7 bit transport.
Use 8 bit transport paths if available.
Enhance multi-character set support in message headers.
l~esolve line length, end of message, and format effector issues.
P~esolve message length issues (Message Fragmentation).
Include external references for long messages.
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Define standard error message reporting formats (Internet Mail
Control Message Protocol).
Define a standard User Agent (UA) configuration file format (.madcap).
Mad Gateway requirements document.
Receiverinitiated file transfer.
POP-IMAP-PCMAIL
standardization
issues.
Subsume X.400 Functionality (Return Receipt, Privacy Enhanced Mail, Accounting).
Listservice Specification.
Mad Transport MIB.
Enhanced addressing (i.e., Phone Number, Postal Address).
Mailbox Management.
Message Storage Architecture.
Establish Liaison with X.400.
After enumerating the goals for the mail extensions effort, the group proceeded to categorize
the goals as either RFC 822 Message Format Extensions or RFC 821 SMTPExtensions.
The group briefly discussed the differences between RFC821 and RFC822, resulting in
greater understanding of the current mail environment. One crucial distinction was the
point in the specifications where ASCII-7 is defined to be the character set. It was found
that SMTPdoes indeed specify ASCII as the character set, rather than the set of allowed
bit codes.
Architecture
The Working Group proceeded to spend the second full afternoon session discussing the
transport architecture to be used in enhancing the current Mail system. The architecture
discussion was crucial to understand the context of the changes needed to the message
format, and SMTPI~FC’s. Initially there were two competing ideas for this architecture,
and later, a transition solution was proposed.
The 7 Bit Solution
The first proposal, based on the existing 7 bit infrastructure, specified no changes to the
SMTPprotocol, and made ad mail functionality
enhancements in the RFC 822 message
format. In the special case of 8 bit text, the conversion to a 7 bit encoding occurs in the
sending and receiving User Agents.
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The 8 Bit Solution
The second proposal, based on current practice amongthose currently using extended character sets in Europe, consisted of lifting the 7 bit restriction in SMTP,and using existing 8
bit friendly User Agents to pass 8 bit character codes to capable terminals. This proposal
has been referred to as the "declare 7 bit to be broken". It was asserted that most SMTP
Message Transfer Agent’s (MTA)currently pass 8 bit mail unmodified. This proposal requires no special encoding of 8 bit text.
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These two proposals are not interoperable. The first, the 7 bit solution, interoperates with
current SMTPagents, but not with existing 8 bit users or their agents. The second works
with existing 8 bit User Agents but not fully conformant SMTPimplementations.
The 8/7 Bit Transition

Solution

After some discussion, a transition solution was proposed by the Chair, soon to be dubbed
the "Wretched" solution. This proposal required 8-bit capable SMTPagents to convert
from 8 bit to 7 bit message formats. This proposal was based on the principle that a
conversion from 8 bits to 7 bits can be specified such that the same conversion can be made
either by a User Agent, or by a mail forwarder on a per-message demandbasis.
This transition proposal has two distinguishing features. In the existing world of 7 bit
SMTPMTAagents, it is identical to the 7 bit proposal, requiring all UA’sto either encode
or decode 8 bit text. In the ideal world where all SMTPMTA’sare 8 bit capable, it is
identical to the 8 bit solution. It does howeverrequire implementing the conversion process
in both the MTA’sand UA’s.
A third feature, one that turned out to cause problems, is the requirement that the entire
message be convertible from 8 bit to 7 bit without regard to the contents. It was felt that
if a suitable encoding was chosen, it could be indicated by prepending a new header line
"Message encoded in 7 bits" by any MTAthat modified the message.
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At the conclusion of the first day, the group tentatively adopted the transition solution.
Day 2
The second day was scheduled to begin work on the specifics of the Message Format Extensions required to achieve the goals previously defined. The work was intended to be
essentially independent of the RFC821 SMTPefforts to be discussed later in the day.
However, within minutes, it became clear that the group had not realized many of the
implications of the transition proposal. Specifically, there is an implication that non-text
messages originating from an 8 bit User Agent may, with certain encodings, be re-encoded
by the MTA,resulting in double-encoding. For a worst case example, consider a binary message encodedto utilize a full 8 bit path. If it encounters a 7 bit MTA
later in the journey, it
will be converted again. While judicious choice of encodings will makethis double encoding
a non-issue, the perceived additional complexity, and the restrictions this implied in the
multi-part, multi-media extensions to be proposed caused manyin the group to re-evaluate
their positions with regard to the transition proposal.
For the purpose of making progress the WorkingGroup adopted the 7 bit proposal to begin
work on the 822 message body extensions. There remains significant constituency for the
transition proposal, but after hours of hallway discussions, the group reached a consensus
that changes to SMTPmerely to facilitate
the 8 to 7 conversion were not sufficient to
justify upgrading the MTAinfrastructure.
However, many hold hope that enhancements
including binary transmission will result in a system that cam fully and efficiently utilize 8
bit transport.
Message Format

Extensions

After the contentious issues of mail transport were put behind the group, work began on
defining an extension to the IIFC 822 message format to facilitate multi-part, multi-media
applications, including internationa/ chaxacter sets. The group began by considering a
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specific proposal by Borenstein, Freed, Vance, and Carosso (BFVC). As this proposal was
put forth, a debate ensued over the relative merits of line counts vs message boundary
delimiters. The group felt that in general, message delimiters were superior to line counts
for reliability and readability, but that line counts were useful ~hints ~ which allowed fast
parsing of long multi-part messages. A proposal to combine both message delimiters and
line counts was made, but not pursued.
The group moved forward and chose to use the BFVCproposal as a strawman. Several
issues were raised.
The message boundary delimiter is chosen at random for each message. This eliminates
the need to reserve a specific begin and end sequence for messages. It was not clear how
difficult it would be to implementthis scheme.
The content-encoding and content-type are independent fields which are included for each
of the message body parts. Advocates asserted that these independent axis makethe overall
implementation easier than defining a standard encoding for each body part. This proposal
allows a sender to encode a message in whatever encoding type is optimal for the message
sent. The receiver must then be able to decode each of the several standard encoding types.
With several standazd encoding types defined, a sender could pick the ideal encoding for
the particular message type. This many-types, limited encodings approach reduces the
complexity for a full featured User Agent. This proposal has the disadvantage of increasing
complexity in a single function station, such as a fax server, or text only User Agent.
The implication that a User Agent must implement several decoding and encoding mechanisms to simply receive and send 8 bit text was of some concern. This was discussed but
not resolved. One proposal was to make 8 bit text a special case with a single encoding
type.
A strawman poll was taken with the following options.
1. Body part "a" must be sent with encoding type "y’.
2. Body part "a" should be sent with encoding type "y’, but may be sent with any
encoding x,y,z.
3. Bodypart "a" can be sent with any encoding x,y,z.
4. Bodyparts a, b, c can be sent in any encoding x,y,z except for body part "d" which
must be sent in "x’.
There was no majority, with most expressing preference for (2), and and equal number
expressing either (3) or (4).
Future

Meetings

The Chair of the Working Group strongly advocated an interim meeting, tie proposed a
choice between a face to face meeting or a Video Teleconference. The group preferred a
Video Teleconference. The Chair took an action to find open dates and if possible, schedule
a Video Teleconference. Interest was expressed by some of the international participants in
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holding a Working Group meeting in Europe in the near future.
Attendees
Nathaniel Borenstein
Cyrus Chow
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Message Extentions

(822ext)

Charter
Chair(s):
Gregory Vandreuil, gvaudre©n.vi, res~on, va. us
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ie~:f-822©dimacs.ruzgers,
edu
To Subscribe: ie~f-822-reques~c©d~nacs.ra~:gers,
edu
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group is chartered to extend the I~FC 822 Message format to
facilitate multi-media mail and alternate character sets. The group is expected
to formulate a standard message format, roughly b~sed on either RFCl154or
RFC1049. The immediate goals of this group are to define a mechanism for
the standard interchange and interoperation of international character sets.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review the Charter,
worthwhile effort.

and refine the groups focus. Decide whether this is a

Done

Discuss, debate, and choose a framework for the solution.
signments, and identify issues to be resolved.

Jul 1991

l~eview exiting writing, resolve outstanding issues, identify newwork, and work
toward a complete document.

Nov 1991

Post a first Internet Draft.

Dec 1991

Review and finalize

Jan 1992

Submit the document as a Proposed Standard.

the draft document.

Assign writing as-
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(netdata)

Charter
Chair(s):
D~syShen,daisy©~atson,
ibm. com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ie’cf-ndb@ucdavis.edu
To Subscribe: ie’cf-ndb-reques’c~ucdavis.edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Network Database Working Group is chartered to define a standard interface among databases on TCP/IP networks. The Working Group will address
the issue of database connectivity in a distributed environment which allows authorized users remote access to databases. It will be designed as a client/server
model based on TCP/IP as its communication protocol.
Several problems must be resolved that are associated with the network database
protocol, such as managementof multiple threads between clients and servers,
managementof multiple servers, managementof data buffers, data conversions,
and security.
Additional related problems will be covered as the discussion goes on. Therefore, the description and the schedule can be revised.
This Working Group is independent from the SQLaccess group; however, there
may be some overlapping interest. The SQLaccess group is welcome to join
IETF’s discussions and share information in both directions. If both groups
find that merging two efforts in one will speed up the process, the merge can
be done in the future. For now, this Working Group works on issues according
to our ownschedule and efforts.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

I~eview and approve the Charter, making any changes necessary. Examine
needs, resources for this network database protocol and define the scope of
work. Begin work on a framework for the solution. Assign writing assignments
for first draft of the document.

Jun 1991

First draft to be completed.

Aug 1991

Review first draft document, determine necessary revisions.
remained unsolved from the first IETF meeting.

Dec 1991

Continue revisions based on comments received at meeting and e-mail. Start
making document an Internet Draft.

Discuss problems
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Mar 1992

Reviewfinal draft. If it is OK, give it to IESGfor publication as RFC.

Jun 1992

Revise document based on implementations.
Draft Standard.

Ask IESG to make the revision a
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REPORT

Shen/IBM
Minutes

This is a new Working Group Chaired by Daisy Shen. The first meeting consisted
discussing the Charter, defining the scope and prepaxing for the next meeting.

of

All attendees agreed upon the Charter; although there was no discussion regarding the
schedule and the milestones. Those items will be discussed at the next meeting.
Define

the Scope

1. It will be built as a client/server modelwhichwill be ca/led a database requester/server.
2. I~PC will be used on top of TCP/IP as the communication vehicle.
3. Wewill define the concept of the Unit of Work.
4. Wewill do data conversion.
5. Security:
¯ Use Kerberos for authentication
¯ Let each database system handle its ownsecurity.
6. If the server has more than one database, we require that the databases be homogeneous.
Work to Be Done
Before the next meeting, we will find out:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

The effort of the 0SI/R.DAgroup related to this subject.
The effort of the OSFgroup related to this subject.
The effort of other vendors related to this subject.
Advertising this Working Group.
A first draft will be written.
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3.1.7
Charter

Chair(s):
Mark Needleman, mhn©s~ubbs.ucop, edu
Mailing Lists:
Genera/Discussion: ne~:fax©s’cubbs .ucop. edu
To Subscribe: ne¢fax-reques¢©sCubbs.ucop, edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Network Fax Working Group is chartered to explore issues involved with
the transmission and receipt of facsimilies across TCP/IP networks and to develop recommendedstandards for facsimile transmission across the Internet.
The group is a/so intended to serve as a coordinating forum for people doing
experimentation in this area to attempt to maximizethe possibility for interoperability amongnetwork fax projects.
Amongthe issues that need to be resolved are what actual protocol(s) will
used to do the actua/data transmission between hosts, architectural models for
the integration of fax machines into the eydsting internet, what types of data
encoding should be supported, howIP host address to phone number conversion
should be done and associated issues of routing, and development of a gateway
system that will allow existing Group 3 and Group 4 fax machines to operate
in a network environment.
It is expected that the output of the WorkingGroup will be one or more P~FC’s
documenting recommendedsolutions to the above questions and possibly also
describing some ~ctua/ implementations. The life of the Working Group is
expected to be 18-24 months.
It is a/so hoped that some fax vendors, as well as the networking community
and fax gateway developers, will be brought into the effort.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve charter making any changes deemed necessary. Refine
definition of scope of work to be accomplished and initia/ set of RFC’s to be
developed. Begin working on framework for solution.

Mar 1991

Continue work on definition
mailing list.

Aug 1991

First draft of RFCto be completed. To be discussed at IETF

of issues and protocols. Workto be conducted on

meeting and revised as necessary.
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Dec 1991

Continue revisions based on commentsreceived and i e to IESG for publication
as RFC.

Mar 1992

Overlapping with activities listed above maybe implementations based on ideas
and work done by the Working Group. If so revise RFCto include knowledge
gained from such implementations.
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REPORT

by Mark Needleman/U

California

NETFAX Minutes
The Netfax Working Group meeting was held on March 14, 1991 at the IETF meeting in
St. Louis. The major purpose of the meeting was to discuss a proposal submitted by ISI to
define a file format for facsimilies using TIFF. The idea behind this is that the problem of
using facsimilies on the internet needed to be broken down into two separate and discrete
tasks. One of which would be to agree on a commonfile format, and separately to come to
some agreement on a transport mechanism.
The thought was that once the file format was agreed on there would be enough common
agreement in place so that some experimentation could begin. Once the experimentation
had taken place there could be later agreement on what was the best transport mechanism
(SMTPor FTP) or perhaps multiple mechanisms could be used depending on what made
sense in a particular environment.
There was a lot of agreement with this basic concept. There was also a good bit of discussion
on whether TIFF was the best mechanism to use as proposed in the ISI paper or whether
something using ODAshould be the mechanism. It was concluded that the group did not
have enough expertise with ODAto make that evaluation and what was needed was a
definition of what an 0DAencoding for f~similies would look like so it could be compared
to the TIFF encoding as presented in the ISI paper. Peter Kirstein (P.Kirstein@cs.ucl.ac.uk)
agreed to provide such a definition and post it to the list.
The ISI paper is available for anonymousftp from stubbs.ucop.edu as:
/pub/netfax/isi-faxpaper
A discussion was held over the transport mechanismfor actually moving facsimilies around
the network and whether it should be SMTPor X.400. Dave Crocker discussed some of the
recent happenings at the Internet Mail Extensions (SMTPEXT)Working Group and his
feeling that some of the mail header extensions that would be needed should be happening
in the near future. He also mentioned how these headers would be compatible with X.400
whenever possible. This gave the group the sense that the issue of X.400 versus SMTPwas
not all that important since anything done for SMTPwould most likely be compatible with
X.400 headers.
Carl Malamud (carl@malamud.com) agreed to look at what headers exit in both SMTP
and X.400 that could define the type of information that might be needed to transmit
facsimilies across the network. This will enable us to determine if new headers need to be
asked for from the SMTPgroup. It was also mentioned that once agreement was gotten on
the headers, a combination of transport mechanismscould be used including FTP. All that
would be needed for FTP would be to add the proper headers at the beginning of the file to
be sent to a fax server. This commondefinition of headers along with a commonagreement
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amongfax servers that

Items

¯ Peter Kirstein will post to the list, a definition of what an ODAencoding would look
like. This will enable the group to quickly decide on the relative merits of ODA
versus
TIFF and make a final decision by the next meeting.
¯ Carl Malamudwill post to the list, his investigation of mail headers. This will enable
the group to decide what extensions need to be defined, if any, or whether what
already exists is usable.
¯ Mark Needlemanagreed to separate the netfax mail archives into multiple files
ease of downloading.
Attendees
David Crocker
Steve Deering
Ned Freed
R,obert Hagens
l~uss Hobby
Mike Janson
Kenneth Key
Peter Kirstein
Anders Klemets
Jim Knowles
Shelly Knueven
Tracy LaQuey Parker
E. Paul Love
Clifford Lynch
Carl Malamud
Mark Needleman
Ursula Sinkewicz
Wing Fai Wong
Wengyik Yeong

dcrocker@pa, dec. c
deering©xerox, com
net@ymir, claremont, edu
hagens©cs, wisc. edu
rdhobby©ucdavis, edu
mj anson©mot,corn
key@cs, u~k. gdy
kirstein@cs, ucl. ac. uk
klemets©cs, cmu. edu

j knowles@trident,arc. nasa. gov
shelly©wugate, wustl, edu
tracy©utexas, edu
loveep©sdsc, edu
lynch©pos~gres, berkeley, edu
carl@malamud, corn
mhn©s~ubbs, ucop. edu
sinkewic@decvax, dec. com
wfwon~©malta. sbi. corn
yeongw©psi, corn
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News Transport

Protocol

(nntp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Eliot Lear,
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ±e~;f-nn~;p~~;urbo.b±o.net
To Subscribe: ±e~;f-nn~;p-reclues~;©~;urbo.b±o.ne~c
Description

of Working Group:

This group will study and review the issues involved with netnews transport
over the Internet. Originally released as an RFCin February of 1986, NNTP
is one of the widest implementations of an elective status protocol. As of this
writing, the protocol has just passed its fifth birthday, not having been updated
once.
Over the years several enhancements have been suggested, and several have even
been implemented widely. The intent of this working group will be to encode the
more popular and plausable enhancements into an Internet standard. Included
in the inital list of changes to be considered are the following:
o user level and site designated authentication methods;
o binary transfer capability;
o minimization of line turnaround; and
o stronger article selection capability.
It is expected that public domain software will be released concurrently with
an RFC, demonstrating the protocol enhancements.
Goals and Milestones:
Mar 1991 Define scope of work.
Jun 1991 Submit internet

draft for review and comment.

Jun 1991 Possibly meet at USENIXfor further
Jul 1991 Meet at IETF for further
Aug 1991 Submit RFC to IESG.

comment.

comment.
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AREA

Protocol

(npp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Glenn Trewitt, *crewi~c*c©pa.dec. com
Mailing Lists:
Genera/Discussion: print-wg¢pluZo,
dss.com
To Subscribe:
print-wg-request©pluto.dss,
corn
Description

of Working Group:

The Network Printing Working Group has the goa/ of pursuing those issues
which will facilitate the use of printers in an internetworking environment. In
pursuit of this goa/it is expected that we will present one or more printing
protocols to be considered as standards in the Internet community.
This Working Group has a number of specific objectives. To provide a draft
RFCwhich will describe the LPRprotocol. To describe printing specific issues on topics currently under discussion within other WorkingGroups (e.g.,
security and dynamic host configuration), to present our concerns to those
Working Groups, and to examine printing protocols which exist or are currently under development and assess their applicability to Internet-wide use,
suggesting changes if necessary.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the Charter, making any changes deemed necessary.
view the problems of printing in the Internet.

Done

Write draft LPRspecification.

Done

Discuss and review the draft LPRspecification.
Discuss long-range printing
issues in the Imternet. l~eview status of Palladium print system at Project
Athena.

Done

Submit fina/LPR specification including changes suggested at the MayIETF.
Discuss document on mailing list.

Done

Submit LPRspecification

Jul 1990

Write description of the Pa/ladium printing protocol (2.0) in RFCformat.

Aug 1990

Discuss and review the draft Palladium RFC.

as an }tFC and standard.

Re-
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Trewitt/DEC

NPP Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

LPR/LPD Protocol
RFC
Printer Access Protocol - modifications
Son of LPR/LPD; Palladium
Charter and Schedule
Network Printing Protocol from UMD

This meeting was hampered by a lack of continuity. Only four out of the twenty people at
the meeting had been to any previous meetings. Advance notice of the next meeting may
help with this.
Printer

Access Protocol

There were several discussions before the meeting with membersof the Security Area Advisory Group (SAAG)about how to add security to PAP. John Linn, who sat in on the
meeting, was most helpful. Surprisingly, we were able to come up with a small set of
extensions that do security to everyone’s satisfaction. A note will be sent out describing
these.
There was no discussion about the other issues mentioned in the Agenda, because A jay
Kachrani and Glenn Trewitt were the only individuals who had specific knowledge of them.
Glenn h~s not seen any comments about the proposed changes that he sent out, or about
the use of (minimal) PDLcommandsfor paper tray, font, etc., selection mentioned in the
Agenda.
LPD Protocol RFC
There was a very useful discussion about the nit-picky things that the RFCisn’t clear on,
such as ~cknowledgements. A revised RFCwill be sent out with these elaborations within
two weeks. An attempt will be madeto deal with the following issues that have been raised
at previous meetings:
¯ "Pure protocol" vs. 4.2 implementation.
¯ Noting extensions that have been made.
It is possible that some of the useful (compatible) additions maymakeit into 4.4 bsd. This
would be a big win.
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from UMD

Bruce Crabill from the University of Marylandpresented a protocol used there for printing.
It resembles SMTP,in the form of its client/server dialog. The functionality is a bit higher
than LPR/LPD.The significant improvement over LPR/LPDis the fact that responses can
be more detailed, and that information can be passed back to the client. (In LPR/LPD,
the only way that information gets back to the client is at the end of communication, in
which case a text string (usually an error message) is sent back.)
Son of LPR/LPD; Palladium
There are still a lot of ideas about what belongs in the client ->spooler , spooler ->spooler
, and spooler ->prin~er protocols. There seemed to be considerable agreement that the
three had only minor differences between them. This would lead to the consideration that
perhaps there should only be one protocol. Is PAP a candidate? What about the UMD
work? Glenn wants to see some discussion about this on the list *before* the next meeting.
Network

Printing

Working Group Charter

There was no discussion of the Charter or schedule, although Glenn intends to have either
PAP or the LPR RFCready for a final round of comments by the next meeting, and the
other polished up by the next one.
Attendees
Charles Bazaar
Bruce Crabill
Bill Durham
Elizabeth Feinler
Tom Grant
Keith Hacke
Ajay Kachrani
Neil Katin
Kenneth Key
Charles Kimber
Anders Klemets
John Linn
David Lippke
Joshua Littlefield
Leo McLaughlin
Donald Merritt
Keith Moore
Michael Patton
Jan Michael Rynning
Sam Sjogren
Glenn Trewitt

b azaar@emulex,
corn
bruce©umdd,
umd.edu
durham@MDC.
COM
grant©xylogics,
com
hacke©informatics,
wastl,edu
kachrani@re~ent,
eneZ.dec.corn
kaZin©eng,
sun.corn
key©cs,
u~ck.gdy
klemets¢cs,
cmu.edu
linn©zendia,
enet.dec.corn
I ippke@uZ
dallas,
edu
j osh©cayman,corn
lj m©f~p,
corn
don©brl
.rail
moore@cs,
utk.edu
map©ics.mit.edu
jmr©nada,
kth.se
sj ogren©zgv,
corn
trewitZ@pa,
dec.com
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TELNET (telnet)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dave Borman, dab©cray.cor,
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ~elne’c-±e~cf©cray. corn
To Subscribe: ~elne~-ietf-request©cray.
corn
Description

of Working Group:

The TELNET
Working Group will examine I~FC 854, "Telnet Protocol Specification~, in light of the last 6 years of technical advancements,and will determine
if it is still accurate with howthe TELNET
protocol is being used today. This
group will also look at all the TELNET
options, and decide which are still
germane to current day implementations of the TELNET
protocol.
¯ Re-issue RFC854 to reflect current knowledge and usage of the TELNET
protocol.
¯ Create RFCsfor new TELNET
options to clarify or fill in any missing
voids in the current option set. Specifically:
- Environment variable passing
- Authentication
- Encryption
- Compression
¯ Act as a clearing-house for all proposed RFCsthat deal with the TELNET
protocol.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an environment option

Dec 1990 Write an authentication

option

Dec 1990 Write an encryption option
Mar 1991

Rewrite I~FC 854
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by David A. Borman/Cray

Research,

Inc.

TELNET Minutes
Agenda
¯ Telnet Environment Option
¯ Telnet Authentication Option
¯ Telnet Encryption Option
The Telnet Working Group met the morning of Tuesday, March 12, 1991, and the afternoon
of Wednesday, March 13, at the St. Louis IETF meeting.

Telnet

Environment

Option

The first item of discussion was the ENVIRON
option. Vint Cerf was present to express
some of the views of the IABon this option, and their reluctance to endorse it.
The crux of the issue is the fact that the ENVIRON
option allows for arbitrary environment
variable information to be passed between systems and that the draft RFChas no welldefined variables in it, the lack of the latter causing even more concern about the former.
Vint suggested that submitting the ENVIRON
option with some well- defined variables,
and without the unknownvariables being allowed, unless there was some good justification,
could expedite the IAB accepting the ENVIRON
option.
A list was put together of what well-known variables should be in the initial draft: The
list
was USER (LOGNAME), JOB, ACCT, PRINTER, SYSTEMTYPEand XDISPLAY.
D~ve Bormanwill write up a description of the format of the values for these and send
them to the mailing list for discussion.
Because there is a strong feeling that giving the user the ability to pass arbitrary environment variable information is very useful, discussion was held on how to continue. One item
that needs to be taken care of is to identify howto differentiate between well-knownvariables and user-defined variables. One option was to encode the information in the variable
name, for example, ala the X-foo naming used in mail. The other option was to add a
new code, USERVAR,
that would have the same semantics as VAR,but be explicitly for
non-standard variable names. A vote w~s taken, with three options:
1. Encode information in name.
2. Add USEttVAR.
3. Leave it out for now, and don’t worry about it.
With seven votes recorded, three voted for adding USERVAR,,
one voted for encoding in the
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name, and three voted for leaving it out for now. Hence, any future discussion for dealing
with user-defined variables will use the USERVAR
code.
Dave Bormanwill look into Vint’ suggestion that it might be good for someoneto go to an
IAB meeting and present the reasons for the user-defined variables.

Telnet

Authentication

Option

The Authentication option was next on the Agenda. The revised draft, with definitions
for Kerberos Version 4, was discussed. It became apparent that the NAME
subcommand
in the Kerberos definitions was something that could be needed by many authentication
schemes, so the NAME
suboption was moved up to its own suboption:

IAC SB AUTHENTICATIONNAMEremote

user

IAC SE

Two new options for Kerberos were added, CHALLENGE
and I~ESPONSE, to provide
mutual authentication. After the server authenticates the client, the client sends the server
~ CHALLENGE,
an eight octet value encrypted in the session key. The server decrypts it,
adds one to it, re-encrypts it, and sends it back in a RESPONSE
command.If the client
can successfully decrypt it, and get the original challenge value plus 1, then the server
has been authenticated to the client. As an additional step, both sides take the original
encrypted challenge, and encrypt it again in the session key, and save that new value for a
unique encryption key that can be used by the ENCRYPT
option. Hence, the NEWKEY
command isn’t needed anymore, and was therefore removed. The ACCEPTcommand was
modified to remove the optional "authenticated principal", as it provided no new, ~seful
information. There was a bit of discussion about the difference between authentication and
authorization. A user may be able to authenticate on the remote machine, but still not be
authorized to log in as the user specified in the NAME
suboption. Also, this knowledge
might not be known to the telnet server. Hence, the Kerberos REJECTcommandmay or
may not contain an explanation, and the client might well get an ACCEPT
command,only
to then later see a failure message from someother part of the remote system that fails the
authorization.
A decision was madethat, with these changes, the authentication option is fairly stable.
The changes will be incorporated into the document and distributed for review, and if
there are no major objections it will be sent off to be published as an RFC. The Kerberos
definitions will be removed and published as a separate document.

Telnet

Encryption Option

One item of a rather lengthy discussion entailed the security ~spects of the Encryption
option. The net result was that it was decided that for nowthe documentwould state that
the encryption option provides protection against a passive attacker (i.e, someonewhois
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snooping in on the packets ~s they fly by), but not against an active attacker (i.e., someone
whois snooping, and can also intercept/modify the packets as they fly by). The crux of the
discussion was for whenthe encryption option is normally off, and is only being enabled in
one direction whensensitive information is passing over the network, like passwords. Later
versions of the option may contain information about how to provide adequate protection
against an active attacker.
Key exchange was also discussed. In all cases, key exchange is currently outside of the scope
of the Encryption option. It is assumed that there are one or more keys available that are
known to each side of the connection. It was decided that the STARTand REQUESTSTARTwould have an additional argument added, a keyid. A keyid is an arbitrary length
number. It is encoded with the MSBfirst, and the LSBlast. All the bytes between the
START/REQUEST-START
and the IAC SE are the keyid. A one-byte keyid with a value
of zero was reserved to mean"the default key". This will usually refer to a key derived
as a side effect of authentication. For all other keyids, an algorithm is needed to do the
exchange of information to decide which key name to use. David Borman agreed to write
something up on this.
[ Begin addi~:~nal info, not part of the minutes of this meeting ]
What will be in the next draft is the addition of two new commands:ENC_KEYID
and DEC_KEYID.
The side that is going to encrypt sends ENC_KEYID
with a
keyid that it understands. The decrypting side responds with a DEC_KEYID
commandwith the same value if it accepts it, a different value if it doesn’t
accept it but has a different keyid to try, or an empty value if there are no
more values. If the encryptor receives a different value than what it sent, it
processes it in the same way, sending over one of the three possible responses.
This continues until both sides have sent and received (or received and sent)
the same value.
[ Endof additional info ]
The initial description on Kerberos DESencryption that was in the latest draft document
was modified quite a bit. It was decided that we needed a definition for both Cipher Feed
Back (which is what was already documented, more or less...)
and for Output Feed Back.
The Initial Vector is sent by the encryptor, and is sent as a clear text string across the
network. The view was that this was probably okay, but there was some concern that it
might need to be encrypted. However, for now it will just be clear text. The encrypter
sends across the IV, and the decryptor sends back either an IV_OKor IV..BAD message.
If IV_OKis received, then negotiation of the keyid, happens, and then encryption can be
enabled/disabled as needed.
The Telnet Working Group will meet at the July IETF Meeting in Atlanta.
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Richard Basch
David Borman
Vinton Cerf
Tom Grant
Neil Haller
Russ Hobby
John Linn
David Lippke
George Sanderson
Jeffrey Schiller
Sam Sjogren
Dean Throop
William Townsend
Kathleen Wilde

probe©mit.edu
dab©cray.com
vcerfCNRI.Reston.VA.US
grant©xylogics.com
nmh©bellcore.com
rdhobby©ucdavis,
edu
linn@zendia,
enet.dec.corn
lippke©u~dallas,
edu
sanderson©mdc.com
jis~mi~.edu
sjogren©tgv.com
~hroopCdg-rtp.dg.com
~o~nsend©xylogics.com
~ildeCdecvax.dec.com
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Area

Director(s):
¯ Noel Chiappa: jnc@ptt.lcs.mit.edu
Area

Summary

Reported by Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI
¯ IP over AppletaLk
Discussed a couple of issues. They are working on an Appletalk over IP tunneling
specification and have a rough draft. Additional efforts include working on a variety
of MIBsfor Appletalk as well as working on IP over the Point to Point Protocol.
¯ Multi Media Bridging
There have been proposals to change some fa~:ets of IP over 802 media to make
bridging easier. A document proposing changes was written, however the proposal
would incompatibly change the way IP is used over 802.5 networks. There was some
general discussion on what to do with the concept of transparent bridging. The group
felt that this idea, while not pure or attractive would not go away. Rather than let
chaos reign, the group opted to list the problems with the transparent bridging, and
attack the problems one at a time. Some of the issues include the hardware byte
order, and fragmentation. One firm idea is... if the box is not a pure bridge, the box
must be a full router, doing all the TTL, mtudiscovery, and other router functions.
¯ Router Requirements
The Router Requirements Working Group has a new version of the document. The
document is for the most part complete. The only missing pieces are network management and miscellaneous applications. Outstanding technical issues include protocol
leaking between protocols, i.e., Rip to OSPFinteractions, route pruning, and Type
of Service issues. A standard mechanismfor picking amongroutes is needed to avoid
loops.
¯ Dynamic Host Configuration
No information available at the time of the plenary report. See the Minutes included
later in these Proceedings.
¯ Connection IP
Finish ST2. ST2 is an interim protocol by which the group can experiment with
resource allocation issues. This protocol will be run on the DARTNET
testbed.
There are implementations of the protocol for experimentation.
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by Andy Nicholson/Cray

Research,

Inc.

CBNR BOF Minutes
These are the Minutes from the ~Conditioning of By-Request Network Resources" Birds of
a Feather session which met at the St. Louis IETF. Due to the small size and informality
of the meeting, no formal minutes were taken. This record is believed to be reasonably
accurate and proper credit given to the originators of the ideas and concepts presented. My
apologizes for any errors or omissions.
The meeting began with a short exposition from Andy Nicholson about the purpose of the
meeting and some description of work done at Cray Research Inc., for the support of Circuit Switched T3 networks. ~Vhile working with circuit-switched T3 networks, developers
at Cray Research Inc., determined that there would be advantages to defining a standard
way- to control certain classes of network resources through the internet. In the case of a
circuit-switched T3 line, the line should be switched on only whenthere are active transport
connections which can fully utilize the service. Dueto the high cost of the resource, underutilization would be particularly undesirable. The developers believe that this capability
might have other applications in the internet and that an effort should be madeto define
a standard protocol. It was noted that this work involved a host on the internet sending
internet messages to another host which communicated with a T3 switch, and could turn
the switch on and off.
Dan Friedman offered the suggestion that a more refined architectural model could be used
and that hosts would often be less concerned with accessing a particular network connection
than with making a particular class of service available. He suggested that messages should
be formatted to request an abstract service, rather than control a specific service provider
directly.
~]eff Youngand AndyNicholson were both uncomfortable with this idea, as existing products
do not exist to use this capability, and Cray Research was already working to provide
a resource-specific allocation capability for interested customers. They felt that it w~s
necessary to support direct access to specific resources.
Numerousdiscussions followed, during which Dan also noted that routing policy would be
involved in decisions whether to allocate network resource. A four-layer architectural model
emerged from these discussions:
Policy Layer
Handles policy questions like "Will I allocate a resource to satisfy this request from
this requester?"
Resource Layer
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Makesdecisions regarding which of manypossible resources to allocate to satisfy
particular request.
¯ Action Layer
Handles the mechanics of allocating a particular instance of a type of resource.
¯ Hardware Layer
Actual network resources to be allocated and de-allocated.
In an actual system, each layer would be represented by some processing occurring on a
host somewherein the internet, except for the hardware layer which might not be capable
of internet connectivity (i.e., a T3 circuit switch accessible only by a dialup line). When
resource is desired, a message would be sent to the "Policy Manager" (the entity residing
at the policy layer), which would determine the disposition of the request.
In a real system, the Policy and Resource managers might be null, and simply pass requests
on the layer below. This will allow the implementation of a system where a host makesdirect
requests for specific network resources (i.e., a specific T3 switch to connect two particular
hosts).
It was also agreed that routing policy is being explored by another group, so we would not
work on policy layer issues. Furthermore, we did not see an immediate need to work on
resource layer issues. Weagreed that since there is an immediate need to define an interface
to the action layer, we would work on that. The interface between the action layer and the
hardware layer is hardware-dependent, and will need to be implemented on a case-by-case
basis. In the model, action layer direct messages would be sent to the policy layer, but
neither the policy nor resource layers are yet defined and exist as null entities.
Someof the information that the action manager would require appeared obvious and was:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Request type - what to do.
Resourceidentifier - what to do it to.
Status - probably a return value.
Endpoints - parties using the allocated resource.

Jeff Youngpostulated that there might be some vendor-specific information associated with
the allocation of a specific resource. Jeff felt that this information might best be stored with
the entity requesting the service and that the vendor specific information be passed in the
request messagefrom the requester. Not all were thrilled with this idea and it was suggested
that this information should be maintained by the action manager and that the resource
identifier should be sufficient to find any vendor-specific information that might be required
to allocate the resource.
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It was also suggested that there might be accounting information in the request messages,
but it was noted that this might not always be necessary. It was also suggested that only
the policy and/or resource managers would be interested in this iifformatioa and that it
should not be propagated to the action manager.
The vendor-specific data and accounting information issues got a lot of discussion, and it
was suggested that we could define a message option format, muchhke tcp or ip options. In
addition, we could pre-define at least two option types, vendor-specific data and accounting
information. This idea was not universally popular either. If we meet at the next IETF (as
the Chair hopes), these issues will require further discussion.
In the closing minutes of the meeting (it should be noted that we met on two consecutive
nights), we came up with some additional details. Wewould put the address of the intended
manager into the request messages. If the manager receiving a message is not the intended
recipient, then that manager will forward the message (as in the case of a policy manager
receiving action manager messages).
Wealso considered the possibility of a hierarchical messageformat, wherein the core message
is an a~:tion manager message, and resource and policy information are added to the core
message format, depending on the granularity of the requester’s request. This was not
decided at this meeting.
Dan Freidman and Andy Nicholson agreed to do some work on an RFC to document the
protocol the group is working on.
If the interested parties are able, we will meet at the next IETF meeting.
Attendees
David Borman
Daniel Friedman
~]oseph Golio
Andy Nicholson
,]eft Young

dab@cray, com
danfriedman~bbn, com
golio©cray, com
droid©cray, com
j sy©cray,corn
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IP (cip)

Charter
Chair(s):
Claudio Topolcic, ~copolcic©mzi. reston, va. us
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: cip©bbn.com
To Subscribe: cip-request~bbn.com
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group is looking at issues involved in connection-oriented (or
stream- or flow-oriented) internet level protocols. The long-term intent is to
identify the issues involved, to understand them, to identify algorithms that
address them, and to produce a specification for a protocol that incorporates
what the WorkingGroup has learned. To achieve this goal, the group is defining a two year collaborative research effort b~sed on a commonhardware and
software base. This will include implementingdifferent algorithms that address
the issues involved and performing experiments to compare them. On a shorter
time-line, ST is a stream-oriented protocol that is currently in use in the Internet. A short-term goal of this WorkingGroup is to define a new specification
for ST, called ST-2, inviting participation by any interested people. MCHIP
and the Flow Protocol have also been discussed because they include relevant
ideas.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Produce a new specification of ST.

Done

Define commonhardware and software platform.

Done

Implement hardware and software platform.

May 1991

Implement experimental modules and perform experiments.

May 1992

Produce a specification of a next generation connection oriented protocol.
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REPORT
Topolcic/CNRI

CIP Minutes
Agenda
¯ Status reports
- COIP-K
- ST-II
- VT and PVP
- SRI activities
¯ Discussion
- Analysis of COIP approach vs other CL approaches
Meeting

Report

Guru, Claudio and Steve gave overviews of the status of the implementations that they are
responsible for.
Barbara gave an overview of the activities

at SRI.

¯ Benchmarks on DAl~Tnet.
¯ SFQ (based on source ¯ destination
bugged.

IP addresses only) - implemented but not de-

¯ SFQ÷ resource reservation - to work with ST, for example.
¯ Writing an annotated bibliography on congestion control.
¯ tg currently uses tcp or udp sockets; we need to add ST sockets and test. Benchmark
results: BW,loss, delay; f~irness, path utilization.
Discussion

of CO vs.

CL Approaches

The purpose of this discussion was to understand the real differences between the approach
taken by this group versus other, ostensibly connectionless, approaches that have been proposed, and where there are differences, to identify analysis, measurements, or experiments
that would give us a better understanding of which approach is superior in which situation.
Steve led a discussion of our understanding of an alternate CLapproach. The following is a
diagram of the modules that would have to be implemented in a router in order to support
such an approach.
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Wediscussed

what were believed

1. Classes vs. individual

to be differences

in the approaches.

flows.

A proposed CL approach may have %lasses ~ that can carry traffic belonging to different flows. However, Guru’s MCHIPprotocol has PICons and Lixia’s Flow Protocol
(FP) has Flow 0, either of which can carry packets from any flow so are equivalent
concepts. When you use a PICon, you have to include more addressing info than just
the logical channel number, perhaps the full addresses. This raised the question of
whether the short headers that ST and MCHIP use are worthwhile, and how often
they would be used?
We may have a different view of the future. Will individual flows be small or large
with respect to available bandwidth. If they are large, then identifying individual
flows will be more important. If they are small, then perhaps it is better to aggregate
a number of flows together. The answer may be different if we look at the short term
or the long term.
2. Reservation request and the start

of the data flow.

There may be a difference as to the chronological binding of reservation to the time
flow begins. We make the reservation
at the time the flow begins. An alterate
approach might allow a reservation
ahead of time. There are some further issues,
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specifically, if the intent is to not do any work at the time the flow begins, then the
system must be prepared to redo work as the topology changes.
3. Failure recovery.
Whena lillk goes down, connectiouless protocols can reroute more easily if multiple
paths exist. But in the COscheme, we could use Flow 0 or PICon (or encapsulate
ST in IP) along the alternate path without guarantees during the recovery. Howfast
will IP rerouting be compared to COconnection repair? One lZTT?
4. Location of resource manager.
The alternate approach allows the resource manager to be in a separate box from
the router. A resource manager separate from the router allows a hot standby for
redundancy, possibly fewer resource managers than forwarders, allowing the use of
dumb, and therefore cheap, forwarders, and may simplify the transition from the
current IP to an "illtegrated services" IP since the changes to the touters might be
less so it would be easier to get the vendor to accept the change.
However,it needs a reliable protocol between the resource managerand the forwarder,
which must be standardized to allow mixing vendors and introduces a number tradeoffs, e.g., problems because the manager doesn’t directly see connectivity changes.
Further, we don’t expect any difference in setup time required with separate resource
manager vs. one combined in the router.
5. Transition path to the new system.
A CL approach is presumed to allow an easier transition. However, howsignificallt
is it whether the first 20 bytes look the same as an IP heacler? In either case, new
software must be installed in all routers that need to implementresource management.
Host software may not need to change if resource managementused only IP options
since the existing BSDsoftware allows IP options to be specified by the application.
6. Resource management.
This is an issue regardless of the approach taken. Furthermore, in general, the same
mechanisms can be used in both approaches.
7. Flywheel resource allocation.
This is a schemeby which a router predicts the resource requirements of flows within
a implicitly by monitoring past usage and assuming that the requirements will change
slowly, that is, it has "momentum".If a new ~ow is detected which would overuse a
class’s resources, that new flow could be blocked. This approach requires keep-~lives,
may require further feedback to the applications, and does not interact well with
pre-scheduling of resources.
8. Routing.
A COoriented approach doesn’t need smart routing because the routes are verified
anyway, allows for alternate path routing based on load whereas ~ dat~gram approach
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does not, because it is unstable. Further, we couldn’t see how IP multicast would
support dynamicflows efficiently.
9. Explicit vs implicit setup.
A COscheme, which naturally incorporates explicit setup, allows coordinated c~Ll
blocking, which would allow for some set of related flows to succeed, rather than a
randomset. However,in an implicit setup scheme, the cost (delay) is the same if the
setup fails, but muchlower if it succeeds, which is presumedto be most of the time.
On the other hand, doesn’t just push the buck up a level (making the application
decide if connection didn’t work, vs. having explicit setup at a lower layer)?
Experiments
Weidentified a number of tests and experiments that could be conducted to try to tell
which approach may be better under what circumstances.
¯ Questions
- Does blocking work?
- Howmuch interference comes from outages?
- Do you honor scheduled calls?
- Utilization?
¯ Types of experiments:
- Measure lost bandwidth due to flywheel approach as utilization
uration.

approaches sat-

- If COimplies enforcement per flow, and CL allows enforcement per class, which
works better.
- Failure recovery.
, Whatis the impm:t of an outage on flows over paths that haven’t failed (as
failed flows are rerouted)?
¯ Howlong does it take to reconstruct and what mechanismsare required in
each case?
¯ Measure time required to detect failure with various schemes.
¯ What is the setup time?
¯ Howwell are pre-scheduled flows honored?
¯ Flip-side of (1): Howmuchloss due to momentum
of the flywheel (time the allocation
is held after the flow stops) and what is the impact of reducing the timeout?
¯ Whichapproach is better for correlated flows?
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(dhc)

Charter
Chair(s):
RalphDroms,droms©bucknell,
edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: host- conf@sol.bucknell,
To Subscribe: hos’c-conf-request©sol.bucknell,
Description

edu
edu

of Working Group:

The purpose of this WorkingGroup is the investigation of network configuration and reconfiguration management. Wewill determine those configuration
functions that can be automated, such as Internet address assignment, gateway discovery and resource location, and those which cannot be automated
(i.e., those that must be managedby network administrators).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Wewill identify (in the spirit of the GatewayRequirements and Host Requirements RFCs) the information required for hosts and gateways to: Exchange
Internet packets with other hosts, Obtain packet routing information, Access
the Domain NameSystem, and Access other local and remote services.

Done

Wewill summarize those mechanisms already in place for managing the information identified by Objective 1.

Jan 1991

Wewill suggest new mechanisms to manage the information identified
jective 1.

Jan 1991

Having established what information and mechanisms are required for host
operation, we will examine specific scenarios of dynamichost configuration and
reconfiguration, and show howthose scenarios can be resolved using existing or
proposed management mechanisms.

TBD

Write a bootp extensions document

by Ob-
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REPORT

Droms/Bucknell

DHC Minutes
The discussion at this meeting was driven by three primary Agenda items:
¯ BOOTPforwarding agent document - Walt Wimer
¯ Dynamic IP assignment protocol - Jesse Walker
¯ DHCPInternet Draft - Ralph Droms
There was also discussion of future work.
Walt Wimerprepared a detailed description of the BOOTP
forwarding agent (which is only
hinted at in the BOOTPRFCs) for use in the Router Requirements I~FC and in the DHCP
RFC. The Working Group decided the appropriate course of action would be to publish
Walt’s document as a separate RFCupdating the original BOOTPRFCs [1~FC-951, RFC1084], with a reference from the Router Requirements RFCto this new RFC. The Working
Group also discussed some changes and filled in some details in the new RFC. Walt is
working on incorporating the WorkingGroup’s suggestions and some other clarifications to
the original BOOTP
RFCsto prepare his document for publication as an Internet Draft. A
draft version of the revised BOOTP
forwarding agent document is available for anonymous
FTPfromhostsol.bucknell.
edu in filedhc~g/boo~p-for~arding.
Next, the Working Group discussed Jesse Walker’s description of the dynamic IP address
allocation and configuration parameter transmission algorithm. The Working Group was in
general agreement with the description of the client-server protocol. There was a spirited
discussion for and against the use of multiple DttCP exchanges for the transmission of
configuration parameters, e.g., in the case where there are more parameters than could be
transmitted in a single DttCP packet. This discussion interacted with an earlier discussion
about negotiation for transmission of parameters: a client may need to request certain,
specific parameters while a server may need to send parameters that were not requested
but should have non-default values in the client. The "Tastes Great" contingent felt that
restricting the client to a single DHCP
request was too restricting, while the "Less Filling"
contingent argued for simplicity and pointed to extension mechanisms(reusing fields in the
BOOTP
protocol specificatiou,
using TFTPto download larger configuration files) that
could be used in those cases where the parameters could not all fit in a single DtICP
packet. The Working Group concluded that it was likely that whoever wrote the protocol
specification would get to decide the issue.
Twodocuments will be put up for consideration as Internet Drafts before the next meeting
of the Working Group: Walt’s BOOTPrelaying agent document, and a description of the
client-server component of DHCP,based on Jesse’s contribution. At the next meeting, we
will take up the server-server DHCPprotocol. Wemust also begin discussion of an SNMP
interface to DHCP;anyone anxious to write a MIBdefinition for DHCP?
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There is a mailing list for this Working Group at host-conf©sol.bucknell.edu
(administrivia to hosz-conf-reques~c). An archive of the mailing hst and other documents of
interest are available for anonymousFTP from sol .bucknell. edu under directory d.hcwg.
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AREA

(appleip)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Veizades, veizades@apple.com
Mailing Lists:
Genera/Discussion: apple-ip@apple.com
To Subscribe: apple-ip-request©apple,
corn
Description

of Working Group:

The Macintosh WorkingGroupis chartered to facilitate the connection of Apple
Macintoshes to IP internets and to address the issues of distributing AppleTalk
services in an IP internet.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Describe, in an RFC, the current set of protocols used to connect Macintoshes
to IP internets.

Done

Define a MIBfor the management of DDP/IP gateways.
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Reported

by John Veizades/Apple

APPLEIP

Minutes

The Apple-IP Working Group met on January 9th in conjuction with the San Francisco
MacWorldExposition. This is a summaryof the decisions that were made at that meeting.
The MacIP and AppleTalk MIBare both approa~=hing standards subnfission.
There was some discusion about the standardization
were made.

of the AAprotocol but no conclusions

The standardization of AppleTalk PPP extensions will be brought up for discussion at the
St. Louis IETF meeting. Brad Parker and Frank Slaughter will work on a proposal on this
protocol.
The AppleTalk Tunneling document was discussed for the rest of the meeting. The following
open topics were left.
¯ The authority over the registration of UIDs Apple was proposed.
¯ What to do with hop count.
¯ Howto maintain the tunneling gateways routing tables.
The group came to the conclusion that implementation was possible and developers were
encouraged to do so.
The next meeting will be at the St. Louis IETF meeting with subsequent meetings at the
following possible times:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Apple Developers Conference May 91
Atlanta IETF August 91 or
MacWorld Boston August 91
InterOp Oct 91
Los AlamosIETF Nov 91
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by John Veizades/Apple

APPLEIP

Minutes

AppleTalk

over IP Tunneling

Alan Oppenheimer made several comments on modifications he has made to the document
to cover some operational experience they have m:quired in their development process.
Issues still to be resolved include Zone nameexplosions, security and cross-router coordination and routing.
MIBs and

SNMP

The MIBdraft document is in the Internet-Draft directory and several implementations are
in progress or completed (Cayman, Shiva, Apple, etc.).
The WorkingGroup should begin thinking of defining a specification
DDP(AppleTalk Network Protocol).

of running SNMPover

The AppleTalk MIBII will be discussed at the next meeting. Steve Waldbusser is working
with Apple to define a specification for end node managementof AppleTalk hosts.
PPP and Atalk
Frank Slaughter (Shiva) is working toward a specification of this protocol.
AA Protocol
Phil Bundefrom Shiva is working toward a specification of this.
MacIP
The MacIP document can be found in the Internet-Draft directory. Commentsare strongly
solicited by the author. Implementation of both client and server must be worked on.
The next meeting of this Working Group will be during the week of the Apple Developers
Conference the week of May13. The meeting will be a full or half day meeting with the
possibility of an AURPinteroperability workshop.
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AREA

IP over FDDI (fddi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dave Katz,dmk~meri~.edu
Mailing Lists:
Genera] Discussion: FDDI~aeri*c.edu
To Subscribe: FDDI-reques~c¢meri~c. edu
Description

of Working Group:

The IP over FDDIWorkingGroup is chartered to create Internet Standards for
the use of the Internet Protocol and related protocols on the Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDI) medium.This protocol will provide support for the wide
variety of FDDIconfigurations (e.g., dual MAC
stations) in such a way as to not
constrain their application, while maintaining the architectural philosophy of
the Internet protocol suite. The group will maintain liason with other interested
parties (e.g., ANSIASCX3T9.5) to ensure technica/ alignment with other
standards. This group is specifically not chartered to provide solutions to mixed
media bridging problems.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write a document specifying the use of IP on a single MACFDDIstation.

Aug 1990 Write a document specifying

the use of IP on dual MACFDDI stations.
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(mmb)

Charter
Chair(s):
3effrey Fitzgerald, j j f©~ibercor~, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion:
To Subscribe: mmb~g-reques~c©Zibercorn,cot,
Description

of Working Group:

The Multi-Media Bridge WorkingGroup has the task of addressing the function
of multi-media bridges within TCP/IP networks. This is viewed as necessary
at this time because of the proliferation of these devices.
The first
and point
If there
resolving

goal of the group is to document the multi-media bridge technology
out the issues raised by having these devices in a TCP/IP internet.
are problems which can be addressed the group will work towards
them and documenting the solutions.

Goals and Milestones:
Done

Finalize Charter of Group

Aug 1991

Documentmulit-media bridging technology and its affect on TCP/IP Internets.

Aug 1991

Documentissues to be addressed by Working Group.
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AREA

Point-to-Point

Protocol

Extentions

(pppext)

Charter
Chair(s):
Stev Knowles, stev©ftp.com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ie~cf-ppp@ucdavis.edu
To Subscribe: ie~cf-ppp-reques:©ucdavis.edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) was desig-ned to encapsulate multiple protocols. IP was the only network layer protocol defined in the original documents.
The Working Group is defining the use of other network level protocols and
options for PPP. The group will define the use of protocols including: bridging, ISO, DECNET
(Phase IV and V), XNS, and others. In addition it will
define new PPP options for the existing protocol definitions, such as stronger
authentication and encryption methods.
Goals and Milestones:
none specified
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(rdisc)

Charter
Chair(s):
Steve Deering, deering©xerox, cora
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: gw-discovery©ffregorio, st anford, edu
To Subscribe: g~-discovery-request©gregorio,
s~sa~ford, edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Router
tocol that
operational
protocol as

Discovery Working Group is chartered to adopt or develop a proInternet hosts may use to dynamically discover the addresses of
neighboring gateways. The group is expected to propose its chosen
a standard for gateway discovery in the Internet.

The work of this group is distinguished from that of the Host Configuration
Working Group in that this group is concerned with the dynamic tracking of
router availability by hosts rather than the initialization of various pieces of
host state (which might include router addresses) at host-startup time.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Created WorkingGroup; established and advertised mailing list. Initiated email
discussion to identify existing and proposed protocols, for router discovery.

Done

Held first meeting in Palo Alto. Reviewed 9 candidate protocols, and agreed
on a hybrid of cisco’s GDPand an ICMPextension proposed by Deering.

Done

Held second meeting in Tallahassee. Reviewed the proposed protocol and discussed a number of open issues.

Done

Held third meeting in Pittsburgh. Discussed and resolved several issues that
had been raised by email since the last meeting. Draft specification of router
discovery protocol to be ready by next meeting. Experimental implementations
to be started.

Aug 1990

Meet in Vancouver. Review draft specification,
and determine any needed
revisions. Evaluate results of experimental implementations and assign responsibility for additional experiments, as required. Submit the specification for
publication as a Proposed Standard shortly after the meeting.

Oct 1990

Revise specification as necessary, based on field experience. Ask the
IESGto elevate the protocol to Draft Standard status.

Disband.
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(rreq)

Charter
Chair(s):
James Forster, forster@cisco,
corn
PhilipAlmquist,
almquist@j
essica.stanford,
edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-rreq©Jessica.
To Subscribe: ietf-rreq-request©Jessica.
Description

Stanford. edu
Stanford. edu

of Working Group:

The l%outer Requirements WorkingGroup has the goal of rewriting the existing
Router Requirements RFC, RFC-1009, and a) bringing it up to the organizational and requirement explicitness levels of the Host l~equirements I%FC’s, as
well as b) including references to more recent work, such as the RIP RFCand
others.
The purposes of this project include:
¯ Defining wh~t an IP router does in sufficient detail that routers from
different vendors are truly interoperable.
¯ Providing guidance to vendors, implementors, and purchasers of IP routers.
The requirements developed will be split into two volumes. The first will cover
link layer protocols and address resolution. The second will cover everything
else. Weintend that the link layer protocol document will apply not only to
routers but also to hosts and other IP entities.
The Working Group will also instigate,
additional I~FC’s on related topics.

review, or (if appropriate)

Goals and Milestones:
Done

First Internet Draft version of the upper layer volume.

Oct 1990

First Internet Draft version of the link layer volume.

Dec 1990

Second Internet Draft version of upper layer volume.

Dec 1990

Second Internet Draft version of link layer volume.

Feb 1991

Third Internet Draft version of upper layer volume.

Feb 1991

Third Internet Draft version of link layer volume.

produce
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Almquist/Consultant

RI~EQ Minutes
Shortly before the St. Louis meeting, the second Internet Draft version of the Router
Requirements specification was released. Except for a few open issues (described below),
the technical content of the documentis fairly well set. Extensive editorial work remains
to be done.
On the first day of the meeting, the Chair conducted a brief "Introduction to Router
Requirements~ session for first-time attendees and anyone else who was interested. After
that, the WorkingGroup dove into four half days of meetings.
Three of the four sessions were devoted to fine-tuning the draft. Particular attention was
paid to chapters 3 (Link Layer), 4 (Internet Layer Protocols), 9 (Miscellaneous Application
Layer Protocols), and 10 (Operations and Maintenance). We also discussed what still
needed to be done to complete the draft. Items identified included:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Chapter 8 (Network Management)still needs to be written.
Muchof chapter 9 (Miscellaneous Application Protocols) still needs to be written.
Coverage of security-related topics needs to be extended.
There should be additional discussion sections providing implementation hints and
explaining the rationale behind some of the requirements.
¯ Several smaller sections need to be written or revised.
¯ As mentionedabove, extensive editorial work is still required.
Volunteers were solicited to do the necessary work. The issue of variable length subnet
masks was also raised. Since the IETF Working Group on this topic is still not underway,
we tentatively decided that Router Requirements would have to partially skirt this issue,
though we will say more than the current draft does.
The remaining session was devoted to discussion of three important and interrelated

issues:

1. Route choice -- how a router chooses which route to use to use for a packet when
the router has several routes (learned from different routing domains) to the packet’s
destination.
2. Route leaking -- how a router which is in multiple routing domains decides whether
a route learned in one routing domain ought to be advertised into other routing
domains.
3. Route filtering -- how a router decides whether to disbelieve certain routes from
certain sources.
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Each of these issues has two components:
1. Constraints -- what must (or must not) be done to avoid undesirable
such as routing loops and black holes?

phenomena

2. Controls -- what sorts of configuration options does a network manager need to be
able to do to make routing work in moderately complex parts of the Internet?
The WorkingGroup was not able to reach any consensus on these issues, but will continue
to try to address them in the time before the IETF meeting in Atlanta in July. However,
several Working Group membersalso participated in a productive Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) WorkingGroup session which addressed issues specific to route leaking between BGP
and OSPF.
Frank Solensky deserves considerable commendationfor diligently noting all of the changes
to the draft which were agreed to during the course of the meeting.
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Location

Protocol

(svrloc)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Veizades, veizades©apple, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: srv-loca’cion©apple.com
To Subscribe: srv-loca~ion-reques~©apple.com
Description

of Working Group:

The Service Location Working Group is chartered to investigate protocols to
find and bind to service entities in a distributed internetworked environment.
Issues that must be addressed are how such a protocol would interoperate with
existing directory based services location protocols. Protocols that would be
designed by this group would be viewed as an adjunct to directory service
protocols. These protocols would be able to provide a bridge between directory
services and current schemesfor service location.
The nature of the services location problem is investigative in principle. There
is no mandate that a protocol should be drafted as part of this process. It is
the mandate of this group to understand the operation of services location and
then determine the correct action in their view whether it be to use current
protocols to suggest a services location architecture or to design a newprotocol
to compliment current architectures.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Open discussion and determine if a Working Group should be formed.

Mar 1991

Continue discussion trying to refine the problem statement and possible resolutions.

3ul 1991

Do we take the R, FC track or do we write a report on our conclusion and leave
it at that?
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by John Veizades/Apple

SVRLOC Minutes
The Service Location Protocol group came to a consensus that the work that was being
done was of the Working Group direction and that the group should convene as a Working
Group and not as a BOF.
Work is being done on the same type of protocols in the IRTF by Michael Schwartz. John
Veizades said he would pursue understanding how that work could be leveraged by the
group.
An overview of the result of the Boulder BOFwas presented.
The group brainstormed on ideas that might solve some of the problems that were represented and came to the conclusion that there is a gap between the services provided by
directory services and the type of protocols that were discussed at this meeting.
As a statement of architectural direction is needed by the group, Leo McGlaughlin, Steve
Waldbusser and John Veizades will meet before the next meeting to try to firm the Charter
up and cometo some terms with the architectural direction.
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Charter
Chair(s):
Bob Stewart, rls~ce~a.vt@eng.xyplex, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-hosts@nnsc.nsf.net
To Subscribe: ietf-hosts-request©rmsc.nsf.net
Description

of Working Group:

The Special-purpose Host Requirements Working Group is chartered to clarify
application of the Host Requirements I~FCs (1122 and 1123) to systems that are
technically hosts but are not intended to support general network applications.
These special-purpose hosts include, for example, terminal servers (a "Telnet
host"), or file servers (an "FTP host" or an "NFShost").
The Host Requirements RFCsaddress the typical, general-purpose system with
a variety of applications and an open development environment, and give only
passing consideration to special-purpose hosts. As a result, suppliers of specialpurpose hosts must bend the truth or make excuses when users evaluate their
products against the Requirements RFCs. Users must then decide whether
such a product is in fact deficient or the requirements truly do not apply. This
process creates work and confusion, and undermines the value of the RFCs.
The commercialsuccess of the Internet protocols and their use in increasingly
unsophisticated environments exacerbates the problem.
The WorkingGroup must define principles and examples for proper functional
subsets of the general-purpose host and specifically state howsuch subsets affect
the requirements. The Working Group must determine the balance between an
exhaustive hst of specific special-purpose hosts and philosphy that remains
subject to debate. For the most part, it should be possible to base decisions
on existing experience and implementations. The special-purpose requirements
will be stated as differences from the existing RFCs,not replacements, and will
refer rather than stand alone.
Since they define strict subsets of the Host Requirements I~FCs, the Specialpurpose Host Requirements appear to be an easier job and can be developed and
stabihzed within 8-12 months. Most of the group’s business can be conducted
over the Internet through email.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

M~iling hst discussion of Charter and collection of concerns.
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First IETF Meeting: discussion and final approval of Charter; discussion
and agreement on approach, including models, format, level and type of detail.
Makewriting assignments.

Oct 1990

First draft document.

Nov 1990

Second IETF Meeting: review first draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion on mailing list.

Jan 1990

Revised document.

Feb 1990

Third IETF Meeting: make document an Internet Draft.
based on commentsreceived at meeting and over e-mail.

Apr 1991

Final draft document.

May 1991

Fourth IETF meeting: review final draft and if OK, give to IESGfor publication as RFC.

Continue revisions
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Director(s):
James Davin: jrd@ptt.lcs.mit.edu
Area

Summary reported

by James

Davin/MIT

A number of Working Groups met at the St. Louis IETF meeting. Brief summaries of
their activities are presented below. Moredetailed accounts are presented in the Minutes
for each Working Group.
Also, at the St. Louis meeting, the SNMPNetwork Management Directorate
considered five items of business.

met and

1. The Ethernet-like Interfaces MIB, as amended by the SNMPWorking Group at St.
Louis, was discussed and reviewed positively.
2. The IP over AppleTalk MIBproduced by the IP over Appletalk Working Group was
discussed and reviewed positively.
3. The state of the SMDSInterface
Group at St. Louis was discussed.

Protocol MIBintroduced

to the SNMPWorking

4. The current draft of the OSPFMIBproduced by the OSPFWorking Group wa~ given
a preliminary review in anticipation of its imminent completion. A list of comments
was provided to the author.
5. A document describing enhancements to the SNMPadministrative
model to provide better support for security and proxy configurations was discussed at length
and reviewed positively after amendments designed to minimize change to existing
infrastructure.
The updated version of this document was subsequently distributed
for wider review to the SNMPSecurity Working Group.
Internet

Accounting (acct)

The Internet Accounting Working Group met at St. Louis and focused on definition of
MIBobjects for the collection of accounting information. They also spent some time on
minor revisions of the accounting architecture document, which will be distributed soon as
an Internet Draft. The Accounting Working Group is also coordinating with the Remote
LANMonitoring and Operational Statistics
Working Group to assure that no redundant
MIBinstrumentation is defined.
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MIB (bridge)

The Bridge MIBWorking Group met and, with specific amendments, recommended their
consensus document for consideration as a Proposed Standard. One strictly informational
question will be resolved via electronic mail. The approved Bridge MIBtext will be distributed by electronic mail for working members to verify the agreed amendments. The
revised text will be available before the next meeting.
During the Bridge MIB Working Group meeting, and also in the IETF Plenary session,
presentations were madeto clarify the IETF policy on the translation of network management definitions developed by other standards bodies into the SNMPidiom. A letter that
addresses the particular case of the Bridge MIBeffort has been incorporated into the Bridge
MIBWorking Group Minutes. Its three enumerated points capture the general policy for
"importing" MIBs adopted by the IESG.
Character

MIB (charmib)

The Character MIB Working Group met and reviewed the current working documents.
These were recommended by the Working Group for consideration as Proposed Standards
with specific amendments.Revised text reflecting these amendmentswill be available soon.
FDDI MIB (fddimib)
The FDDIMIBWorking Group met and accomplished all goals set at its previous meeting.
Workon defining instrumentation was completed, as was work on mapping actions in the
ANSIspecifications into appropriate SNMPMIBobjects. The need for 64-bit integer MIB
objects was obviated, and a document defining two SNMPtraps to model FDDI events was
introduced at this meeting.
Management Services

Interface

(msi)

The ManagementServices Interface Working Group met briefly at the St. Louis meeting
and adjourned owing to low attendance and the absence of key individuals. The Working
Groupaffirmed its decision that the interface is only relevant to managementstations. Those
assembled reviewed the list of outstanding issues and found two particularly problematic:
(a) the translation between the OSI and SNMPinformation models and (b) the tension
between the usefulness of an opaquely defined interface and the need to offer guidance to
implementors.
DI~CNet Phase

IV MIB (decnetiv)

The DECNetPhase IV MIB Working Group made many changes to the current document
including significant reduction in the numberof objects. The definition of events was relegated to a distinct document, generic portions of the X.25 instrumentation were excised, and
the definition of conformance groups was revised. The Working Group reached consensus
on the text as amended. Revised text wil] be available within four weeks.
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(rlanmib)

The Remote LANMonitoring Working Group met and reviewed most of the current draft
in detail. A revised draft will be posted to the ma~ling list soon. An interim WorkingGroup
meeting will be held in 4-6 weeks to continue discussion.
SNMP
The SNMPWorking Group met and considered two documents. The Working Group recommendedthe Ethernet-like Interfaces MIB, with very minor amendments, for consideration
by the IESG as a Proposed Standard. The approved text will be posted to the Working
Group mailing list soon after the meeting. A document defining a SMDSInterface Protocol MIBwas introduced to the Working Group in a presentation made by Kaj Tesink of
Bellcore. The Working Group will consider this document further in subsequent meetings.
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3.3.1
Charter

Chair(s):
Fred Baker, fbaker©emerald,
acc. corn
Mailing Lists:
Genera/Discussion: bridge-mib©nsl, dec. corn
To Subscribe: bridge-mib-request~nsl, dec. corn
Description

of Working Group:

The Bridge MIB Working Group is a subgroup of the SNMPWorking Group,
and is responsible for providing a set of SNMP/CMOT
managed objects which
IEEE 802.1 Bridge Vendors can and will implement to a/low a workstation to
managea single bridged domain. This set of objects should be largely compliant
with (and even drawn from) IEEE 802.1(b), a/though there is no requirement
that any specific object be present or absent.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Publish initia/proposa/

Done

Submit an Internet Draft

Feb 1991

Submit draft for RFCpublication
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Baker/ACC

BRIDGE Minutes
The Bridge MIBWorking Group convened for two sessions on Tuesday, March 12, 1991. The
Bridge MIBunder review ha~t been posted to the bridge-mib discussion group on February
16, 1991, as Working DocumentBridge MIB, Draft 6, by Decker, Langille, Pdjsinghani, and
McCloghrie.
Chair, Fred Baker opened the meeting with a review of the proposed Agenda, which had
been posted to the discussion group earlier. All present agreed to the Agenda,which follows:
¯ Static Table (dotldStatic)
Four objects in the entry
¯ Window Table (dotldWindow)
Twoobjects in the entry
¯ Base Group/Port Table (dotldBase)
Three objects in the group
Three objects in the port entry
¯ STP Group/Port Table (dotldStp)
Fourteen objects in the group
Eleven objects in the entry
¯ SR Group/Port Table (dotldSr)
Sixteen objects
¯ Transparent Group/FDB and Port Tables (dotldTp)
Twoobjects in the group
Three objects in the FDBEntry
Five objects in the Port Entry

Anil Rijsinghani presented the dotldStatic table. He gave a review of how Forwarding
Database (FDB) entries come to be and how entries in the static Table are made. The
SNMP
concept of entries with a status of "invalid" was also discussed.
:Iim Kinder initiated a lengthy discussion of the relationship of table entries with a dotldStaticR.eceivePort
of value zero to other entries. Various hypothetical scenarios were discussed and the resulting decision was that an entry with a dotldStaticl~eceivePort can coexist along with other
entries for the same address.
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The discussion of the dotldStatic table was suspended when the Working Group was addressed by Phill Gross, IETF Chair. He talked about the interaction between the IETF
and the IEEE 802.1d Committee. Last year a letter was received from the IEEE expressing
concern about a possible duplication of efforts by the IETF Bridge MIBWorking Group
and the IEEE 802.1d Committee.
Phill reviewed the IETF philosophy for using the work of a standards body in conjunction
with its own work. The IETF will use the reference work as a starting point, while being
free to subset it, and within the confines of sound engineering principles, to augmentit.
A draft of a response letter to the IEEE was presented (see below) and the group approved
of sending it along with a copy of the Bridge MIB.
Jeff Case pointed out that we need to be sensitive to the fact that a reference document
that is used for a starting point may change as work is done within the IETF and that an
incompatibility mayresult between the final reference document and the final IETF work.
After the break, talk resumed on the the dotldStatic table. The agreement was that an
entry in the table with dotldStaticReceivePort=0 is the default value to use if a specific
dotldStaticReceivePort is not specified.
The hierarchy of the Forwarding Database is this, then.
Static information for a specific receive port (dotldStaticReceivePort/,0).
Static information for all ports (dotldStaticReceivePort=0).
Learned information.
The dotldStatic

table was approved with wording to accomplish the above changes.

Keith McCloghrie presented the dotldTpFdbWindowTable, starting
the design considerations

with an overview of

The Problem: To provide an efficient means of retrieving the whole or a significant portion
of a transparent bridge’s Forwarding Database.
Alternatives:
¯ Get-Next Sweep - 1 Powerful Get Next per Conceptual Row
1 Conceptual Row per Round Trip
¯ Bulk Algorithm (RFC 1187)
either - 1+ Powerful Get Next per Conceptual Row
say, 3 Conceptual Rows per Round Trip
¯ or say, 1 Powerful Get Next per 2 Conceptual Rows
1 Get Request per 10 Conceptual Rows
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say, 4 Conceptual Rows per Round Trip
¯ WindowTable: 1 Powerful Get Next per 40 Conceptual Rows
40 Conceptual Rows per Round Trip
Advantages:
¯ Less ASN.1 encoding/decoding (size and performance)
¯ Can ax:cess starting in the middle of a table (e.g., all DECNET
addresses)
Disadvantages:
¯ Have to look into data to get address for next Powerful Get Next
¯ DUMB
MIBsweepers will retrieve redundant information. (but in the same number
of requests)
Why 40?
¯ A round number
¯ PDUsize < S76
¯ Benefit of > 40 not considered worth the effort
Keith then compared the dotldTpFdbTable and the dotldTpFdbWindowTable, noting that
they contain the same number of entries.
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A discussion of the dotldTpFdbWindowTablefollowed Keith’s presentation.
Bob Stewart argued for including 42 entries from the FDBin each dot ldTpFdbWindowTable.
He presented a sound engineering underpinning for his argument but the group decided to
leave the number at 40.
A corollary discussion took place about the viability of having a variable length window.
,]eft Case pointed out that the SNMP
Protocol Specification says in part:
~An implementation of this protocol need not accept messages whose length exceeds 484
octets.~
He recommendedthat the Bridge MIBshould not allow arbitrarily
ing Group agreed to leave the number at 40.

large PDUs. The Work-

A question was raised about the dotldTpFdbWindowTable being in the spirit of SNMP
vis a vis, not supporting aggregate objects. ,]eft Case spoke once again and indicated
that although the dotldTpFdbWindowTable did not particularly
excite him, he had no
philosophical objection to it.
Various optimization ideas were presented for Powerful Get Next walks and although no
consensus was reached, four options were discussed for the disposition of this table.
1. Delete it.
2. Leave it in the MIBas is (Status Optional).
3. Port it to another document to be developed in the Experimental tree.
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4. Leave it in the MIB, but change the status to Mandatory.
No consensus was reached and the dotldTpFDBWindowgroup discussion

was tabled.

After the break, Chair Fred Baker led a review of the document section by section.
Keith McCloghrieclarified that the wording "protocols that are bridged" is used to differentiate between those PDUsthat are bridged versus those that are not.
Bill Anderson spoke from a user’s perspective. He presented a need for the Bridge MIB
FDBto cover all addresses, bridged and otherwise. Various membersof the group pointed
out that the Remote LANMonitoring group was addressing this issue, and in fact had
specified this functionality.
Two IEEE 802.1d managed objects were left out of the "not included" group on page 8.
These are SpanningTreeProtocolPort objects DiscardLackOfBuffers and DiscardErrorDetails. These will be added.
The discussion moved to the dotldBase group.
Bob Stewart noted that bit ordering for the "Bridge ID~ was not specified,
necessary here and other places in the document.

and it was

The discussion movedto the dotldStp group.
The incompatibility between IEEE802.1d specification of time in 1/256ths of a second and
the Bridge MIBof 1/100ths of a second was brought up. A challenge was issued by Fred
Baker to name a chip that gave 1/256ths granularity for its clock, and the issued died.
A side issue of the syntax of dotldStoMaxAgewas brought up. After a discussion of the
correct use of TimeTicks vs INTEGER,no change was recommended.
A change was madeto dotldStpPriority
the Bridge ID.

description to uniquely identify two octets within

Maurice Turcotte pointed out thatdotldStpPortMulticastAddress should not be on a per
port basis and that this address can be determined from the variables dotldStpProtocolSpecification
and ifType. This variable was included at the request of Eric Decker and since he was not
present, the group decided to delete this variable, and allow Eric to comment.
In the afternoon session, the broken(6) dotldStpPortState
No agreement was reached amd the issue was tabled.

was discussed at great length.

Steve Sherry requested that new TCNcounters be added. The consensus of the group was
that these counters would present information available elsewhere and were most useful for
debugging code rather than networks. No variables were added for TCNcounters.
A discussion of BridgeID vs. (Priority - Address) with respect to dotldStpPortDesign~tedPort.
The broad issue was whether to represent BridgeID variables as one variable or separated
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into BridgePriority and BridgeAddress. The decision was to leave the variables as they are
in the document.
The range of dotldStpPortPathCost

should have been (1-65535)

The dotldSr group passed without comment.
The dotldTp group passed without comment.

After a brief recess the broken(6) dotldStpPortState was revisited.
The two major points raised in favor of keeping this state were:
1. We need to know when the Spanning Tree Protocol cannot bridge through a port
because it is dysfunctional and it would be nice to knowthat from one variable and,
2. It is possible for the Spanning Tree Protocol to have the port in forwarding state and
the port be non-operational.
The two major points against this state were:
1. There is no broken(6) state in the Spanning Tree Protocol and,
2. This information is already available from the combination of ifAdminStatus, ifOperStatus, and dot ldStpPortState.
After more intense discussion, the group reached consensus and removed the broken(6) value
from the dotldStpPortState.
Next the dotldFdbWindowgroup was reopened for discussion. After a brief discussion,
the consensus was reached that we separate the dotldFdbWindow group into a separate
document and develop it further in the Experimental branch of the MIB.
Next the traps were reviewed and agreement was reached after some discussion to let the
traps stand. A slight modification was made to the newR,oot trap description, with a view
to ensuring (to the extent possible) that the Network ManagementStation would be able
to receive the trap.
The Bridge MIBWorking Group agreed to forward the Bridge MIBDraft 6, with the above
modifications, to the IETF for acceptance as a Proposed Standard.
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LETTER TO IEEE 802.1
William P. Lidinsky
Chairman, IEEE 802.1
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

Dear Mr. Lidinsky:
Enclosed with this letter, please find the current working draft of the SNMP
Bridge MIB,
produced by the IETF Bridge MIB Working Group.
The Bridge MIBWorking Group was organized under the IETF’s Network Management Directorate in May1990, and has studied the semantics of 802.1(d) with a goal of representing
it in an SNMPSMI-compliant MIB.
The IETF wishes to cooperate with, and coordinate its MIBdevelopment efforts with, other
ongoing MIBdevelopment activities in other standards organizations. In cases where the
IETF wishes to develop an SNMPMIBfor technology already being considered by another
standards group, we have established the following policy:
1) The IETF will always utilize the current effort of another group as the starting point
for its own MIBdevelopment activities. Therefore, a major portion of the IETF effort may
simply be translating the other MIBinto the SNMPSMI idiom.
2) Because the requirements of other organizations may not be precisely the same as those
of the IETF, we may choose initially to include only a subset of the other MIB. In such
a case, we would reserve the opportunity to consider adding the remaining objects to the
SNMPMIBin the future.
3) In some cases, we maywish to propose additional objects based on operational experience.
It is not expected that this would be a very commonoccurrence, and in such cases we would
make every effort to communicate the IETF proposed objects back to the appropriate group
for their consideration.
A comparison of 802.1(d) and the current IETF draft should show that, in fact, there are
few significant differences.
I hope your group will have the opportunity to review the IETF SNMPBridge MIB. We
would appreciate hearing any comments or suggestions you may have.
Welook forward to working together with you in the future.
Thank you,

IAB Chair IETF Chair IETF NMArea Director

IETF Bridge MIB Working Group Chair
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Chris Chiotasso
Bill Durham
Nadya E1-Afandi
Pdchard Fox
Shawn Gallagher
Martin Gray
Jeremy Greene
B.V. Jagadeesh
Frank Ka~tenhoh
Maau Kaycee
Kenneth Key
Jim Kinder
Cheryl Krupczak
Then Liu
Keith McCloghrie
John Morrison
l~obert Peglar
David Perkins
Anil Rijsinghani
Mark Schaefer
Dror Shindelman
Bob Stewart
Maurice Turcotte

wda@mitre, org
fbaker@emerald, ace. com
steveb@novell, com
brown@c~ron, corn
zob©thumper, bellcore, corn
case@cs, utk. edu
chris@roswell, spartacus, corn
durham@MDC. COM
nadya@network, com
rfox©synopt ics. com
galla~her©quiver, enet. dec. com
mE©spider, co. uk
greene@coral, com
bvj ©esd. 3com. corn
kasten@asherah, clearpoint, com
kaycee@Zrlian, enet. dec. com
key©cs, utk. ~dy
j dk©f ibercom,corn
clefor@secola, columbia, ncr. corn

kzm©hls,com
j fm©lanl,
gov
robp©anubi s. neZwork,
com
dave_perkins@3com,
com
anil@levers,
enet.dec.com
s chaefer@davidsys,
corn
pbrenner@sparta,
spartacus,com
rls%ewarz©eng,
xyplex,com
dnmrt@rml.uucp
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MIB (charmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
Bob Stewart, rls~ce~ar~@eng, xyplex, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: char-mib©dec~rrl.dec.com
To Subscribe: char-m±b-request©clec~rl.dec, corn
Description

of Working Group:

The Character MIBWorking Group is chartered to define an experimental MIB
for character stream ports that attach to such devices as terminals and printers.
The Working Group must first decide what it covers and what terminology to
use. The initial thought was to handle terminals for terminal servers. This
directly genera£izes to terminals on any host. Fromthere, it is a relatively close
step to include printers, both serial and parallel. It also seemsreasonable to go
beyond ASCIItermina]s and include others, such as 3270. All of this results in
the suggestion that the topic is character stream ports.
An important model to define is how character ports relate to network interfaces. Some(a minority) terminal ports can easily becomenetwork interfaces
by running SLIP, and may slip between those states.
Given the basic models, the group must select a set of commonobjects of
interest and use to a network managerresponsible for character devices
Since the goal is an experimental MIB, it maybe possible to agree on a document in 3 to 9 months. Most of the group’s business can be conducted over
the Internet through email.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Mailing list discussion of Charter and collection of concerns.

Done

Discuss and final approval of charter; discussion on models and terminology.
Makewriting assignments.

Done

First dr~ft document,discussion, additional drafts, special meeting?

Dec 1991

Review latest draft and if OK, give to IESGfor publication as RFC.
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CHARMIB Minutes
The Character MIBWorking Group held its fourth meeting at the IETF meeting in St.
Louis. Attendance is falling off a bit as we near completion, but we had representatives
of several terminal server companies and other interested parties. Overall, the meeting
showed good consensus and resulted in the completion of the business at hand. As a result,
following edits based on the meeting and a final implementation report, we are ready to
submit our documents to become proposed standards.
The following meeting Agenda was presented informally
Groupmailing list before the meeting.

on the Character MIBWorking

Agenda
¯ Discuss the drafts as distributed via the mailing list.
- Character MIB
- RS-232-1ike MIB
- Parallel-printer-like

MIB

¯ Discuss implementations.
¯ Recommenddrafts for advancement to proposed standard.
The group pointed out minor editorial

errors in all three documents.

Wediscussed the necessity of commonvalues for types of hardware flow control and decided
to let simple practicality win over architectural purity, adding values for CTS/RTSand
DTR/DSRto the Character MIBflow control types.
After considerable discussion about including flow-control characters in the Character MIB’s
port character counts, we decided to leave them included but qualify the counts to be
"detected" characters.
Wediscussed and approved the overall changes adding a synchronous group to the RS-232
MIB. Wedecided to differentiate between frames short-terminated due to aborts and those
interrupted by modemsignal changes.
Wediscussed the implementation and operational cost of signal change counts in the RS-232
and ParMlel MIBs and decided to leave them in pending an implementation report.
Weagreed that all objects with ~Err" in the nameshould have ~Errs" instead.
The only implementation in progress is being done by Xyplex for inclusion in a product
this year. It is near completion and will provide the first implementation test.
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Pending satisfactory edits and the completed implementation, the group agreed to recommend all three documents for advancement as proposed standards.
Attendees
Charles Bazaar
Christopher Bucci
Shawn Gallagher
Tom Grant
Frank Kastenholz
Kenneth Key
Jim Kinder
David Perkins
Bob Stewart
Dean Throop

bazaar@emul
ex.com
bucci©pluto,
dss.com
gallagher©quiver,
enet.dec.com
grant©xylogics,
com
kasten@asherah,
clearpoinz,
com
key©cs,
utk.gdy
j dk©fibercom,
com
dave_perkins©3com,
corn
rlstewart©eng,
xyplex,
corn
throop©dg-rtp,
dg.corn
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IV MIB (decnetiv)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jonathan Saperia, saperia@dec~rl, enet. dec. com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: phiv-mib©j ove.pa, dec. corn
To Subscribe: phiv-mib-reques’~©j ove.pa, dec. corn
Description

of Working Group:

The DECNetPhase IV MIBWorking Group will define MIB elements in the
experimental portion of the MIBwhich correspond to standard DECNetPhase
IV objects. The group will also define the access mechanismsfor collecting the
data and transforming it into the proper ASN.1structures to be stored in the
MIB.
In accomplishing our goals, several areas will be addressed. These include:
Identification of the DECNetobjects to place in the MIB, identification of the
tree stucture and corresponding Object ID’s for the MIBelements, Generation
of the ASN.1 for these new elements, development of a proxy for non-decnet
based managementplatforms, and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the Charter and description of the Working Group, making
any necessary changes. At that meeting, the scope of the work will be defined
and individual working assignments will be made.

Done

Mailing list discussion of Charter and collection of concerns.

Sep 1991

Review first draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion will occur on mailing list. If possible, prototype implementation to begin
after revisions have been made.

Dec 1991

Make document an Internet Draft. Continue revisions based on comments
received at meeting and over e-mail. Begin ’real’ implementations.

Mar 1991

Review final draft and if OK, give to IESGfor publication as RFC.

Jul 1991

Revise document based on implementations.
Draft Standard.

Ask IESG to make the revision
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by Jon Saperia/DEC

DECNETIV Minutes
The meeting in St. Louis was devoted to editing
Important issues resolved were:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

the DECNetPhase IV MIBDocument.

Adjustment of several of the conformance groups.
Removalof the X.25 and Event groups from the next draft.
The addition of a level 1 routing table the routing group.
The addition of Pointers to the Iffndex to several of the groups.
Agreement on a number of typographic corrections and editorial changes which will
appear in the next draft.

Agreement was reached to incorporate approximately 40 changes in the draft and then to
send the revised document to the WorkingGroup for review. After this final review it is
hoped to have the document posted as an Internet Draft.

In addition to the items above, there were a few action items:
¯ Dean Throop will report to the group on his X.25 findings and status.
¯ Steve Hunter will determine if LineMaxBlockSizeis the MTU.
¯ ;Ion Saperia will investigate if a counter timer object is neededfor all relevant groups.
Attendees
Chris Chiotasso
Fred Engel
Mike Erlinger
Charles Fineberg
Steven Hunter
Jim Kinder
;lay Melvin
David Perkins
Jonathan Saperia
Dror Shindelman

chris@fosse11,spar~ acus. corn

enEel@concord,
com
mike~m~i,
corn
f ineberE@~ums2
¯ ~us~1.edu
hun~er@es
.ne~
j d~©fibercom,
com
infopa~h@~ell,
sf.ca.us
dave_perkins©3com,
com
saperia@dec~rl
¯ ene~.dec.com
pbrenner@spar~a,
spar~acus,
com
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3.3.4
Charter

Chair(s):
Jeffrey Case, case~cs, u’~k. edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: fddi-mib@CS.UTK.EDU
To Subscribe: fddi-mib-request©CS.UTK.EDU
Description

of Working Group:

The primary goal of the FDDI MIB Working Group is to define a MIB for
FDDIdevices with objects which are based on those defined in the ANSIFDDI
specifications
and are compliant with the Internet standard SMI, MIB, and
SNMP.
Goals and Milestones:
Sep 1990

"Final" initial draft of required get/set variables.

Oct 1990

Initial implementations of required get/set variables.

Feb 1991

Revised ~final ~ draft of required get/set variables.

Marl991

Adoption of draft of required get/set variables.

Marl991

Initial draft of traps (events) and actions.
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FDDIMIB Minutes
The following is an expanded version of the Minutes which appeared in the 19th Proceedings
of the Internet Engineering Task Force, (Boulder, CO).
The FDDI MIB Working Group met on Wednesday, December 5, 1990. The meeting was
held in conjunction with the IETF plenary at NCAI~,Boulder, Colorado.
The items covered were as follows:
Welcome and Introductions
Once again, there were several attendees who were new to the Working Group. The
goals of the group were reviewed for their benefit.
Status Reports
- Document. The text of the current document draft was distributed and discussed. The draft can be retrieved via anonymousFTP from/pub/fddimib/fddimib.txt at cs.utk.edu. Minutes and Agendas maybe found there as well.
- ANSI. Our ANSI counterparts in X3T9.5 SMTheld their meeting at the same
time as the plenary. Unfortunately, their meeting was in California and ours
was in Colorado. This made attendance at both meetings difficult,
but not
impossible. The IETF FDDImeeting was schedule so as to be on the "lightest"
day of the ANSIschedule at the request of those who desired to participate in
both meetings. James Reeves and Bert Williams reported on the ANSImeetings
held earlier in the week. They are working through the ballots to try to resolve
the commentsin hopes there will be a consensus on the next ballot.
- Implementations. Several independent and interoperable implementations of
the specification exist. Several others are underway. The restrictions associated
with unannounced products made this discussion necessarily vague.
¯ Changes in the current issue of the document were discussed.
Several changes were made b~sed on problems identified during the implementation
process.
- The subranges on several integers was corrected from 1..65536 to 1..65535
- The snmpFddi prefix was added to all variables which would have had a name
space collision
on the OBJECTDESCRIPTOR
with the ANSI name(s)
- The "-" was removed from all

variable

names. Implementation

experience
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showed that some user interfaces, when faced with a variable name such as
snmpFddiSMTT-Notifywould attempt to subtract one unknown variable (Notify) from another unknownvariable (snmpFddiSMTT)resulting in chaos.
The first draft of the text for definitions of MIBvariables to implement the
SNMPequivalen~ of SMTActions was added.
¯ Issues
- Paths were discussed. PATHsare severely broken. The Working Group decided
to delete M1variables in the PATHgroup unless and until ANSIfixes them.
- Groupings. The groupings of the variables
satisfactory.

were discussed and found to be

- Optional variables. It was decided to delete all optional variables or to make
them mandatory. The chair w~s tasked with preparing appropriate text. The
Working Group considered what to do with the optional variables which are
not in the document. Twomajor positions were taken. One position was that
some vendors are going to implement the optional variables and the existence
of a standard documentwill ease interoperability because they would all implement them the same way, that is, the argument was for the preparation and
publication of a document such as the one prepared by Fox and Williams after
a similar discussion at the Vancouver meeting. The contrary position was that
the very existence of a document will create market forces which will lead to
requirements that vendors implementall of the optional variables, even if their
usefulness is questionable and their status as optional often meant that consensus could not be met in the ANSIcommunity.After considerable discussion, it
was decided by the group that the optional variables would not be worked on
further and that they would not be published. It was further decided that this
could be revisited when and if the signals coming from the ANSIcommunity
become more clear. That is, the optional variables might be considered when
the document goes from Proposed to Draft. [N.B.: The line above was incorrect
in the minutes originally distributed ... it read Draft to Proposed. I have never
been able to get this right. JDC]
- Traps. Traps were discussed. Since traps are somewhat contentious and the
Concise Trap document does not enjoy the same status as the Concise MIB
document, it was decided that it would be wise to decouple the MIBdefinitions
and the TttAP definitions, lest we stall progress on the MIBdefinitions. The
TRAPdocument is to be discussed at the next meeting.
¯ Action
The Working Group voted to recommend the issuance of the MIB document as an
RFC,pending final review of the text. This is to occur in early 1991.
The primary technical output of the meeting resulting from the review of the current draft
was a decision to restructure the variable groups so as to allow a single network application
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entity (agent) to support more than one SMT.
Future work will entail:
1. review and commenton the mandatory get/set

variables defined thus far,

2. Gaining implementation experience with the above,
3. Engineering ANSI events and actions into traps and MIBvariables
Internet standards, and

in accord with

4. Addressing optional groups.
Bert Williams (Synernetics) and Rich Fox (SynOptics) volunteered to work on the text
the optional variables and to forward them to the Chair for inclusion in the draft at an
appropriate time.
Current

Draft

The text of the current draft maybe obtained via ftp from anonymous(guest)/pub/fddimib/fddimib.txt at cs.utk.edu.
Next Meeting
The next meeting of the FDDI MIBWorking Group is tentatively
scheduled to be held
in in conjunction with Interop ’90. The meeting will most hkely be held on Thursday
evening. The primary topic of discussion will be to review implementation experiences
and interoperability issues uncovered in the preparation for and performance of the Interop
event. Plans for the meeting will be announcedvia the mailing list as they are finalized.
Attendees
Alan Apt
Jack Brown
Jeffrey Case
Cho Chang
Chris Chiotasso
Paul Ciarfella
Butt Cyr
James (Chuck) Davin
Nadya E1-Afandi
Richard Fox
Debbie Futcher
Scott Hiles
Satish Joshi
Frank Kastenholz
Shimshon Kaufman
Jim Kinder

76307.3176~
compuserve,
com
j brown©huachuca-emh8
¯ army.mil
case©cs
.u~k.edu
chang_c©apollo,
hp. com
chris©roswell,
spartacus,
com
ciarfella©levers,
ene~.dec.com
burt©uncng,
corn
j rd©ptt,
lcs.m£t.edu
nadya©ne~ork,com
s~cek! rfox@sun,
com
dfu~che@rel ay.nswc.navy.mil
whiles@relay
¯ nswc.navy.mil
sj oshiCsynop~ics,
corn
kas~en~in~
erlan.corn
jdk~fibercom.com
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Case/UTenn

FDDIMIB Minutes
The FDDI MIB Working Group last met on Monday afternoon, March 11, 1991, in St.
Louis, Missouri. The meeting was held in conjunction with the Twentieth meeting of the
Internet Engineering Task Force.
The Minutes of the previous meeting (Boulder) were adopted as distributed with one correction: the discussion of the decision to forego consideration of the optional variables should
read %.. the optional variables might be considered whenthe document goes from Proposed
~
to Draft." The Minutes as originally distributed read "...Draft to Proposed.
The meeting began with a status report. As usual, there were several attendees who were
new to the WorkingGroup. The goals of the group were reviewed for their benefit. Version
0.9 of "FDDI ManagementInformation Base" is nearing completion. Version 0.1 of "SNMP
Trap Definitions for FDDIManagement"is new. There was a brief discussion of the status
of various early implementations of previous versions of the draft.
The membersof the WorkingGroup whoalso participate in counterpart efforts within AI~ISI
reported on that groups activities and progress. The group is continuing to make progress
toward resolving the changes resulting from commentsreceived with the last round of letter
ballots and converting the ANSIdocument to conform with the ISO standard "SMI" format
known in that community as GDMO.
Most of the meeting was spent in detailed discussion of Version 0.9 of the MIBdocument.
The net result was that the editor is to make a number of changes, the most important of
which include the following:
1. Fix broken text in the description of the differences between version 0.9 and the
previous version (or delete the revision history entirely);
2. Identify the version number of the ANSI SMTdocument which relates
document through an appropriate reference;

to the MIB

3. Place the ~ppropriate text found in sister documents(like the dotx series) into Section
5, Overview;
4. Investigate renaming fddi OB:JECTIDENTIFIER::= experimental 8 to snmpFddi
OBJECTIDENTIFIER::= experimental 8 in the interest
of consistency;
(Editor’s note: this can be done more easily when the subtree gets "promoted" to the
transmission subtree)
replacing
5. Delete all references to the textual convention FddiTimerTwosComplement,
all such references to INTEGER.;
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6. Delete all references to the textual convention FddiTimeStamp,since, due to changes
enumerated below, there are no longer any variables which utilize it;
7. Change the naming of several variables in order to obtain consistency - the first
example of that is the name of smtNumber becomes snmpFddiSMTNumber- all
variables will nowbegin with the prefix snmpFddi;
8. Add new explanatory

text to snmpFddiSMTConnectionPolicy;

9. Delete snmpFddiSMTMsgTimeStamp and snmpFddiSMTTransitionTimeStamp
renumber snmpFddiSMTStationAction as a result;
10. Clone some clarifying,
explanatory
mpFddiMAC OldUpstreamNbr;
11. Add a new enumeration

and

text from snmpFddiMACUpstreamNbr
into sn-

of unknown(5) to snmpFddiMACDownstreamPORTType;

12. Change snmpFddiMACTMax, snmpFddiMACTMin,
from read-write to read-only;
13. Delete the second, incorrect
places in the document;

and snmpFddiMACTvxValue

MACfrom snmpFddiMACFrameMACCondition
in two

14. Create new variables corresponding to ANSI fddiMACFrameErrorThreshold, fddiMACFrameErrorRatio, and fddiMACUnaDaFlag;
15. Correct

the semantics

associated

with snmpFddiATTACHMENTIMaxExpiration;

16. Define object identifiers for chipset types; and
17. Add several new contributors

to the Acknowledgementssection.

While this hst is long, these changes are relatively minor whenviewed in the scope of the
history of the document. The length is mainly a result of the detailed description of the
changes. The most significant change is the deletion of 64 bit counters and the removal of
all the associated ugliness.
The editor was asked to makea decision and to pen appropriate text if necessary in response
to a rather lengthy discussion regarding "detected" and "best effort" counters.
The editor was directed to make the above changes and submit the document for review
and commentby the broader communitythrough submission and publication as an Internet
Draft. Following a brief period of review and commentto insure that the editor implemented
the WorkingGroup’swishes correctly, (e.g., a few weeks), it is the group’s desire that unless
there is widespread divisive discussion, the document be recommendedfor publication as
an RFCas a Proposed Standard.
The Trap document was not discussed due to the lack of available time.
The last Agendaitem was the status of the variables listed as optional in the ANSIdocument
and therefore not included in the SNMPFDDI MIBdocument. The Working Group decided
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in Boulder that the optional variables would not be worked on further and that they would
not be published at this time. It was decided that this could be revisited whenand if the
signals coming from the ANSI community become more clear, perhaps as the document
goes from Proposed to Draft. This issue was placed on the Agenda because there were
some individuals who disagreed with the result. There was no interest expressed by the
attendees in reversing the decision at this time.
The current text of the MIBand TI~AP documents may be obtained via anonymousftp as:
¯ -anonymous(guest)/pub/fddimib/fddi-Inib.txt
at cs.utk.edu and
. -anonymous(guest)/pub/fddimib/trap.txt
~t cs.utk.edu.
Attendees
Howard Brown
Jeffrey Case
Cho Chang
Chris Chiotasso
Paul Ciarfella
Don Coolidge
Nabil Damouny
Nadya E1-Afandi
Joseph Golio
Jeremy Greene
Jim Kinder
Cheryl Krupczak
Then Liu
John LoVerso
Ron Mackey
Keith McCloghrie
David Perkins
James Reeves
Greg Satz
Dror Shindelman
Kaj Tesink
Dean Throop
Mike Turico
Bert Williams
Maxk Wood
Jeff Young

brown@ctron.com
case©cs.utk.edu
chang_c@apollo.hp.com
chris@roswell.spartacus.com
ciarfella@levers.ene~.dec.com
coolidge@speaker.wpd.sgi.com
nadya©network.com
golio©cray.com
greene~coral.com
jdk©fibercom.com
clefor@secola.columbia.ncr.com
loverso@westford.ccur.com
kzm©hls.com
dave_perkins©3com.com
jreeves@synoptics.com
satz@cisco.com
pbrenner@spar~a.spar~acus.com
kaj@nvuxr.cc.bellcore.com
zhroop@dg-rtp.dg.com
mturico~no~.com
ber~mailgaZe.synneZ.com
jsy@cray.com
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Charter
Chair(s):
CyndiM]11s,cmills~bbn,
corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: accoun’cing-wg©bbn, corn
To Subscribe: accounting-wg-reques~©bbn.com
Description

of Working Group:

The Internet Accounting Working Group has the goal of producing standards
for the generation of accounting data within the Internet that can be used to
support a wide range of managementand cost allocation policies. The introduction of a commonset of tools and interpretations should ease the implementation of organizational policies for Internet components and make them more
equitable in a multi-vendor environment.
In the following accounting model, this WorkingGroup is primarily concerned
with defining standards for the Meter function and recommendingprotocols for
the Collector function. Individual accounting applications (billing applications)
and organizational policies will not be ahdressed, although examples should be
provided.
Meter <-> Collector

<-> Application

<-> Policy

First, exaznine a wide range of existing and hypothetical policies to understand
what set of information is required to satisfy usage reporting requirements.
Next, evaluate existing mechanisms to generate this information and define
the specifications of eanh ~ccounting parameter to be generated. Determine
the requirements for local storage and how parameters may be aggregated.
Recommend
a data collection protocol and internal formats for processing by
accounting applications.
This will result in an Internet Draft suitable for experimental verification and
implementation.
In parallel with the definition of the draft standard, develop a suite of test
scenarios to verify the model. Identify candidates for prototyping and implementation.
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Done

Policy Models Examined.

Aug 1990

Meter Working Draft Written.

Nov 1990

Collection Protocols WorkingPapers Written.

Feb 1991

Meter Final Draft Submitted.

Feb 1991

Collection Protocol Working Papers Reviewed.

May 1991

Collection Protocol Recommendation.

GROUP REPORTS
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Mills/BBN

ACCT Minutes
The Internet

Accounting Working Group met to:

Review the results of the February meeting in Boston.
- SNMPsecurity

and performance issues.

SNMPseems a reasonable approach for transporting data, given a diskless meter, although FTPor other bulk file transfer mechanismsshould also be allowed
for meters which store accounting data on local disks. Other transport mechanisms may be discussed later.
Background Document.
The background document can be released for general commentas an Internet
Draft after the addition of PICTURES
and explanations which illustrate
how
the accounting mechanismaddresses a variety of scenarios. It is anticipated that
the Background Documentwill be expanded again later.
Architecture

Document.

The existing architecture document can be released for general commentafter
revision and the addition of control parameters. Before it is released to the
Internet Drafts area it will be posted to the Working Group mailing list for
review.
Meter Services and MIB.
The February discussion of control parameters and reporting formats was summarized for continuation.
¯ Discuss control parameters and reporting formats.
- A modified reporting format resulted for further discussion.
- A set of control functions was developed for further discussion.
- The notion of being able to account differently on different interfaces and make
finer distinctions resulted in the further developmentof a rule tree similar to
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those discussed in February.
The ability, to set the granularity of reporting in great detail through the use of
a rule table was developed for further discussion. The current schemeseems too
complex to be readily implemented, but serves as a starting point for further
work. One solution to bounding the problem is defining a short list of standard
(static) rule tables, without allowing the more general case.
A rough outline of the reporting format, control functions, rule tree, and rule table
culled from the meeting notes and slides follows these Minutes.
Additional notes about lengthy discussions.
It was noted that the ADDRESS_ID
described in the reporting format might
be expandedto transport level and beyond (e.g., application level), allowing for
a more generalized accounting for any protocol stack, but that is beyond the
charter of this WorkingGroup.
It was also noted that attributes might be included in the ADDI~ESS_ID
rather
than as a separate field of the FLOW_ID.
Each packet shall be counted in ONEand ONLYONEaccounting record to
avoid duplicate counts. Accounting records may be combined by the collection
host for additional aggregate traffic information. This is a tentative response
to the question Can a single packet be counted in multiple buckets of a single
meter?
Meters in routers have special properties, since they are privy to the routing
decision. Meters may be modelled as (a) one meter per interface (as a passive
hstener to the interface, not privy to the routing decision) or (b) one meter
router, aware of the both input and output interfaces for the packet. Passive
hstening devices must have a network address and possibly a separate connection
to the network in order to be managed. Should routers be modelled as having
a single meter to avoid complicating management?
Action Items

Background

Addpictures to Internet Ba~:kground and revise. If changes
are not too substantial, post directly to Internet Drafts.

Architecture

tLevise Architecture Documentto reflect control requirements
and reporting changes. Post to Working Group mailing list
for (time-limited) review before posting to Internet Drafts.
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Meter Services

Makea stab at reducing the granularity control (rule table)
problem to a manageable level. Further specify control parameters with the goal of creating a MIB.

Co-ordinate

Coordinate with Remote LANMIBand Operational Statistics WorkingGoupssince they maybe tackling similar problems of granularity control.

REPORTING
FORMAT
(notes from discussion,

not a precision

representation):

Accounting Record ::=[ Meter ID and Unique Address provided by SNMP]
Start Time TIMESTAMP,
[ optional ? ]
End Time TIMESTAMP,
[ should be current time ? ]
Rule_Table ID? [ something might be needed here ...]
SEQUENCE
OF FLOW_RECORD.
[ number of records, followed by records
FLOW_RECORD::=
Flow FLOW_ID,
Values VALUES.
FLOW_ID::=
[0] Source ADDRESS_ID
[ must have source or destination
[1] Destination ADDRESS_ID
or both ]
[2] Subscriber_ID ADDRESS_ID
[optional ]
[ Attributes not defined yet ]

]

VALUES::=
[ rolling counters ]
Fragments_Sent
COUNT,
Fragments_Rcvd COUNT,
[ packets in the reverse direction are counted
here to avoid maintaining two accounting
records for a communicatingpair - shouldn’t
this be optional for source or destination
only flow ids? ]
Bytes_Sent COUNT,
Bytes_Rcvd COUNT,[ byte count of reverse flow ]
First_Time TIMESTAMP,
[ time first packet in flow seen if different
from meter start time ]
Last_Time TIMESTAMP.
[ time last packet in flow seen if different
from meter stop time ]
ADDRESS_ID::=
[ some fields maybe null, i.e., don’t care ]
[1] INTERFACE_INDEX
INTEGER, [ as defined by SNMP]
[2] LINK LEVEL ADDRESS NETWORK_ADDRESS,
[3] INTERNET ADDRESS NETWORK_ADDRESS,

]
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[0] STRINGOF OCTETS.[ anything else used as unique ID ].
NETWORK_ADDRESS ::=
Choiceof {:
[1] IP ADDRESS.(TCP/IP)
[2] NSAPADDRESS.
(OSI)variable
length.
In]X.25Address(CCITT)
[m] MAC(LLC)
Ix] STRINGOF OCTETS.(any other arbitrary address)
COUNT::=
Extensible_Integer

SEQUENCEOF OCTETS.

TIMESTAMP
::= [ defined by SNMPalready, either absolute time or ticks/seconds/since
meter boot time ]
CONTROL
PARAMETERS
(notes

under discussion):

Meter to Management: (traps)
DECLARE
DATALOSSTrap to let

manager know that accounting data is being lost.

DECLARE
HIGHWATER
Trap to request
when numberof flows increases.)

that manager increase

DECLARE
FLOOD/FLUSH
Trap dumping the flow records
the meter. (Lowerpriority first?)

polling

currently

interval.

(Used

being monitored by

Managementto meter: (polls and control)
SET HIGHWATER
MARKA the meter when to send a trap indicating
ment station should increase the polling interval.

that the manage-

SET FLOOD
MAI~KA how full the table SHOULD
be before the meter considers panicking
and dumping the contents of the meter to the managementstation in raw (SNMPOPAQUE)
form.
SET FLOWTERMINATIONPARAMETERS
The meter should have the good sense in
situations where lack of resources maycause data loss to purge flow records from its tables
which (a) have already been reported and show no ~ctivity since the last report (b) oldest
flows or (c) flows with the smallest numberof unreported packets.
TIMEOUT
The time in seconds since last packet seen (and last report)
flow may be terminated.
- MAXLIFETIMEGuidelines

for the maximumlifetime

after which the

of a flow. (Not mandatory, but
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the meter should make an effort at reporting time to purge flows that have had a lifetime
greater than this value, even if it results in the instantaneous creation of a new flow with
identical parameters.
SET FLOWPRIORITY [ REPORTINGMASK](mask is an 8-bit quantity)
Tell meter
whichflows are considered "critical" - i.e., in a crisis situations whichflows can least afford
to lose data. Reporting mask is set by the RULESTABLEin the SET GRANULARITY
operation.
REPORT[ REPORTING
MASK(0 or default indicates report ALL)] Poll to meter indicating that a normal report of indicated flows should be made(i.e., any flow whoserule has
indicated that it has a bit set whichis set in the mask.
SET GRANULARITY[ RULE TABLE ] see RULE TABLE
RULETABLE:(Editorial commentfrom the Chair: This is all a very large pie in the sky
and not to be sliced seriously yet.)
SEQUENCE OF NUMBERED RULES.
RULE::=
Field FIELD_DESCRIPTOR.
[ Operator OPERATOR_DESCRIPTOR.
]
Mask. MASK_DESCRIPTOR.
LIST OF ACTION_PAIRS.
FIELD_DESCRIPTOR ::=
Length INTEGER.
(0 is permitted to indicate lack of interest.)
CHOICE OF:
NETWORK
ADDRESS.(including arbitrary
strings)
RESULT (VALUE) OF PREVIOUS MASKING OPERATION>.

OPERATOR_DESCRIPTOR
-.= The source of much discussion on overhead, complexity,
and feasibility. Is anding and testing for equa]ity to the mask good enough or do we need
to define a set of allowed operations?
MASK_DESCRIPTOR:
A MASKof a length less than or equal to the field. (Otherwise
there is no match, l’s set in the mask indicate bits which are of interest. Actually, is
defined to be other identical to the field_descriptor.
(LENGTH
followed by RESULT
or
NETWORKADDRESS.)
ACTION_PAIR.VALUEor RANGEOF VALUES.If the results of the masking operation
fit this value or range of values, perform the following actions.
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Choice
of:
CONDENSE (FLAGS, FIELD_DESCRIPTOR, [SUBSCRIBER_ID])
EXPAND (FLAGS, FIELD_DESCRIPTOR, {SUBSCRIBER_ID])
IGNORE.
GO TO RULE NUMBER X.
CONDENSE
indicates that the flow-record should use the designated FIELDas the source
or destination address (or attribute)
in the FLOW-ID,mlong with the designated SUBSCRIBER_ID(also a FIELD_DESCRIPTOR).
(Condense implies that all packets parsing
to this point will be counted in a single bucket.)
EXPAND
is just like condense, except the the FIELD_DESCRIPTOR
indicates that the
packets which parse to this point should be placed in multiple flows with source or destination address (or attribute)
as designated by the the FIELD_DESCRIPTOR.
IGNORE
indicates that we don’t count this type of packet at all.
USE RULENUMBER
N indicates
(theoretically)
that the RESULTOF PREVIOUSMASKING OPERATION
is set to the result of the FIELD VALUE~ (anded with) the mask
value, and the nth rule of the RULETABLEis invoked next. This concept is disturbing
because it allows for spaghetti tables that dont makesense. At this point a rule compiler
front end becomes necessary...<sigh>
NETWORK_ADDRESS
::= [this should follow reporting format]
Choice of {
[0] IF ADDRESS.(TCP/IP)
[1] NSAPADDRESS.,(OSI)variable length.
[n] X.25 Address (CCITT)
[m] MAC(LLC)
[x] STRINGOF OCTETS.(any other axbitrary identifier)}

Notes on Rules
Note that each packet can only by counted within ONEFLOW,so that if all possible flows
are added, the number should equal the total number of p~ckets processed.
If there are multiple ways a p~cket should be processed, the rules should deposit enough
information in the flow record (i.e., flow-id) so that the packet can be POST-PROCESSED
to be counted in multiple billing categories.
The RESULT
field preceding the root of the tree is considered to be a zero length field.
All rule tables must in fact map into non-looping binary trees, or we won’t be responsible
for the result (To save space sub-trees maybe shared by different branches and recnrsion
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may be used, as long as it can be shown that no infinite loops can occur Caveat emptor
and all that.). Whenaddress tests are used (field = address type), recommendperforming
tests on the interface numberfirst, the link level address second, the network address third,
and the attributes (if any are defined later) last. Within an address type, test the source
address first and the destination address last.
Attendees
Sean Donelan
Martin Dubetz
Gary Ellis
Charles Fineberg
Dave Geurs
Keith Hacke
Donald Hirsh
Cyndi Mills
Agnes Moran
Chris Myers
Kary Robertson
Gregory Ruth
George Sanderson
Jonathan Saperia
Anil Singhal
Kaj Tesink
Paul Tsuchiya
Sudhanshu Verma
Steve Witten

sean@dra,
corn
dubetz©wugaZe,
wustl,edu
garye@hpspd,
spd.hp.com
f ineberg©wums2,
wustl,edu
dgeurs@mot,
com
hacke©informat
ics.wastl,edu
hirsh@meridian,
uucp
cmills©bbn,
com
chris©wugate.wusZl.edu
kr@concord.com.kr
gruth©bbn.com
sanderson~mdc.com
saperia@decwrl.enet.dec.com
kaj©nvuxr.cc.bellcore.com
tsuchiya©bellcore.com
verma©hpindbu.cup.hp.com

RULETABLEEXAMPLE

SOURCE
INTERFACE
-

FIELD & MASK

VALUE
VALUE
~_XPAND
RESULT,
FLAG~
DESTINATION
INTERFACE
-

DEFAULT
OGNOP~

:

FIELD& MASK

VALUE

DEFAULT

VALUE

FIELD & MASK
LINK-LEVEL
ADDRESS

VALUE

VALUE

(CONDENSE,
*ANYT’AG’,FLAGS]

~ndsoonwith
DESTLINK-LEVEL
ADR
SOURCEN~ORKADR
~ESTNETWORK
ADR
ATTRIBUTES
(somedaymebbe)
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(msi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Oscar Newkerk, newkerk@decwe’c,ene’c, dec. cot,
Sudhanshu Verma, veraia@hpindbu, cup. hp. corn
Mailing Lists:
Genera] Discussion: ms:~wg©deawr:].,dec. corn
To Subscribe: ms±~g-reques~:©decm:l, dec. corn
Description

of Working Group:

The objective of the ManagementServices Interface WorkingGroup is to define
a managementservices interface by which management applications may obtain access to a heterogeneous, multi-vendor, multi-protocol set of manageable
objects.
The service interface is intended to support managementprotocols and models
defined by industry and international standards bodies. As this is an Internet
Engineering Task Force WorkingGroup, the natural focus is on current and future network managementprotocols and models used in the Internet. However,
the interface being defined is expected to be sufficiently flexible and extensible
to allow support for other protocols and other classes of manageable objects.
The anticipated list of protocols includes Simple Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP), OSI CommonManagement Information Protocol (CMIP),
Over TCP (CMOT),Manufacturing Automation Protocol and Technical Office
Protocol CMIP (MAP/TOPCMIP) and Remote Procedure Call (RPC).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Initial version of the Internet Draft placed in the Internet-Drafts directory

Done

Revised version of the draft from editing meetings placed in the Internet-Drafts
directory

Aug1990 Initial
Done

implementation of the prototype available for test.

Revised draft based on the implementation experience submitted to the RFC
editor.
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REPORT
Verma/HP

MSI Minutes
The MSI Working Group meeting was rescheduled from Tuesday (3/12) afternoon to Monday (3/11) evening. This time clashed with the IETF dinner at the St. Louis zoo. The
meeting was attended by only seven people, and was adjourned early for a la~k of a quorum.
The issues raised at the last meeting were reiterated.

These issues are summarizedbelow.

On-line MIB database and the need for both GDMO
and SNMPMIBdefinitions.
¯ Lack of any implementation suggestions or hints in the MSI document. The MSI
draft wants the implementors of the MSI API to support features such as translation between SNMPand CMIPand scoping, but does not provide ideas on how to
implement this. This has hindered adoption of the API.
¯ Lack of an SNMPAPI. Some attendees
SNMP-oriented API.

at the last

meeting wanted support of an

The thorniest issue deals with the issue of translation between the two different SMIs
(GDMO
and IETF). Based on RFCl109 the LABhas decided that there was no requirement
for compatibility between SNMPand OSI network management. This causes the task of
the translation between the two SMIsto be done on a case by case basis; it will be difficult,
if not impossible to have automated conversion between the two.
The future of the group was also discussed briefly. One option is to work with the LABand
the Network ManagementDirectorate to resolve any pending issues. Another option is to
disband the group due to the lack of significant progress. The next WorkingGroup meeting
will need to evaluate the situation and make recommendations.
The meeting was adjourned after about 30 minutes due to a lack of a quorum.
Otttine
The issue of MIBtranslation was raised by Sudhanshu Vermawith the Chair of the Network
ManagementArea, Chuck Davin. He suggested that there was little thut could be done
to change tLFC 1109 at this point and that we should attempt to work in that framework.
The difficulty of defining translation rules to achieve automated translation was reinforced.
At the next meeting the WorkingGroup will have to decide its future direction and plans.
Attendees
Steve Bostock
Howard Brown
Shawn Gallagher

s~eveb©novell.com
bro~n@c~ron.com
gallagher@quiver.ene~-dec-com
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185

(oim)

Charter
Chair(s):
Lee LaBarre, cel©mbunix.mitre, org
Brian Handspicker, bd©vines, ene’c, dec. corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: o~bunix, mi’~re, org
To Subscribe: oi~-reques’c~abunix.mi’cre, org
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will specify managementinformation and protocols necessary to manage IP-based and OSI-based LANsand WANsin the Internet
ba~ed on OSI Management standards and drafts, NIST Implementors Agreements and NMFRecommendations. It will also provide input to ANSI, ISO,
NISTand NMFbased on experience in the Internet, and thereby influence the
final form of OSI Internationa~ Standards on management.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Develop implementors agreements for implementation of CMIPover TCP and
CMIPover OSI.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF SMI to satisfy requirements for management of the Internet using OSI managementmodels and protocols.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF MIB-II to satisfy requirements for management of the Internet using OSI managementmodels and protocols.

TBD

Develop prototype implementations based on protocol
ments, IETF OIM Extended SMI and Extended MIB.

TBD

Promote development of products based on OIMagreements.

TBD

Provide input to the ANSI, ISO, NIST and NMFto influence
OSI standards and implementors agreements.

TBD

Completion of the following drafts: Implementors Agreements, Event Management, SMI Extensions, MIBExtensions, OSI Management Overview, Guidelines for the Definition of Internet ManagedObjects.

implementors agree-

development of
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(rlanmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
Mike Erlinger,

m±ke~:±, corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: rlanmibCm~:i, corn
To Subscribe: rlanmib-reques~:~n~:±, corn
Description

of Working Group:

The LANMonitoring MIBWorking Group is chartered to define an experimental MIBfor monitoring LANs.
The Working Group must first decide what it covers and what terminology to
use. The initial thought was to investigate the char~teristics of some of the
currently av~ilable products (NovelI’s LANtern, HP’s LanProbe, and Network
GenerM’sWatch Dog). Fromthis investigation MIBvariables will be defined.
In ~complishing our goals several areas will be addressed. These include: identification of the objects to pla~e in the MIB,identification of the tree structure
and corresponding Object ID’s for the MIBelements, generation of the ASN.1
for these new elements, and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Mailing list discussion of Charter and collection of concerns.

Done

Discussion and final approval of Charter; discussion and agreement on models
and terminology. Makewriting assignments.

Done

Discussion of the first
needed.

dr~t document. Begin work on additional

Mar 1991 Review latest draft of the first
~s an RFC.

drafts if

document and if OKgive to IESGfor publication
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by Michael Erlinger/Micro

Remote LAN Monitoring

AREA

Technology

Minutes

Three separate meetings were held with the primary Agenda to review the RLANMIB
MIB
proposed by Steve Waldbusser. The MIBhad been distributed to the mailing list and
copies were available at the meeting. The driving focus of the current MIBis to quickly get
a consensus on an RLANMIB
that can act as a standard. For this reason, various issues
have been movedto future MIBs. In general the MIBdocument should have more verbiage
describing the MIBand the general philosophy that was followed.
Memorymanagement and table size issues were discussed at length. The only consensus
reached is that memorymanagement is a problem and that the various probes will find
their own way to control memory.
A philosophic question was raised and not debated: Whatis the difference between a monitor and an analyzer? This needs to be discussed more to better decide on the I~LANMIB.
During the discussions about multiple managers and table ownership, the point was made
that the probability of multiple managercollisions was in fact quite high, since access to
probe tables is often the result of network problems (during which more than one manager
may rush to fix). MIBdevelopment needs to recognize this point. It was decided that
RLANMIB
meeting should be held prior to the next IETF. The date of this meeting will
be decided after a new version of the MIBdocument is made available to the mailing list.
The Chair will be responsible for choosing the date and location.
A few general points were discussed as foundation principles for the I~LANMIB:
¯ Probes will be used simultaneously by more than one network managementstation.
¯ Probe resources will be a constant concern, a method must be found that would
¯ llow a probe to determine which dynamictables, particularly those associated with
an NMS,can be deleted.
¯ Accepting the simultaneous use of the probe, the MIBshould insure the isolated use
by each NMS.
¯ Accepting the simultaneous use of the probe, the MIBshould allow for the sharing
of use by each NMS.
MIB Review
:Et herstats Table
Various entries are the same as other MIBs, (ethernet),
justifications for this approach:

while other entries are new. Two
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1. Probes have the primary task of monitoring so the additional
be a concern;

resources should not

2. Probes operate in promiscuous mode, so they will produce different

values.

MIBshould spell out whether good and/or bad packets are included in a count. In general
this information should be added to all counter descriptions. MIBshould spell out that:
All counts exclude framing - start with destination address and continue through CRC.In
particular, all packets are included in each bucket because segment utilization includes both
good and bad packets.
Etherstats

Counters

’64

64--1518

"1518

crc/align

jabber

I
CRC ] collision
error I fragments
NONE ~ runt

good

oversize

It was noted that the etherSTatsPkts64Octets counter was missing - to be added in next
version.
Inclusive or exclusive will be added to text describing various packet counters.
Et herhistory

Table

Circular rollover: whenthe N buckets are full you continue to have only N buckets, loosing
the oldest bucket.
Interval change semantics: It is viewedthat a change in interval is the same as deleting the
current control entry and starting a new one, i.e., the existing N buckets are lost and new
N buckets with the current interval are allowed to exist in the system (actual allocation of
buckets is an agent task).
Change # of buckets semantics: Changing the number of buckets should not invalidate
the current buckets. This will be explained in the document. In particular, changing to a
greater number of buckets, just adds more buckets to that history sequence. Reducing the
numberof buckets deletes the oldest buckets until the required numberare left.
Whatabout time stamping the bucket contents? Adding an end time to the bucket has little
meaningbecause granularity is probably 1 sec and is thus not very meaningful. Buckets are
not real-time. Finally, could use the start time of the next bucket as the end time of the
current bucket.
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Discussion of starting a table entry: The entry starts whenthe VALID
is set. Valid could be
set in the same PDUas all the other entries because a set is viewed as an atomic operation.
Howto determine if probe lost data: Use dropevents to determine if probe lost some events.
Utilization will be changed from tenths of a percent to hundredths of a percent.
Utilization discussion: Because everyone determines utilization differently (someuse various
hardware tests), it was decided that the utilization value is a standard wayof presenting
non-standard value.
A request was madefor maxavailable history buckets counter (etherttistory 3??). Someone
said this is necessary in all dynamic tables and quite useful for the managementstation
user interface
Ether

Host Tables

The etherhostorder table will be ordered by time of 1st transmission - still 1 to N. Much
discussion and muchdebate about the problem of deleting stations from the table and still
maintaining the ordering. This is an open issue which must be explained in the document.
The host table ordered by natural index is being used to serve two purposes: fast download
of the whole table and new station detection. The first requires a contiguous index space
(necessitating renumbering) and the second requires monotonically increasing indices. The
resolution was to create two tables instead of one (although Steve said he would try to figure
out a way to shrink them back into one table).
Table deletion: It was decided that most tables need a deletion capability and that the
MACaddress is the most secure way to do deletion. Other indices may actually change.
After much debate about the TOPN table, it was decided that there are three options:
1. Leavethe table as it currently is;
2. Nuke the whole idea;
3. Expand the table to a series of tables - a control table that describes each of the
actual top N tables.
Somediscussion about probe reaction whena table that is already "valid" is set to "valid".
It was decided that the proper agent action is "no-op".
Ether Traffic

Matrix Tables

Change "etherSDTableSize" to "etherMatrixTableSize"
The Filter table again raised the issue of NMS
control of specific tables and the Probe]Agent’s
ability to garbage collect.
The idea of an X.Y index for each dynamic NMSrelated

table was discussed.

A central
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table would exist in which each NMSspecified its ownunique X value. The NMSwould also
specify the time in sections for which X related tables should be maintained by the Agent.
If the time decrements to 0, the Agent can reclaim all tables and table entries related to
the NMS.The NMScan periodically restart the countdown clock. Thus, an NMSknowing
its ownunique ID, can keep all its tables active (since it knowsthe time value entered into
the station), the NMScan force deletion of all its tables by entering 0 into the time field,
and yet the Agent can delete tables related to a particular NMSthat is no longer active.
Also, if this table includes the IP address or some other knowNMSaddress, all NMSscan
determine what other NMSsare using dynamic tables in the agent.
Buffer Control

Table

Steve will add a variable to the buffer control table that holds the maxavailable entries in
the capture table.
There was some discussion about how an agent would treat a set request in which either
(or both) bufferControlCaptureSliceSize or bufferControlUsedBuffers were zero. Does this
constitute a space reservation? Can the agent return BadValue? No resolution of this
question.
All state variables in control tables will h~ve an Invalid state added (enfferControlState ==
stopWhenFull) implies that any filters which are supposed to "turnOn" that buffer, will
not, once the buffer has reached the full state.
A variable should be added to the bufferControlTable containing the value of sysUpTime
whenthe buffer was first turned on.
The syntax of "captureBufferPacketTime" will be changed from TimeTicks to an integer
containing the numberof milliseconds since the buffer was turned on.
Steve stated that the intent of the log table was to keep the most recent events (once it
started wrapping).
There was some discussion on numbering traps in the global environment. Steve will give
it some more thought.
Weneed to add a notificationIndex
Notification

to the logTable.

Table

A minimal time was spent discussing the Notification Table. Traps were referenced to the
Notification Table, but not discussed in detail.
Off Line
Overhead associated with updating the etherhistory table.
Steve will write up a mail message that will explain his approach to fast table dumpingand
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the type of performance that he obtained.
Topics for Later Discussion
A table describing thresholds will be added at a later time, hopefully in the next version of
the MIB.
Deferred

Topics

Various topics are being deferred to RLANMIB
2 in the interest
RLANMIB
1 into test and evaluation.

of expediently getting a

Peaks: Peaks are difficult especially in handling sliding time windows. If discrete time is
used, then it is possible to miss peaks. In determining which type of peaks will be captured,
e.g., utihzation, broadcasts, etc., it was realized that peaks could double the size of the
history table. Peaks should be time tagged, not just captured in the history table. Peaks
really fall into the threshold area.
The concept of protocol bitmasks for each station and protocol percentages for the segment
were discussed at length. The consensus was to let this area go until RLANMIB
2. Questions
that seemed open: protocols to be included in the bitmask; howfar downthe stack protocol
counting occurs; and general utilization of this feature.
Attendees

William Anderson
William Barns
Steve Bostock
Kurt Dobbins
Bill Durham
Gazy Ellis
FredEngel
Mike Erlinger
Bill Fardy
Martin Gray
Mike Janson
Kenneth Key
Cheryl Krupczak
Donna McMaster
Lynn Monsanto
David Perkins
Ron Poppen-Chambers
Rehmi Post
Ron Roberts
Kary Robertson
:Ionathan Saperia

wda~mitre,
org
barns@gateway.mizre,
org
steveb@novell,
com
dobbins© ctron,
com
durham@MDC.
COM
garye@hpspd,
spd.hp.com
engel@concord,
com
mike@mti,com
fardy@c~ron,
com
rag@spider,
co.u~
mj anson~no~,
com
key©cs,u~k.~dy
clefor@secola,
columbia,
ncr.com
dmcmasZer©synop~ics,
corn
monsanZo©enE
¯ sun.corn
dave_perkins©3com,
com
rpc©hpcnd,
cnd.hp.corn
rehmi©ftp,
corn
rober~s©j
essica,stanford,
edu
kr@concord,
com.kr
saperia©decwrl,
enet.dec.com
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SNMP Security

AREA

(snmpsec)

Charter
Chair(s):
James Galvin, ga~vin©t±s.
Keith McCloghrie, kzm©hls, cot,
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: snmp-sec-dev©tis, corn
To Subscribe: smrp-sec-dev-request©tis.com
Description

of Working Group:

The SNMP
Security WorkingGroup is chartered to determine the set of security
services needed by the SNMP.The specification of those services, the supporting
mechanisms, and the adjunct infrastructure will become an enhancement to the
SNMPand eventually an Internet standard.
The specification must not alter the fundamental SNMPnetwork management
philosophy and must not entail changes to existing SNMP
standards or framework o

Goals and Milestones:
Done

Publish internet-draft specifications.

Jul 1991

Submit specification

to IESG for consideration ~s a Proposed Standard.

Dec 1991

Submit specification

to IESGfor consideration as a Draft Standard.

Ongoing

Submit specification

to IESGfor consideration as a Standard.
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REPORT

Galvin/TIS

and Keith

McCloghrie/Hughes

SNMPSEC Minutes
The Working Group met for one evening to discuss the latest
There are currently three documents:
1. SNMPAdministrative Model - this document specifies
protocols specified above funtion.

.

revision of the documents.
a framework within which the

SNMPSecurity Protocols - this document is a combination of what was previously
the ~Authentication and Privacy" document and the ~Administration" document. It
completely specifies two enhancements to SNMPto support integrity and authentication, and integrity, authentication and privacy.

3. SNMPParty MIB- this document specifies a set of experimental MIBobjects that
may be used to support the SNMPadministrative model, including the SNMPsecurity protocols specified above.
All three documents require some editorial changes, after which they will be submitted to
the Internet-Drafts directory. Insofar as the second document represents changes to the
SNMPthat are not strictly part of the Working Group Charter, the proper process for
further progressing of the documentis a matter for IESG consideration. Since the protocol
document depends on the model document, it may not progress to a proposed standard
until the status of the model documentis resolved.
The set of slides used to present the administrative model and the changes to the security
protocols are included below.
Attendees
Karl Auerb~ch
Jordan Becket
Steve Bostock
David Bridgham
Howard Brown
Theodore Brunner
Christopher Bucci
Jeffrey Case
James D~vin
Kurt Dobbins
Fred Engel
Shari Galitzer
Shawn Gallagher

karl@eng,sun. corn
becker@nis, ans.ne~
steveb@novell, com
dab@asylum,sf. ca. us
brown~c~ron, corn
~ob@thumper. bellcore, corn
bucc i@pluto,ds s. com
case@cs, u~k. edu
j rd@pZ~, ics .mi~. edu
dobb ins@ctron, com
en~el@concord, com
shari@~a~ eway. mitre, or~
~alla~her@quiver. ene~. dec. com
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James G~lvin
Joseph Golio
Martin Gray
Jeremy Greene
Frank Kastenhoh
Kenneth Key
Jim Kinder
Stev Knowles
John Linn
Keith McCloghrie
Lynn Monsanto
Michael Patton
David Perkins
Jonathan Saperia
Mark Schaefer
Jim Sheridan
Dror Shindelman
Dean Throop
Steven Waldbusser
Wengyik Yeong
Jeff Young
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galvin©tis, com
golio@cray,corn
mE@spider, co. uk
~reene@coral. com
kasten©asherah, clearpoint, com
key@cs, utk. Edy
j dk@f ibercom,corn
stev@f~p,corn
linn@zendia,enet. dec. corn
kzm@hls.com - his preferred address
monsanto©en
E. sun. corn
map@Ics, mit. edu
dave_perkins©3com, corn
saperia©decwrl,ene~. dec. com
schaefer©davidsys, com
j sherida©ibm,com
pbrenner©sparta, spartacus, corn

throop©dE-r~
p. dE. corn
steven, waldbusser©andrew, cmu. edu
yeongw©psi, com
j sy@cray,corn
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SNMP Security
PROPOSED

PROBLEMS:

SOLUTZONS:

¯ limit of zOOme~sages
per seconcl

¯ one changeto Security Protocols - the "nonce"

¯ fuzzy notion of source/ target of request

¯ specific an¢~separateIdentification of sourceanddestinationin
Message

¯ reality of our claim of future "extension"to asymmetric
cryptography

¯ re-organiZationOf text / explanations
¯ elaboration of SNMP
Administrative Model

¯ relationship to other aspectsof networkmanagement
framework
i.e., accesscontrol, proxy.MZB
views

¯ "practice makespe~ec~’
¯ reaclability andunclerstanclabtlltyof document~

Source and Destination
SNMP Party

. authentication basedon source
¯ privac~ basedon destination

¯ An "execution context" within an SNMP
protocol entity

¯ accesscontrol baseclon pairing of sourceandclesttnation

¯ A restrtcte~ subsetof operations,i.e.. a sul~et o1’ wl~atcan be
clone by the SNMP
protocol entity

¯ proxybaseclon clestlnation
¯ MIBview basedon destination

SNMP Party

(continued)
SNMP Party
¯ laentified

(continued)

by an OBJECT
IDENTIFIER

¯ Hasauthentication parametersusecl whenthi~ party is a source
¯ Hasprivacy parametersusedwhenthis party is a clestination
¯ -Lives" at a transpo~aclt~ress of sometransport stack, e.g..
SNMP/UDP/~P
¯ A single MIBview

¯ SymmetricCryptography: both M & A must know party
"secrets" and other parametersof both X & Y

¯ Local or Proxy
¯ ~metric CWptography: both M ~ A must know some
information about X & Y, but only MknowsX’s secrets, and only
A knowsY’Ssecrets (possible hookfor the future)
SNMP
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Nil

Party

Naming

¯ Unique OBJECTIDENTIFIER for eac,h party
Party
¯ Initial sets of Darty Iclenttfier~ defined, by convention. 6 for each ]P
a¢~0ress
{initialllS7Party~d a b c d I }
noAuth
noPriv
{ini¢iall~STPa~Id a b c d 2 }
noAuth
noPriv
{ini¢iallZ57Pa~Z0 a b c d 3 } mO4Auth
noPrlv
{InitiallZS7Pa~ld
a b c d 4 } md4Auth
noPriv
{ini¢ialllSTPa~Zd a b c d 5 } md4Auth
0~Priv
{inlUall157Pa~ld a b c d 6 } md4Au¢h ~Priv

Party
¯ Algorithm:

Privacy

¯ Algorithm:

Authentication

noAuth,

Information

md4Auth

¯ Keys: Dar~yAuthl~rivate0

DartyAuthPubllc.

DartyAdmin

¯ Clocks: partyAuthClock,
DartyAuthLastMsg, par~yAuthNonce.
Da~yAu~hLifetime. par~yAdminClock

MIB

Information
¯ one-to-one

noPriv. ~esPrlv

Views

with SNMPDarCy

¯ namecl by party Identifier
¯ Keys: DartyPrivPrivate,

~)artyPdvPubllc
¯ set of mutually disjoint

view subtrees

SNMPS~-l¢~

View

Subtree

Namedby a node In the MIB tree
Contains all Dossible objecl; Instances within MXBtree
Access

Control

¯ A source I~ar~
¯ A destination (target) i~arty
¯
¯ A set of ’*Management Communication Classes- i.e..
types

a set of PDU

Access is permitted for a Dartlcular Source a DarCicular targe~ to Droce~s
a set of request types

SNMP
~¢u~
7
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Message Fo~nats

Proxy
¯ an OBJECTZDENTiFZER
- either noProxy- operations perfo~nedlocally
-- or po|ntcr to anotJtcr party - other party information about
transpoRsl~ck and transport addressof proxle¢l agent

SNMP

And, Finally
¯ After 2 years, at least a dozen documents, > 10 M bytes of
archives, and loss of manytre~s and sleep

WE ARE DONE.
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(snmp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Marsh~/Rose,
mrose~psi,
corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: snmp-wg©nisc.nyser.net
To Subscribe: snmp-wg-request©nisc.nyser.net
Description

of Working Group:

Oversee developmentof SNMP-relatedactivity, especially the Internet-standard
SMI and MIB. This Working Group is ultimately responsible for providing
workable solutions to the problems of network managementfor the Internet
community.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

Finish SNMPAuthorization

Ongoing

Coordinate the development of various experimental MIBs.

draft.
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REPORT

Davin/MIT

SNMP Minutes
The SNMPWorking Group of the IETF met on Monday morning, March 11, 1991.
Davin acted as Chair in heu of Marshall Rose, who was unable to attend.
The Working Group considered

two documents:

The MIBfor Ethernet-like Interfaces
<drafZi etf-snmp-eZhernezmib-03
¯ ~xZ>and
The SMDSInterface Protocol MIB
< dr af~- i e~f-snmpsmdsipmib00.
A brief presentation of the Ethernet MIBwas made by J. Davin to refamiliarize Working Group members with the current status of this longstanding effort. There followed
a section-by-section discussion of the document. The Working Group decided on severa/
minor changes:
Twotypographica/errors

in enumerated type definitions

were corrected.

¯ Text was added to the document to guide users of the MIBin how to interpret error
counts whenan a~ent maybe unable to accurately report all instances of certain error
conditions.
The set of namesof Ethernet-like chipsets (for use with the Interface Extensions MIB)
was enlarged.
With these changes, the Working Group recommendedthat the document be considered by
the IESG for Proposed Standard status.
In the second half of the meeting, Kaj Tesink introduced the group to the SMDSInterface
Protocol MIBby giving an overview presentation on the SIP itself and the structure of the
proposed MIB. A discussion of the document followed. Some concerns were raised about
the relationship of this MIBto the interfaces group of MIBII, about the policy questions
involved in the choice of objects, about syntactic and naming conventions used in the MIB,
and about the clarity of some of the counter definitions. At the end of the discussion, the
Working Group decided to consider this MIBfurther in subsequent meetings.
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Attendees
William Anderson
Karl Auerbach
Ballard Bare
William Barns
Steve Bostock
Andreas Bovopoulos
Richard Bowles
David Bridgham
Theodore Brunner
Christopher Bucci
Charles Carvalho
Jeffrey Case
Don Coolidge
Tr~cy Cox
James Davin
Kurt Dobbins
Nadya E1-Afandi
Gary Ellis
Mike Erlinger
Bill Fardy
Charles Fineberg
Karen Frisa
Shawn Gallagher
James Galvin
Joseph Golio
Keith Hacke
Patrick tteisinger
Mike Janson
Frank Kastenholz
Kenneth Key
Cheryl Krupczak
Nik Langrind
John LoVerso
Ron Mackey
Keith McCloghrie
Donna McMaster
Carol Melowitz
Jay Melvin
Linda Melvin
Donald Merritt
Lynn Monsanto
Bill Norton
Robert Peglar

wda~mitre.org
kar1~eng, sun. com
bareChprnd,rose. hp. corn
barns©gateway, mitre, org
steveb©novell.com
andreas©patti.~ustl.edu
bowles©stsci.edu
dab©asylum.sf.ca.us
tob@thumper.bellcore.com
bucci©pluto.dss.com
charles~saEe.acc.com
case©cs.utk.edu
coolidge©speaker.~pd.sgi.com
tacox©sabre.bellcore.com
jrd@ptt.lcs.mit.edu
dobbins©ctron.com
nadya©network.com
Earye©hpspd.spd.hp.com
mike©mti.com
fardy©ctron.com
fineberg©~m~2.wustl.edu
karen.frisa@andrew.cmu.edu
gallagher@quiver.enet.dec.com
galvin@tis.com
golio©cray.com
hacke©informatics.wustl.edu
heisinger@mdcguy.mdc.com
mjanson@mot.com
kasten©asherah.clearpoint.com
key©cs.utk.gdy
clefor@secola.columbia.ncr.com
nik@shiva.com
loverso©westford.ccur.com
kzm@hls.com

- his preferred

dmcmaster©synoptics.com
melowitz©mdcgwy.mdc.com
infopath©well,sf. ca. us
inf opath@well,sf. ca. us
don@brl,rail
monsanto©eng.sun.com
wbn@merit.edu
robp@anubis.network.com

address
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David Perkins
Ron Poppen-Chambers
Jonathan Saperia
Mark Schaefer
Dror Shindelman
Anil Singha]
Evan Solley
Bob Stewart
Kaj Tesink
Dean Throop
Maurice Turcotte
Sudhanshu Verma
Steven Waldbusser
Steve Witten
Wing Fai Wong
Mark Wood
Wengyik Yeong
Jeff Young
Osmund deSouza
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dave_perkins@3com,
com
rpc¢hpcnd,
cnd.hp.corn
saperia©decwrl,
ene~.dec.com
schaefer~davidsys,
com
pbrenner©spar~a,
spar~acus,
corn
solley©applel~nk,
apple,com
rlsZewar~©eng,
xyplex¯com
kaj©nvuxr.
cc.bellcore,
corn
throop©dg-r~p,
dE. corn
dnmrZ©rml.uucp
verma©hpindbu,
cup.hp.corn
s~even,waldbusser©andrew
¯ cmu.edu
~fwon~©malCa.
sbi.corn
yeongw@psi,
com
j sy©cray,
corn
desouza©osdpc,
ho.atZ.corn
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Base

(x25mib)

Charter
Chair(s):
DeanThroop,throop~dg-rtp,
dg. corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: x2Smib©dg-rtp, dg. corn
To Subscribe: x25mib-request©dg-rtp, rig. corn
Description

of Working Group:

This working group will produce a set of three documents that describe the
ManagementInformation Base for X.25. The first document will specify the
objects for the X.25 Link Layer. The second document will specify the objects
for the X.25 Packet Layer. The third document will specify the objects for
managing IP over X.25. The working group need not consider the Physical
Layer because the ~Definition of ManagedObjects for l~S-232-1ike Hardware
Devices~ already defines sufficient objects for the Physical Layer of a traditional
X.25 stack. Any changes needed at the Physical Layer will be addressed as part
of that activity.
The X.25 object definitions will be based on ISO documents 7776 and 8208
however nothing should preclude their use on other similar or interoperable
protocols (i.e. implementations based on CCITTspecifications).
The objects in the Link and Packet Layer documents, along with the RS-232like document, should work together to define the objects necessary to manage
a traditional X.25 stack. These objects will be independent of any client using
the X.25 service. Both of these documentsassume the interface table as defined
in MIB-II contains entries for the Link and Packet Layer interfaces. Thus these
documents will define tables of media specific objects which will have a one
to one mapping with interfaces of ifType ddn-x25, rfc877-x25, or lapb. The
objects for the IP to X.25 convergence functions will be defined analogously
with the ipNetToMedia objects in MIBII.
The working group will endeavor to make each layer independent from other
layers. The Link Layer will be independent of any Packet Layer protocol above
it and should be capable of managing an ISO 7776 (or similar) Link Layer
provider serving any client. Likewise the X.25 Packet Layer objects should be
independent of the Link Layer below it and should be capable of managing an
IS O 8208 (or similar) Packet Layer serving any client.
The working group will also produce a third documentspecifying the objects for
managingIP traffic over X.25. These objects will reside in their owntable but
will be associated with the X.25 interfaces used by IP. These objects will not
address policy decisions or other implementation specific operations associated
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with X.25 connection managementdecisions except as explicitly described in
existing standards. These objects will manage the packet flow between IP and
the X.25 Packet Layer specifically including
observation of packet routing and diagnosis of error conditions. Progress on the
Link and Packet Layer documents will not depend on progress of the IP over
X.25 document. The IP over X.25 document will proceed on a time available
b~sis after work on the Link and Packet Layer documents and as such the Link
and Packet Layers may be completed before the IP over X.25 work.
All documents produced will be for use by SNMPand will be consistent with
other SNMPobjects, conventions, and definitions (such as Concise MIBformat). To the extent feasible, the object definitions will be consistent with
other network management definitions. In particular ISO/IEC CD10733 will
be considered whendefining the objects for the X.25 Packet Layer.
Goals and Milestones:
Apr 1991

Distribute first

draft of documentsand discuss via E-mail.

Aug 1991

Working group meeting as part of IETF to review documents.

Sep 1991

Distribute

Nov 1991

Review all documents at IETF meeting. Hopefully recommend advancement
with specified editing changes.

Jan 1992

Documentsavailable with specified changes incorporated.

updated documents for more E-mail discussion.
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Area

Director(s):
¯ Ross Callon: caIlon@bigfut.enet.dec.com
¯ Rob Hagens : hagens@cs.wisc.edu
Area

Summary reported

by Rob Hagens/UWISC

At the St. Louis IETF meeting, three Working Groups from the OSI Integration
A fourth group, OSI-DS, met in February.

Area met.

OSI-ODA
The Office DocumentArchitecture Working Group held its inaugural meeting at the St.
Louis IETF. This group will liaise with the SMTPextensions Working Group, the X400
Working Group, and the Netfax Working Group. The group has agreed to set up a small
pilot by the next IETF. The pilot will initially
be based upon the Slate+ODAsoftware
(running on a sparc station) and WordPerfect software (running on a PC). The ODAgroup
will produce a document on the use of SMTPand X.400 to carry ODAdocuments; this
paper will be available in May. The group will investigate other available products to add
to the pilot. The ODAgroup invites other WorkingGroups who need to exchange revisable
text/diagrams/bitmaps to join the ODApilot project.
OSI-X400OPS
The X.400 Operations Working Group also held their inaugural meeting at the St. Louis
IETF. Participants at this meeting included vendors as well as X.400 planning staff who
serve user communities. The group made concrete progress in several areas: agreement on
preliminary X.400 address registration mechanisms; agreement on basic service documentation with mechanismsto insure full end-user connectivity, routing information exchange, and
documentation of reachability; agreement on the need for one commonrule for X.400/RFC
822 address mapping for the portion of the Internet within the US, and a draft decision on
a mapping rule. The result of this meeting is the outline of Internet PRMD
requirements.
A draft version of the documentproduced from this outline will be available in June.
OSI-NOOP
The Network OSI Operational (NOOP)Working Group ~lso held their inaugural meeting
the St. Louis IETF. The group discussed their Charter. They added OSI tutorials relevant
to the WorkingGroup’s ~ctivities as an additional publication category. The group discussed
sample routing plans and received volunteers to documentvarious plans. These will be used
as the basis of future discussion and as exaxnples for others who are contemplating NSAP
addressing and routing planning. The group discussed various categories of debugging tools
that are available or need to be written.

208
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OSI-DS
The OSI-DS group met in February. The Minutes of this meeting have been included
in these Proceedings. The vast number of topics covered at this meeting is too long to
reproduce in this area overview. The list includes Raison reports, technical discussions,
pilot project status reports, and documentreview. The interested reader should consult the
attached Minutes for more detailed information.
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OSI NSAP Addresses

(osinsap)

Charter
Chair(s):
Richard Colella,

colella©osi3.ncsl.nist.gov

Mailing Lists:
Genera/Discussion:
iezf-osi-nsap©osi3.ncsl.nisz.gov
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-nsap-request©osi3.ncsl.nis~.gov
Description

of Working Group:

The OSI NSAPGuidelines Working Group will develop guidelines for NSAP
assignment and administration (AKA, the care and feeding of your NSAPs).
Assuming use of existing
facing an administration:

NSAPaddress standards,

there are two questions

¯ Do I want to be an administrative authority for allocating NSAPs?
- howdo I become an administrative authority?
¯ what organizations should expect to be an "administrative authority" in the GOSIPversion 2.0 a~tdress structure?
¯ where do I go to becomean a~lministrative authority?
- what are the administrative responsibilities involved?
¯ defining and implementing assignment procedures?
¯ maintaining the register of NSAPassignments.
¯ what are the advantages/disadvantages of being an administrative authority?
¯ Whether NSAPSare allocated from my own or some other administrative
authority, what are the technical implications of a/locating the substructure of NSAPs?
- what should be routing domains?
¯ implications of being a separate routing domain(howit will affect
routes, optimality of routes, firewalls and infohnation hiding).
¯ organizing routing domains by geography versus by
organization versus by networktopology ....
- within any routing domain, how should areas be configured?
¯ (same implications as above).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Produce a paper describing guidelines for the acquisition and administration of
NSAPaddresses in the Internet.

Dec 1990 Have the paper published as an I~FC.
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~
Have the paper incorporated, in whole or in part, into the "GOSIPUser Guide
and the FNCOSI Planning Group document.
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(hoop)

Charter
Chair(s):
SusanHazes,skh@merit.edu
Mailing Lists:
Genera/Discussion: noop©merit, edu
To Subscribe: noop-request@merit.edu
Description

of Working Group:

Focus on the Operationa/issues of deploying OSI NetworkLayer in the Internet.
Develop OSI Routing Plans
Improve Management of the OSI Network Layer
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Collect OSI l~outing and Addressing plans into a Repository

TBD

Provide a forum to discuss these O SI Routing plans by email or in group discussions

TBD

Collect a list of OSI NetworkUtilities available in the public domain and from
vendors. This list will be passed over to the NOCtools group effort for joint
publication.

TBD

Collect list of OSI Network Layer NOCtools and publish a list.

TBD

Collect Methods of OSI Network Layer Debugging and write a document describing these methods
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REPORT

by Sue Hares/Merit

and Richard

Colella/NIST

1WOOP Minutes
The first meeting of the Network OSI Operational (NOOP)Working Group was opened
the Chair, Sue Hares (Merit). A minute-taker was selected, introductions were made, and
the Agenda was presented and approved as presented.
Sue presented the NOOPWorking Group proposed Charter for discussion. It was agreed
that an additional category be added to the areas for publication, that of tutorials on OSI
relevant to the WorkingGroup’s activities. Several of these were identified immediately:
¯ DIS 10589 - Ross Callon (DEC) agreed to find or write a tutorial
IS-IS Intra-domain Routing protocol;

on DIS 10589, the

¯ IDRP- Dave Katz (Merit) will write a tutorial on the Inter-domain Routing Protocol,
currently under consideration in ANSIand ISO; and,
¯ CLNPand ES-IS - Rob ttagens (U. Wisc) will allow us to post two tutorial articles
he’s written, and previously published in Connexions on CLNPand ES-IS.
Tutorial

on OSI NSAP Guidelines

As an introduction to the discussion of routing plans, Ross presented a tutorial on the
Internet Draft document, "Guidelines for OSI NSAPAllocation in the Internet" (Colella,
Gardner, Callon). The slides will be included in the Proceedings.
Five

Questions

about

NSAPs

Sue addressed the five most-often ~sked questions about NSAPs:
1. Howdoes one get NSAPsoutside the US?
The authority for NSAPallocation under the Data Country Code (DCC) is assigned
by ISO to the ISO MemberBody (MB) from e~ch country. In the US, for example,
this is ANSI;in the UKit is the British Standards Institute. Each MBis responsible
for administering (or delegating the adminis- tration of) NSAPsunder its DCC.
Alternatively, one could approach an organization that has obtained an International
Code Designator (ICD), which are not country-based.
2. What happens when you change regionals?
If your NSAPaddresses are taken from a regional’s address space and you change regionals, your addresses will need to change. This is a consequenceof using hierarchical
addressing.
Auto-configuration of ES NSAPswill help this,

but there is no standard on this to
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date (but see below).
X.500 must be capable of supporting this transition. Since the primary source of
addressing information for communicantswill be acquired through X.500, X.500 must
have mechanisms to support wholesale changes of NSAPs.
3. What is the state of auto-configuration

of NSAPs?

Today, some vendors use the ES-IS HELLOPDUto construct ES NSAPs. The ES
listens for a HELLO
whenit is booted, and uses the area a~ldress of the IS for its
area address. The ES uses its own IEEE MACaddress in the system ID field of the
NSAP.
There is a new work item
proposed mechanism is to
information within an area.
from X.500 as discussed in
o

in ANSI X3S3.3 for support of address transition.
The
use IS-IS flooding and ES-IS to distribute
new NSAP
Note that this does not obviate the need for some support
the previous question.

Quality of Service (QoS)- what about it?
QoSis also knownby other names, such as Type of Service (ToS) and policy. This
considered a research issue (and is for further study by someoneelse).

.

Howdoes a company transition

between two different

OSI NSAPs?

It was decided that this question was simply a way Of asking question 2.
Sample Routing

Plans

There was general agreement on several points:
* Regionals and Backbones should each obtain an AAfrom GSAor an ORGID from
ANSIand allocate addresses to their clients based on these (Richard agreed to distribute information on howto obtain an AAto the WorkingGroup mailing list).
¯ Multiply-homed clients (e.g., campuses) should use addresses taken from the address
of their primary point of attachment.
¯ For administrative reasons, a regional *could* further subdivide the RDfield. For
example, MIDNET
clients are organized along state boundaries. The first nibble of
the I~D field could be used as a state identifier, with the other 12 bits managedby
the state. It was decided that this is not a good idea:
Each additional subdivision wastes address spa~e, so this should only be done
when absolutely necessary,
Does not provide a significant
that often),

added value to the state (new RDsare not needed

It maycause confusion because current administrative fields in the NSAPDSP
(i.e., AA, RD, and Area) are being used synonymouslywith topological routing
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structures, and these bits are *not*, and,
- It’s really just as easy for the regional to managea flat RDspace.
Seven people agreed to write routing plans and submit them for distribution to the
Group. These plans can be used as the basis for discussion of issues that arise
examples for others who are contemplating developing NSAPaddressing and routing
No specific dates were set, but the following lists those whoagreed to contribute a

Working
and as
plans.
plan:

CICNET-Linda Winkler (Argonne National Lab)
ESNET-Tony tt~in (Lawrence Livermore National Lab)
MIDNET- Dale Finkelson (MIDNET)
Mitre- Walt Lazear (Mitre)
NSFNET- Dave Katz (Merit)
OARNET
- Kannan V~ratthan (Ohio Academic Resource Network)
Westnet - Carol Ward (University of Colorado)

As in the operational IP networks, there is a need for OSI tools to support network operation
and debugging. Sue broke this up into a number of separate areas.
Utilities
Various OSI-based utilities are needed. Someare available and some are not. These
need to be identified and implemented. The slides identified a number of utilities.
Note that network management is not of immediate concern to the Working Group,
but CMIP-based NMis anticipated.
[Editor’s note: The text of the slides will be sent to the mailing hst. The basic utilities
needed were:
ISO versions of ping (ISO echo RFC1139),
ISO version of tr~ceroute (using ISO ping as p~cket sent)
Method to display ISO routes
Method to display ES-IS cache
Making NMMonitors
Utilities such as ISO ping can be combined to create Network ManagementMonitors.
Sue Hares will send a write up of a simple network management monitor to the
maihnglist.
NOCTools 2
This Working Group will collect information on OSI tools. A document point to OSI
utilities in either the NOCtools RFCwill be written. Please send information about
OSI utilties to noop@merit.edu.
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¯ Router and Host Survey Documents
It would be useful to have a pair of documentsthat survey OSI software availability,
one each for hosts and routers. Emphasis is on those tools that are needed to run an
operational network. Everyone is asked to contribute material to this effort. Again
send information to noop@merit.edu.
Action Items
This section contains a summaryof action items from the St. Louis meeting.
DIS 10589 tutorial- Ross Callon
IDRPtutorial - Dave Katz
CLNPand ES-IS tutorials - Rob Hagens
Info on obtaining a GOSIPAA- Richard Colella
CICNETrouting plan - Linda Winkler
ESNETrouting plan - Tony Hain
MIDNET
routing plan - Dale Finkelson
Mitre routing plan - Walt Lazear
NSFNETrouting plan - Dave Katz
OARNET
routing plan - Kannan Varadhan
Westnet routing plan - Carol Ward
Router and Host survey information - all
Write-up on simple ISO pingky monitor - Sue Hares
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(osids)

Charter
Chair(s):
SteveKille,
S. Kille@cs.
ucl.ac.uk
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi-ds@cs, ucl. ac. uk
To Subscribe:
ietf-osi-ds-request@cs
.ucl.ac.uak
Description

of Working Group:

The OSI-DSgroup works on issues relating to building an OSI Directory Service
using X.500 and its deployment on the Internet. Whilst this group is not directly concerned with piloting, the focus is practical, and technical work needed
as a pre-requisite to deploymentof an open Directory will be considered.
Goals and Milestones:
Mar 1991

Definition of a Technical Frameworkfor Provision of a Directory Infrastructure
on the Internet, using X.500. This task may later be broken into subtasks. A
series of RFCswill be produced.

Mar 1991

Study the relationship

Ongoing

Maintain a Schemafor the OSI Directory on the Internet

Ongoing

Liaisons should be established as appropriate. In particular:
NIST, CCITT/ISO IEC, North American Directory Forum.

of the OSI Directory to the DomainNameService.

RAKEWG3,
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OSIDS Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯

Agenda, Revised
Minutes of previous meeting
Liaisons:
RARE WG3, NIST, NADF, AARN, ANSI
Replication
- Replication Requirements
- Replication Solutions
- Network Addresses
- Presentation Addresses

¯ APIs for the Pilot
¯ User Friendly Naming
¯ Domains and X.500
¯ Representation of Network Info in X.500
¯ DSA Naming
¯ Building Internet Directory/Strategy
¯ Operational Pilot Status
¯ Monthly Reports on Pilots
¯ NewWorking Groups: Operations, User Support
¯ Internet Schema
¯ NamingGuidelines
¯ NamingforInternet
Pilot
¯ Security
¯ Directory
Assistance
Protocol
¯ Quality
of Service
¯ Dateand Venueof nextmeeting
The meeting was opened by Steve Kille at 9:10am on February 12, 1991. The Agenda
was slightly revised and massively reordered. Steve thanked Pdchard Colella and Peter
Whittaker for producing the Minutes. He reported on the status of some of the action
items at the last meeting. The formatting of the documents has been improved. The
"Infrastructure"
document met with some difficulty in forwarding as an RFC. Steve was
asked to produce a separate "Strategy" document and to revise the RFC. Steve contacted
A1 Grimstad to check on a user friendly naming related proposal, and found that this is no
longer relevant. There were no corrections to the Minutes.
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Liaisons
RARE WG3
Steve reported on this meeting which took place in Brussels in January. They discussed the
activities of our IETF-DSgroup. Their next meeting is April 16-17 in Utrecht, Holland.
They meet three times per year. They are very interested in getting more US participation.
Future meetings are in July, and also October 31- November1. Can the IAB find funding
for international travel for IETF members?Steve will look into the funding question with
appropriate people. European meetings usually have 1-2 representatives from each country.
They would also like representation from the FOXproject.
NIST
Stuart Cain reported on the Directory SIG meeting in December. They discussed implementation agreements for replication and access control. They would like to see the
requirements from our group. NIST is working from the current CDAM.
There is already a
stable implementors agreement based on the 1988 CCITTrecommendation. The new spec
is expected by the end of the year. The next meeting will be in March. Steve has replied
informally to the NIST liaison to encourage coordination between the two groups and also
to share our documents on replication requirements and solution. The sense of this was
agreed to by the group, and it will be used to generate a formal liaison response. The NIST
group is concerned with "freezing" their agreements based on a DIS version of the standard,
and will be working to avoid that kind of discrepancy.
North American Directory Forum
Marshall Rose reported that the last meeting was in October, before the last IETF-DS
meeting. The next meeting is in March, after this meeting.
Australian

Academic Research Network

Steve received a liaison statement from George Michaelson. Australia is working on X.500
naming and addressing standards. They will send people to the IETF some time this year.
They have not been able to participate in this group due to lack of funds.
ANSI US Directory Ad ~Ioc Group
Roy Van Dorn (HP) reported that this group met last week. They are bringing ballot
commentsto ISO. Subordinate references will be replicated, according to the latest draft
standard. Replicating cross-references will not occur. Hoyt Kesterson is the ISO Rapporteur. Skip Sloan will be the head of the USdelegation. Steve will send them the replication
documents from our group. There will be one more US meeting in March for ballot comments. The liaison of the group’s documents to ISO will be done through ANSI by Paul
Koski. Access control and replication are US priorities. Someof the schema documentwill
get into the 1992 standard. The definitions of attributes will be more like 1988. The four
types of object classes will continue. Subtrees and partial entries within subtrees can be
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replicated. A completeness flag is included in replication. Searches on attributes that don’t
exist will be referred for further lookup. The unit of replication is an entry, not an attribute
within an entry.
Replication
Replication
Requirements
It wasagreedthatthisInternet
Draft(Replication
Requirements
to Provide
an
Internet
Directory
UsingX.500)be progressed
to an RFC.
Replication Solutions
There was substantial discussion of this paper. Marshall and Steve revised the
text during the meeting and redistributed
the document. MarshM1suggested
that the title be changed to include the changes to Distributed Operations as
well as replication. This suggestion was agreed to by all. A number of changes
were suggested to make the document more clear. There was a suggestion to
include a figure describing knowledgereplication. Noneof the proposed changes
require discussion at a further meeting, and Steve agreed to send a revised
document out to the list on Monday (February 18). The group will respond
within one week with any comments. After that the Internet Draft (Replication
to Provide an Internet Directory Using X.500: A Proposed Solution. However
the title maybe changed.) will be progressed to an RFC.
- Network Addresses
There were a few comments from the IAB regarding the Telex kludge. It was
agreed that this Internet Draft (An Interim Approach to Use of Network Addresses) be progressed to an RFC.
- Presentation

Addresses

It was agreed that this Internet Draft (A String Encoding of Presentation Addresses) be progressed to an RFC.
APIs for the Pilot
Ruth Lung said that this was an important area and would like to see suggestions
for APIs (application programming interface).
The only commentreceived so far
on the list w~s from Peter Whittaker (BNR) about object management support
XOPEN.There was a discussion of the XDSagreements. Peter Mierswa said that
DECparticipated in XDS.The user-friendly and object-oriented aspects of XDSwill
cause applications to be large. It is difficult to extend the XDSobject set. There are
other technical drawbacks, but it was agreed to by a number of parties. DECwill
support the XDSAPI but also a more functional layer. Quipu does not support XDS.
XDSand object management documentation is available from Omnicom.It was felt
that APIs did not fit into our group’s charter. Wemaywant to make recommendations
but then move on to the technical infrastructure.
This group is also not to manage
projects or pilots.
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¯ User Friendly Naming
Peter Mierswa tried to find a commonsyntax set with the OSF DCEnaming (based
on unix filesystem syntax) and the proposed X.400 annex for business card ORaddress format (uses semicolons and slashes, which evolved out of the RFC987 work).
However there was no such syntax in commonand Peter gave up. The algorithm in
this document is useful based on experience, though there may be scope for experimentation. It was noted that namespace organization affects efficiency of searches.
For example Cambridge University uses many levels of OU. It is recommended in
the NamingGuidelines document(see section 18) that pilots be laid out so that this
user friendly naming scheme works reasonably. It was agreed that this Internet Draft
(Using the OSI Directory to Achieve User Friendly Naming)be progressed to an RFC.
¯ Domains and X.500
UCLhas done some work in implementing this scheme. There is a tool to do a
white pages lookup based on a domain address. This is an experimental service.
The general appropriateness of representing domain name system information in the
Directory was discussed. This is viewed as controversial. The X.500 version of DNS
may have be usable for other functions than those currently offered by the DNS,such
as browsing. Mailbox records are included in the DNS,but are not widely used. Peter
Mierswa said that it would not matter if this was not submitted as an RFC. Steve
disagreed with that and would like to progress the work. Tim Howessuggested that
we submit this with a disclaimer that it is experimental. Steve would like the IAB to
discuss these issues. Jose Garcia-Luna felt that security should be discussed in this
paper. It was eventuMly agreed that this Internet Draft (Domains and X.500) should
be progressed as an RFC.
Representation of Network Information in X.500
Mark Knopper and Chris Weider gave a presentation on some work in progress at
Merit, which will become part of the DARPA/NSF
sponsored Field Operational X.500
(FOX) project. They have entered the network contacts part of the whois data into
the @o=Internet part of the White Pages DIT. Newobject classes have been defined.
Bill Nowicki noted that putting all of the IP network numbers into a single location
in the DIT will not scale well. It was suggested that the network number entries be
located within the owning organizations. This would obviously require much more
participation in the X.500 projects. For now the net numbers can be entered in a
separate tree under o=Internet and eventually these entries will just be pointers to
the master network entries. Steve proposes another solution to this in the Domains
and X.500 paper. It is scalable, but also requires more work to bootstrap. There wiLl
be further cooperation with SttI, ISI and PSI to allow the rest of the NIC’s data to be
entered into X.500. There were a number of useful suggestions on how the network
information could be stored in the DIT. It was recommendedthat Merit produce an
internet draft to document this effort, both work in progress as well as long term
design. Chris agreed to do this by March7. He will take the scalability issues into
account.
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¯ DSA Naming
The current South American wildlife names don’t seem to be descriptive enough! The
solutions outlined in this paper solve some operational problems with quipu-based
pilots. Peter pointed out that the section on multinational organizations does not
solve the problem. There were several suggestions for modifications, and discussion
of this will be necessary at the next WorkingGroup meeting. It was felt that after
that, this Internet Draft (DSANaming) can be progressed to an RFC.
¯ Building Internet Directory/Strategy
The infrastructure Internet Draft was held up in protracted discussion regarding how
to submit RFCs. Steve wrote a new strategy document. It was agreed that APIs
should be mentioned in this document. The "strategy" was removed from the I.D.
and so that was renamed to a very long name beginning with "Overall Plan". The
strategy documentwas agreed to in principle but will not be forwarded at this time.
The Overall Plan Internet Draft was agreed to be progressed to an R,FC again.
¯ Operational Pilot Status
- PSI Pilot
Marshall reported that there are about 70 organizations on the USpilot. Growth
has been linear since the pilot began. ISODE6.8 interim release is due out by
the end of the month. It is a very stable and higher performance version. It will
have Tim Howes’ roods to quipu, and also the Directory Assistance Protocol
(which allows splitting the DUAbetween two different hosts). FREDis faster
now. There is a Macintosh DUAoffered by PSI as shareware. A source license
is available similar to the Nysernet SNMPlicense. The PSI pilot only allows
DSAsto be connected via IP (and now CLNP). The quality of X.25 in the
~
"provides pneumatic inward pork-pressure via narrow flexible tubing.
- COSINE Pilots
Steve reported that 19 out of 20 countries in COSINE
are running X.500 pilots.
The COSINEP2.1 pilot has been renamed as PARADISE,and has officially
started. Its manager is David Goodman.ULCChas an operational facility to
replace Giant Tortoise. Their plan is to support international pilots until the
end of 1992. France has a research pilot based on quipu and also a commercial
pilot based on Pizarro. Xtel and the Dutch PTT are involved in PARADISE.
¯ Monthly Reports on Pilots
It is felt that the operational pilots should distribute status reports on a monthlybasis.
The FOXproject is interested in coordinating the US report. Ruth Lung contacted
Jon Postel at ISI about this and :Ion volunteered ISI to produce the reports. Some
FOXmailing lists will be set up to help coordinate the US report. David Goodman,
the PARADISE
manager, will integrate this into the international report. FOXand
PARADISE
will agree on timescales for ensuring that this comes out each month.
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~. This
Reports will be timely, with noncontributors marked ~s "no report for XXX
international report will be sent out as a part of the Internet MonthlyReport and to a
separate list for those not interested in other aspects of the IMPs. The reports should
be on ~The State of the DIT~. Organizations should be queried for their activities.
Marshall gets regular statistics
reports from the US DSAs. The Canadian pilot is
operated by the University of Toronto.
¯ New Working Groups
X.500 User Support Working Group
Chris Weider volunteered to Chair a new Working Group. Steve will talk to
the IETF area coordinators and suggest that the new group be jointly in the
OSI and User Services areas. Several of the group participants were interested
in joining the new group. The first meeting will be at the next IETF. Chris
distributed a draft charter and several commentswere made. Chris will talk
to Joyce Reynolds and Dana Sitzler, to see whether it would be reasonable to
model the group after the NISI Working Group. Perhaps the new group should
be called DISI (pronounced "dizzy’). The group would provide a documentation
packagefor sites, as well as a center of expertise for X.500issues.
X.500 Operations Working Group
There was someinterest in forming such a group but it was felt that this should
wait until the activities
of the main IETF-DSgroup come to an end, or at
least go into ~maintenance mode~. It was viewed that the group will only
last for one more meeting with the same high level of activity. After that the
operations group will be formed. Marshall Rose and Chris Weider were involved
in discussing the charter of the new group.
¯ Internet

Schema

Marshall suggested that the name of the Internet Draft (COSINEand Internet Nam~. This was
ing Architecture) be changed from ~naming architecture"
to %chema
accepted. There were comments on this document at the I~AKEWG3meeting. The
textEncodedORAddress attribute was deprecated by OSI purists, but some members
felt it was useful in the pilots. This Internet Draft was agreed to be progressed to an
RFC.
Naming Guidelines
Steve introduced this Internet Draft and explained that it sets out some guidelines
for how to lay out a pilot DIT. It is a follow-on to annex B of X.521. MarshM1
mentioned that the T.61 character sets for international symbols once were a problem
but work nowin quipu. Peter mentioned that this is not a solution for multinational
organizations. It is viewed that this is a difficult problem, and that the acceptable
solutions should be documented. There needs to be a definition of "multinational
organization ~. HP would like to see a single ~mountpoint". There was a discussion of
organization naming strategy. Marshall suggested that the names be fully descriptive
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to avoid later, possibly legal, conflicts. The namingauthorities must enforce unique
names within the DMD.Long names were recommended. Marshall mentioned that a
small DIT depth makesbrowsing less effective. It is not useful to define conformance
rules for a guidelines document. Conformanceis useful for a given national pilot.
Steve and Paul Barker will edit the document and distribute to the group. At the
next meeting it will be proposed that the Internet Draft (Naming Guidelines for
Directory Pilots) be progressed to an RFC.
Namingfor Internet Pilot
Marshall gave a presentation of a paper he and Einar Stefferud had written to be
presented at the NADF,US-CCITT-Study Group D, and ANSI as well as to this
group. The problem is that there are no OSI numbering authorities in the US, but
they are needed for pilots to advance to a production stage. ANSIhas accepted over
500 applications for OIDsunder 1.2.840, but due to legal problems have not assigned
any. Numbers are not a problem for ANSI but names are. The only legal method
would be to assign the name and then publish the fact in the Federal Register with
the reserve to revoke on a 6-month challenge procedure basis. GSAhas been assigning NSAPsunder AFI/IDI=47/O005, only for federal agencies. IANAhas assigned
several hundred OIDs under 1.3.6.1.4.1 for internet network managementuse. USCCITT-SG-D
is trying to make a national decision on naming, but only for an X.400
ADMD/PRMD
registry and not for X.500. Possible naming universes are geographical, political or community.Civil authorities are the best choice as it gives a familiar
and undisputed structure. However collisions in I~DNs must be avoided. The proposal suggests using the numeric code assigned by ANSIfor the I~DNitself. This was
heavily disputed, but as Marshall noted it would be legally defensible. The consensus
was that we should fix ANSI rather than using numeric ttDNs. Marshall and Stef
believe that their presenting this proposal to the four groups will force a national
decision. The proposal went on to recommenduse of numeric codes for states and
populated places. Namingof OSI entities was included, and there was a suggestion
that non-OSI entities should get names too (e.g., SNA,TCP/IP applications). Steve
suggested that this be madeinto an Internet Draft but not a standard. Marshall will
make the changes suggested by the group before the NADFpresentation in March.
He will "lean heavily" on ANSIto begin assigning names. Beth Summerville is ANSI’s
registrar for the namingauthority function.
Security
Peter Yee’s paper was revised since the last meeting. There were not many changes
due to lack of commentsat Boulder. Marshall said that it will be necessary to consult
with the IETF Security Working Group before progressing this document. Peter will
contact Steve Crocker to get help on proper security terms and concepts. Marshall
suggested splitting the discussion in the paper between authentication (simple now,
strong later), and authorization (access control lists). Paul suggested including
ACLto control access for searching. Steve suggested that this should become an
Internet Draft with title Security Requirements for X.500 in the Internet. There
should be a companion document for Security Solutions~ and this should reference
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the 1992 CCITTdocument. A problem at MIT is that they want to limit searching
their organizations to return data only if less than n entries. HP wants to disallow
searching their organization entirely. Peter will revise the documentand send it out
to the list by March1.
Directory Assistance Protocol
Marshall wrote an RFCdescribing a protocol used by PSI’s Macintosh DUAclient.
It documents existing practice and is not a standard. The server is part of ISODE.
He characterized the protocol as "horrid". Tim Howes has also been working on a
Macintosh DUAwith a different protocol. Tim will write an RFCfor his DAPpretty
soon.

Quality of Service
Steve submitted an informal writeup to suggest that QOSattributes be ~lded to
the schema to represent the advertised quality of DSAservices in the pilots. This
was thought to be a good idea and there were no objections to including this in the
Schema document.
Notable Actions, Dispositions and Promises
- RFCProgression
The following documents were recommendedto be progressed to I~FC status:
Replication Requirements to Provide an Internet Directory Using X.500 (section

6a)
Replication Solution and Distributed Operations (section 6b)
An Interim Approach to Use of Network Addresses (section 6c)
A String Encoding of Presentation Addresses (section 6d)
Using the OSI Directory to Achieve User-Friendly Naming(section 8)
Domains and X.500 (section

9)

Overall Plan (section 12)
Internet Schema(section 16, and including QOSitem in section 21)
NamingGuidelines for Directory Pilots (section 17)
- Action Items
Strategy documentwill be revised by Steve (sections 4, 12). The issue of travel
funding will be investigated by Steve (section 5a). A formal response to NIST
will be drafted by Steve (section 5b). The replication documentswill be sent
ISO via ANSI and Paul Koski by Steve (section 5c)..]on Postel, for the FOX
project, will set up a mailing list, and produce monthly reports coordinated with
PARADISE
and the Internet Monthly Reports (sections 10 and 14). Chris Wei-
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der will start up the new Directory Information Services Infrastructure Working
Group (section 15a). Chris and Mark will write an RFCon representing network infrastructure
information by March 7 (section 10). Marshall Rose will
lean heavily on ANSI to assign organization ids and names (section 18). The
security document will be revised by March1 by Peter Yee (section 19).
¯ Date and Venue of Next Meeting
There will be no OSI-DSmeeting at the March IETF. The next meeting will be after
that, to be decided on the list. A possibility is a video conference, or alternatively a
face to face meeting either in Ann Arbor or on the east coast in Mayor June. The
choice depends on online discussion of the working drafts. Given some comments,
it might be appropriate to wait until July. Steve will poll the group after the next
round of editing.
¯ Thanking the Host
Ruth Lang and SKI International
a lunch.
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Charter
Chair(s):
Robert ttagens, hagens©cs, w±sc. edu
Ross CMlon, ca~lon©b±g~u~:,ene~:, dec. corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ±e*cf-osi@cs.wJ.sc.
edu
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-reques~c©cs.~±sc,
edu
Description

of Working Group:

Help facilitate the incorporation of the OSIprotocol suite into the Internet, to
operate in pazallel with the TCP/IPprotocol suite. Facilitate the co-existence
and interoperabiLity of the TCP/IP and OSI protocol suites.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Specify an addressing format (from those available from the OSI NSAPaddressing structure) for use in the Internet. Coordinate addressing format with
GOSIPversion 2 and possibly other groups.

TBD

Review the OSI protocol mechanisms proposed for the upcoming Berkeley release 4.4. Coordinate efforts with Berkeley.

TBD

Review GOSIP. Open liaison with Government OSI Users Group (GOSIUG)
for feedback of issues and concerns that we maydiscover.

TBD

Determine what should be used short-term for (i) intra~dom~in routing;
(ii) inter-domain routing.

TBD

For interoperability
between OSI end systems and TCP/IP end systems, there
will need to be application layer gateways. Determine if there are any outstanding issues here.

TBD

Review short-term issues involved in adding OSI gateways to the Internet.
Preferably, this should allow OSI and/or dual gateways to be present by the
time that Berkeley release 4.4 comes out.

and
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OSI X.400 (osix400)

3.4.5
Charter

Chair(s):
Rob Hagens, hagens¢cs. ~isc. edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietfoosiox400@cs.~±sc, edu
To Subscribe: ie~f-osi-x4OO-reques~©cs
.~isc.edu
Description

of Working Group:

The IETF OSI X.400 Working Group is chartered to identify and provide solutions for problems encountered whenoperating X.400 in a dual protocol internet. This Charter includes pure X.400 operational issues as well as X.400 <->
RFC822 gateway (ala I~FC 987) issues.
Goals and Milestones:
Jul 1990 Develop a scheme to alleviate

the need for static

RFC987 mapping tables.
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Document Architecture

(oda)

Charter
Chair(s):
Peter Kirstein, k±rs~e±n©cs, ucl. ac. uk
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi-oda©cs.ucl,
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-oda-reques~©cs
Description

ac. uk
.ucl. ac.uk

of Working Group:

The ODAWorking Group will develop guidelines for the use of the Office
Document Architecture for the exchange of Compounddocuments including
formattable text, bit-map graphics and geometric graphics according to the
ODAStandard. It will consider also Intercept Standards for other document
content types it considers vital - e.g., Spreadsheets. The WorkingGroup will
define how to use both SMTPand X.400 for interchange of 0DAdocuments.
It will maintain close liason with the SMTPand X.400 Working Groups.
This WorkingGroup will review the availability of ODAimplementations, in order to mount a Pilot Testbed for processable compounddocument interchange.
Finally, it will set up and evaluate such a testbed.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Inaugural meeting.

Jul 1991

Produce a paper stating what ODAstandards or profiles still

Jul 1991

Produce paper on how both SMTPand X.400 message systems should be supported.

Jul 1991

Produce paper on what pilot implementations can be provided.

Jul 1991

Produce paper on what scale and type of Pilot Testbed should be organised.

Dec 1991

Provide first

Ongoing Coordinate

feedback on the ODAPilot.

ODAPilot.

Ongoing Review and propose additional

enhancements of 0DA.

need completing.
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ODA Minutes
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Introduction of Participants.
Discussion of Charter.
Review of Documentation available.
Consideration of current status of standardisation.
Review of facilities needed for IETF-ODA
Pilots.
Review of possible products.
Discussion of interaction with message systems.
Discussion of interaction with other WorkingGroups.
Review of possible programmeand timetable.
Proposed further actions.
Methods of Working.
Arrangements for future Meetings.

The attendees outlined their interests in the WorkingGroup. Most were interested to use
facilities provided to them; few were interested in developing facilities themselves. There
was interest in the functionality of ODA,therefore a tutorial by Fred Held was organised
as an evening session; it was attended by about 25 people.
The group agreed that they would like to use existing software - but needed to knowwhat
was available.
The Chair outlined the capabilities of ODA;it would enable the interchange of documents
with various text capabilities (including Fonts), geometric graphics and bit-map graphics.
It would allow, therefore, interchange of processable documents between different word
processors. The bit-map graphics supported both Group 3 and Group 4 f~simile formats potentially of interest to the NETFAX
Group. The standard is very general. To ensure the
capability of document interchange, it is essential to define also a DocumentApplication
Profile (DAP), to which any product must conform. A particular DAPhas been developed
Europe under the PODAproject, and a number of products exist to this DAP(Ql12,[1]).
As background for the discussions of the ODAWorking Group, some p~pers have been
madeavailable in an electronic form. These are listed below, and may be requested from
the UCL-csinfo-server: ~info-server@cs.ud.ac.uk".
The documents are accessed by standard message systems, giving a message body of the
form:
request:ietf-osi-oda

topic:xxxx

where xxxx is the name of the document required.
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Currently a number of documents are available in the info-server - all in text form. Many
could be available in ODA/ODIF
format if this was required. The documents are listed in
a document called INDEXin the collection.
The Chair stated that software will be available to allow documentspreparation and storage,
and also document interchange to the DAP.He had identified three products which would
support ODAfrom the beginning at the 3rd quarter of 1991: the SLATEeditor from BBN
(with UCLadditions), a product from Xerox, and various DECproducts for CDA.A version
of WORD
from Honeywell-Bull, and of WordPerfect from ICL would probably exist, and
other products could be available by the summer. It was proposed, and agreed, that the
group will try to get started as soon as possible on a pilot activity. The membersof the
group would want to experiment with the facilities themselves; if they were satisfactory,
they could try to get other user groups interested.
For a User Pilot, it was necessary to have not only an editor which could produce an ODA
stream (ODIF), but also combine it with a mail system. The ODIF stream contained arbitrary 8 bit binary; therefore it could not be sent by RFC822 mail without modification.
Luckily the SMTPEXT
group was proposing both a short-term and longer term recommendation for the extension of that system to support binary data. Another mail system
(X.400) was the brief of the OSIX.400 Working Group; that system also supported binary
data. It was agreed that the present Working Group makeknownits needs to, and use the
mail systems defined by, the other two WorkingGroups. Weneed not consider mail further
inside the present Working Group - except to make recommendations based on the actions
received from the other groups. Someof the products of interest with the ODAcapability
(WORD,WordPerfect) existed currently only for PCs. The Working Group participants
felt that they were already making adequate ad-hoc arrangements to incorporate documents
from PCs into mail systems, and did not need - or want - the Working Group to address
the mechanisms needed.
In accordance with the Charter, the Chair promised to provide further details of product
availability before the end of April. By that time, the interim recommendationof the SMTPEXTWorking Group should be available. The aim was still that sufficient information
should be available by that time, that an initial set of trials by participants should be possible between the 1st and 2nd quarters of 1991, and that a detailed plan for a PILOTshould
be ready for the next IETF meeting in Atlanta.
It was not thought necessary to have a further
meeting during that week was planned.

meeting prior to the next IETF, but a

A set of documents relating to ODAhad been put in an archive - further documents will
be added to this database as they becomeavailable.
l~eference
1. EWOS:ODADocument Application Profile Ql12 - Processable
uments - Extended mixed mode, PrENV41 510, Paris, 1988.

and formatted doc-
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Attendees
Richard Bowles
Ross Callon
David Crocker
Shari Galitzer
Russ I-Iobby
Darren Kinley
Peter Kirstein
:Jim Knowles
Vincent Lau
David Miller
Robert Morgan
Robert Reschly
George Sanderson
Mark Sherman
Gregory Vaudreuil
:John Veizades
Wengyik Yeong
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¯ edu
callon@bi~fu~
¯ enet.dec.corn
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e~ay¯ mitre,
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rdhobby~ucdav
is. edu
kinley@crim,
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¯ ucl.ac.uk
j kno~les©~riden~
¯ arc.nasa.gov
vlau@sun,
corn
d~m@ulana.miZre,
org
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edu
r e s chly©brl,
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corn
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cmu.edu
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¯com
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(x400ops)

Charter
Chair(s):
AlfHansen,
All.Hanson©pilot.
cs.~isc.edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi-x400ops@pilot,
cs. wisc. edu
To Subscribe:
ietf-osi-x4OOops-reques~@pilot,
cs. ~isc.edu
Description

of Working Group:

X.400 management domains are being deployed today on the Internet. There
is a need for coordination of the various efforts to insure that they can interoperate and collectively provide an Internet-wide X.400 message transfer service
connected to the existing Internet mail service. The overall goal of this group
is to insure interoperability
between Internet X.400 managementdomains and
to the existing Internet mail service. The specific task of this group is to produce a documentthat specifies the requirements and conventions of operational
Internet PRMDs.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Initial meeting, produce internal outline.

Mar 1991

Workingdraft, circulate to interested people.

Jul 1991

Internet Draft available.

Dec 1991 Document ready for publication.
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Jordan/CDC

X400OPS Minutes
Review of Agenda
The Agenda was approved without change, although,
as the meeting progressed.

some minor adjustments

were made

Review of Charter
It was made clear that the focus of the Working Group is the operation of X.400 mail on
the Internet.
Rob ttagens presented a one page draft document describing the strategy for deployment of
X.400 in the ]nternet. The goals described in the document were reviewed and discussed.
The goals drafted by Rob were:
The X.400 service will not, in the near future, completely replace existing Internet
mail service.
- It was pointed out that this is an assumption, not a goal. It was suggested that
a useful goal would be to work with the SMTPEXT
Working Group in order to
facilitate
gatewaying between SMTPEXT
and X.400.
meetings on Monday, 3/11, reported
- People who had attended the SMTPEXT
briefly on what was discussed there. It seems that the SMTPEXT
Working
Group has just begun defining requirements, so judging from previous experience, it will probably be at least two years before SMTPV2 is widely implemented and operational.
The X.400 service in the Internet shall be fully connected to the existing Internet
Mail service via gateways.
- It was recommendedthat this goal be revised so that it includes a clause about
the need for X.400 gateways to be highly interoperable with the existing Internet
mxil services.
The X.400 service in the Internet
service initiatives.

will be connected to international

I~D X.400

- UW-Madisonhas already established a direct X.400 link to Norway, Finland,
Canada, UK, France, Switzerland and Spain. The Norwegian connection has
agreed (at least for now) to act as a relay between XNREN
and the other
participants of the COSINE
X.400 project in Europe, not directly connected to
XNREN.
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The X.400 service in the Internet will be connected to major ADMD
providers in the
U.S., provided that a suitable arrangement can be made.
There was general consensus that this is a very important goal. However, it
is not yet clear howthis goal will be attained due to the fact that the ADMD
providers are commercial Organizations who normally account and charge money
for their services.
On the second day of meetings, Vint Cerfindicated that CNRIis already pursuing this goal. CNRIis willing to provide the physical plant necessary to provide
a connection to an ADMD
provider, but humanresource limitations may delay
implementation. Rob Hagens indicated that UW-Madisoncould help.
¯ Although the 1984 protocols may be used on an experimental basis,
deployment of X.400 should be based upon the 1988 version of X.400.

the primary

It was recommended
that this goal should be rewritten in terms of driving toward
general deployment of 1988 X.400 (or perhaps 1992 X.400), but that it is also
necessary to provide backward interworking with 1984 X.400. Conversion from
1984 to 1988 to 1992 and beyondwill not occur all at once. The transitions will
probably be gradual, so backwardinterworking is desirable.
¯ With respect to managementdomains, the Internet will be organized as a collection
of Private Management Domains.
Finally, the Technology section of the draft documentcontained the following statement:
The X.400 service in the Internet will conform to the US GOSIPprofiles.

It was recommendedthat this statement be qualified because, for example, GOSIPrequires
OSI lower layers, but the Internet X.400 service will be based primarily upon TCP/IP
(RFC1006)initially.
Relationship

to other technical

groups

Somemembersof the X.400 Operations Working Group are also members of other technical
groups. It was suggested that this informal cross participation would be used for communications between the X.400 Operations group and other groups. The groups mentioned
were: IETF-DS, IETF-ODA, RARE-WG1,I~D MttS Managers, NIST Workshops.
Round table presentation

of current

X.400 service

status

Each of the Working Group participants discussed how X.400 is being used (or is planned
to be used) within his/her organization. Most sites are planning to use X.400, but are not
using it actively yet. Notable exceptions are UW-Madisonand CDC;these organizations
are ~ctively using X.400 now.
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in the Internet

Technical requirements
Twotypes of MTA’swere defined:
- MTA’ssupporting RFC1006, informally called Internet MTA’s
- MTA’s supporting TP0/X.25, informally called PDNMTA’s
It was generally agreed that organizations wishing to participate in the Internet X.400
project should support Internet MTA’s, meaning that participating organizations
should provide an MTAwhich supports RFC1006.
However, the WorkingGroup does not want to preclude participation by organizations
which are connected only to X.25-based PDN’s. Such an organization will need to
make a bilateral agreement with an organization which supports both RFC1006and
TP0/X.25, and arrange for that organization to relay mail between the X.25-based
connection and the RFC1006-based Internet connection, or each PRMDshould implement mechanismsto insure end-user connectivity on top of both stacks.
Weshould also be prepared to serve MTA’sconnected to the TP4/CLNPinfrastructure.
It was noted that these technical requirements are essentially the inverse of the connection requirements established by COSINEfor its members. COSINErequires
all participating organizations to support TP0/X.25 connections to their respective
country’s PDN. RFC1006is not defined as mandatory by COSINE.This implies that
interconnection of COSINEand the Internet X.400 project will:
- Require a relay in the U.S. to support both X.25 and RFC1006,or
Require a relay in Europe to support both X.25 and RFC1006.This, in fact, is
the current state of affairs, or
- Combinations of a. and b. above.
It was generally agreed that GOSIPshould serve as a reference document for X.400
upper layer technical requirements, where "upper layers" is defined to be the OSI
Session layer and the layers above it.
The term "Internet WEP"was introduced to identify a special MTAacting as a
Well-Known-Entry-Point for an Internet PRMD.UW-Madisonwill distribute a draft
definition of an Internet WEPto the list for review.
Internal organization of PRMD’s
It was agreed that namingauthority should be hierarchically organized. Specifically,
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the names of organizations should be coordinated with the PRMD’sin which the
organizations are created. Similarly, the namesof organizational units should be coordinated with the organizations in which the organizational units are created (but
not necessarily with the PRMD
administrators).
UW-Madisonwill maintain a list

of Internet

PRMD’s.

UW-Madisonwill maintain FTP-able documents which describe participating organizations and information about MTA’s(e.g., MTAconnection information). ONLY
operational organizations and MTA’swill be described in these documents.
It was agreed that an important characteristic to describe about an MTAis its ability to operate over both I~FC1006and TP0/X.25. Publishing this characteristic will
makeit easy for prospective participants supporting only TP0/X.25to locate existing
participants whomight be willing to act as Internet relays.
UW-Madisonwill distribute
list for review.

Specification

a draft definition

of RFC822 addresses

of an MTAdocument format to the

in the X.400 world

It was agreed that RFC822addresses should be expressed using X.400 domain defined
attributes. Furthermore, a special PRMD
named"Internet" will be defined to facilitate the
specification
of RFC822addresses. For example, an X.400 user will address an RFC822
recipient by constructing an X.400 address such as:
/ c=us / admd=/p rmd =Internet/dd.KFC-822=user(a)some.place.edu/
Participating
MTA’swill be configured to recognize "/c=us/admd=/prmd=Internet/~ as
a special case. The presence of this address will cause a message to be routed to a regional
RFC987gateway. In effect, this special PRMDidentifies
a community of gateways to
RFC822recipients. This strategy is user friendly in that all users everywhere need only
rememberthis one gateway address, and it is efficient in that it avoids having to establish
a single, commongateway which would tend to become a bottleneck and single point of
failure.
Specification

of X.400 addresses

in the 1~FC822 world

After considerable discussion, it was agreed that RFC822users should be able to address
X.400 recipients in l~FC822/Internet terms. This implies the necessity of maintaining and
distributing address mappingtables to all participating 1~FC987gateways, at least in the
short-term. Other mapping strategies were discussed (loudly and enthusiastically),
but
was shownthat these alternate strategies would sometimes cause messages (or replies to
messages) to pass through more than one gateway. Since this behavior would probably cause
information to be lost in translation, it was quickly agreed that the alternate strategies were
inferior to the good old table driven approach.
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Nevertheless, it was also pointed out that some X.400 addresses do not map cleanly to
1~FC822 addresses, even when the table driven mapping strategy is used. For example,
X.400 personal names which contain generation qualifiers,
personal names which contain
initials but no given name, and initials which contain periods cannot be mappedto RFC822
symmetrically such that a reverse mapping is possible. Similarly, X.400 addresses which
contain X.121 address elements (sometimes used for expressing fax telephone numbers),
unique UAidentifiers,
or physical addressing attributes cannot be mappednicely. Consequently, it will be necessary for 1~FC987gateways to generate 1~FC987address syntax
occasionally.
It was recommended that our KFC should contain guidehnes for the creation of X.400
personal names. In following these guidelines, users will avoid creating personal names
which can not be mapped nicely between X.400 and 1~FC822.
It was generally agreed that long-term rehance upon static mapping tables is unacceptable.
Therefore, it was agreed that the X.400 Operations WorkingGroup should devise a strategy
for using X.500 directory services instead.
Another option could be to use the DNSsystem for this purpose, if the X.500 infrastructure
appears to be too premature.
Future issues
The following list of issues were agreed to be important for the future service, and the group
should follow these issues closely:
. X.400/84 <--> 88 interworking.
. Use of DNSfor I~FC 987 address mapping management
¯ Use of an X.500 infrastructure for routing, table managementand user catalog purposes.
¯ Body types other than text.
Presentation

of outline

for I~FC

l~ob ttagens proposed an outline for the P~FC to be produced by the Working Group.
Participants made comments and suggested additions.
UW-Madison
will write a first draft and distribute it to the list for review.
Future meetings
A tentative meeting has been scheduled for May 30 and 31. This meeting will be held in
Madison, Wisconsin or San Jose, California. The purpose of the meeting will be to resolve
commentsagainst the draft P~FC, in case there are commentswhich can not be resolved via
email.
The next general IETF meeting is scheduled for July 29 - August 2 in Atlanta, Georgia.
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The X.400 Operations Working Group will definitely
Action

meet at that time.

items

Rob Hagens

Update and distribute
ment.

the X.400 Internet Service Strategy docu-

Update and distribute

outline for the RFC.

Alf Hansen

Write and distribute

Kevin Jordan

Distribute Minutes from St. Louis meeting. Distribute the X.500
schemas used by CDCto record information about X.400 routes,
MTA’s,and address mappings. Include a description of how these
schemas are used by CDC’s X.400 products.

a definition

of "Internet WEP’.

Distribute a description of CDC’sextensions to RFC987in support
of multipart/multimedia X.400 messages.
Attendees
Vikas Aggarw~l
Vinton Cerf
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Alan Clegg
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Charles Fumuso
Shari Galitzer
Tony Genovese
Robert Hagens
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Kevin Jordan
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Jim Knowles
Ruth Lang
Mike Little
John Reinart
Ursula Sinkewicz
Michael Stanton
Michael Tharenos
Linda Winkler
Russ Wright
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net
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Reston.
VA.US
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arc.hasa. gov
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.ne~
j dudeck©polyslo,
calpoly,
edu
net@ymir,
claremon~,
edu
cwf©cray,
com
shari@Eat
eway.mitre.
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mukesh@sun,
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dec.com
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Area

Director(s):
¯ Phill Gross: pgross@nri.reston.va.us
Area Summary reported
Network Joint

by Phill

Gross/CNRI

Management

Gene Hastings presented this report on the activities of
Working Group. The Working Group followed up on the issue
Whenthings ta~e unanticipated paths, operators need to
Hares are soliciting anecdotes about pathological cases to
howto handle such exceptions.

the Network Joint Management
of "unanticipated routing".
know about it. Gene and Sue
get a better understanding of

Dale Johnson presented some ideas from his Trouble Ticket Wishlist paper and BOF. A
mailing list is being creating for the ongoing discussion. Of particular interest was a "quick
straw" poll of attendees on how many people have any kind of trouble ticketing system.
Ten people said they had some sort of on-line system, whether this happened to be a big
ascii file, a variety of mail or an actual on-line database. Four of these were ascii only
(which some felt was a virtue because it was printable). Five people had paper-only trouble
systems and other people kept it all in their heads. Follow-up discussion dealt with the
value of having a database-based trouble ticket system, which might be coupled to other
things like configuration and user base. It maybe that the internet has gotten very stable,
which means that there aren’t that many routine problems that bubble up to wide area
operators. It also means that what problems do exist are the weird ones which would be
exceptions to any trouble ticket mechanismin first place.
It is very important for operators to have ways either to get or correlate information in a
timely manner. Manyoperators make heavy use of ~Whois" (subject to connection delays
and timely up dates of individual entries).
Other issues discussed in NJMwere:
¯ Howto deal with international operations. Encouraging amount of activity between
FEP G and other concerned parties. Milo Medinpointed out that if you are supporting
worldwide operations you must have twenty-four hour on-call or twenty-four hour
operations because your midnight may be someone else’s day shift.
¯ Whatis the operational impact of low-speed or low-end connections?
- Howare you providing these connections either for small organizations, or for
individuals?
There was interest in having discussions about new products. This is an interesting

issue
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and it would presumably be very useful to operators to trade experiences with various
vendor products. However,this would have to be done very carefully to be fair.
Network Status

l~eports

Network Status reporting continues to be a standard feature of IETF. A listing of all
reports and the slides for the briefings are contained in another section of these Proceedings.
However, three reports deserve special mention.
Elise Gerich (MERIT)and Paul Bosco (IBM) reported on the deployment of the T3 NSFnet.
(Slides included in these Proceedings) This is something that will be of increasing interest
to the entire IETF, and Paul has tentatively volunteered to make a presentation to the
plenary by Atlanta (July 1991) or perhaps Sante Fe (Nov 1991). We were very pleased
to have Michael Stanton, Associate Professor at PUC-I~io Departamento De Informatica,
and Technical Advisor to the Brazilian Research Network, give a very detailed overview of
national networking activities in Brazil. (Slides included in these Proceedings) Bernhard
Stockman gave a nice report on NOI~DUnetand European activities.
These last two talks again demonstrate the broadening out of interest and activities
IETF to a more international scope.
Operational

Statistics

in the

WG

Operational Statistics
had great fun. We began with a very simple model. We hoped to
define a commonstorage format, some commoncollection tools and some commonpresentation tools. Then, we would probably use FTPto move fries around. After some discussion,
we decided it was muchmore interesting to look at a client/server relationship. Under this
model, NOCscould store data in any format they wished locally, but would exchange the
data using a server/client relationship in a commonexchange format, It gets interesting
on the presentation end where you could actually build something like an Xgadget that is
wired to the client. Presumably, it could reach out and ask for certain information and
bring up a nice Xdisplay on a local terminal in realtime. Webegan talking about things
like a commonAPI for the operational statistics client so that vendors and other developers
could create Xtools that would interact directly with these kinds of clients. Of course, it
doesn’t have to be in real-time. Youcould always use the simple model that we originally
envisioned - that is, query for information and store it locally and present it later.
The WorkingGroup also attempted to define some very generic type of Operational reports.
The group felt there needed to be three types of reports for at least three levels of detail
- overview (e.g., for management), network engineering and planning, and for realtime
troubleshooting. These could roughly be categorized by time granularity. In the first area,
there should be a generic monthly report similar to what we tend to see in the Network
Status presentations at the IETF. These were called the "McDonald’s"reports (e.g. "10,000
packets sold this month"). There is also a need for reporting at roughly daily granularity
that would be useful for engineering and network design. That was one of the other major
motivations of this activity - to give some commonbasis throughout the internet for network
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design. Yet another motivation is trouble shooting and problem resolution, and so you need
some sort of instantaneous reporting. The third area received less attention at this meeting.
I think the first two types of ~operations reports ~ were a little clearer to most of the Working
Group attendees. Whether we can ~ctually respond in re~l-time for resolving problems in
real-time was largely left for further discussion. That maybe more a topic for SNMP.
Late breaking news from a after dinner session was that some folks were proposing ways in
which SNMPcould be used as the data exchange protocol as opposed to inventing something
entirely new.
User Connectivity

and Trouble

Ticket

BOF

UCPand a BOFon Trouble tickets met this week. Each of these groups has a different slant
on resolving user connectivity problems. To someextent, it’s a difference in scale. UCPis
looking at a larger and broader aspect of the problem, while the TTWBOFwas focusing
more on intra-NOC solutions. Myunderstanding is that these two efforts are reasonably
well-coordinated. Both groups have exchanged views, and documents will soon be available
for the RFCinformation track.
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REPORT

by Dale Johnson/Merit

TTW BOF Minutes
The "NOCInternal Trouble Ticket System Functional Specification Wishlist BOF~ met for
two full sessions, and also joined UCPand N.IMfor joint discussions. The group is refining
a current internet-draft document describing how NOCinternal trouble ticket systems can
be integrated with other NOCtools, and what new functionality they could have to make
NOC internal operations more reliable and efficient.
The document will be revised for submission as an Informational RFCwithin a few weeks,
to help give direction to several groups currently writing trouble ticket systems.
The group proposed several additions to functionality, and added specific examples a~d
presentation suggestions for the draft. There was quite a bit of discussion about howthis
proposal could integrate with the current UCPWorking Group proposal for an external,
inter-NOC national trouble ticket tracking system.
The BOFwill have fulfilled its initial purpose within a few weeks whenfinal discussions
ta~e place on the m~il list and the document is submitted for publication. Trouble ticket
ideas will probably continue to be discussed within the UCPand NJMWorking Groups,
and an informal search has begun to find or develop trouble ticket systems suitable for use
in the regionals and campuses. Any such systems found will be proposed to the "Son of
NOCTools ~ Working Group.
Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
Eric Carroll
Tom Easterday
Dale Finkelson
Eugene Hastings
Steven Hunter
Dale Johnson
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Daxren Kinley
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Daniel Long
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Milo Medin
Lynn Monsanto
Donald Morris
David O’Leary
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(bmwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Scott Bra~lner, sob@harvard.edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: bmwg@harv±
sr. harvard, edu
To Subscribe: bm~g-request@harvfsr,harvard,
edu
Description

of Working Group:

The major goal of the Benchmark Methodology Working Group is to make
a series of recommendations concerning the measurement of the performance
characteristics of different classes of network equipment and software services.
Each recommendationwill describe the class of equipment or service, discuss
the performancecharacteristics that are pertinent to that class, specify a suite
of performance benchmarks that test the described characteristics, as well as
specify the requirements for commonreporting of benchmarkresults.
Classes of network equipment can be broken down into two broad categories.
The first deals with stand-alone network devices such as touters, bridges, repeaters, and LANwiring concentrators. The second category includes host
dependent equipment and services, such as network interfaces or TCP/IP implementations.
Once benchmarking methodologies for stand-alone devices have matured sufficiently, the group plans to focus on methodologies for testing system-wide
performance, including issues such as the responsiveness of routing algorithms
to topology changes.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Issue a document that provides a commonset of definitions
criteria, such as latency and throughput.

for performance

Done

The document will also define various classes of stand-alone network devices
such as repeaters, bridges, routers, and LANwiring concentrators as well as
detail the relative importance of various performancecriteria within each class.

TBD

Once the communityhas had time to commenton the definitions of devices and
performance criteria,
a second document will be issued. This document will
make specific recommendations regarding the suite of benchmark performance
tests for each of the defined classes of network devices.
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Charter
Chair(s):
Gene Hastings, has~cings©psc, edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: njmCmeri’c, edu
To Subscribe: njr~-reques’c~eri’~, edu
Description

of Working Group:

There is a need for manydifferent kinds of efforts to deal with operational and
front line engineering issues, including helping the disparate organizations work
with each other. This is an attempt to solidify some of those topics. This does
not makeany pretense of being exhaustive.
Area of interest:

Operational issues and developments of the internet.

Membership: Operations and engineering personnel from national backbone
and mid-level networks. Other groups with responsibility for production oriented services such as security oriented groups.
Associated Technical groups: Groups which will have an interest in, and input
to the Agenda of this group will include the IAB and its task forces, and
groups within FARnet. In particular FAl~net has nowseveral technical issues of
concern, such as the selection of standard inter-network services for debugging
(like maps and standard SNMPcommunities), and the specification of standard
network statistics to be taken (of special concern is the ubiquitous ability to
collect those statistics).
Meeting Times: Membersof the group will represent organizations with production responsiblities. Most work will be carried on via email or teleconferencing. The group will meet at the next IETF and determine the other schedules.
Sub-groups may meet between IETF meetings.
Goals and Milestones:
none specified
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J. Reschly,

Jr.]BRL

NJM Minutes
Agenda
Old Business
¯ Unexpected routing.
- Reports
- Operational
- Action

Impact

¯ Is there anything which should be done?
¯ Is there anything which can be done?
¯ Other old issues - Communities?
New business
¯ Dale Johnson on trouble tickets.
Roundtable

on current

and expected

issues

¯ Effects of development of Internet
-

Scaling
Speed
~Lowbudget ~ connections, users?
International network coordination and mgt., etc.

After a brief review of the function of the N:IM, there w~s another call for ~unexpected
routing ~ anecdotes. The University of Delaware to DuPont Delaware via Ithaca, NYand
Reston, VA, and WestNET’s16 hops across town routes were dted as examples. Also cited
was the TWBrouting problem due to that router being connected directly to the campus.
Others mentioned examples which were found to be a result of MILNET
problems, and one
situation involving Argonne. All were understood and have been or are being corrected.
The subject of diagnosing routing problems came up. Traceroute, especially
traceroute where available, still seems to be the most heavily used tool.

third-party

Tony Hain of ESNETinformed those present of the community name for ESNET’srouters.
This is strictly for use by other midlevel network operators in the performanceof their tasks.
Others with a requirement to a~:cess these routers should contact Tony. NSI is considering
making it’s communityname available as well.
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Dale Johnson briefly outlined this week’s discussions concerning NOCtrouble ticket systems.
He has a draft (draft-ietf-ucp-tt-00.txt),
inspired by the UCPWorking Group document
(draft-ietf-ucp-connectivity-00.txt).
He feels that their focus on accountability to end user
problem reports and single NOCoperations is not totally suitable for his purposes. Dale
is more concerned with inter-NOC network oriented operations. Worth noting is that the
TT discussions revealed a desire to makethis more universally useful -i.e., by central site
staff as well as NOCstaff. Dale will be publishing an updated document in a few weeks.
When questioned about whether any systems were going to be proposed, he responded
affirmatively. As a point of information, Gene Hastings stated he felt the real goal of the
the UCPpaper was the establishment of an inter-NOC transaction processing system for
handling the passing of problem reports between NOCs.
MERITcurrently runs an IBM mainframe product, but is moving towards a UNIXbased
TT system they may develop locally. IBMYorktown is working on xgmon; Tim Salo at
MSCis funded to work on a UNIXimplementation; and Sun Microsystems is working on
one as well. Wordon developments will be sent to the Trouble Ticket Requirements maihng
fist <noc-’~’c-reqCmeri’c. edu> (-request for administrivia) as it becomesavailable.
There was quite a bit of talk about the pros and cons of basing a TT system on top of
a DBMS.It is very easy to expend man-years of effort in the design and integration of a
DBbased system - time many organizations simply do not have. A suggestion that we
encourage some companyto produce and support a TT system was generally well received.
It was also observed that in manycases, the integration of a TT system was going to involve
some DB customization/interface
work in any event.
A poll was taken about current TT operations. 10 sites have some sort of online TT system
(4 were ASCII-[’sensibly’ printable]);
5 were paper systems; and three people reported
having no formal TT system in use. Someone noted there were two publicly available
systems (are these in NOCTOOLS?).
Conversation then moved on to the desirabilty of having links to other portions of any
existing DB- examplesinvolved things like specification of a router filling in configuration
information, and mentioning a pair of routers completing link and telco contact information.
Again it was noted that this was a bigger win whenthe "external ~ components already existed. It was observed that there must be products available which solve similar problems in
areas like inventory control, but that they were not necessarily TT oriented. Unfortunately
nobody could cite specific systems.
There was a call to formalize an operations track within the IETF. Having this track
would reduce internal schedule conflicts, and should attempt to minimize conflicts with
User Services as the two have significant overlap.
The group then dove into an extended discussion of the undesirability of referring all problems up toward MERIT.Membersvery much wanted the ability to contact relevant parties
in other regionals directly, but expressed frustration at lack of" contact information. Many
rely on one or more of the Internet Managers Phonebook, WHOIS,or stabs into the DNS,
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One proposal was the a~ldition

Doug Gale <dgale©nsf.gov> is working on an NSF RFP for global user services.. [something about a help server at MERIT- call (800)66-MERITand ask about the help server].
There was a suggestion to add DNSrecords for networks as well as hosts (e.g., lookup on
128.63.0.0 - forward and inverse), along with a warning that any records should match
networks.txt.
Milo Medin had some comments concerning the new DDNNIC contract. The new contract
does not provide for network number assignment or DNSregistration amongother things.
[Later, Steve Wolff told us that DCAand NSFare working together to ensure the continuity of essential services.] Moreinformation will be sent to the mailing list ~s it becomes
available.
Kannan Varadhan then touched on his ongoing Telebit NetBlazer testing. He has developed
a fist of things he wants to discuss with Telebit, and solicits questions from others. The
NJMmailing list <njm~aeri’c. edu> (-request for administrivia) will host the dialog with
Kannanas his testing continues (i.e., post your questions and answers to this fist).
The basic NetBlazer is a 386 box running KA9Q,with 2 modemports for a total cost of
-$3,000.00. Additional ports are added in 8 port increments. It offers packet driven
dialup, and three authentication methods: username/password; callback; and, between
boxes, a crypto handshake. NetBlazer does not do TACACS.
The TACACScomment prompted a number of requests for some sort of authentication
servers which may (at least optionally) be Internet-wide in scope. Dale Johnson mentioned
in pa.ssing that MERIThad just deployed one for MICHNET.
Milo then talked briefly about NSI’s plan for having a single 800 number for his folks on
travel. Whencalled, this number would route to a hunt group of fines local to that area.
He also mentioned that it was still possible to assign fixed IP addresses with this and still
have routing work (under OSPFif it was a single area - OSPFused best match.).
After the discussion was wrenched back to the Agenda, it was asserted that overall European routing is a disaster, even if internal (i.e., ESNETor NSI European routing appeared
to be sensible). Dave O’leary noted that in manycases routing was set based on technical
considerations even when they conflicted with pohcy considerations. SUPRAcontinues to
take heat on this issue. It was felt that the FEPG/FRICCwork would help. The FEPG
has developed guidelines which formalize connectivity in accordance with CCIRNrecommendations.
At this point Milo insisted that NOCscontemplating international
positively must have 24 x 7 NOCoperations.
Wewere told that SPRINTand Cornel] (the NSF International

operation absolutely

connection managers) want
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to schedule a global BGP, coordination and cutover meeting. The current best guess has
this meeting taking place at the July IETF in Atlanta.
Someonewondered if the decisions were unilateral or bilateral. The IEPGis a technically
oriented group doing sensible things, but it is not clear the IEPGis in a position to significantly affect the decision process. Their next meeting is in Paris in early May. It was also
noted that many of the problems appeared to be intra-European.
Wethen movedon to a very brief consideration of what connecting hordes of high schools
would entail. A quick survey showed three regionals are planning to connect 10 or more
high schools in the coming year, and in at least one case, these connections will connect
wholedistricts.
The humorquotient chose that time to take a significant

nosedive so we adjourned.

Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
Jordan Becker
TomEasterday
Dale Finkelson
Vince Fuller
Shari Galitzer
Joseph Golio
Eugene Hastings
Steven Hunter
Dale Johnson
Dan Jordt
Daniel Long
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Robert Reschly
Ron Roberts
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Kannan Varadhan
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Carol Ward
C. Philip Wood
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(opstat)

Charter
Chair(s):
Bernhard Stockman, bygg©sune’c,
se
Phillip
Gross,
pgross©nri,
res~on,
va.us
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion:
To Subscribe:
Description

of Working Group:

Today there exist a variety of network managementtools for the collection
and presentation of network statistical
data. Different kinds of measurements
and presentation techniques makes it hard to compare data between networks.
There exists a need to comparethese statistical data on a uniform basis to facilitate cooperative management,ease problem isolation and network planning.
The WorkingGroup will try to define a model for network statistics, a minimal
set of common
metrics, tools for gathering statistical data, a commonstatistical
database storage format and commonpresentation formats. Collecting tools
will store data in a given format later to be retrieved by presentation tools
displaying the data in a predefined way.
Goals and Milestones:
Dec 1990

Agreement on a model.

Dec 1990

Survey for most useful and popular metrics.

Dec 1990

Survey for most useful and popular presentation formats.

Dec 1990

Identify similar efforts being performed by other groups.

Dec 1990

Define a commonminimal set of metrics.

Marl991

Propose a MIBfor metrics not already there.

Marl991

Define a commonstorage format to facilitate

Marl991

Define commonpresentation

Marl991

Develop outline, and make writing assignments for paper (Opstatl) documenting March91 milestones.

May1991

Complete paper Opstatl.

May1991

Possible mid-term meeting to review Opstatl.

data sharing.

formats to make data comparable.
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May 1991

Submit Opstatl as Internet Draft.

Jul 1991

Approve paper Opstatl for submission as RFC; decide standards-track
formational?

:Iul 1991

or In-

Define a newcollection of tools based on defined metrics, defined storage formats
and defined presentation formats.

Jul 1991

Propose old tools to be retrofitted.

Jul 1991

Develop outline and makewriting assignments for paper (Opstat2) on new tools
and retrofitted tools

Sep 1991

Complete paper Opstat2

Sep 1991

Possible mid-term meeting to review Opstat2

Sep 1991

Submit Opstat2 as Internet-Draft

Dec 1991

Approve paper Opstat2 for submission as RFC; decide standards-track
formational?

or In-
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REPORT

by Dan Friedman/BBN

OPSTAT Minutes
The Operational Statistics WorkingGroup (opstat) met for three sessions. The following
report summarizes the proceedings. It is organized along the lines of "Accomplishments",
"Issues" and "Process" rather than as a sequential narrative. At the request of the Chairs,
the Minutes contain proposals to resolve someof the open issues: basically, a (concrete) cut
at what we should do next.
I Summary of Accomplishments
Our main accomplishments were to agree upon objectives for the work and to ta~ke some
steps towards realizing those objectives. The objectives are
¯ To define an architecture for providing Internet access to operational statistics for
any Regional or the NSFnet.
¯ To classify the types of information that should be available.
¯ To develop (or foster the development of) public domain software providing this
information. The aim here is to specify a baseline capability that all the Regionals
can support with minimal developmenteffort and minimal ongoing effort. (It is hoped
that if they can do it with minimaleffort, they in fact will.)
Our progress in each of these areas is described next.
1.1.

Architecture

Weselected a client/server architecture for providing Internet access to operational statistics, as shownin the figure.
This architecture envisions that each NOCwill have a server whoprovides locally collected
information in a variety of forms (along the "raw <--> processed" continuum) for clients.
ttigh level proposals for the client/server interaction and functionality for the "first release"
of the software are discussed later in the minutes.
1.2. Classification

of Opstats

Information

Weidentified three classes of reports based upon prospective audiences. They are:
1. Monthly Reports (a.k.a. "Political Reports") aimed at Management.
2. WeeklyReports aimed at Engineering (i.e., planning).
3. Daily Reports aimed at Operations.
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Development Plan

Wedecided that it was most important and easiest to address the managementreports first,
and therefore, we spent the most time focusing on them. Wearrived at several key areas:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Offered Load(i.e., traffic at external interfaces).
Offered Load segmented by "Customer".
Offered Load segmented protocol/application.
Resource Utilization (Link/Router).
Availability.

The first
Served).

report came to be knownas the "McDonald’s Report" (N Billion Bytes/Packets

2. Technical Issues
2.1. Client/Server

Interaction

The following was proposed for Client/Server
forth by Dan Long of NEARnet.)

Commands.(The initial

proposal was put

Commands:
¯ Login (with authentication).
¯ Help - Returns a description of the available data (names, a pointer to a map, gateways, interfaces, and variables)
¯ Format - Defines retrieval

format.

¯ Select/Retrieve - Pose a query to server. (This generates a response containing the
data.)
¯ Exit.
Proposed Query Laaguage:
"SQL-like’:
SELECT <rou’cer in~;erface>AND <variable>FROM
TO <endda~e>AT <granularity>WITH <condi~ions-me~>
The authentication issue was considered important as some of the traffic information, i.e.,
who’s talking how muchto whom,will be sensitive. Wealso felt that the "name/map"issue
is important for the following reasons: It will be impossible to agree on a namingstructure
that is universally meaningful. Even if we could agree on such a convention, it will always
be most convenient for the local network operators to maintain information using names
that are meaningful to them. Therefore, the server should be permitted to deriver results
using the internal namesbut must able to provide file(s) that enable a person to figure out
what the names mea~.
Notetaker’s Proposal:
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Maintain the following information in one or more files. Pointers to information are obtained
by the Help command.
Router names:
Gives the name of the router as used in the statistics
data. Gives a (human-supplied)
description of the router’s location, e.g., University XYZ,MegaBigInternational Corporate
Headquarters, or some other information that enables an outsider to determine what role
the router is playing in the network. This information embodies the knowledge contained
in the network operators’ heads.
Net Names:
Provides the (internal) namesof the networks attached to the routers’ external interfaces.
(Router names can be internal here since the information in a) provides a mapping). Gives
associated IP addresses.
ASCII file containing backbone point-to-point links (using router names to specify endpoints). If the link also has an internM namethat will be use whenproviding link information, give this name. Also gives linespeed. Need to think of a way to specify a connection
to a public data service. All data provided by the server is given using internal names.
2.2.

Contents

of Monthly Reports

Wehad three presentations on the MonthlyReports (see attached slides). (The groups were
commendedfor their pioneering use of the llPM-2AMtime slot.) Members of the groups
were:
¯ Kannan Varadh? (Photocopy blurred here), Eric Carroll, Bill Norton, Vikas Agg~rwM.
¯ Sue Hares, Et. Al. (Sorry, that’s ~ll I have on the hardcopy.)
¯ Charles Carvalho, Ross Veach, David O’Leary.
The following is a synthesis of the presentations and attendant discussions:
2.2.1.

The McDonald’s report

The main issues here were: whether to provide packets or bytes or both and whether to
provide input or output or both.
Notetaker’s Opinion:
I was convinced by the argument that, unless something is radically wrongwith the network,
differences between input and output should be ~downin the noise ~, and the explanations
for the differences will be too obscure for a managementreport. (If the network is really
throwing away a large amountof traffic, we’ll hear about it well before a managementreport
h~s to be written.) So I vote for input only in the McDonald’sReport. Moreon bytes vs.
packets later.
2.2.2.

Offered

Load by Customer
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There was agreement that this is useful. The main controversy was how customers should
be identified in a publicly available report.
]Notetaker’s Proposal:
Wepresent the cumulative distribution or density function of offered load vs. number of
interfaces. That is: Sort the offered load (in decreasing order) by interface. Plot the function
F(n), where F(n) is percentage of total traffic offered to the top n interfaces or the function
f(n) where f is the percentage of traffic offered by the n’th ranked interface. (An example
appears toward the end of the minutes.)
I feel that the cumulative is useful ~s an overview of howthe traffic is distributed among
users since it enable you to quickly pick off what fraction of of the traffic comesfrom what
numberof "users." (It will be technically and politically difficult to resolve "user" below
the level of "interface.") This graph will suggest more detailed explorations to people who
have access to customer "names."
2.2.3.

Offered

Load by Protocol

Type and Application

People seemedto agree that this is valuable and that pie chaxts axe a good way to present
the information (since there is no "natural" ordering for the elements of the X-axis, a.k.a,
"Category Axis" in spreadsheet lingo.) "By protocol" means TCP, UDPetc. "By application" means Telnet, FTP, SMTPetc. It was also pointed out that it is potentially useful
to do this both by packets and by bytes since the two profiles could be very different (e.g.,
FTPtypically uses laxge packets, Telnet small packets etc.)
2.2.4.

Resource Utilization

Everyone agreed that the objectives of this report should be to provide some indication
of whether the network has congestion and if/where it needs more capacity. There was
considerable debate on exactly howoften one would have to poll utilization to determine
whether there is congestion and also on exactly what summarystatistics
to present: averages, peaks, peak of peaks, peak of averages, averages of peaks, peaks of averages of
peaks ..... Weseemedto focus more on link utilization than on router utilization, probably
for two reasons. It is more difficult to standardize measures of router utilization, and link
costs dominate router costs. Wekept looking for some underlying "physics" of networks to
determine the collection interval. Here’s one opinion.
Notetaker’s Opinion:
It will be impractical to determine congestion solely from link utilization, since one would
have to collect at a very small interval (certainly less than one minute). Therefore,
should use estimate congestion by looking at dropped packet statistics.
We should use link utilization
to capture information on network loading. The polling
interval must be small enough to be significant with respect to variations in humanactivity
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since this is the activity that drives loading in network variation. On the other hand, there
is no need to makeit smaller than an interval over which excessive delay would noticeably
impact productivity. For example, people won’t notice congestion if it only occurs for 10
seconds a day.
30 minutes is a good estimate for the time at which people remain in one activity and over
which prolonged high delay will affect their productivity. To track 30 minute variations, we
need to sample twice as frequently, i.e., every 15 minutes.
2.2.5.

Availability

Wedidn’t have muchtime to get to this. There was discussion of presenting the information
"By Customer" (e.g., Customers with Top N Total Outage Times) or just reporting on
outages that last longer than a certain amount of time.
Notetaker’s Proposal:
Weshould omit Availability reports from the first deployment for several reasons. First,
we didn’t spend enough time to obtain consensus. Second, they can be politically sensitive.
Third, outage data can be very tough to process. Think of trying to determine exactly
howa network partition affects connectivity between different pairs of end users. It’s an
"N-Squared" problem. If we do want to address this, we should start with site, router, and
external interface outages only, since these are O(N) problems.
3. Development

Proposal

The following is a proposal for a "development/deployment" plan that tries to reach
reasonable compromise amongfunctionality,
burden on network operations resources, and
"time to market." The discussion is segmented into three parts:
1. What information is to be available through the server?
2. What axe the collection/storage
requirements?
3. What presentation tools should we build?
3.1.

Information

Base

The goal of the Server piece is to provide access to data in a fairly raw form (to be described
next) and should be the first thing we do. Presentation tools that use this as input can
be developed in parallel if people want to but we shouldn’t put them on the critical path.
Wewill have to provide the collection tools as well (unless every NOCis already collecting
enoughdata to supply the information outlined below.) The capabilities of the "first release"
are to support the:
¯
¯
¯
¯

McDonald’s Report.
Offered Load by Interface Report.
Offered Load by Application Report.
Link Utilization Report.
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, Congestion Report.
The Availability Report is missing because it is hard to do and (based upon the level of
discussion we had) seemedto be of lower priority. In the first release, we provide a server
and client that can deliver the following statistics. For N specified days over a rolling three
month interval:
¯ Total Input Packets and Input Octets per day per external interface.
¯ Total Input Packets and Octets across the network per day per application.
that this is NOTper interface.)
¯ Mean,Standard Deviation, and Peak 15 minute utilization
link)

(Note

per day per (unidirectional

¯ Peak discard percentages over fifteen minute intervals per link-direction per day.
The Exchange Format between Server and Client should be ASCII-based because this enables people to quickly look at the data to see if it makessense and because it enables quick,
custom data reduction via AWK.(I have found both these capabilities to be useful in my
own analyses of network data.) The first Client that we write should simply retrieve the
data in the exchange format and write it to disk. Rationale for this Base:
This information supports the reports described below and then some, so that presentation
tools developmentwill not be limited to these reports. The three monthcollection interval is
short enough to keep storage requirements under 5 Mbytes but long enough so that one can
examine longer term trends by "dumping" the data a few times a year. (These files should
be highly compressible, easily 2:1, since they’ll contain mainly ASCIInumerals, repetitions
of the names of entities, and whitespace, colons etc.) The ASCII-based format will enable
us to develop interoperable tools more quickly. TBD:
¯ The exact exchange format (no real opinion here other than that it be ASCII-based).
¯ The commandstructure. The prosed format seems to be an excellent
3.2. Collection/Storage
Requirements

starting

point.

Input bytes and packets per external interface must be collected frequently enough to prevent counter overflow. As they are collected, they can be added to running totals for the
day. At the end of the day, the daily totals for each external interface are stored.
Input bytes and packets per application over all interfaces frequently enough to prevent
overflow. At the end of the day these can be aggregated into daily totals. (1 guess you have
collect these per external interface but they can be aggregated into a network-wide total as
the day goes on.)
Per link interface per 15 minutes: bytes sent, packets sent, packets received. (To get the
drop rate, you have to correlate sent and received at the two ends of the link.) At the end
of the day, store away the average utilization, the standard deviation, the peak utilization,
and the peak drop percentage. Assuming 10 octets per item for storage, I estimate that
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the necessary 3 month history can be maintained with <5 Mbytes for a network with 100
routers, 500 exteraal interfaces, and 200 links.
3.3.

Reports/Presentation

Tools

Myhunch is that standardization of presentation tools will comeabout based on who does
the work first. (It’s hard to argue with decent code that’s in place: to wit, the entire
TCP/IP phenomenon.) Here are some suggestions (and the reasoning) for what we should
dofirst.
3.3.1.

McDonald’s Report

For an N day period, graph Total Input Bytes per day. Put the average packet length as a
"note ~ on the graph.
Reason:
Bytes is a better measure of the "useful" load carried by the network, i.e., the information
sent around by the applications; packets are really an artifice of the waywe do things. As a
network manager, I would be interested in the end-user volume of information. By putting
the average packet length, one can convert to packet volumes if need by.
For the same reason, I suggest that the next two reports be done in bytes as well. Note that
the suggested initial information base will support comparable presentations by packets as
vceLlo

3.3.2.

Offered Load by Customer Report

Based on total input bytes for an N day period: Graph the distribution (or density function)
of total input bytes vs. external interfaces as shownbelow. The external interfaces should
be put in decreasing order of offered load (in bytes).
3.3.3.

Offered Load by Application

Report

Based upon total input bytes for the N day period, present a pie chart of the distribution
by application.
3.3.4.

Link Utilization

The objective here is to provide someinformation on the utilization of the total set of links
and on the "worst ~ link. The input ~data" we have to work with comprises two matrices:
A(i,j) = average utilization of link i on day
P(i,j) = peak (15 minute) utilization of link i on day
Define TAVG(A(i))= time average of A(i~j) (i.e.,
Define TAVG(P(i))= time average of P(i~]) (i.e.,

sum-over-j(A(i,j))/#
sum-over-j(P(i,j))/#

I suggest that we order links by the TAVG(P(i))measure, i.e., the "worst" link is the
that has the highest average peak utilization over the period. Graph the following:
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A histogram of the collection of A(i,j) values, using 10X-axis, i.e. plot the
function F(n) where F(n) - percentage of A(i,j) entries in the (nol)*10~,
n* 10N0range.
A comparable histogram of the P(ij).
Histograms are useful for summarizingthe data over all links over the entire period and can
suggest further explorations. For the ~worst link" (as defined above), plot as a function
day, its average utilization for the day and its peak utilization for the day. (Note that the
data that we collect supports exploration of these time series for any link.)
Note that the proposed initial
of the links.
3.:3.5.

information base will support such analyses for any subset

Congestion

The available data as specified in section is:
¯ D(ij) = peak drop rate (during any fifteen minute interval) for link i on day
¯ Plot a histogram of D0,j). For the ~worst" hnk (as defined above), say link
¯ Plot D(Ij) as a function of
4. Presentations
In addition to the groups on the monthly reports, we had presentations from Bill Norton
of Merit and Chris Meyers of Wash. U. (see slides). Chris proposed an exchange format.
I’m guessing that the documentis available on-line if you wish to review it. Bill discussed
Merit’s OpStats activities for NSFnet. He focused on their presentation tools as well as the
way that they internally organize the data (a tree structure of Unix files). One important
point made during this discussion is that relational databases are not good for storing
OpStats. (Performance is the issue.) This is unfortunate since many commercial DBMSs
are relational in nature, and therefore, we cannot leverage their (usually substantial) report
facilities. The idea of a "client/server" model grew out of Bill’s presentation.
Notable

and Quotable

Wehad some discussion of how Network Managers use ManagementReports and, therefore,
what the reports need to present. One significant observation was that "Political Graphs
don’t have to make sense". During Sue I-Iare’s presentation of her group’s work on the
monthly reports, the KISSacronym was re-interpreted as Keep It Simple Sue.
Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
Wilham Barns

vikas~JVNC,
net
barns@gateway
.mitre.org
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Eric Carroll
eric@utcs.utoronto,
ca
Charles Carvalho
charles©sage, acc. com
Robert Collet /pnrobert.d.collet/o=us.sprint/admd=telemedl/c=us/@sprint.com=
Dale Finkelson
dm~@~es~ie,
unl.edu
Daniel Friedman
danfriedman@bbn,
com
Demi Getschko
"DEMI~FPSP.
HEPNET"
Dave Geurs
dgeurs@mot,
com
Fred Gray
fred@homer.msf
c. nasa.gov
Olafur Gudmundsson
o~ud@cs,
umd.edu
Steven Hunter
hunter@es,
net
Dale Johnson
dsj@merit.
edu
Dan Jordt
danj@nwnet.
net
Tracy LaQuey Parker
tracy~utexas,
edu
Nik Langrind
nik@shiva,
com
Walter Lazear
I azear@gat
eway.mitre,
org
Daniel Long
long@nic,
near.net
Gary Malldn
~malkin©ftp.
com
Lynn Monsanto
monsanto@eng,
sun.corn
Donald Morris
morris©ucar,
edu
Bill Norton
wbn©merit,
edu
David O’Leary
oleary©sura,
net
Rehmi Post
rehmi@ftp,
com
Joel Replogle
replogle©ncsa,
uiuc.edu
Robert Reschly
reschly©brl
.mil
Ron Roberts
roberts©j
essica,stanford,
edu
Manoel Rodrigues
manoel,rodri~ues@att,
corn
Jim Sheridan
j sherida©ibm,
corn
Brad Solomon
bsolomon©hobbes,
msfc.nasa.gov
Mike Spengler
mks@msc,edu
Bob Stewart
rlstewart©eng,
xyplex,com
Roxanne Streeter
street
er©nsipo.nasa.gov
Kannan Varadhan
kannan©oar
.net
Shujiuan Wang
swan~©ibm,
corn
Carol Ward
cward©spot,
colorado,
edu
Cathy Wittbrodt
cjw©nersc.gov
Wing Fai Wong
wfwonE@malt
a. sbi.corn
Osmund deSouza
desouza©osdpc,
ho.art.corn
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(tewg)

Charter
Chair(s):
TBD ,
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: t ewg©devvax,tn. cornell, edu
To Subscribe: tewg-request©devvax, tn. cornell, edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Topology Engineering Working Group monitors and coordinates
tions between networks, particularly routing relationships.
¯ Monitor interconnectivity
and mid-level networks.

amongnational and international

connecbackbones

¯ Monitor interconnection policies with a view of moving toward a common
scheme for managing interconnectivity.
¯ Act as a forum where network engineers and representatives of groups of
networks can cometogether to coordinate and tune their interconnections
for better efficiency of the Internet as a whole.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing

Reports to the Internet communitywill be given reflecting what we learn each
quarter. This periodic report will be of use to the IETF, to FARnet, and to
the CCIRN members.

Dec 1990

An immediate project is to produce an RFCwhich will help mid-level networks
whenchanging their interconnectivity.
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(ucp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dan Long,long~nic.near.ne~
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ucp©nic.near, net
To Subscribe: ucp-reques~©nic.near.net
Description

of Working Group:

The User Connectivity Working Group will study the problem of how to solve
network users’ end-to-end connectivity problems.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Define the issues that must be considered in establishing a reliable service to
users of the Internet whoare experiencing connectivity problems.

TBD

Write a document, addressing the above issues, which describes a workable
mechanismfor solving User Connectivity Problems. Address the above issues.
Submit this document into the RFCpipeline as appropriate.
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by Dan Long/BBN and Karen

l~oubicek/BBN

UCP Minutes
Summary
The UCPmeeting consisted of a discussion of the UCPInternet Draft. Someof the discussion was to clarify aspects of the draft. The main issue that arose is the obligation for
an NSCto a~cept calls from anyone on any subject. It was agreed that an I~SC should be
allowed to limit its "liability" by referring callers from outside its customerbase or specialty
to the "right ~ NSC. The draft will be ammendedto reflect that.
There was also discussion on the issue of the centralized aspects of the UCPplan-how
much monitoring is done by the Ticket Support Center and which tickets get tr~cked by
the Ticket Tracking System. There was no consensus on the details but people felt that not
all tickets should be tracked and that perhaps suggesting NSC’s produce reports on ticket
activity would be the most we could "standardize".
There was a brief discussion on the format/mechanism for ticket handoffs but it was acknowledgedthat we really need some operational experience before suggesting any specifics.
Issues
¯ Complaints that are dropped between NOC’s.
¯ NOCsthat lose tickets.
¯ Status of problems in design and engineering of networks.
¯ Statistics on complaints for evaluation.
¯ Accountability.
Cases
¯ Endhostis down.
¯ MILNET.
¯ General international connections.
¯ Anomalous or unexpected routing through experimental networks.
¯ Telnet options negotiations.
¯ Vendor software problems.
¯ Genera] host or applications problems.
¯ Limitations of low-budget implementations.
¯ Packetfilters.
¯ Lack of complete problem description.
¯ Kludge requests.
ENDHOSTIS DOWN
- example: user called
andrew.cmu.edu

NEAR.NETto report

that unable to get to
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Two models
1. Nearnet follows through:
I .....
user....> I nearne~
> cmu
<--- I nsc I< ....

2. Pass off to CMUnsc:

user....>nsc---cmu<---> cmu
I
nsc

It’s rare that a campus would be an NSCbecause they don’t want to tr~ck/handle problems
outside their campus.
(user services)
user ..... > campus .....

> nearnet

riSE

NSCis required to:
¯ Take ticket regardless of class of problem.
¯ **Agreesto abide by a core set of rules**.
¯ Implies responsibility for accepting calls and passing tickets.
Organization can have somethingoutside of its organization that can break rules (like saying
"you’re not my customer").
Not accept calls < .....
> wrong number.
Concern there will be an overlo~l of calls - e.g.- MERIT.
Dana Sitzler: why would a NOCwant to be an NSC?What’s at the root of the problem?
Help users, "support ~ funding agencies.
Issue of coercion: If I have to take calls, it becomesa funding issue.
Suggest limits on what calls NSChas to take:
¯ Whomust I take calls from?
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¯ What kind of a call must an NSCaccept?

I
I
I
I help I NSC ~

NSC customers: peers
nsc’s

Help - acts as fil~er - redirectspeople Zo other NSC’s

Question of hours or operation: not specified, too variable amongorganizations
Store information about NSC’s in DNS?(eventually); Start with ASCIIfile
Need to be sensitive to constraints of NSC’s
Need to indicate the following for each NSC:
Customer base
Scope of expertise
Trne cost is really too great - need to leverage what exists - pressures regionals to handle
more without compensation.
900 number for help? Only real objection seems to be the requirement to m=cept all calls.
I’Iigher Entity - whenNSC’scan’t get closure, have a frustrated user. But what power does
it have?
Text of draft must be revised to recognize:
¯ Limit scope and customers
¯ Filter calls
Proposal: NSC’s must accept ca/is from other NSC’s but can redirect
NSC’s.
Format for transferring

non-NSC’s to other

tickets between NSCs(email?).

¯ TTS supposed to archive completed tickets,
which ticket)
¯ Can be an archive of a mailing list
¯ Authorized NSC’s get read access

have current status (which NSCis holding
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minimum:
To:
ne~-nsc
cc:
its
Subj: Ticket 3076

Limitationsof this minimum:doesn’taddress who sees what, timers
Only archive(cc:) inter-NSCtickets?
Doesn’taddresslocal NOC support issues (what if problemnever gets
to TTS?)

TSC’s are supposed to:

Expedite tickets that aren’t making progress, according to timers arbitrate
act as user ombudsman.

between NSC’s

Do all the tickets get reported to TSC?No, not intra-NSC ones. As an alternative,
can do a monthly/weekly report on number of tickets processed, resolved, etc.

NSC’s

Howto clarify service requests: Jim Sheridan: some minimal set of requirements for NSC:
¯ Take trouble tickets.
¯ Provide reporting on tt’s.
Gene Hastings: l~ther than requirements, should produce guidelines (at least for publiclyfunded organizations) for reporting classes of problems, monthly summaries, etc.
TSC- keeps track of handoffs?
Someservice centers have better ~clubs" (i.e.,

leverage).

Classesof calls:
general info who ma~keswhat can’t get somewherewho’s responsible for.., how
address mail performance where is a resource unexpected routing is ????? online
losing packets protocol X doesn’t work application level
Difference between complaint classification vs problem classification (called in as one thing,
but turned out to be another) Sheridan: can break downclasses into 12 (?) types (hardware,
software, connectivity, info, .... )
Reporting recommendations for NSC’s - must incorporate

into document.
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Jim Sheridan, Gene Hastings, and Dan will draft.
Is this related to Statistics WorkingGroup?
Should it be part of monthly report?
Working Group members will go to OPSTATmeeting and discuss.

To become an NSC, have to agree to rules (define customer base and scope of expertise).
¯ Accept calls from users in your base
¯ Follow-up
¯ Refer to other NSC(redirect)
Should vendors be NSC?
¯ Sheridan "no"
¯ O’Leary "yes"
Can publish statistics
Action
1.
2.
3.
4.

and put pressure on vendors.

Plan
Makechanges to doc that were discussed.
Make recommendation about NSCperformance statistics.
Maybesomeone will implement? write code or procedures?
O’Leary will start?

Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
Kathy Atnip
Eugene Hastings
Steven Hunter
Dale :Iohnson
Dan :Iordt
Darren Kinley
Tracy LaQuey Parker
Mark Leon
Daniel Long
Lynn Monsanto
Mark Moody
,Joel Replogle
Ron Roberts
Karen Roubicek
Daisy Shen
Jim Sheridan
Dana Sitzler

vikas~JVNC, net
kathy@wugate, wustl, edu

hastings©psc,
edu
hunter@es.net
dsj@merit.
edu
danj@nwnet.
net
kinley~crim,
ca
tracy@utexas,
edu
leon@nsipo,
arc.nasa.gov
long@nic,
near.net
monsan~o©eng,
sun.corn
ccmarkm@umcvmb
.missouri.
edu
replogle©ncsa,
uiuc.edu
roberts©j
essica,stanford,
edu
roubicek©bbn,
com
daisy~atson,
ibm. com
j sherida©
ibm.com
dds@meri~,
edu
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Area

Director(s):
Robert ttinden:
See attached slides

hinden@bbn.com

ROUTING AREA ACTIVITIES AT
ST. LOUIS ~
ROUTING

AREA REPORT
¯ Internet
Routing
Protocol
St~ndardlzatlon
C.,-item
Presentation
andDiscu~ion
¯ Presentation
onO$FF
¯ Presentation
olBG’P
¯ Border
G~teway
Protocol
W.G.
Meetings
¯ L~ter-Domain
Policy
Routing
W.G.
Meetings
¯ IPover
L~r~e
Public
Data
Networks
W.G.
Meetings
¯ Multicast
Extension~
toOSPF
W.G.
Meetings
¯ OpenShortest
Path First
W.G.
Meetings

Bob Hinden

March 14,1991

--

BORDER

GATEWAY PROTOCOL
Yakov Rekhter I IBM

INTERDOMAIN POLICY ROUTING W.G.
Martha Steenstzup / BBN

W.G.

¯ Tutori~
on IDFRon Monday
¯ Discussed Stat~of Prototype
~pl~m~on

Multic~t
- Work
w-~based
onPaper
byScott
Brim

- ~p Po~
. ~ To~l~
W~
eo~
~
~Y
- ~ ~ R~
~ Work
. Wor~
~p~s

¯ ~ ~te~ct~o~ betw~ ~GP and OSFF
¯ Mee~]o~tly with the IPLPDN
and DiscussedUsing
~ o~ ~ Public Da~a Networks

.

~

~pl~n

~

~

¯ Disctt~.dHow
]~’P canbe used ~oHeala P~’~itloned
Autonomous
System

OPEN SHORTEST PATH FIRST IGP W.G.
John Moy / Proteon

GeorgeClapp / Ameritech
¯

Came to Agseext~nt

on ~]mz~atlon

¯ Worl~ed
on the Reduct~the Size of the OSFF
MIB
. Removed
OneTable and 27 Variables
¯ RevisedMIBwill be Submittedfor Prolx~d~at~

of ¯ D~m~;r~m.~

Sridb~l MAC
frameson
- ISDN

MULTICAST EXTENSIONS TO OSPF W.G.
SteveDeerin$/ Xerox
¯ MeetJointly withthe BG’P
W.G.ar~i Made
Pro~;m~
o~the
v~eo~ BGP
on Public DataNetworks
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(bgp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Yakov l~ekhter, yakov©ibm,corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: iwg©rice.edu
To Subscribe: iwg-request©rice.edu
Description

of Working Group:

Develop the BGPprotocol and BGPtechnical usage within the Internet, continuing the current work of the Interconnectivity WorkingGroup in this regard.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Complete development of version 2 of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).

Ongoing

Coordinate the deployment of BGPin conformance with the BGPusage document in a manner that promotes sound engineering and an open competitive
environment. Take into account the interests of the various backbone and midlevel networks, the various vendors, and the user community.

Done

Develop a mature BGPtechnical usage document that allows us to build InterAS routing structures using the BGPprotocol.

Done

Develop a MIB for BGP.

Done

Workwith the Security Area to enhance the provision for security in BGP.

:lul1990 Develop a BGPusage document describing
network monitoring strategy.

how BGPcan be used as part of a
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by Yakov Rekhter/IBM

BGP Minutes
The Border Gateway Protocol Working Group meeting concentrated on the following issues:
¯ Using BGPas an inter-autonomous system routing protocol for multicast.
¯ Interaction

of BGPwith OSPF.

¯ Using BGPas an inter-autonomous
Networks.
¯ l~epairing partitioned

system routing protocol in Large Public Data

autonomous system with B GP.

Scott Brim submitted a documentthat proposes several alternatives for using BGPas
an inter-autonomous system routing protocol. The Working Group feels that before
making any further recommendations it needs more time to study the subject.
The group met jointly with several members of the OSPFWorking Group to discuss
the issue of interaction between BGPand OSPF.It was agreed that it is very importaut to produce a document that will unambiguously define such interaction. Several
members of both the OSPFand the BGPWorking Groups agreed to work on such a
document. Weexpect that the earlier draft of this documentwill be available before
the next IETF.
The BGP Working Group met jointly with the IPLPDNWorking Group to discuss
how BGP can be used as an inter-autonomous system routing protocol in Large
Public Data Networks. The discussion centered around a presentation made by Paul
Tsuchiya. Paul agreed to write a document that specifies how BGPshould be used
in such an environment. As part of this effort, Paul suggested adding new attributes
to BGPthat would identify the MACaddress of the BGPpeer. The document that
describes this attribute will be posted to the BGPmailing list ia the near future.
Dennis Ferguson proposed a mechanismthat would allow for repairing a partitioned
autonomous system with BGP. This involves the addition of a new attribute.
The
documentthat describe this attribute and howit should be used in repairing a partitioned autonomoussystem will be posted to the BGPmailing list in the near future.
Attendees
Ballard Bare
Bob Beach
Ronald Broersma
Richard Colella
Steve Deering

bareChprnd.rose.hp.com
bob@ul~ra.com
ron@nosc.mil
colella~osi3.ncsl.nis~.Eov
deerinE©xerox.com
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Dino Farinacci
Dennis Ferguson
Jeffrey Fitzgerald
Vince Fuller
Dave Geurs
Jeffrey Honig
Douglas Kerr
Anthony Lauck
Tony Li
April Merrill
Greg Minshall
Dennis Morris
Gary Mussar
Yakov Rekhter
Stephen Shew
Frank Solensky
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dino©3com, com
dennis@caner, ca

j j f ©fibercom,
com
vaf©Standford. EDU
dgeurs@mot, corn
j ch©devvax,in. cornell, edu
dou~k©wc, novell, com
lauck@tl,enet. dec. corn
Zli©cisco .com
minshall@~c.novell.com
morrisd©imo-uvax.dca.mil
mussar@bnr.ca
yakov@ibm.com
sdshew©bnr.ca
solensky©clearpoint.com
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IP over Large Public

Data Networks (iplpdn)

Charter
Chair(s):
George Clapp, merit ec ! clapp©uunet, uu. net
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: iplpdn©nri, reston, va.us
To Subscribe: iplpdn-request©nr±, reston.va, us
Description

of Working Group:

The IP over Large Public Data Networks Working Group (IPLPDN)will specify
the operation of the TCP/IP protocol suite over public data networks (PDNs)
such as SMDS,ISDN, X.25 PDNs, and Frame Relay. The Working Group will
develop and define algorithms for the resolution of IP addresses and for the
routing of IP datagrams over large, potentially global, public data networks.
The IP over SMDSW’orking Group has defined the operation of the Internet
protocols whenSMDSis used to support relatively small virtual private networks, or Logical IP Subnets (LISs). Issues arising from public and global
connectivity were delegated to the IPLPDNWorking Group.
The IPLPDNWorking Group will also continue the work of the Private Data
Network Routing Working Group (pdnrout) on X.25 PDNs. This work will
extended to include call managementand the use of the ISDN B channels for
the transport of IP datagrams.
Address resolution and routing over Frame Relay will also be discussed.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Establish priorities

and dates of completion for documents.

TBD

Address resolution of Internet addresses to SMDSE.164 addresses, to ISDN
E.164 addresses, to X.121 addresses, and to Frame Relay Data Link Connection
Identifiers (DLCIs). The algorithm(s) maybe defined in either a single or
multiple documents.

TBD

Routing of IP datagrams across very large internets
on other PDNs.

TBD

Managementof ISDN and of X.25 connections and the use of the ISDN B and
D channels.

implemented SMDSand
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IPLPDN Minutes
Opening l~emarks
This was the second meeting of the IP over Large Public Data Networks Working Group
and the following was the Agendaof the meeting:
¯ Wednesday, March 13, 1991
- Tutorial on Frame Relay by Andy Malis.
- Discussion of encapsulation and protocol multiplexing over Frame Relay.
- Tutorial

on ISDN (Wayne Heinmiller and Jim Loehndorf).

- Discussion of encapsulation and protocol multiplexing over ISDN.
¯ Thursday, March 14, 1991
- Joint meeting with the BGPWorking Group to discuss the use of BGP for
routing and address resolution (Paul Tsuchiya).
- Continued discussion of encapsulation and protocol multiplexing.
Frame Relay Tutorial
Due to airplane troubles, AndyMalls had been unable to present his tutorial on FrameRelay
during the plenary the previous evening, so he kindly presented his talk during the first half
of Wednesdaymorning’s WorkingGroup session. (Andy also presented this tutorial during
the Friday morning plenary, and a copy of his presentation is included in the Proceedings
for that session. A postscript version is online for anonymousftp at "pub/ietf-fr~ne-relayintro.ps" on ccvl.bbn.com) The presentation was an excellent preparation for the discussion
of encapsulation and protocol multiplexing.
Encapsulation

and Protocol

Multiplexing

for Frame Relay

After the tutorial Caralyn Brownpresented the following encapsulation and protocol multiplexing scheme for Frame Relay. The proposal is documentedin the draft "Multiprotocol
Interconnect over Frame Relay Networks", which is available online on ccvl.bbn.com for
anonymousftp as "pub/multiprotocol.txt".
(A copy of the viewgraphs of Caralyn’s presentation accompanies these Minutes.)
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LAPD flag (OxTE)
DLCI
DLCI...
Format Identifier
FCSPI Origin_Media

Info
-+

Frame Ck Sequence
Frame Ck Sequence
LAPD flag (OxTE)

FCSP: Frame

Check

Sequence

Preservation

The Format Identifier
indicates whether 802.2 and SNAPor a bridged MACframe follows,
and the Origin..Media indicates the type of the bridged MACframe. If a routed packet is
being carried, then the Origin_Media value is set to zero and the 802.2 LLC Type 1 and
SNAP headers follow. The Ethertype of the SNAP header is used to indicate the type of
the routed packet. This proposa/was modified by Charles Carva/ho, who proposed that
the 802.2/SNAP headers be eliminated by carrying both the bridged MACframe type and
the Ethertype values within a combined Format Identifier/Origin_Media
field. There was
quMified acceptance of this approach before the group broke for lunch.
ISDN Tutorial

and Proposal

Wayne Heinmiller with Jim Loehndorf presented an overview tutorial
on ISDN (a copy of
the presentation
accompanies these Minutes). The presentation
led into a talk by Dory
Leifer of proposed encapsulation,
protocol multiplexing,
and fragmentation schemes for
circuit
and LAPD ISDN. The proposa/is
documented in the draft ~A Subnetwork Control
Protocol for ISDN Circuit-Switching",
which is available online on terminator.cc.umich.edu
as " ftp/isdn" for anonymous ftp. Further discussion was deferred until the next morning.
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with BGP Working Group

Paul Tsuchiya led a joint meeting of the IPLPDN and BGP Working Groups. (A copy
of his slides accompanythe Minutes.) Paul proposed alternative mechanisms to support
simple and effective way for routers to obtain routing and address resolution information
from BGPservers. He also proposed an extension to BGPin which both the next hop IP
address and the hardware, or SubNetwork Point of Attachment (SNPA), address would
given to the requesting router.
Membersof the BGPgroup were concerned with potential conflicts between policies of
the AutonomousSystems that might be traversed by a packet. This discussion remained
unresolved and Paul volunteered to work toward a solution in time for the next meeting.
Encapsulation

and Protocol

Multiplexing

After the break, IPLPDNmet separately from the BGPWorking Group and Caralyn Brown
presented the modified proposal for encapsulation and protocol multiplexing over Frame
Relay. (A copy of the viewgraph of the proposal ~companies the Minutes.)

LAPD flag (OxTE)
DLCI
DLCI...
FormaZ ID 1
Formaz ID 2

Info
...

Frame Ck Sequence
Frame Ck Sequence
LAPD flag (OxTE)

If the value of the FormatIdentifier is less than 1024decimal (0x0400) then the field is used
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to encode the MAC
type and the code points are identical to those in internet-draft
to Point Protocol Extensions for Bridging~. This is shown below.
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1
9

0

1

2

3

4

"Point

5

+---+---.______.______,______.______.______.______+______+______+______+______+______+______+______+______+

Io I 0 1 o I o Io I o IF I Z I
+--

MAC TYPE

-.-----.-----.-----.-__.___.___.___.___.__

I

-.----.___.___.___.___.___,

The F bit is used to indicate the presence of the MACFrame Check Sequence, and the Z
bit is used to indicate zero compression.
If the value of the Format Identifier is 1024 decimal (0x0400) then the 802.2 LLCheader
follows the Format Identifier field, as shownbelow.
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1
9 0

1

2

3

4

5

.---.---.-----.-----.---.___.___.___.___,___.___.___.___.___.___.___,

Io

Iolo

Ioloi

11olo

Io

Io

Iolololololoi

+----+---+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+

DSAP

~

SSAP

I

+---+---+--__+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+___+

I

I

Control

+---÷---+--_÷___+___+___+___+___+

If the value of the Format Identifier is greater than 1024 decimal (0x0400) then the encoded
Format Identifier is equivalent to the Digital-Intel-Xerox (DIX) Ethertype, ~s shownbelow.
0
0

1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

1

2

3

4

5

+---÷___+___+___.___.___,___.___.___.___+___+___+___+___+___+___+
I
Digital-In~el-Xerox
(DIX)Ethertype
I
-----.----.-----.----.---.-----.___.___.___.___+___+___+___+___+___+___+

Caralyn continued with a discusion of mechanismsfor address resolution and proposed that
ARPbe used to discover the DLCI associated with an IP address. She also proposed an
extension to AlZP named Inverse ARPto discover the IP address associated with a DLCI.
This latter proposal is documented in the draft "Inverse Address lZesolution Protocol",
which is available online by anonymousftp on ccvl.bbn.com as "pub/inarp.txt’.
After some discussion and modifications, all of these proposals appeared to be acceptable
to the group.
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Dory Leifer continued with a discussion of the following issues:
¯ Fragmentation - do we need it considering the ~cess network may impose small max
frames?
Resolution: further study
¯ End-to-end link state for switched ~cess, i.e.,
Resolution: no

XIDframes?

field for Q.921 compatibility?
¯ ACKmode support or at least include CONTROL
Resolution: the group accepted the CONTROL
field with a pad in the encapsulation
scheme. The revised scheme is shown below.

...........

÷ ...........

÷

DLCI I DLCI..
Control I
...........

PAD

+ ...........

FormatID I FormatID
...........

+ ...........

~ info.. ~

+

...

I

÷ ...........

@

+

÷ ...........

÷ ...........

+

I

fl~

I

¯ Discovery protocol of Maxframe size?
No resolution
¯ Code point for in-connection managementprotocol?
No resolution
At this point, time ran out and the group adjourned until the next meeting in Atlanta, GA,
in July 1991.
Attendees
Karl Auerbach
William Babson
Fred Baker

karl©eng.sun.com
bill~penril©uunet.UU.NET
fbaker@emerald.acc.com
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Eric Carroll
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Martina Chart
Cho Chang
George Clapp
Graham Cobb
Richard Colella
Nabil Damouny
Tom Easterday
Gus Elmer
Dennis Ferguson
Peter Ford
Daniel Friedman
Charles Gallucci
Dave Geurs
Bret Gorsline
Martin Gray
Olafur Gudmundsson
Frank Heath
Kathleen Huber
B.V. :lagadeesh
Dan Jordt
Ajay K~chrani
Manu Kaycee
Nam Keung
Peter Kirstein
Mary Louise La~er
Michelle Landriault
Joseph Lawrence
Dory Leifer
Richard Libby
Mike Little
Then Liu
John LoVerso
Andrew Malls
Glenn McGregor
P~obert Meierhofer
Linda Melvin
Agnes Moran
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crm57a©bnr, ca
j cl©sabre, bellcore, com
Dory. Leifer©t erminat or. cc. umich, edu
libby©c lOsd6, stpaul, ncr. com
little©ctt, bellcore, corn
loverso©westford.ccur.com
malis©bbn.com
ghm~nerit.edu
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Rehmi Post
Stephanie Price
Ron Roberts
Manoel Rodrigues
Allyn Roma~ow
Allan Rubens
Ray Samora
Paul Selkirk
Marc Sheldon
Daisy Shen
Stephen Shew
William Townsend
Paul Tsuchiya
Robert Ullmann
Kannan Varadhan
Francis Waldm~n
Wing Fai Wong
Chin Yuan
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Frame Format

MultiprotocolInterconnect

Over FrameRelay Networks

Interconnect Issues

IP Encapsulation
for FrameRelay

Global Addressin~l

Local Addressin~z

I

A---e.-B
A"--~ C
C ~ A
C ~ B

DSTDLCI:
DSTDLCI¯
DSTDLCI¯
DSTDLCI¯

102
103
101
102

A’-’~ B
A--’~ C
B ~A
B ~ C
C ~ A
C ~ B
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DSTDLCI¯ 102
DSTI)LCI ¯ 103
DSTDLCI¯ 123
DSTDLCI- 103
DSTDLCI~567
DSTDLCI¯ 123

AddressResolutionin Locally
Addressed Networks
~99o~oooooooo©
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r

Outline

ISDN OVERVIEW

Ameritech Services

Background
Defining ISDN
Architecture
Channels, Interfaces, Premises
Configurations
Network Services
Bearer Services
Supplementary Services
Teleservices
User/Application Signaling
Internetworking

,,DEFININGISDN

AccessChannels

For the Internet EngineeringTaskForce
March13, 1991

WaynoHeinmiller (708) 806-8216
Jim Loehndorf (708) 806-8213

AccessInterface is structured in "channels’"
B-Channeh 64 kbps clear
Supportsone user device at ;; t~me
D-Channeh16 kbps or 64 kbps
Supportsmultiple devices simultaneously
Usedfor signaling and (optionally) packet
Miscellaneous Channels
Embedded
Operations Channel, Interlace
Checksum Channel
Future Channels- Single device at a time
H0- 384 kbps(Six times 64 kbps)
H10 - 1.472 Mbps(T1 minus one DS0)
H11 - 1.536 Mbps(T1)

CCll"i" - International standards
- User- networkinterlaces
ANSI - National Standards .
¯ Subsetof CCI’I-i"
Belicore Technical Requirements- Regional
Bell CompanyImplementations
¯ implement~tion& operational guidelines
Switch Vendors
¯ Specific implement~on
details
National ISDN Users Forum
¯ Implementationagreementsfor user
applications
Ame~ech
Services

wh&Ji 3/13/91

wh&it 3/13/~1

D-Channel
Details

LAPDStructure
Layer2 Frame

Uses LAPDfor Layer 2 protocol
LAPD(Link Access Procedure for the
D-channel) is HDLCderivative
LAPDdetails
Layer3 field carries 128octets of Q.931
signaling, 260octets for X.25)
2 octet checksum

FLAG

Ragsof ’01111110"
Bit ~uffedto Weve~t
spurious
flags
SA.:I(0-63)klentlfle=L.3"am’vlce"
type
0 SlgnaUng,
~6Pac~,s3
TE](0-1~/)Identifin=phyzical
"rE
~ Uze¢=elect,~1-12S
Ntwk
=alect,127

, SECXIENCE
I Ftx’mmt(for huntedacknowledged
Info
S Fonnm
(fo~ flow comml,
error recovery)
UFom~
(fo~unnumbered
Info, link control)
wh&Jl 3/13/91
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Aee~ Int~rfRe~

LAPDProcedures

Basic Rate(BRI)
OneD-Channel(16 kbps)
TwoB-Channels
(64 kbps)
Miscellaneouschannels
PrimaryRate(PRI)
OneD-channel(64 kbps)
23 B-Channels
(64 kbps)
Miscellaneous
channels
Fills oneT1facility
Presentlycan serveonly oneuser deviceas
implemented
by venclors

wh& Ji 3/13/91

wh& Jl 3/13/91

Amerltech Services

Basic Rate Confiquration

Premises Configurations
Basic Rate
Supportstwo physical interfaces . .

Cu~omer Premises

U-Interlace: 2 wire. =UlX~lsonly one user oev~.., ups) 18 lot
distance, 160 k;b~, 2BIQ(lout level) encoomg
S/T-interlace(Ix=s): 4 1o 8 wire, supfxxls.mu=" .1~ user. devices,

vo~)
NTIconvertsfromU-interfaceto T-interface
(NTI standsfor NetworkTermination
I)
Prlmary Rate
UandS/T-Interface:
both4 wire, born1,544iv~ops,
AMIencoding
(no difference)
Aspresently implemented
supportsonly oneuser
device,but couldchange
in future

wh & II 3/1~e91

wh & Ji 3/=3J91

baserltlch ~ervtcel

User Devices

Sharinq the D-channel

TerminalEquipment1 (TEl)
Canconnect
directly to S/Tinterface
Mayconnect
directly to Uinterfaceif it
includesbuilt in NT1
"Speaksnative ISDN"
Examples:
voice telephone,PCwith ISDN

Thesecret: D-channelbits sent by terminals are
echoedby the NT1
Packetvs Signaling
Afterclosingflag, devices
countfill bits (1) before
beginningtransmission
TerminaLs
sendingsignalingcantransmitafter
counting
8 or 9 idle bits
Terminalssendingpacketsmustcount10 or 11
idle bits beforebeginning
transmission
Terminal
mustcountextrabit if it hastransmitted
a
frame(gives other terminalsa chance)

Terminal Equipment2 (TE2)
Cannotconnectto S/Tor U interface
Mustbe connected
to an adapterthat
connectsto S/Tor U interface
Interfaceto adapter
is R interlace
R interface canbeRS-232,
V.35,etc.
Examples:PCconnectedto ISDNterminal
adapter using RS-232interface

j

wh & Jl 3/13/91

Amm’ltoch $MVlCOI
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wh & Jl 3/13/91

Sharincl the D-Channel

NetworkServices - Bearer Services

(Continued)
TerminalvsTerminal(Layer 2)
Terminallistens to D-bits echoed
fromNT1
If sent1 but echois 0, thenanother
terminalis
alsotransmitting
Terminaldetectingcollision ceases
transmission
Terminalvs Terminal(Layer 3)
Switchmustsupportlayer 3 protocolenginefor
eachterminal
Mayneedto distinguishbetween
terminals
Keeps
terminalprofile, relatesto specificterminal
duringterminaJ
initialization (layer2 andlayer
startup)

Speech:Maybe compressedby network(s) during
transmission,fidelity not assured
3.1 kHzAudio: Maybe compressed,
but fidelity of
typical networktransmissionis assured.Suitable
for analog modems
7 kHzAudio: For higher quality audiotransmission,
maybe used for Group3 fax. Being renamed
Multi-use Bearer Service

wit & ]i

~tl

Servlce~

wh& Jl 3/13,~1

F
N~twnrkR~_rvine.~ - R~mr~rS~rvic~

Network Services- Bearer Services

(~)
Circuit Switched56/64kbps
56kbpsif notover"dear"facilities (eighthbit
reservedfor network
use)
Rateadaptation
for sJower
dataratescarriedon
channel
V. 110favoredin Europe
Structuredscheme
V.120favoredin US
HDLCbased scheme
(LAPD+
maybefuturepossibility for rate
adaptation)

AmerAech
Services

(~)
PacketSwitched (X.25)
D-channel:9600bps maxrecognizedrate, LAPD
layer 2, maxvirtua~circuits 64
B-channel:48 kbpsmaxrecognizedrate,
codepoints
for 56 and64 kbpsbeingdefined,
LAPB
layer 2, maxvinua] c~rcuits 512
B-channelmaybe permanently
assignedto packet
service CnaJledup’), or usedon demand
(altemaIing
with circuit switched
services)

wh& Jl 3~13~91

Network Services - Bearer Services

wit & Jl 3/13R1

Frame Relay Transport Protocol

(Continued)
Core Aspectsof LAPDFrameSUucture(LAPD.,Q.922)
Frame

FutureBearerServices
FrameRelay(SwitchedVirtual SeNice)

Us~=~
mod~’~d
c~l oBwo~
fromcircuit switched
calls (outo!

=

=="

AddrmmByte I

TransOm1
¢toto¢ollot vktu~cin:u~is subsetfromLAPD

H0,H10,H11Circuit Switched
Services
N x 64Circuit Switched
Service
F~xn2 to 24B-c~ann~
agg.~u~d

wh& Jl 3/13/91
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U~erData

Call Processing Information

Call Processincl Examples

Typical Information in (3.931 MessageStructure
SETUP Me.age

Circuit Switched
D-channelsignaling (Q.931) is used
establish orcuit connectionover Selected
B-channel
Packet Switched
Mayuse D-channelsignaling if B-channelis
to be usedto carry packettraffic
Call establishment occurs over selected
channel using X.25 protocols

Protocol Dl=cdmlnltor (indtcam coding per Q.931)
Call Referen¢~(Idemlfying numberusedto identify .ca. II in

=ub=Kluent
slgne,ng

Message Type (Indicates SETUPmessage)
Sending C~nplCe(Indicates no more digU will be sent)
BearerCapability (Indicates voice, 3.1 kHzaudk), or packet)
ChannelID (lndlcr~s channel on which call will be established

Cai~r~Party Nua~
Transit Netvmd(Selection (identifies IC for InterL.~TA calls)

wh & Jl 3/13/~1

wh& Ji 3/13/91

Amer#ech Service=

PacketCall Example,

Originating Circuit Call

UCng
B-Channel
Io~Originating
PacJ~t
Call

Typkal Call ConUo~ Message Sequences

(or~ung¯ Ca~"..

Amerltch S~rvlc, e~

kmecP,ech Services

wh & Jl 3~13~1

User/Application Signalincl

,User/Application Siqnalinq
Transfer of signaling information between users
during call setup mayaid user applicaUons
Calling Number- identiflee calling party
Called Number- Identifies destination if multiple
directory numbersare assigned to the interface
Calling and Called Subaddresses. Identifies
destination beyond network address, examples
are LAN address, or PBX extension number
¯ Supports subaddresscodings to 20 octets

Ameritech Services

wh & Jl 3/13/91

Low Layer Compatibllity
Identifies rate adaptation and encodingschemes
(V.120.7 bit ASCII,etc.) for circuit switcheddata
calls, format definedbut allows user specified
codings
High La~.er Compatibility
Identifies appizcation to be servedby connection
(group3 fax, Telex.etc.)
Usefavored in someEuropeancountries, not in
US
User-to-user
Upto 128bytes of data, no defined standards, up
to bi-laterai agreementbetweenusers
(passwords,user name,etc.)

wit &II3/13~1
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Inter-Networking

Conclusion

ISDN users are assigned numbers in E.164
numbering plan
For US (national numbers): N011X-NXX-XXXX
To call POTSuser (voice), dial telephone number
To call customer on packet network (X.121), send
address preceded by numbering plan escape
code (0) In X.25 address field of Call Request
packet
To call modemuser on POTSnetwork, must access
modempool through either ISDN or packet
network

ISDNis powerful, flexible, and can be confusing
becauseof the wide range of options and
choices
ISDNcan serve a wide range of lower speed (<64
kbps) data needs
ISDNwill serve higher speeds(1.5 Mbps,150
abps)
ISDNdata services will Improve (FrameRelay)
ISDNwill be widely available, the start of a
national digital (And growing worldwide)
network
National ISDN1 deployment in 1992-93

wh&jl 3/13~91
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¯

O~..NDE;ST.P AODRES5
I~10 SHPA
TOFORWARD
TO

¯ ON OEMANO
¯ PRE-STORED

¯

F.,~rABI.~H8GPROUTE
,~RVER$
- ,~MILAR
TOECPCORE
C, ATEWAY$
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OPERATION
BETWEEN
BGPSERVERS

¯ EACHBGPSERVER
MUSTHAVE
FULLROUTING
INFO,
- FULLM~AN~
UNION
OFINFOU~ALLSERVERS
¯

SERVERS
MUSTEXCHANGE
INFO
ALLSERVERS
CANTALK
TOEACH
OTHER,
OR...
~RVER$
¯ SERVER
HIERARCHY

ON-OEMANDC~S

¯

Ct.J~NT
I~ "OEFAULT"
FORHOSTS
BEHIND
IT

¯

ONLY
I.~kRl~&J~ROPflUI,
T[ $~iPA
WHr.N
pACKET

ON~J~O G’~RNT~

¯
¯

S~IVER
FO~WM~IDS
P~4:~’I’TO

¯

~ S~)~$

~ R~CTTO SO~RC~ CUENT

HOTSCURC~
HOST
I~
* ~ WAYS?
e ~

~W~TO~

~

UP~

N~%V
B~PNEX’~.NOP
ATTR|SUTE
NAME

TYP~CODE

LENGTH

CATEGORY
WELL.KNOWN
D~CRE~ONARY

FIELD
,~DORES$
SWITCH
SNPA

LENGTH
~ ~X:TETS
; OCTET
~ENG
TH. 5

¯ SNPA~ ~B ~0EOF ~D.’O" PADDING
ONMS8SlOE
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Internets

(isis)

Charter
Chair(s):
RossCM]on,
callon©bigfut,
e/let, dec.corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: isis@merit,
edu
To Subscribe: isis-request@meri~.edu
Description

of Working Group:

The IETF IS-IS Working Group will develop additions to the existing OSI
IS-IS Routing Protocol to support IP environments and dual (OSI and IP)
environments.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Develop an extension to the OSI IS-IS protocols which will allow use of IS-IS to
support IP environments, and which will allow use of IS-IS as a single routing
protocol to support both IP and OSI in dual environments.

TBD

Liaison with the IS-IS editor for OSI in case any minor changes to IS-IS are
necessary.

TBD

Investigate the use of IS-IS to support multi-protocol routing in environments
utilizing additional protocol suites.
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Inter-Domain

Policy

Routing (idpr)

Charter
Chair(s):
Martha Steenstrup,

ms~eenst©bbn,
corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: idpr-~g©bbn.com
To Subscribe: idpr-~g-request©bbn.com
Description

of Working Group:

The Inter Domain Policy Routing Working Group is chartered to develop an
architecture and set of protocols for policy routing amonglarge numbers of
arbitrarily interconnected administrative domains.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an architecture

document.

Done

Draft Protocol Specification of key elements of the protocol.

Done

Develop a prototype implementation of the protocols.

Ongoing

Gain experience with the prototype in "real networks".

TBD

Develop gated version.

TBD

Add a small set of additional features and submit protocol into IETF standards
process.
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Steenstrup/BBN

IDPR Minutes
The Inter-Domain Policy Routing (IDPR) Working Group met for four sessions at the
March 1991 IETF meeting in St. Louis. As w~ have many new members at each IETF, we
always provide a tutorial as the opening session of the IDPRWorking Group.
The second session was devoted to a discussion of the IDPR prototype implementation,
concentrating on those parts of the implementation that are complicated and on the configuration information. Wea]so described results of experiments in our test labs and on
DAR.TNET.
Our experiments were of the proof-of-concept variety: IDPR does indeed generate routes respecting domain transit policies and adapts routes to changes in connectivity
and policy. During the final two sessions, we covered the IDPRprotocol specification draft in
detail, soliciting commentsand suggestions for improvement.Weinvite all interested parties
to read and commenton the Internet Draft. Please send responses to idpr-wg@bbn.com.
Currently, members of the IDPR Working Group are in the process of putting together
a MIB, ~ gated version of IDPR., and a user guide. Once these become available, people
interested in experimenting with IDPRwill be able to do so with relative ease.
Attendees
bansal©netrix,
nac.dec.com
Atul Bansal
hbowas©bbn,
com
Helen Bowns
swb©devvax.
~n.cornell,
edu
Scott Brim
/pn=rober~.
d.
colle~/o=us,
sprin~/admd=~elemail/c=us/@sprint,
com
Robert Collet
coolidge©speaker.
~pd.
sgi.
corn
Don Coolidge
denny©sri,
com
Barbara Denny
dino©3com,
com
Dino Farinacci
Elizabeth Feinler
pe~er@lanl,
gov
Peter Ford
"DEMI@FPSP.
HEPNET"
Demi Getschko
dgeurs©mot,
com
Dave Geurs
fre
d©homer,
msf
c. hasa. gov
Fred Gray
dougk@wc,
novell,
corn
Douglas Kerr
laierl©applelink,
apple,corn
Mary Louise Laier
~li@cisco
.com
Tony Li
lit~le©ctt,
bellcore,
corn
MikeLittle
bmanning©hous~on
¯ sc.Z i. com
Bill Manning
mdm@calstaze,
edu
Mike Marcinkevicz
ghm~meri~,
edu
Glenn McGregor
melowitz~mdcg~y,
mdc.corn
Carol Melowitz
April Merrill
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Dennis Morris
John Moy
Andy Nicholson
Stephanie Price
Manoel Rodrigues
Stephen Shew
Frank Solensky
Martha Steenstrup
Jonathan Wenocur
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minshall©wc.novell.com
morrisd©imo-uvax.dca.mil
jmoy©proteon.com
droid©cray.com
price©cmc.com
manoel.rodri~ues@aZt.com
sdshe~©bnr.ca
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msteenst©bbn.com
jhw@shiva.com
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Extentions

to

OSPF (mospf)

Charter
Chair(s):
Steve Deering, deering©xerox, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: mospf©devvax, tn. cornell, edu
To Subscribe: mospf-request©devvax, tn. cox’nell, edu
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will extend the OSPFrouting protocol so that it will be
able to efficiently route IP multicast packets. This will produce a new (multicast) version of the OSPFprotocol, which will be as compatible as possible with
the present version (packet formats and most of the algorithms will hopefully
remain unaltered).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Become familiar with the IGMPprotocol as documented in RFC1112. Survey
existing work on multicast routing, in particular, Steve Deering’s paper "Multicast Routing in Internetworks and Extended LANs~. Identify areas where
OSPFmust be extended to support multicast routing. Identify possible points
of contention.

Done

Review outline of proposed changes to OSPF. Identify
and, if possible, resolve them.

Aug 1990

Weshould have a draft specification. Discuss the specification and make any
necessary changes. Discuss implementation methods, using the existing BSD
OSPFcode, written by Rob Coltun of the University of Maryland, as an example.

Dec 1990

Report on implementations of the new multicast OSPF. Fix any problems in
the specification that were found by the implementations. The specification
should now be ready to submit as an RFC.

any unresolved issues
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PARC

MOSPF Minutes
Agenda
1. Review John Moy’s draft specification

of March 4.

2. Discuss outstanding issues:
¯ Inter-area delivery trees
¯ Inter-AS delivery trees
¯ Multicast group scope
3. What next?
¯ Progress of specification
¯ Implementations?
¯ Testing?
Minutes
Most of the meeting was spent on Agenda Item 1, a page-by-page review of John’s latest
spec. Weagreed to one significant change: to merge the separate concepts of the "SPF
cache" and the "forwarding cache", and to refer to the "local group cache" as something
other than a "cache", perhaps a "list" or "table". There were also a number of minor or
editorial changes suggested, that John will incorporate in the next draft.
Under Agenda Item 2, we discussed (again) the alternatives for inter-area and inter-AS
routing. The group agreed to the inter-area scheme proposed by John, which is based on
I~PF for identifying entry routers, but using FPF within an area. The inter-AS approach,
however, remained unclear, pending decisions by the BGPWorking Group, which is considering a number of proposals by Scott Brim. Steve and Scott also described a couple of
proposals for adding some sort of scope limits to group memberships(orthogonal to the use
of TTLfor scope of multica~t transmissions); possibilities include a scope subfield within
an IP multicast address, or a separate scope parameter in the Join ~Groupoperation (and
in the resulting IGMPmessage). This remains a topic for future consideration.
For Agenda Item 3, John agreed to incorporate the suggested changes and to flesh out
the missing sections of the spec, except for those parts dealing with inter-AS routing, and
to make the document available as an internet draft. Scott and Jeff Honig at Cornell are
planning to implement the OSPFmulticast extensions within "gated" as time and resources
permit.
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Attendees
William Babson
Scott Brim
Rob Coltun
Steve Deering
Barbara Denny
Kurt Dobbins
Dino Farinacci
Dennis Ferguson
Jeffrey Honig
Anders Klemets
Michelle L~ndriault
Bill Manning
Greg Minshall
John Moy
Gary Mussar
David 0 ’Leary
Steven Sherry
Stephen Shew
Frank Solensky
Paul Tsuchiya
Osmund deSouza

billY.penril@uunez.
UU.NET
swb@devvax. ~n. cornell, edu
rcoltun©trantor, umd. edu
deerin~©xerox, com
denny~sri, tom
dobbins©ctron, com
dino@3com, com
dennis@ca~et, ca
j ch@devvax.Zn. cornell, edu
klemet s©cs. cmu. edu
crm57a@bnr, ca
bmanninE@houston,sc. ti. com
minshall@~c, novell, com
j moy©protson. corn
muss ar©bnr, ca
oleary©sura, net
shsherry©eng,xyplex, corn
sdshew©bnr, ca
solensky©clearpoint, com
tsuchiya©bellcore, com
desouza©osdpc,ho. art. corn
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Path

First

IGP (ospf)

Charter
Chair(s):
Mike Petry, pe~ry©~ran~:or .tund. edu
John Moy, jmoyCproteon, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ospf ±gp©zranzor. umd. edu
To Subscribe: ospfig’p-requesZ©tran~:or.umd.edu
Description

of Working Group:

The OSPFWorking Group will develop and field test an SPF-based Internal
Gateway Protocol. The specification will be published and written in such a
way so as to encourage multiple vendor implementations.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Design the routing protocol, and write its specification.

TBD

Develop multiple implementations, and test against each other.

TBD

Obtain performance data for the protocol.

TBD

Makechanges to the specification (if necessary) and publish the protocol as
RFC.
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Moy/Proteon

OSPF Minutes
The OSPF Working Group met Thursday, March 14th at the St. Louis IETF.
The main topic of discussion was the OSPFMIB. Fred Baker and Rob Coltun had published
the OSPFMIBas an Internet Draft, and had received a number of comments, especially
from the Network ManagementDirectorate. Their chief commentwas that there were too
many variables. So the Working Group went through the MIBvariable by variable, to see
which variables could be combined and which could be discarded. We ended up reducing
the 127 original variables to 101.
A number of other things were also discussed:
¯ Fred Baker pointed out that, for all MIBgroups that can be dynamically created/destroyed,
there needs to be an extra variable to accomplish deletion. This will ~ld to the size
of the MIB.
¯ Sometime was spent in discussing how to do route filtering in O SPF at area boundaries. This can be done through selective non-advertisement of certain area ranges.
John Moypointed out that this is dangerous to do in tr~msit areas. It was decided
that since this type of route filtering is not covered in the OSPFspec, it would not
be mentioned in the OSPF MIBeither.
Dino Farinacci mentioned a problem he encountered where an OSPFrouter (cM1 it
router X) received an external LSAoriginated by router Y which listed one of X’s IP
addresses as the forwarding address. After performing its routing table calculation,
router X ended up pointing at itself for the destination. It was agreed the the spec
should say that, whenperforming the routing table calculation, those external LSAs
whose forwarding ~ldress is one of the router’s ownaddresses should be ignored. [Editor’s note: The very existence of such an advertisement probably indicates a problem
in the exchange of information between OSPFand other protocols such as RIP/EGP].
¯ Weagreed that all configuration items in the MIBwill have read/write access, but
that the MIBwill say that in the absence of adequate authentication the variables
can be implemented as read-only.

There was not enough time at the meeting for examination of the OSPF Trap MIB that
l~ob Coltun has created. Weplan on discussing this document vi~ electronic m~il.
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Attendees
Fred Baker
Rob Coltun
Dino Farinacci
Jeffrey Honig
Ann Kerr
Donald Merritt
John Moy
Michael tteilly
Glenn Trewitt

fbaker©emerald.acc.com
rcoltun@trantor.umd.edu
dino©3com.com
jch@devvax.tn.cornell.edu
don©brl.mil
jmoy©proteon.com
reilly©pa.dec.com
trewitt@pa.dec.com
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Area

Director(s):
¯ Steve Crocker: crocker~tis.com
Area Summary reported

by Steve

Crocker/TIS

Security Track at St. Louis
Monday, March 11
9:30am

Security Area Advisory Group meeting (Stephen Crocker/TIS)
SAAGmembers are required to attend; all IETF attendees are welcome to
observe. The status of security related activities and plans for the meetings
of the week will be discussed.

l:30pm

CommonAuthentication

Protocol

BOF (John Linn/DEC)

This is a formative meeting for this group. It will discuss the creation of
a standard authentication service interface and the issues surrounding the
creation of such a standard, which is not normally pursued within the IETF.
Relevant IESG members are expected to be present.
4:00pro

Password Management BOF (Jeff

Schiller/MIT)

This is a formative meeting for this group. This group is expected to address
the problem of sending cleartext passwords across a network. A final decision
as to the scope and actual direction of the group will be discussed at this,
its first, meeting.
Tuesday, March 12
9:00am

Security Policy (Rich Pethia/CEl~T)
The revised document will be presented for approval. The group will discuss
its submission as an Internet standard.
Router Requirements (Philip A]roquist/Consultant)
Membersof the SAAGwill be present at this meeting to discuss security
issues.

l:30pm

Site Security Policy Handbook(Paul Holbrook/CICNet and Joyce Reynolds/ISI)
The documentwill be reviewed with the expectation that it will be submitted
as an Internet-Draft as soon as possible after the meeting.
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Privacy Enhanced Mail I BOF(James Galvin/TIS)
I~FCs 1113, 1114 and 1115 have been revised and are expected to be submitted to the standards process soon after this meeting. This group will discuss
some of the more significant changes to the RFCs.
7:00pro

Privacy Enhanced Mail II BOF(James Galvin/TIS)
The deployment of Privacy Enhanced Mail will set in place an infrastructure to address the creation and maintenance of certificate-based key management. This will require organizations who issue certificates to sign an
Organizational Agreement with RSADSI. :lim Bidzos, President of RSA
DSI, will present the Organizational Agreement.

Wednesday, March 13
9:30am

IPSO/CIPSO BOF (Steve Crocker/TIS)
The status of the revised IP Security Option and the output of the Trusted
Systems Interoperability
Group (TSIG) Commercial IP Security Option will
be discussed, as well as the documents themselves.

l:30pm

Telnet (Dave Borman/Cray Research)
Membersof the SAAGwill be present at this meeting to discuss security
issues.

7:00pro

SNMPSecurity (James Galvin/TIS)
This will hopefully be the last meeting of this working group. The final
version of the documents will be presented for approval. At the dose of the
meeting the documents will be submitted to the IESG for consideration as
a proposed standard.

Thursday, March 14
9:00am

Security Area Advisory Group meeting (Steve Crocker/TIS)
SAAGmembers are required to attend; all IETF attendees are welcome to
observe. The status of the security related activities of the week will be
summarizedand plans for the next meeting will be discussed.

The Security Area within the IETF is responsible for developmentof security oriented protocols, security review of I~FCs, developmentof candidate policies, and review of operational
security on the Internet.
This report has two parts. The first section covers highlights from the meeting. The second
section covers the organization and operation of the Security Area.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Security

Policy

and Site

Security

Policy

Handbook (SPWG and SSPHWG)

Both the Security Policy and Site Security Policy Handbook Working Groups prepared
drafts of their documents. The security policy documentis a concise statement of principles
for protection of information assets and computing resources in the Internet. Because it’s
intended to act as a guide to others whowill establish policies for their networks, hosts,
products, etc., the IABdetermined that this document will be called a Guidelines and will
be issued as an informational RFC. The document is now available as an Internet Draft.
The Site Security Policy Handbookis an extensive document that is intended to serve as
a basis for tailoring site-specific policies. It covers numerousfacets of security including
configuration, operation and responses to incidents.
These efforts are the result of the hard work and persistence of the Security Policy and Site
Security Policy Handbook Working Groups. The members and particularly
the Chairs of
these groups deserve congratulations for the work they have done.
Common Authentication

Technology

(CAT)

John Linn and Jeff Schiller will co-Chair a new Working Group to explore and define a
commonauthentication framework. This work will embrace MIT’s Kerberos and Digital’s
SPx authentication servers. Digital also unveiled its General Security Services Application
Program Interface (GSSAPI) which provides a commoninterface for SPx, Kerberos and
any other authentication service that may be defined in the future. This work is intended
to provide a uniform method for applications to authenticate connections in client-server
and peer-peer connections.
Privacy

Enhanced

Mail (PEM)

The Privacy and Security Research Group (PSRG) under the Internet Research Task Force
(IRTF) has revised the specifications for privacy enhanced mail. The specifications are
being released as Internet Drafts and will be reviewed through the usual open process. At
this IETF meeting, Jim Bidzos, the President of I~SA Data Securityi, Inc, presented the
outline of the forthcoming organizational agreement. (RSADSIholds the patent on the
ttSA public key technology and is licensing its use for privacy enhanced mail within the
Internet.) Additional open meetings will be scheduled in forthcoming IETF meetings.
IP Security

Option (IPSO)

Sometime ago a protocol was defined for adding U.S. DoDsecurity labels at the IP level.
The protocol was never fully completed and sat in an incomplete state. Last fall, the effort
was resurrected by Vint Cerf, the IAB Chair. Steve Kent has now completed the revisions
to the document, and it is now available as an Internet Draft. This document covers only
the Basic Security Option and is applicable only to the U.S. DoDsecurity labels. Another
document is expected later which will cover the Extended Security Option, and a separate
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effort is described next which is intended to cover labels outside of the U.S. DoDhierarchy.
Trusted

Systems

Interoperability

Group (TSIG - CIPSO and TNFS)

The Trusted Systems Interoperability
Group is a consortium of computer systems vendors
developing protocols for trusted systems. Has asked the IETF and IAB for assistance in
standardizing their protocols. The operation and rules of the TSIGare quite similar to the
IAB and IETF. Each of the TSIG’s protocols is developed by a TSIG Working Group whose
deliberations are open to all. In order to facilitate the publication of protocols developed
by the TSIG, the individual TSIG Working Groups will be chartered as IETF Working
Groups. Two groups have submitted charters, CIPSO and TNFS.
The CIPS 0 Working Group is developing a commercial IP security option. This is intended
to make security labels available to the commercial, civilian U.S. government and nonU.S. government communities. A draft document is .essentially complete and will be made
available as an Internet Draft.
The TNFSWorking Group is developing a trusted version of the NFS(Network File System)
protocol. This work is being coordinated with the distributed file systems WorkingGroup
in the Applications area. This work also depends on clarification of the status of NFSas a
base for building other protocols.
ORGANIZATION

AND OPERATION

Muchof the work of the Security Area is performed in coordination with Working Groups
in other areas. Indeed, one of the primary tasks is to provide security expertise to Working
Groups in other IETF areas.
Starting with the December 1990 IETF meeting, we organized a Security Area Advisory
Group (SAAG)to gather together the limited number of people knowledgeable about security in protocols and to provide a coordinated forum for discussion of security issues in
Internet protocols. We’vealso established a pattern of having the SAAGmeet twice during
the IETF meeting, once at the beginning and once at the end of week. Although these are
business meetings devoted principally to assignment of tasks and coordination of new work
items, observers are welcome.
SAAG Operation
The main bulk of work for the SAAGconsists
items correspond to three types of activities.

of a set of formal work items. These work

Security relevant developments within WorkingGroups in areas other than security.
Assistance to the Telnet Working Group on authentication and encryption is a typical
example. For items of this type, a SAAGmemberis assigned and supports the Working
Groups.
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The development of SNMPsecurity is an example. In many cases, even though a Working
Group is in the Security Area, there are close ties to another area. SNMPsecurity is
obviously tied closely to the Managementarea. In several instances, it’s a matter of choice
whether a Working Group is in the Security Area or in another area. These decisions are
made on a case by case basis by mutual agreement of the respective Area Directors. In
these cases the work is usally coordinated closely with the relevant Area Director.
Preliminary

inquiries

These are topics which do not merit the creation of a formal Working Group but which do
need some level of attention. These are assigned to a SAAGmemberand followed for one
or SAAGmeeting.
In ~ddition to the items formally being worked on by the SAAG,there are other discussions
that take place but do not lea~t to the creation of a formal work item. No follow up actions
are scheduled for these.
The following table shows the work items and other discussions arranged by status (SAAG,
Security Area, Other Area, Prelim) and by which area they interact with. Minutes of the
meetings of manyof these groups are included in these proceedings.
SAAG

SecurityArea

Other Areas

Prelim

Management I

I

snmpsec

I

~

User Services~

I

ssphwg

I

~

~
I
I

cat
peru(2)

I
~
I

~
I

ipso
cipso(1)

~
I

Applications
~
I
I
Internet
I
ServicesI

passwd
privdb
chronos

Operations

(1) This is a TSIG
(2) PEMis being developed by the PSRG

telnet
npp
tnfs (i)

~ email
~ nntp
I
I iplpdn
~
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Trusted Systems
Interoperability Group
Jeffrey A. Edelheit
March 1991

Whatis the TrustedSystems
InteroperabilityGroup(TSIG)
¯

Consortiumof vendors, systemsintegrators and
governmentrepresentatives

¯

Statedpurposeis to developlnteroperability
specifications for trusted systems

¯

Primarily targeted towardsUNIXservers and
workstations

¯

Anyonemayparticipate

¯

Meetingslast 2.5 days

¯

Next meeting7- 9 Mayin Seattle

,

Whoare TSIG Members
¯ Vendors
- Digital Equipment - SecureWare
- Sun Microsystems - Hewlett Packard
- Gray
- Harris
- lntegraph
- IBM
- Silicon Graphics
- WollongongGroup
¯ Integrators
- TRW
- Lorai Aerospace
¯ GovernmentRepresentatives
- MITRE
- SandiaNat’l Labs

- LawerenceLivermore
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TSIG Working Groups
¯

Commercial/CivilIP Security Option

¯

Trusted NFS

¯

Trusted Sockets

¯

Trusted X Windows

¯

Administration of Distributed Trusted Systems

Specifications Developed
¯ CIPSO
. RequiresDomainof Interpretation (DOI) Registrar
¯ Trusted NFS
- Basedon Sun’s RP(3, XDRprotocols
- Additional work neededon export and mountprotocols

IETF Interests
¯

Establishing two IETF working groups now
- ¢IPSO
- TNFS

¯

Establish moreIETF working groups whenappropriate

¯

MoveTSIGspecifications into lAB standardsprocess
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E-Mail Addresses& Such
¯ Electronic Mailing lists
- Addingto the primary list:

tsig-request@wdll.wdl.loral.com

- General discussions: tsig@wdll.wdl.loral.com
- Subsidiary lists for CIPSOand TNFS
~ cipso or cipso-request @wdll.wdl.loral.com
~ snfs or snfs-request@wdll.wdl.loral.com
¯

Electronic Archives
- archive-server @wdll.wdl.loral.com
"send index" on subject line
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Schiller/MIT

PSWDMGMT BOF Minutes
Agenda
The Password Managementgroup met in St. Louis as an informal Birds of a Feather session.
Theefforts of this group fall into two categories. The first is to define a series of protocols to
be used within the context of the CommonAuthentication Technology (CAT). The second
is to discuss issues involved in the use of one-time passwords on the Internet without the
modification of existing TELNET
client software.
,
It was decided that the first ~ctivity is best performed under the auspices of the CATWorking Group. The second activity isn’t really an activity that would lead to a protocol per-se
and is therefore best left to implementors. The SAAGwill encourage such implementations
and mayin the future act to make the technology more widely available.
The group will cease formal ~ctivities.
However, the exploration of one-time password
mechanisms and their impact on telnet in particular will remain a SAAGwork item.
Attendees
Karl Auerbach
Richard Basch
Warren Benson
David Borman
Vinton Cerf
Martina Chan
Jeffrey Edelheit
Barbara Fraser
Neil tIaller
J. Paul Holbrook
Joel Jacobs
Philip Karn
Steven Lendt
John Linn
Bill Manning
Donald Merritt
Robert Reschly
Jeffrey Schiller
Tim Seaver
Paul Tsuchiya

karl@eng, sun. com
probe~mi~, edu
wbenson@zeus, unomaha, edu
dab@cray,corn
vcerf @nri. reston,va. us
mchan@mo~, com
edelhe it @smiley.mitre. org
byf@cer~, sei. cmu. edu
nmh@bellcore, com
holbrook@c i c. net
j dj @mitre.org
karn@~humper, bellcore, com
network@zeus, unomaha, edu
linn~zendia,enet. dec. com
bm~nning@houston,sc. ~i. com
don@brl.rail
reschly@brl, mil
j is@mit,edu

~;as~mcnc. org
~suchiya@bellcore.
com
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by James Galvin/TIS

PEM I BOF Minutes
RFCs 1113, 1114 and 1115 are currently being revised. During this meeting, two new
requirements that will be specified in the revised RFCswere discussed.
¯ Construction of distinguished names
¯ Implementation requirements
The revised RFCs, more precisely RFC1114, will be specifying the use of mandatory,
optional and prohibited attributes to be used in the construction of distinguished names.
The reasons both for and against the rules were discussed. The principal reason in favor of
the explicit rules w~senhancementof the assurance of the proper operation of the certificate
infrastructure. The ability to recognize and distinguish individual certificates from the those
of a certification authority is a desirable feature. The principal reason against the explicit
rules was the concern about interoperability with directory services pilots and the migration
of PEMto use these services. However, the discussion did not yield a technical basis for
the concern.
The revised RFCs, more precisely RFC1114, will be specifying requirements on implementations that directly affect the user interfm:e. Although it was agreed that security is
enhanced if the requirements are implemented, it was unanimously agreed there are other
mechanisms by which the "concepts" could be met. There was a good deal of concern about
this issue. The Chair was tasked with bringing the issue to the attention of the Security
Area Director and forwarding commentsas appropriate.
Attendees
James Galvin
Anthony Lauck
John Linn
E. Paul Love
Michael Reilly
Jeffrey Schiller
Sam Sjogren

galvin@tis.com
lauck@tl.ene~.dec.com
linn@zendia.enet.dec.com
loveep@sdsc.edu
reilly@pa.dec.com
jis@mit.edu
sjo~ren©t~v.com
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by James Galvin/TIS
BOF Minutes

D. J~mes Bidzos, President of I~SADSI, presented a summaryof the Organizational Agreement that will be required when PEMis madeopenly available to the Internet community.
The status of the Organizational Agreementwith respect to the IAB standards process was
discussed, but not resolved. It was pointed out that previous versions of the agreement included security requirements. These requirements have been separated from the agreement
and will be presented in a fifth PEMrelated I~FC that will be pubhshed with the revised
RFCs. The slides from Jim’s presentation are included below.
Attendees
Jim Bidzos
Vinton Cerf
Stephen Crocker
James Galvin
TomKessler
John Linn
Carl Malamud
Jeffrey Schiller

vcerf@nri.res~on,
va.us
crocker©tis,
com
galvin@t
is.com
kessler©sun,
com
linn©zendia,
ene~.dec.corn
carl~mal
amud.com
j is~mit,
edu
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CATBOF Minutes
A Birds of a Feather session met on CommonAuthentication Technology (CAT) at the
March meeting; the first formal CATWorking Group meeting will take place at the July
IETF. At the March BOF, Jeff Schiller and John Linn presented material on CATconcepts
and responded to questions from attendees.
CAT’sgoal is to provide security services to a range of IETF protocol callers in a manner
which insulates those callers from the specifics of underlying cryptographic security mechanisms, enabling modular separation between protocol and security implementation activities. Agreementon commonsecurity service interface characteristics, token representations,
and other protocol integration issues, as well as discussion of individual mechanisms,falls
within this Working Group’s Charter. Two IETF apphcations protocol Working Groups
(Telnet and Network Printing) are currently seeking to employ CAT-related techniques.
There was some controversy about mechanism type negotiation as contemplated by the
Telnet security proposals. Oneobservation: It’s necessary to intersect two peers’ notions of
acceptable mechanisms, not for a client to accept any (however weak) which may be offered
by a server. A belief was voiced that few servers would support more than a single mechanism, and/but that clients would often have to support multiple mechanisms to conform
with their desired set of target servers; cases of single-mechanism clients communicating
with multi-mechanism servers are also possible. While it was widely agreed that the world
would be a better and more interoperable place if and when only one mechanism was in
general use, there was a sense that ambidextrous hosts were unavoidable and would have
to be accommodated. The Assigned NumbersI~FC was proposed as a "registry" vehicle for
mechanismtype specifiers to be used in the Internet.
Interest was expressed in meansto allow protection of data carried in stream-oriented protocols as well as in message-oriented protocols, whether by definition of stream-oriented
security services interfaces or by (direct or mediated) provision of session keys to callers.
There was debate about the merits of modeling protected password exchanges as CATauthentication mechanisms. In subsequent Security Area Advisory Group (SAAG)discussion,
it was agreed that mechanismsperforming key exchange, and hence constituting a basis for
confidentiality and integrity protection for messages as well as authentication, should be
emphasized.
The CATactivity will be supported with a family of documents, to be provided from different sources. A high-level Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSSAPI)
specification will be submitted to the Internet-Draft process in advance of the July IETF
meeting, and will be followed by a separate documentdefining a set of C language bindings
therefore. Organizations defining particular security mechanisms(e.g., SPX, Kerberos) will
submit separate mechanism-specific documents, supporting independently developed yet
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interoperable implementations of those mechanisms. CATparticipants will pursue design
refinements, protocol integration, and implementation a~tivities, and will continue consulting liaison activities with IETF protocol WorkingGroups which are prospective chents for
CAT-providedsecurity services.
Attendees
Warren Benson
P~ndy Butler
Vinton Cerf
Martina Chan
Stephen Crocker
Jeffrey Edelheit
Barbara Fraser
Shawn Gallagher
James Galvin
Tom Grant
Neil I-Ialler
Russ Hobby
Joel Jacobs
A jay Kachrani
Philip Karn
John Linn
Mike Little
Stephanie Price
Michael Reilly
George Sanderson
Tim Seaver
Sam Sjogren
Michael St. Johns
William Townsend
Glenn Trewitt
Daniel Weidman

wbenson@zeus,
unomaha,
edu
rbu~ler@ncsa,
uiuc.edu
vcerf@nri.res~on,
va.us
mchan~not,
corn
crocker©~is,
com
edelhei~©smiley
¯ mitre,org
byf©cer~,
sei.cmu.edu
gallagher~quiver,
ene~.dec.corn
galvin©~is,
com
gran~©xylogics,
com
Dmh©bellcore.
com
rdhobby©ucdavis,
edu
j dj ~nitre.
org
kachrani@regen~
¯ enet.dec.corn
karn@thumper.bellcore,
com
liDm@zendia,
ene~.dec.corn
Iitti e@ ct~.bellcore.
com
price@cmc,
com
reilly@pa
¯ dec.corn
s anderson¢mdc,
com
tas@mcnc,
org
sj o~ren©t~v,
com
szjohns@umd5,
umd.edu
~ownsend@xylogics.
com
~rewiZt@pa.
dec.com
weidman@wudos2,
wus~l,edu
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Policy

(spwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Pdchard Pethia, rdp@cert, sei. c~lu. edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: sp~g©nri, reston, va.us
To Subscribe: spwg-reques~;Caazi, reston, va.us
Description

of Working Group:

The Security Policy Working Group (SPWG)is chartered to create a proposed
Internet Security Policy for review, possible modification, and possible adoption
by the Internet Activities Board. The SPWG
will focus on both technical and
administrative issues related to security, including integrity, authentication and
confidentiality controls, and the administration of hosts and networks.
Amongthe issues to be considered in this WorkingGroup are:
¯ Responsibilities and obligations of users, database administrators,
operators, and network managers.

host

¯ Technical controls which provide protection from disruption of service,
unauthorized modification of data, unauthorized disclosure of information
and unauthorized use of facilities.
¯ Organizational requirements for host, local network, regional network and
backbone network operators.
¯ Incident handling procedures for various Internet components.
C~oals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the Charter making any necessary changes. Begin work
on a policy framework. Assign work on detailing issues for each level of the
hierarchy with first draft outline.

Done

Revise and approve framework documents. Begin work on detailing areas of
concern, technical issues, legal issues, and recommendationsfor each level of
the hierarchy.

Done

Prepare first
ification.

draft policy recommendation for Working Group review andmod-

Sep 1990 Finalize draft policy and initiate

review following standard RFCprocedure.
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SPWG Minutes
The Security Policy Working Group (spwg) met during the Twentieth Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) meeting in St. Louis, on Tuesday, March 12, 1991. The latest draft
the Proposed Security Policy was presented and discussed.
Discussion during the meeting focused on two areas of concern: user authentication
local security.

and

User Authentication
While there is general agreement that individual users should be held accountable for their
actions, there is not the same level of agreement that all users should be unambiguously
identified for all types of Internet access.
Proponents of strong, mandatory, user authentication and access control mechanisms point
to problems caused by "general use ~ accounts and "open" (without password) terminal
servers where individuals take advantage of these open systems and use them as platforms
to attack (access without authorization) other Internet systems. This group believes the
use of simple user authentication and access control mechanismswould significantly reduce
the problem. Steve Wolff, National Science Foundation (NSF), supported this position and
indicated that it is NSF’s position that individual user authentication and accountability
should be required for access to NSFNET.
Opponents to this view believe enforced, unambiguousidentification
would potentially:

for all Internet access

¯ Restrict the utility of the network(e.g., not allow a university library to set up "open"
terminals that allow the university’s students to browse the information resource),
¯ Place an administrative burden (e.g., issuing all university students unique account
names and passwords, and managing those accounts and passwords) on sites that
would be too expensive for some sites to bear,
¯ Infringe on a person’s privacy by collecting data on the person’s actions.
l~ther than attempt to resolve the controversy at this point in time, it was decided that the
proposal would be changed to remove the phrases that called for a ban on "open" servers
and stress the importance of individuals’ accountability for their actions.
Local Security
Another area of concern was the elaboration section of item 3 (local security). Included
in this section was a listing of five elements needed for good local security. This listing
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treated local security in greater depth than any other issue in the document. To balance
the discussion of issues, the list was removedfrom the body of the proposal and included as
an appendix. In addition, it was decided that two of the elements listed would be modified
according to suggestions and commentsreceived. The group discussed that there are tradeoffs between strict security and the usability of systems. A paragraph would be added to
touch on this subject.
Additional discussion centered around how the document would be used and interpreted.
Somepeople felt that since the title included the word "policy", it wouldbe used as if it were
legally enforceable. For this reason the title of the documentwas changed to "Guidelines for
the Secure Operation of the Internet’. Necessary changes within the body of the document
would be made to match the title change.
The group felt that it was necessary to push forward with the document. Vint Cerf suggested
that the nature of this document was unique within the document collection of the IETF
and that it would be helpful to have it reviewed by the Internet Advisory Board (IAB). The
IAB could then advise the group as to how the document should be handled. To that end,
the following schedule was set.
March 18

Final draft completed

March 19

Draft emailed to internet-drafts@nri.reston.va.us

April 3

Documentto be discussed during IAB teleconference.

Whether or not the Working Group meets at the next IETF will be based upon the outcome
of the IAB’s review of the document.
Attendees
Warren Benson
David Benton
Randy Butler
Vinton Ceff
Martina Chan
Stephen Crocker
Jeffrey Edelheit
Fred Engel
Barbara Fraser
Nell Hailer
Sergio Heker
J. Paul Holbrook
Philip Karn
April Merrill
P~ichard Pethia

wbenson©zeus.unomaha.edu
benton©bio.nlm.nih.gov
rbutler©ncsa.uiuc.edu
vcerf@NRI.Reston.VA.US
mchan@mot.com
crocker©tis.com
edelheit@smiley.mitre.orE
enEe1@concord.com
byf@cert.sei.cmu.edu
~mh@bellcore.com
heker@jvnc.neZ
holbrook©cic.net
karn@thumper.bellcore.com
rdp@cert.sei.cmu.edu
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Robert Reschly
Jeffrey Schiller
Tim Seaver
Albert Soule
Mike Turico
Daniel Weidman
Stephen Wolff
C. Philip Wood
Osmund deSouza
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Area

Director(s):
¯ :]oyce Reynolds: jkrey@isi.edu
Area Summary reported

by Joyce

Reyolds/ISI

Three new Working Groups met at the IETF in St. Louis:
¯ Directory Information Services (pilot)
by Chris Welder.

Infrastructure

¯ Internet User Glossary Working Group (userglos)
Tracy LaQuey Parker

WorkingGroup (DISI), Chaired

Chaired by Karen Roubicek and

¯ NOC-Tool Catalogue Revisions Working Group (noctool2)
and Gary Malkin
Working

Chaired by Robert Enger

Group Reports

DISI - Chaired

by Chris

Welder

DISI is chartered to facilitate the deployment in the Internet of Directory Services based
on implementations of the X.500 standards. It will facilitate this deployment by producing
informational RFCs intended to serve as a Directory Services "Administrator’s Guide".
These I~FCs will relate the current usage and scope of the X.500 standard and Directory
Services in North America and the world, and will contain information on the procurement,
installation, and operation of various implementations of the X.500 standard. As the various
implementations of the X.500 standard work equally well over TCP/IP and CLNP,the DISI
WorkingGroup shall not mandate specific implementations or transport protocols.
DISI is an offshoot of the 0SI Directory Services group and is a combinedeffort of the User
Services Area and the OSI Integration Area of the IETF.
NISI - Chaired

by Dana Sitzler

and Patricia

Smith

The "Building a Network Information Services Infrastructure"
draft document was expanded to more accurately define and describe a NIC, with the ultimate goal intended to
make it easier for users to get information from NICs. The current Working Group draft
was gone over with the NISI members,with the intent to install it as an Internet Draft after
the St. Louis IETF.
NOCTOOL2- Chaired

by Robert

Enger

and Gary

Malkin
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A new Charter is in place. The "Son of NOCTools"Working Group is currently in the
process of updating and revising their catalog to assist network managers in the selection
and acquisition of diagnostic and analytic tools for TCP/IPInternets.
USERGLOS- Chaired

by Karen

Roubicek

and Tracy

LaQuey Parker

The User Gloss Working Group is chartered to create an Internet glossary of networking
terms and acronyms for the Internet community. At this meeting the Working Group went
over and amendedthe Charter, defined the criteria for glossary terms, reviewed existing
glossaries, discussed glossary format, and discussed and defined processes for drafting, editing and group review.
SSPHWG- Chaired

by J. Paul

Holbrook

and Joyce

K. Reynolds

Please consult the Security Area Director’s report for information on this group’s current
progress. The SSPHWG
is a combined effort of the Security and User Services Area of the
IETF.
USWG- Chaired

by Joyce

K. Reynolds

Agenda items included:
¯ QUAIL- presented by Gary Malkin
Gary led a brief discussion of the two currently issued Quail documents, and requested
additional volunteers to continue to help monitor the mailing lists, and to contribute
to future updates of Quail.
¯ DISI - presented by Chris Weider
(See above working group report.)
¯ The USWGpublished

two documents:

- Malkin, G., and A. Marine, "FYI on Questions and Answers - Answers to Commonly asked ’New Internet User’ Questions", FYI 4, RFC1206.
Malkin, G., Marine A., and J. Reynolds, "FYI on Questions and Answers - Answers to Commonlyasked ’Experienced Internet User’ Questions", FYI 7, RFC
1207.
Announcement
The User Services Area of the Internet Engineering Steering Group (I]~SG), has
established a User Services Area Council (USAC)to promote and encourage
creative exchange of international user service needs and concepts. Constructive
input from various national and international user services organizations for the
purpose of not duplicating each org~uization’s efforts is also encouraged. USAC
will be responsible for researching and defining short-term and long-term user
services needs and coordinating developments in finding solutions.
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The primary responsibilities
of USACmembersare to actively provide input
for the current and future developments of user services concerns. This forum
will conduct meetings in conjunction with the IETF plenaries. Primary interaction amongmemberswill take place via electronic mail. The User Services
Area Director of the IESG chairs the USAC.Current membership includes
representation from Australia, Cana~la, Europe, Israel and Japan.
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Infrastructure

(disi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Chris Welder, clwCmer±t, edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: disi~merit, edu
To Subscribe: disi-requestCmeriZ,
edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Directory Information Services (pilot) Infrastructure WorkingGroup (DISI)
is chartered to facilitate the deploymentin the Internet of Directory Services
based on implementations of the X.500 standards. It will facilitate this deployment by producing informational RFCs intended to serve as a Directory
Services "Administrator’s Guide". These RFCswill relate the current usage
and scope of the X.500 standard and Directory Services in North America and
the world, and will contain information on the procurement, installation, and
operation of various implementations of the X.500 standard. As the various
implementations of the X.500 standard work equally well over TCP/IP and
CLNP,the DISI Working Group shall not mandate specific implementations or
transport protocols.
The Directory Information Services (pilot) Infrastructure WorkingGroup is
offshoot of the OSI Directory Services group, and, accordingly, is a combined
effort of the OSI Integration Area and User Services Area of the IETF. The current OSIDSWorking Group was chartered to smooth out technical differences
in information storage schemaand difficulties in the interoperability and coherence of various X.500 implementations. The DISI group is concerned solely
with expanding the Directory Services infrastructure. As DISI will be providing infrastructure with an eye towards truly operational status, DISI will need
to form liasons with COSINE, Paradyse, and perhaps the RAREWG3.
As a final document, the DISI Working Group shall write a Charter for a new
Working Group concerned with user services, integration, maintenance, and
operations of Directory Services, the Internet Directory User Services Group.
Goals and Milestones:
Mar 1991

First IETF Meeting: review and approve the Charter making any changes
necessary. Examine needs and resources for the documentation to be produced,
using as a first draft a document produced by Chris Weider, MERIT,which
will be brought to the IETF. Assign writing assignments. Further work will be
done electronically.
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Jul 1991

Second IETF Meeting: review and approve documentation; review and approve
Charter for the IDUSgroup.

Aug 1991

Electronically review final draft of documentation, and, if ~ccept~ble, submit
to IESGfor publication.

Dec 1991

Third IETF Meeting: Declare success and reform DISI group as IDUS group.
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REPORT

by Joyce Reynolds/ISI

DISI Minutes
The Distributed Information Service Infrastructure
Working Group met during the User
Services Working Group. The Chair, Chris Weider led the session which included discussion on the current Charter, current deployment and players, available implementations,
documents to be produced, and howthis group segues into User Services activities.
In reviewing the current Charter, suggestions were made to change the last paragraph
to include ~maintenance’, and in the 2nd paragraph, change "building" to ~providing"
information.
~
Chris will amend the Charter, and send out a new one for approval. The %ombinedefforts
of the OSI Integration Area and the User Services Area was discussed, as was what the
current deployment of DSAsare. There are currently more than 200 DSAsin 20 countries!
Whatorganizations are currently building infrastructure? The FOXproject at ISI, Merit,
PSI, and Sl~I. In Europe, PARADISE.Quipu - Part of the ISODE, IAN at UBC, NIST
(not fully functional yet).
Documents to be produced by DISI:
¯ Vol. 1 - Advantage Document;What should I do with it,

even if I know what it is??

¯ Vol. 2 - Implementation Document; rapidly changing. Wouldprovide current implementation and interoperability profiles.
¯ Vol. 3 - Advancedusages document/administrators guide ( 1 year life span).
Writing Assignments:
¯ Vol. 1 - Chris Weider, Sergio Heker and Joyce Reynolds
¯ Vol. 2 - Ruth Lang and Russ Wright
¯ Vol. 3 - Assignments will be made at the next IETF in Atlanta.
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Attendees
Richard Bowles
Robert Enger
Charles Fumuso
Keith Hacke
Sergio Heker
Darren Kinley
Tracy LaQuey Parker
Ruth Lang
Joyce Reynolds
Karen Roubicek
Dana Sitzler
Patricia Smith
Michael Stanton
Allen Sturtevant
Joanie Thompson
Chris Weider
Russ Wright

bo~les@stsci,
edu
enger@seka,
scc.com
c~f@cray,
corn
hacke@informat
ics.wustl,edu
heker@j
vnc.net
kinley@crim,
ca
tracy@utexas,
edu
rlang@nisc,
sri.com
j krey@
isi. edu
roubicek@bbn,
com
dds@merit,
edu
psmith@merit,
edu
"usermas@Incc.
bitnet"
St111-t
evant@ccc
¯ nmfecc,
gov
j oanie©nsipo,
nasa.~ov
clw@merit,
edu
wright©lbl,
gov
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(userglos)

Charter
Chair(s):
Karen Roubicek, roubicek©bbn, corn
Tracy Parker, tracy©u’cexas, edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion- usergloss©ftp.com
To Subscribe: usergloss-request©f~p,
corn
Description

of Working Group:

The User-Gloss Working Group is chartered to create am Internet glossary of
networking terms and acronyms for the Internet community.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Examinethe particular Internet user needs for a glossary and define the scope.
Review, amend, and approve the Charter as necessary. Discussion of Userglos
Working Group Chair nominations submitted by USWGers.

TBD

Review Internet user needs and format for a glossary. Discussion of current
ideas about the glossary and the outline development.
Finalize outline and
organization of the glossary.

TBD

Draft of glossary will be prepared, draft to be reviewed and modified.

TBD

Secondpass draft of glossary. Draft to be reviewed and modified, finalize draft
glossary.

TBD

Initiate IETF Internet Draft review process by submission of Userglos draft to
IETF Secretary. Follow-up with the submission of the glossary to RFCEditor
as an FYI RFC.
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REPORT

LaQuey Parker/UTexas

USERGLOS Minutes
Status

Update

Chairpersons

Karen Roubicek / roubicek@nnsc.nsf.net
tracy@utexas.edu

Tracy LaQuey Parker /

Mailing List

usergloss@ftp.com subscription-

Date of Last Meeting

St. Louis IETF / 11 March 1991

Date of Next Meeting

Atlanta IETF / August 1991

Pending/New Objectives

Compile list of terms, acronyms and definitions
sources. Will then edit this list.

Progress to Date

ttave compileda list of existing glossaries to use as a base.

usergloss-request@ftp.com

from existing

Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Review Charter
Define Criteria for Glossary Terms
Review Existing Glossaries
Discuss Glossary format
Discuss online version
Establish processes for drafting, editing, and group review
Review proposed milestones and adjust
List action items for summer IETF and next 4 months

This was the first official full meeting of the USERGLOSS
Working Group. The meeting
began with a review of the Charter. To summarize, the objective of this group is to create
a glossary of networking terms and acronyms for the Internet community. There was some
discussion about creating another glossary when several already exist, and one has been
published as RFC1208 (Glossary of Networking Terms). However, the general feeling was
that there is no complete glossary that truly represents the Internet community.
The criteria for selection of glossary terms was discussed. Because we don’t have anything
to work with yet, we decided to postpone this step until the next meeting. There was some
discussion on howto decide which organizations would be included as entries. The general
consensus was to admit all organizations that directly support the Internet. Somecriteria
that was suggested included, federal agencies; companies who have contracts in support
of government or networking (such as ISI, SKI); state, regional, and midlevel networks;
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backbone networks; non-profit organizations; Internet specific organizations (IAB, IESG).
Wewill not include namesof universities or companies.
Other issues were brought up. Should we limit the glossary to the Internet community?It
was decided that the glossary should reflect our perspective FROM
the Internet community.
The scope of the glossary will include IETF terms and terms used in required RFC’s. The
audience for this FYI will be the broad range of Internet users.
Wereviewed a list of existing glossaries. After looking at this list Ole ~l~cobsen observed
that ~There are too manywords here. ~ The list included:
¯ Networking.terms found on nsipo.arc.nasa.gov

in pub directory.

¯ The glossary in RFC1206, ~Answers to Commonlyasked ’New Internet
~
.tions

User’ Ques-

¯ RFC1208, "A Glossary of Networking Terms".
¯ Glossary in the NNSCInternet Tour.
¯ Glossary from "Analyzing Sun Networks" by Carl Malamud.
¯ Glossaries from other textbooks, such as Corner’s TCP/IP and Rose’ books.
¯ Hacker’s Dictionary.
¯ NCAR’sGlossary.
Wethen talked about the format of the glossary. It will be ascii text. For now, Tracy will
keep the glossary in a standard format that can be converted to what we decide on later.
A suggested format was:
term/acronym/expansion m Definition (1,2,3...)
dex

m source of definition-

in-

Indexes will be defined later. These were suggested:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Protocol
Acronym
Operating networks
Organizations
Government
International
Level (new user, etc.).

The online draft version will be kept on a host at the University of Texas. Tracy will
announce where it is to the Usergloss mailing list. It was mentioned that we should think
about generating several forms of the glossary - a short form and an expanded form.
Next on the agenda was the editing process. It was decided that the approach will be to
create a ~big bucket~ of existing online glossaries (and include attributions when appro-
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priate). An editing committee, consisting of Gary Malkin, Tracy LaQuey Parker, Karen
Roubicek, and Carl Malamud,will edit this ~bucket~ and suggest additions and deletions.
Twopeople that volunteered at the Boulder IETF who were not present at this meeting
are Marilyn Martin and Allen Apt.
The following editing steps were suggested (these are also our proposed milestones):
Step 1

Compile from existing sources. Removeduplicates
apply. Complete by August 1991

Step 2

Submit for group review. Resolve a~y conflicts.
To be done at August IETF.

Step 3

Assign indexes[classify

Step 4

Group Review October- November 1991

Step 5

Submit ~s lnternet

and definitions

that don’t

Addnew terms. Refine indexes.

terms. August - September 1991

Draft December 1991

Andfinally, we madea list of action items:
¯ Gary Malkin will update and provide for archiving of the mailing list.
¯ Tracy LaQueyParker will find a host machine for the glossary and announce it to
the mailing list.
¯ Karen Roubicek will follow up on the two people on the editorial
present at this meeting.

board whowere not

¯ Someoneneeds to research the "Hacker’s Dictionary."
¯ Karen will contact Don Morris about the NCAR
glossary.
¯ Gary M~lkin will send the online glossary from RFC1206 to Tracy.
¯ AccomplishStep 1 defined above (editorial

board will divide up these tasks).

Attendees
RobertEnger
DouglasGale
Sergio tteker
Ole Jacobsen
Shelly Knueven
Tra~y LaQuey Parker
Steven Lendt
Carl Malamud
Gary Malkin

enger©seka, scc. com
dgale©no~e, nsf. gov
heker©j vnc. ne~
ole©csli, s~nford, edu
shelly©wuga~e, wustl, edu
Zracy©u~exas. edu
nezwork@zeus, unomaha, edu
carl~malamud, corn
gmalkin@f~p, com
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Joanie Thompson
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jkrey©isi, edu
roubicek@bbn, com
psmith~merit, edu
j oanie@nsipo, nasa. gov
jmwobus@suvm, acs. syr. edu
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Revisions

(noctool2)

Charter
Chair(s):
Robert Enger, enger©seka, scc. corn
Gary Malkin, gma~k±n©f~l~,corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: noctools~meri~, oclu
To Subscribe: nocZools-reques~Cmerit.edu
Description

of Working Group:

The NOC-Tools Working Group will update and revise their catalog to assist
network managers in the selection and acquisition of diagnostic and analytic
tools for TCP/IP Internets.
¯ Update and revise the reference document that hsts what tools are available, what they do, and where they can be obtained.
¯ Identify additional tools available to assist network managers in debugging and maintaining their networks that were inadvertently omitted in
previous NOCToolscatalog.
¯ Identify additional new or improved tools that have becomeapparent since
the last the compilation of the reference document.
¯ Arrange for the central (or multi-point) archiving of these tools in order
to increase their availability.
¯ Establish procedures to ensure the ongoing maintenance of the reference
and the archive, and identify an organization wilhng to do it.
Goals and Milestones:
Marl991

~
Review Internet tool needs and updates/corrections for the "Son of NOCTools
catalog. Discussion of additional input to the catalog.

Aug 1991

Draft of catalog will be prepared, draft to be reviewed and modified.Initiate
IETF Internet Draft review process by submission of a ~Son of NOCTools"
catalog draft to IETF Secretary.

Dec 1991

Follow-up with final amendments to the document and the submission of the
catalog to RFCEditor as an FYI RFCfor publication
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by Gary Malkin/FTP

Software

and Bob Enger/Contel

Minutes

Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Suggested format changes
Suggested augmentations (indexes, charts, etc)
Updating entries
On-going maintenance
Locating worker bees (appointing volunteers)

Discussions
¯ Format Changes:
Everybody seemed happy with the current format so it was decided to leave it as it
is.
¯ Augmentations:
If there is always a postscript version, we should have a nice cross-reference chart for
keywords and tools. This was discussed in NOCtoolsoriginally.
Updating Existing Entries:
It was decided that the contacts for the entries in the current catalog will be contacted
for updates. In the future, all entries will have a ~last updated~ timestamp. Entries
which are not updated by the contacts within some (to be determined) time, will
deleted. Updates must be submitted as whole replacements for entries. Requests to
modify an entry will be refused (too muchoverhead).
¯ Adding NewEntries:
Wewill send mail to ietf, tcp-ip, pc-ip and snmp mailing lists announcing the reopening of the catalog. Other announcement possibilities
are ConneXionsand trade
magazines (which didn’t work too well last time). Additionally, it was decided to poll
the user community(rather than just vendors) to ask what tools they use often (NB:
~).
care must be taken to avoid words like ~recommended
¯ On-going Maintenance:
This is a topic which plagues the User Services Working Group since many documents are ~living documents". Various suggestions, such as on-line databases, were
discussed; however, no consensus was reached.
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The Charter needs to be tweeked to be NOCtool2.
Contact John Wobusabout big-lan mailing list.
Contact Don Morris about graduate student tools.
Cliff Newman
suggested Prospero for remote access.
Is ODAuseful?
Check in with Network Distributed Database Working Group.
Jim Sheridan suggests dial-up modemto upload new entries.

Action Items
Bob Enger

Divide current catalog among himself,
Kinley to get tool updates.

Gary Malkin

Composeuser communitypoll and send to NOCtoolslist for refinement.

Attendees
Steve Bostock
tLichard Bowles
Fred Engel
Robert Enger
Bill Fardy
Douglas Gale
Shawn Gallagher
Keith Hacke
Mike Janson
Kenneth Key
Darren Kinley
Cheryl Krupczak
Gary Malkin
Joyce Reynolds
Ron Roberts
Kary Robertson
Karen Roubicek
Jonathan Saperia
Jim Sheridan
Patricia Smith
Michael Stanton
Shujiuan Wang
Daniel Weidman
Wing Fai Wong

steveb@novell, com
bowles©stsci, edu
engel@concord, corn
en~er@seka, scc. com
fardy@ctron,corn
dgale@not e.nsf, gov
~all a~her©qlliver,enet. dec. com
hacke@informatics, wustl, edu
mj anson@mot, com
key@cs, utk. ~dy
kinley©crim, ca
clefor©secola, columbia.ncr, corn
gmalkin©ftp, com
jkrey©isi, edu
roberts©j essica, s~anford, edu
kr@concord, com. kr
roubicek©bbn, com
saperia©decwrl, enet. dec. com
j sherida@ibm,com
psmith@meriz, edu
"us ermas@incc, bitnet"
swanE@ibm, com
weidman©wudos2, wustl, edu
wfwong@malt a. sbi. com

Gary Malkin and Darren
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Services

Infrastructure

(nisi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dana Sitzler, ddsCznerit, edu
Pat Smith, psmi:h~neriz, edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: nisi~merit.edu
To Subscribe: nisi-reques~merit,
edu
Description

of Working Group:

The NISI Working Group will explore the requirements for common, shared
Internet-wide network information services. The goal is to develop an understanding for what is required to implementan information services "infrastructure" for the Internet. This effort will be a sub-group of the User Services
WorkingGroup and will coordinate closely with other efforts in the networking
community.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

First IETF meeting; review and approve Charter. Begin information gathering
process to write a short white paper to serve as a starting point for discussions on an Internet-wide information services infrastructure. This paper will
documentcurrent available information and existing information retrieval tools.

Aug 1990

Reviewdraft for phase 1 and begin discussions for completing the second phase
which is to define a basic set of ’cooperative agreements’ which will allow NICs
to work together more effectively to serve users.

3ul 1990

Complete draft for phase 2 suggesting cooperative agreements for NICs.
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Reported by Dana Sitzler/Merit
NISI Minutes
Agenda
¯ Review Draft Document
¯ Discuss NIC Forum
¯ Discuss Next Steps
The meeting began with a review of the draft document. The goal is to submit the document
to the RFCeditor prior to the next IETF meeting in July. The following revisions were
suggested and will be madeprior to submission:
1. Acknowledgethe need for the registration function - but do not include as a NIC
requirement for all NICs. Treat as a special NICfunction.
2. NIC accountability information should include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Time stamp.
Revision number.
If NIC produced, should indicate in document.
Information source is optional in file - NICshould have contact information but
it does not necessarily have to go in the file.

3. The document should include examples of the nic~domain naming convention.
amples should indicate what user can expect if:

Ex-

¯ There is one nic at the domain and
¯ There are multiple nics at the domain.
4. The NIC forum will be open to all NICpersonnel. NICprofile information collected
will be kept online as a resource and also included in the Internet Resource Guide.
5. Documentlanguage should be revised to be more inclusive of international and peer
network structures. The document currently assumes the hierarchical structure of
NSFNET.An attempt will be made to make such references more generic so they
apply to other structures.
6. The document should acknowledge the relationship

between NICs and NOCs

The majority of the meeting was spent discussing these document revisions. Wealso got
into a hvely discussion about whether this document addressed the needs of a network
information services infrastructure. It was acknowledgedthat this documentis only a first
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step in the process - an attempt to start the processing of setting NIC conventions. We
also discussed the upcomingNSFNET
User Services solicitation.
The other Agenda items were discussed briefly. The NIC forum will be implemented at
Merit and all NICs will be encouraged to participate. Time ran out before the group could
discuss what the nisi group should do next. This topic will be discussed on the mailing list.
Attendees
Kathy Atnip
Richard Bowles
Sean Donelan
Elizabeth Feinler
Douglas Gale
Fred Gray
Keith Hacke
MartyneI-Iallgren
A jay Kachrani
Darren Kinley
Tracy LaQuey Parker
Ruth Lang
Gary Malkin
Robert Morgan
Joyce Reynolds
Karen Roubicek
Dana Sitzler
Allen Sturtevant
Joanie Thompson
Chris Welder
Wengyik Yeong

kathy@wugate, wustl, edu
bowles@stsci, edu
sean@dra,corn

dgale©not
e. nsf.gov
fred@homer,
msfc. nasa.gov
hacke@inf
ormatics,
wustl,edu
martyne@theory,
in. cornell,
edu
kachrani©regent,
enet.dec.corn
kinley@crim,
ca
Zracy@utexas.
edu
rlang@nisc,
sri.com
~malkin©ftp.
corn
morgan@j
essica,stanford,
edu
jkrey©isi,
edu
roubicek©bbn,
com
dds~merit,
edu
sturtevant@ccc,
nmfecc.gov
j oanie@nsipo,
nasa.gov
clw@merit,
edu
yeongw@ps
i. com
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Handbook (ssphwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
J. Paul Holbrook, holbrook@cic.net
Joyce K. Reynolds, jkrey©±s±.edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ssph~g~cert, sei. cmu. edu
To Subscribe: ssph~g-request¢cer~, sei. cmu. edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Site Security Pohcy Handbook Working Group is chartered to create a
handbookthat will help sites develop their ownsite-specific policies and procedures to deal with computer security problems and their prevention.
Amongthe issues to be considered in this group are:
1. Establishing official site policy on computersecurity:
¯ Define authorized access to computing resources.
¯ Define what to do whenlocal users violate the access policy.
¯ Define what to do when local users violate the access policy of a
remote site.
¯ Define what to do whenoutsiders violate the access policy.
¯ Define actions to take whenunauthorized activity is suspected.
2. Estabhshing procedures to prevent security problems:
¯ System security audits.
¯ Account management procedures.
¯ Password management procedures.
¯ Configuration management procedures.
3. Establishing procedures to use whenunauthorized activity occurs:
¯ Developing hsts of responsibilities and authorities: site management,
system ~lministrators, site security personnel, response teams.
¯ Establishing contacts with investigative agencies.
¯ Notification of site legal counsel.
¯ Pre-defined actions on specific types of incidents (e.g., monitor activity, shut-down system).
¯ Developingnotification lists (who is notified of what).
4. Establishing post-incident procedures
¯ Removingvu]nerabilities.
¯ Capturing lessons learned.
¯ Upgrm:ling policies and procedures.
Goals and Milestones:
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Done

Review, amend, and approve the Charter ~s necessary. Examine the particular
customer needs for a handbook and define the scope. Continue work on an
outline for the handbook. Set up an SSPHWG
~editorial board for future
writing assignments for the first draft of document.

Done

FinMizeoutline and organization of handbook. Partition out pieces to interested
parties and SSPttWGeditorial board members.

Done

Pull together a first
tion.

Oct 1990

Finalize draft handbook and initiate IETF Internet Draft review process, to
follow with the submission of the handbook to the RFCEditor for publication.

Oct 1990

Finalize draft handbook and initiate

draft handbook for Working Group review and modifica-

IETF Internet Draft review process, to

follow with the submission of the handbook to the RFCEditor forpublication.
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REPORT

K. Reynolds/ISI

and J.

Paul Holbrook/CERT

SSPHWG Minutes
Discussion of Handbook’scurrent draft status from November29, 1990. It has been decided
to go ahead with the I-D process to RFCpublication.
Wehave formally requested a 30 minute plenary slot at the Atlanta IETF to talk about the
Site Security Policy Handbook, which we expect to be a FYI/RFCby that plenary.
Wehave established the following firm dates for the Handbook:
¯ The document is open for comments and revisions until May15, 1991. Paul Holbrook
will be working on the contents of the document for fine tuning and clarity per
comments received back from SSPHWGers.Paul’s deadline is April 15, 1991.
Joyce Reynolds will take over and make editorial adjustments to the document, per
comments received back from SSPHWGerson how the document could have a more
even "flow" if some sections were rearranged. :loyce’s deadline is May15, 1991.
¯ After the May15th close of commentsand revisions, Paul and Joyce will continue to
incorporate any final comments. The document will be submitted as an Internet-Draft
by EOBPacific Time, May 31, 1991.
¯ There were a substantial number of comments about Section 2, especially from Rich
Pethia of the CERT.Barbara Fraser of CERThas agreed to take over Chapter 2, with
the assistance of Allen Sturtevant, to rework it to be consistent with the comments
received. An updated Chapter 2 will be provided by the May15th deadline.
¯ Once the Handbookis in the I-D process, there will be a 30 day stay in I-D land,
allowing for final commentsby June 28, 1991. Paul and Joyce will edit any comments
and submit the I-D to the RFCEditor by EOBPacific Time, :Iuly 12, 1991.
Additional items:
¯ Ask Noel Chiappa about his lawyer report to put in the Handbook’s Bibliography per Vint Cerf suggestion.
¯ Howabout an Index in this Handbook??Yes, per Vint Cerf. doyce will check on this
in the ms macros.
¯ PostScript/NRoff help will be provided by Vint Cerf and :left

Edelheit.
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¯ "Beta testing ~ the Handbook:
- Allen Sturtevant will provide input from Bob Aiken
- CERTTools
- Washington University - Dan Weidman
members
- Security Policy and SSPHWG
- Mike Roberts - EDUCOM
¯ Suggestion from Vint Cerf- organize a workshop that would use this document. CNRI
could provide some sponsorship.
Attendees
Warren Benson
Vinton Cerf
Martina Chan
Stephen Crocker
:Jeffrey Edelheit
Barbara Fraser
Martyne Hallgren
Sergio Heker
:J. Paul Holbrook
:Joel aacobs
Steven Lendt
Bill Manning
Mike Marcinkevicz
l~ichard Pethia
:joyce Reynolds
Tim Seaver
Albert Soule
Allen Sturtevant
:joanie Thompson
Daniel Weidman

wbenson@zeus, unomaha, edu
vcerf ©N~I. Reston.VA. US
mchan©mot, corn
crocker@tis, com
edelheit©smiley .mitre. org
byf©cert, sei. cmu. edu
mar~yne@theory, in. cornell, edu
heker©j vnc. net
holbrook@cic, net
j
E dj @mitre.or
network©zeus, unomaha, edu
bmanning@hous
t on. s c. t i. c om
mdm©calstate, edu
rdp@cer~, sei. cmu. edu
jkrey©isi, edu
tas@mcnc, org
als@sei, cmu. edu
StUl~ evant @ ccc. ~mfecc.gov
j oanie©nsipo. nasa. gov
weidman©~udos2. ~ustl. edu
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(uswg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Joyce K. Reynolds, jkrey©±si, odu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: u$-wg~n$c, nsf. net
To Subscribe: us-wg-reques~@nnsc.nsf.ne~
Description

of Working Group:

The User Services WorkingGroupprovides a regular forum for people interested
in user services to identify and initiate projects designed to improvethe quality
of information available to end-users of the Internet. (Note that the actual
projects themselves will be handled by separate groups, such as IETF Working
Groups created to perform certain projects, or outside organizations such as
SIGUCCS.
¯ Meet on a regular basis to consider projects designed to improve services
to end-users. In general, projects should:
- Clearly address user assistance needs;
- Produce an end-result (e.g., a document, a program plan, etc.);
- Have a reasonably clear approach to achieving the end-result (with
an estimated time for completion);
- Not duplicate existing or previous efforts.
¯ Create WorkingGroups or other focus groups to carry out projects deemed
worthy of pursuing.
¯ Provide a forum in which user services providers can discuss and identify
commonconcerns.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing This is an oversight group with continuing responsibilities.
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REPORT

by Joyce Reynolds/ISI

USWG Minutes
Announcements
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

New Working Group - Internet User Glossary (USER-GLOSS)
New Working Group - ~Son of NOCTOOLS"(NOCTOOL2)
NewWorking Group - Directory Information Services Infrastructure (DISI)
Q/A for NewInternet Users - published (RFC 1206, FYI 4)
Q/A for Experienced Internet Users - published (RFC 1207, FYI 7)
SSPI-IWG- met Tuesday afternoon, 3/12, l:30pm-3:30pm
NISI - met Wednesday afternoon, 3/13, l:30pm-3:30pm

Discussions/Reports
- presented by: Gary M~|kin
~UAIL
ary led a brief discussion of the two currently

issued Qua~il documents, and requested
~dditional volunteers to continue to help monitor the mailing lists, and to contribute to
future updates of Quail.

DISI - presented by: Chris Weider
The rest of the USWG
session w~s devoted to the new Working Group, Directory Information Services Infrastructure (DISI). Chris Welder led the session. Additional information
can be obtained under the DISI Working Group Minutes.
Attendees
Joe Blackmon
Richard Bowles
Sean Donelan
Robert Enger
Charles Fumuso
Douglas Gale
Keith Hacke
Sergio tteker
J. Paul I-Iolbrook
Darren Kinley
Tr~y LaQuey Parker
Ruth Lang
Gary Malkin
Joyce Reynolds
Karen Roubicek

blackmon~ncsa, uiuc. edu
bowles~s~ sci. edu
sean©dra, corn
en~er@seka, scc. com
c~f~cray,corn
d~ale@no~e. nsf. gov
hacEe~informa~ics. ~us~l. edu
heker@j vnc. ne~
holbrook@cic, ne~
kinley@crim, ca
~racy@u~exas. edu
rlang@nis c. sri. com
~malkin@f~p. com
jkrey@isi, edu
roub i cek@bbn, com
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Dana Sitzler
Patricia Smith
Michael Stanton
Allen Sturtevant
Joanie Thompson
Chris Welder
Russ Wright
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dds~merit,edu
psmith~merit,edu
"usermas@incc.biZnet"
s~urZeva~iZ@ccc,
nm~ecc,gov
j oanie©nsipo,
has a. gov
clw~merit,edu
wright©Ibl,gov
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Report

TOPICS

DDN MAILBRIDGES
Kathleen

Huber
¯ Internet

March 14, 1991

Growth

¯ DDN Maitbridges

BBN Communications.
A Division of Bolt, Beranek and Newman,Inc.
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TRAFFIC SUMMARY
COMPARISON
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72 59 62 78

65

58

57 63 67 56

30

42

26 38 40 50

1,905,353 Z,091,064
106,471

CURRENTSTATUS

152,498

CURRENT
STATUS(cont.)

¯ ReleasedPatch 9, "255 Gateways"Patch

¯ Patch 10 Possibilities, "TokenQueue"Patch
Correct the bug which contributed to
tokenloss in buffer utilization.
Keeponly one outstanding EGPpeer Poll
messageon the Poll Queuethus
decreasingthe amountof polls to
process and providing the EGPpeer with
only the mostrecent update.
Improveperformancein customizing
EGPUpdate messages.

Increase the Numberof Networks
the MAILBRIDGES
are Capableof
Supportingfrom 1800Nets to 2700Nets.
Increase the Numberof NeighborsEGP
is Capableof Supportingfrom 255 to 510;
count of all external gatewaysin excessof
255to be addedto the count of Internal
gateways.
EGPUpdatesoutput by the "Split EGP"
processwill be throttled whenbuffers are
not availablefor output.

¯ Load Balance Study
¯ Drop Rate Study

SUMMARY
¯ Current Efforts
¯ Stabilize EGPand Store-and-Forward
¯

Load Balance
Drop Rates
Prepare a Strategy for Long-termGrowth
Effects

¯ FuturePossibilities
Begin Implementinga Strategy for
Long-term GrowthEffects
- SynchronousInterface
¯ Dynamically ManageLoad Balancing
- Decrease Drop Rates
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3.5 md
3 md
2.5 md

"~’-’, I r"--.-il.
NSFNET

T3 NSFNET1991

~-o.~.

~ \"

’,

T3 NSFNETArchitecture

)

NSFNET

NSFNETT3 Research Network
Joint project
by:
¯ MErit
¯ IBM
¯ MC!

NSFNET
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CHAPTER 4.

NETWORK STATUS BRIEFINGS

4.5.

NSI REPORT

4.5
Presented
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NSI Report
by Jeff

Burgan/NASA

NASAScience internet
Status Report

Network
Configuration
¯ 42 connected
sites usingProteonrouters
23 runningDECnet
PhaseIV in conjunctionwith TCP/IP
¯ 3 connections
to the NSFnet
FiX-East
(SURAnet, College Park,
FiX-West(NASA
Ames)
RiceUniversity

March7, 1991
IETFMeeting,St. Louis

MD)

¯ International
Links
Australia
(128K- being upgraded to
NewZealand(64K)
ISR, Japan{64K)

Jeffrey G. Burgan
Sterling Software
NASA
ScienceInternet Project Office
NASAAmesResearch Center

256K)

NASAScience Network
¯ Routingof DECnet
PhaseIV traffic over backbone
links
between ARC, GSFCand JPL
INOCcompletedand operational
NetworkOperationsCentersupports both the NSIWide
Area Networkand the ARCLAN
Local Area Network

NASA
Science
internet
FU~-EIIt
OSPF System ,.,..,,,~

OSPFUpdate
¯ 15 touters runningOSPF
14 as part of the Backbone
area
1 in a Stubarea
L,e~’F

¯ Conversionto OSPF
Version 2 on January1, 1991
Stub area support
Inclusion of a forwardingaddressin an ExternalLSA
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4.6.

4.6

NORD UNET REPORT

1NO RD Unet Report

Presented

by Bernhard Stockman/NORDUnet
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IETF

PROTOCOL PRESENTATIONS

5.1.

5.1

OSPF STATUS REPORT

OSPF Status

Presented

by Jeff

409

Report

Burgan/NASA, Rob Coltun/UMD and John Moy/Proteon

2O67
12~174

, SOl, ORmzyamlZ#,m~m
en 1.~

410

411

412

The BARRnet OSPF ~

i

OSPF Ro~e ~nvergen~

64 ~ ~ 1.28.183.104.4:
C~4 bytes ~ 128.183.104.4:
C~4 ~ ,Croat 3.28.183.3.04.4:
i4
~8 ~ ~.183.1~.4t
~ ~ ~ ~.183.1~.4:

t..qsm-80 m
r.Lm~0 ,.,,
t.im~80 -.,
t..’fme-~O m
r..t, me~0 m
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, O~PF
V2MIBpui~io~ed
~ Imo~et
I:~ldt (3~I)

¯

414

Site

V1(:late

V2 ~

RTI

Extl

NSI

4/90

1/91

15

~

BARRNet

4~0

11/90

14

1816

OARnlt

10/90

ftmy~t

13

140
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5.2

BGP STATUS REPORT

BGP Status
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Report

Presented by Dennis Ferguson/U-Toronto, Sue Hares/Merit and Yakov P~ekhter/IBM

BGP Status

Report

Yakov
Rekhter
Watson
Research
IBM Corporation
e-maii:yakovC}ibm.com

T.J.

March,

Design

O bJectJves,

Center
o Designed to address pressing problems In the Inter-AS routing.
Solve prol~lems associated with EGP-2within the exLstlng
topology.
Provide support fo¢ unrestricted topologies.

1991

Inter-AS routing protocol.
o Flexible and expandable solution
TCP/IP Internets.

Protocol

Protocol

for the inter-AS routing In

overview,

History,
Routing protocol with no restrictions

on topology.

~ncremental updates :~ efllciency.
o IWG/BGPworking group (Guy Almes, Rice UniversitY,
Rekhter, ZBM).

Yakov

Neither Link State, nor Distance vector.

o BGP-1 (RFCl105, June :1989).

Effident mechanismfor routing loop suppression => fast
convergence.

o BGP-2 - Proposed Internet
~99o).

Path attributes for rotrte selection/routing policies.
Mandatory versus oDUonalattributes => flexlbilRy.

o BGP-3(Interact-draft.,

Standard (RFCl!63o RFClZ64, June

January 1991}.

~ntroducing new attributes

o Trnplementation ex4~.rlence <::> refined sDeclflcatior~

~, ex~ndabllity.

Scaling
Security arcltlTecture o from s~mple luCl~.ntication
digital signature.

~ndependent

to

Implementations.

MZB for

BGP,

ctsco Systems - Ki~ Lougheed.
gated - Jeff Honlg, Dennis Ferguson.
NSFNET BacVJ~one
Sp~n

~

help

BGP-1

-

~ R~t~.

o BGP-2 M~ (September 1990) - Steve Willis,
(We.fleet).

John Burruss

~p~nt~

Imp~

BGP-1 ~ BGP-2

In
-

a

1 m~

(f~

o BGP-3MZB(March 19gl) - Steve Willis,

~t~).

a ~

BGP-2 ~ BGP-3 - a
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John Burru$ 0Nellfleet).

INN

N

Operational

Router

Requirements

and BGP.

Experience.

NSFNET
T1 Backbonesince November1989 (external BGP,
DhasingIn Internal BGP).
CA’Ne~since the June ~990(both Internal and external BGP).

¯ BGPSe~Jon- John Moy(Proteon), Jes~ica Yu (MER1T),Yakov
Rel¢hter(IBM).

NSFNET
T3 Backbonesince January1991 (both Internal and
external BGP).
Carries CUll complement
of exterior routes (> 2000networks),
Graceful migration from EGP-2.

Conclusions,

GoodInter-AS routing ixotocol~
Design basedon Woventechnology.
Addresses
ma,Jorlt:y of t~e reClulrements.
Practical to Implementand use.
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NSFNET
Testing of BGP

NSFNETTesting of BGP
Jessica
Yu
Susan
Hares
Merit/NSFNET
Intemet
Engineering

¯

Stagesof BGP
testing

¯

NSFNET
T1-T3interaction testing

¯

NSFNET
T1 Experiences

¯

Whatnext for NSFNET
and BGP?

NSFNET

NSFNET

Babytesting- Prototype
testing

Stagesof BGPtesting

Cana protocollearn to walkandtalk?
¯

NSFNET
T1 -T3 interaction testing

¯

NSFNET
T1 Experience~

¯

Whatnext for NSFNET
and BGP?

3 implementations
testedout
roughfirst implementations

NSFNET

NSFNET

Sccz~,io- ciscoa~dgatedmachine
cormcct
to NSFNET
Rcscuc~
Net
Tests-- ca~t~¢y~ withoutcr~sh?
cant~¢yta~to eacho~¢~
(Lntcropctabl¢?)
dotheysendcorrectroutinginformazion
?
dotheyhandleerror situa~oncorrccrJy?
Process debugging°"-" bug-t’~Jng
R~sul=
- ~l workedsati~actor~

BGP
Testing
o~theRese,~’ch
Network

418

Childtesting - Conformance
testing

Teenager-First "Date"/OnlineTrials

Cana protocollearn howto speak
and behaveproperly?

¯

BGP
implementations
tried out at BARRNet,
Merit, CICNet,EASInet,CA*Net

Canthe implementations:

¯ BGPwith EGPBack-up

sendappropriatemessages
in the correct formats
obeysthe state machine
describedin the protocol
are the normalerror conditionshandled
(canthe child becorrected?)
NSFNET

¯

Internal BGPon T1 Te~t Network

¯ secondphaseon-line for
almosta year
NSFNET

FurtherPronto!T~ing(~on~’d)

ASx,y,z amBGP
peer with¢acho~h~r
The~o BGswithin ASz also doing.Imcmal
BGP

BGPtesting simulating~ Network

419

NSFNET
Backbone/regionalBGPImplementation

College Courses
¯

NSFNET
T1 - NSFNET
T3 Interconnect

¯

CA’Net

¯

T1 implementation

~

~ .:

..: ...
NSFNET

I

Testingpha~es:

Deployment:
D~ployingBOPconnection~tweenNSFNET
andI~¢~oz~t
N~tworks

It

¢isc~gatedBGPpeerwith N$$1onthe Research
Networkas
the current EGPreplacement

1.5t

cisco/gateddo the filtering basedonRD/AS
number

2t

both peersdothe flltedng basedoncertaJn¢ra~eri~s

3t

aJl the N$Ss
on the RNetrun BGP.
withoutrunning
Intra-RD/ASBI3P

4t

all the NSSs
onthe RNetrun BGP,with Intra-RD/AS
BGP

5t

applicationof BGP
policy functions

RNet- the NSFNET
ResearchNetwor~

Deployment
phases:

NSFNET
T1 - T3 Interconnect

ld

volunteeringsites BGP
peerwith the ¢olocatedNSS
(EGPreplacement)

2d

volunteering=ires BGP
peerwith the ¢olocatedNSS,fllteflng
basedon thler ¢rateda=

¯ Crash Courses

3d

~!1 the NSS=
on the operation~!I:~e run BGPcodewithout
running Intra-RD/ASBGP

¯ Methodsof "Getting" NSSs¯down"

4d

pa~l NSSson the oper=tionalbadd~one
run InIza-RD/ASBGP

¯ ConfigurationErrors

5d

all the NSSs
on the oper=tionalbackbone
run Intra-RD/AS
BGP

6d

applicationof BGPpolicy lunct~on=

NSFNET

420

Methodsof "Getting" NSSs"down"

Crash Courses
¯

¯ Slow...oneby one

Hard break
by circuit disconnect
by interface disconnect

¯ Takingdownseveral NSSsat once
¯ Takingseveral NSSsup and downat once

¯ Software break
by softwaredisconnect

¯ "MADMonkey"

NSFNET

Configuration
Errortested

NSFNET

NSFNETT1 Experience
¯ Phasingover to Internal BGPin NSFNET
T1
¯ EGPexists with BGP
¯ RoutingTables
¯ BGP
is incremental
¯ Configuration
ErrorsAgaJnll
¯ Traffic andCPU
NSFNET

PhasingOverInternal BGPin T1

NSFNET

PhasingOverInternal BGPin T1

¯ Twotypes of routing daemons
¯
-- IS-IS / IBGP

Incrementalnature of BGP

¯ ConfigurationErrors Explored

-- IBGPonly

¯ Reduction
in traffic andprocessingtime

¯ EGPexists with BGP
¯ Routing Table Behavior
NSFNET

421

NSFNET

What next for NSFNET
and BGP?

What next for NSFNETand BGP?

¯ Internal BGP
into all of the T1network
¯ NSFNETT3
uses Internal BGP
¯ Interconnect NSFNET
T1 and T3
using External BGP
NSFNET

NSFNET

Merit Network,
Inc.

CollegeAgeprotocol
Timeto give theprotocola full-time job.
We’ll learnandimprove
BGP
as it starts to
workfull time, but EGP
is approaching
retirement.

Graphics
produced
by
Merit/NSFNET
Information Services

NSFNET
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5.3.

5.3

ALERT-MANAGEMENT

STATUS

Alert-Management

Presented

by Lou Steinberg/IBM

REPORT

Status

423

Report

Status
ALERT-MANAGEMENT
WorkingGroup

P, FC.wouldbeto offer guidance
only.I~ would
reque~
a ~etus.of"opUonar’.

ALERT-MAN WORKINGGROUP

1) ST,~TUS
1) FlowControlDocument
Submitted
to ~=C
2) lackof b~erest
~nde~med
ale~RFC
B)Delayin Document
I publication
C) WorSeGroupObjecUvesComp~e
2) FlowControlOverview
A) Need
C) eoUed,Leereda~
F) NSFNET
~p~emer~a~ordtest
3] Fin~lTlw~s
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CHAPTER 6.

TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS

6.1.

6.1

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLANDROUTING SIMULATOR

University

Presented

of Maryland Routing

by Deepinder P. Sidhu/UMD

Simulator

429

Principal Investigator
Dr. Deepia~derP. Sidhu
Professor of ComputerScience
UMBC/UMIACS
Graduate Students
S. Abdallah
T. Fu
R. Nair
Rob Coltun

20th IETF Meeting
St. Louis, MO
March 11-15, 1991

OSPFi~aplementation

ol

¯

OSPF Rou~s
¯ Metrics
¯ Dimcr~
¯ Cos~on edges
¯ Topological database
¯ SPFnmin ~.,h area

-,~ OSPFis an In~ior G~wayPro~ol (IGP) for
Atmmomous
Syst~ (AS)
--~ OSPFis a link sw~muting protocol

¯ Contiguousnetworksand hosts groupedinto areas
* Topologyof an azea invisible fromoutside

¯ External
muting
infomaation
(leaves)
¯ TO$-basedmutes

. Routercsn be in multiple-,~as

¯ Authenticationof mutingupdates

¯ $1nbareas

ha~-axea
routin~
¯ Axeaborderroutevsinject informationabout
routing
outsid~
theat~a
¯ A~aborder
router
is comaected
to backbone

~ Backboneof th~,~
¯ Sp=iala~a
. Consimof nem,od~ not in any area
¯ Mint be ~ (may need virt~ rinks)

~ AS external mutes
¯ ASboundarytouters flood information about
external destinau’oninto AS

~ s~ sevenl physical i~.grk~
¯ Point-~o-point
¯ Broadcast
. Non-broadcast

Partitions of m
¯ Norepair of area partidon
¯ Partitioned are~ bex:omes2 or moreseparate ¢rcas
¯ Backbonemust not partidon

430

’-~ OSPFrouting packets
¯ He.llo
- discov~/mainminneighbors
¯ Database
d___~c~_’ption

Designated Router (DR) and BackupDesi~uat¢~l
Roum" (BDR)
¯ For e~ch multi-access network
¯ Elected by Hello Protocol
¯ DRend point of manyadja~encies
¯ DR se~ds
l~kstate
UlX~e
packets
¯ BDR ~ bankup.3 DR
--~ Flooding within an area
¯ Reliable floodingof link state advertisements
¯ Routes computedfrom exactly sametopological

¯ Link-sta~
ACK
- flooding
ac,knowledgement

¯ Router
forms
adja~=ncies
withnewneighbors
¯ Routing
packets
ar~sent
on andre~ived
onlyon
¯ Topological
databa.~s
ar~synchronized
betwe~

pairs
of~djace~es
¯ DR ~ adjacencieson multi-ace~
nexworks

-~ N¢ighbou~Slam Machin~

431

--b, Evcra-d~ivcn
¯ Significantlyenhanced
v=sionof MITsimulator
¯ Easily
modifiable.
~vc graphical
¯ X W’mdow
system

¯ Monimring
- Displaysmmlnumber
of p~¢_-~c~
in ne~work
- Displays
averag~
l~_C_~_~
u-aasi~Rme
- Display~averagep-_c~size
- Displays conve~mc~Rme

- Rou~mb~s
_ Neighbor
smmmachine
¯ Tracking
simulation
inreal
time
- Observation
ofrectors
(swiW.h
utilization,
numberof pack~, queuelengths,
memory
u~iz~ion,...)
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AveragePacket Size
Initialization

30

-

,0

Number of links

433

SO
in

eO
the network

70

Convergence

Convergence

Network

434

Tlme

Time

Demos
¯ Demo1: SLmulatorFeat~res
¯ Demo2: OSPFDatabases
- 12 node network (3 A~e~)
¯- Interface &neighbor stzte machines
¯ neighbordiscoveryCrIello Pror~:ol)
¯ bidirectional communication
- ]nmrnal muter
.
¯ Link state clambase
- Areaborderrouter "
¯ Link state database

¯ Performance measurements

- qua~y ofpa~
- numberof ulxlate messages
- convergencetime

-

offeredload,

¯ Demo3: OSPFData Forwarding
- Across multiple area~
¯ Demo4: OSPFElec~iion
- 8 node network(broadcast & point-to-point)
- 50 node bn:ndcast network
- Topological changes (DE or BDRor both
go down)

- ¢onsis==cyof topologicat databases

¯ Demo5: OSPFBackbonePa_rti~ioning
- Norepair at level 2
- droppingof data packe~s

¯ OSPFelex~ion
- intmface & neighbor state machines
( deadlocks, iucomplcamess
ezrm~s)
- convergence
- coasht~t view of DR& BDR

¯ Demo6: OSPF& Large Networks
- 50 node network Coroaclc~st &

435
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6.2. ARCHITECTURE AND GOALS FOR INTERIM

INTERAGENCY NREN437

6.2

Interim

Architecture
and Goals for
gency
NREN

Presented

by William Johnston/LBL and Peter Ford/LANL

Intera-

PR.F.,S
FJ~rT-~
BY:
BILl, JOHNSTON
- LBL
NREN
WlL~.EVOLVE:

PETE&FOR.D*
MARCH
12,1~9!
IL’t’F. ST.LOU~$
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o

FROM
CURRENT
~NTERNET

¯

BYINCRF..A~ED
COOPERATION
WITHWDUSTRY

¯

BY ,APPUCATIONS
OFI,~ LE~RNEO
FROM
~NTERNETWORK~NG
RESEARCH

¯
¯

NEW
USER
8,¢SE
NEWAPPUCA
TIGNS

THIS~ ANOVERS41~JFICA
TION

439

I

William johnston/L~wrenceBerkeley I~borator~

William Johnston/Lawrence
Berkeley Labora~ry
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¯

Providea design and inf’ra~tz’uctu~e for a high degree of end use~connectivity over the entre
geographicextent of the U. S.

¯

Worktowardthe cool:~ration with the telecommunicationsindustry that will lead to the successEul
cleveiopmento~ a broader, privately-operated national ir~ormation in/’cas~-uc~re.

¯

Support the solution of scientific grand ch~enge]:n~lemaby providing for the requ~,~l connectivity
bew,een collaboraa,~$ scien~ts, and the COml~Utin
8 ~y~temsthat they use.

¯

P~ovidese~ce and connec~ivity guarantees to Federal Agencie~mdel~ndentof other, non-Federal
netw~’ks, and of other ~ of the

¯

l:~omote the H~Cgoals of uniform and ubiquitous acce~ for the U. 5. scien~c and education
communities.

¯

~stab~h a model for needed access sec~ty.

¯

Sul:rpor~ in the short t~n’m, the es~ablishinent of "visual private ne~’works"Wl~N)a~ a mechanism
for
service 8.uarantees.
Research and development on policy based rou~in 8 mecha~m.~and sec~ty.
Provide for the idenO.r~cattonof neededaccoum~ag.
Handlemultiple protocols.
Interconnect with international net’works.

William Johnston/Lawrence B~rkeley [~borawry

Provide for a collection of networksevvices like domainnameservice, "’white" and "’yellow" pages
like services, ma.i] gatewaysto other networks and medium.
Accommodate
the addition of commercialinformation services.

William Johnston/Lawrence Berkeley [~boratory
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MANAGEMENT:
Management
struct’uze in support of the bIRF~N
needs to
¯

F_ffective pro~:t management
for IIN’B.ENimplementation.

¯

Useroversite.

¯

Technicaloversi~t.

¯

Needed
m,~na~ement
structure is not yet determ/ned.

William Johnston/LawrenceBerkeley IJboratorv

William Johnston/LawrenceBerkeley Labor~tory
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User Community
Federal Agencies:
DOD/DARPA
:
DOE
NASA
NSF’
DOC/NIST,NOAA
NIH
EPA
Nonfederal Networking:
EDUCOM,
FARNET,CREN
Scientific Commutltty:
AP$,AC$,SIAt’I .....
ComDu~.er’
Science/ Irlclus~ry:
ACM,~ EEE
Telecommuntca~,lons
Industry
Bellcore
AT&TBell LADS
Networl< ResearchCommunity
IETF

Corporation

NREN

I

Technical
Review
Committee

lnternetworklng
Committee

Board of Directors

i
I

¯ Executtve

Management Group i,:

..

...!!)!

I

,

.

ACclulSition and

Liaison

~

I

~

I
I
i

~,

Maintenance I "

l ¯

~:

..,.

I .........
I ii~:
.e~nno=ogy
Accessmencl::.

II
I

I~:: :

I

~II

~
} : : :: II

~(
.......................

~

II

I
Inr0rmatl o~ncenterI
Il~)w=~

:::I
I~ II
I Networ~Security
CenterI "::::~IStanOarOs
and Tec~Ical
II I I
" .........
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EXPERIMENTS

6.3
Presented

DEC-BIT

Experiments
by Rick

CONGESTION

DEC-bit

AVOIDANCE

Congestion

445

Avoidance

Wilder/MITRE

To support experimentation with the DEC-bit Congestion Avoidance scheme, the algorithms were implemented in the OSI Connectionless Network Protocol (CLNP) and TP4.
The protocols developed at the University of Wisconsin and BSD4.3 were used. Experiments were then run in an internet testbed network at the MITI~ECorp. to measure the
effects of the CAimplementation with a variety of configurations and traffic loads to test
the effectiveness and generality of the CA.
One set of experiments that was performed to test the applicability of CAto realistic
network environments used intermittent as well as constant-demand traffic generators. The
constant-demand traffic generators send data at the maximumrate that the network will
accept it until a pre-determined amount is sent. The intermittent tra2fic generators start
transmission bursts at set time intervals and continue to send until either the maximum
burst size is reached or a new interval is reached. The intermittent traffic did not use
CA, so the usefulness of CA together with uncontrolled traffic could be examined. The
CAprocedures require data to be sent for a few round-trip times before control of transmit
windowsis established. Therefore applications that have just started or whose transmissions
are of short durations resemble the intermittent traffic used in these experiments. The
results indicate that whenCAis used by the constant-demand traffic, round-trip times and
variability of round-trip times are significantly reduced for all traffic. In these experiments
the throughput was aJso increased somewhat for the constant-demand connections and more
dramatically for the intermittent traffic. This indicates that as long as there is a significant
component of the network traffic characterized by a constant demandfor throughput, CA
will produce benefits.
Another set of experiments which was designed to test the generality of CAinvolved sending two-way traffic through the network configuration. These experiments were originally
planned to examine the effect of lost acknowledgements on network performance with and
without CA. The unexpected result, however, was that CAreduced fairness in these twoway traffic experiments. Several modifications to the CAprocedures aimed at eliminating
this lack of fairness were implemented and evaluated. A simple and effective modification
was identified by these experiments which provides fairness with two-way traffic that is
comparable with the degree of fairness seen with one-waytraffic.
The final set of experiments in this report used traffic generators that emulate file transfer
and remote login traffic. These experiments were designed to further test the effectiveness
of CA in real network environments. As expected from the prior experiments using intermittent traffic, round-trip times, variability of round-trip times, and packet drops were
significantly reduced whenCAwas employedfor all traffic. These experiments provide further evidence that CAimproves performance for bulk data transfers that require optimal
throughput and for interactive traffic that requires low response times.

Congestion Avoidance: Implementation and Testing
¯

Experiments with DEC-bit Congestion
Avoidance

¯ Experimentationin the TestbedNetwork
To validate the implementation
- Todemonstrate
the effectivenessof the algorithmsin a real
impleme~tatlon
Try a variety of configurations
andtraffic types

Summaryof DEC-bit Congestion Avoidance (CA)( ....

Summaryof DEC-bit Congestion Avoidance (CA)
¯

Networkprovidesfeedbackto use~indicating resource
utilization
. A s;ng|e bit in eachnetworkheaderindicates "congestion"
or "no congestion"

¯

Receivingtransport protocolssamplethe bits (over 2 windows)
andadjustthe credits grantedthe sende¢.

Implementation
of DEC.developed
congestionavoldance
algorithms in TP4and CLNP
BSD4.3 with Universityof VVisconsin
protocols

¯

RouterAlgorithm
Queue
lengthsare averaged
over the previousand~urrent
busyperiodsplus the idle timein between
(’busy’ means
queuelength > 0)
bit set in PDUs
forwardedwhile the queue
- Congestion
length average> 1
¯ Transport (Use~) Algo~thm(by RECEIVER)
- Bits are sampled
over two transmit windows
- If less thanhalf the bits wereset, the credits(window
size)
are increasedby onePDU
~
credits are reduced
multiplicatively( .0875).
- Otherwise

¯

I

.

-

iii

Congestion Avoidance Implementation

¯ T~ R~o,~ (CUTE)(.~y.SEN.OER)
- ~ ) ~ ~ ¯ congest;on
POU

window is set to one
I

¯ Included:
- Additions to the UNIXkernel-basedCLNP
and TP4
implemer~ations
- OSlmonitoringsoftwareto supportexpe~mentatlon
- Interfaceto SLIPdriver to supportlow speedlinks
MediFmd
retransmi~on
behaviorto standup to heavily
conK~sted
networks
¯ basedona s~n~let~rnerpe~connection
¯ usesthe Karn-Partr~dge
(clampedbacko~algorithm
- A "base~ne"w~thwhichto compare
the CAsoftware
¯ a f’~ed w~ndow
s~zewhichb temporarilyreducedafte~
¯ CUTE(CA in end-s~en~only)
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i

Conclusions from the Implementation Effort

Experiments Reported

¯ CAitself is not difficult to implement
¯

¯ "Low demand"
- no. of connections
less than optimalwindow
size

Setting up testbedenvironment
anddoing experimentswas
very time consuming

¯ "High demand"(overloaded)
- no. of connections
~reater thanoptimalwindow
size

¯ Instruction Countsfor UpdatingQueue
LengthStatlst;cs
No,rail Ca~
St~rtin|
N~wCycl~

6|020

M|croVAX

|$

14

2~

26

¯

IntermittentTraffic

¯

File Transfer/ Remote
Logintraffic generators

¯

Two-way
Traffic

Low-demand Experiments

Initial TestbedConfiguration

¯ CAalgorithmsbehaved
as anticipated
- Window
sizesresponded
to different loadlevels to fairly
distribute throughput
- Routerutilization washigh whilequeuelengthsremained
¯ small

WindowSize for a Single Connection

WindowSizes for Two Connections
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ii

High-demand
Experiments

DataTransmissions
for FourConnections
¯

CAreducedwindowsizes to avoid retransmlsslonsand keep
router queuesshort

¯ Dramaticresults in termsof fairness andresponsetime was

¯

Throughputwasbetter for CAbut the differences weresmall
wiChthis e~perlmentalconfiguration

L

Data Transmission
for TenConnections:
CA

DataTransmission
for TenConnections:
Baseline

i_

RoundTrip Delaysfor TwoRepresentative
Connections

RoundTrip DelayandRetransrnissions
for 10 Connections
,,

M,sn

Std. Ocv.

Rct~m,s. Mean

Std. Oev

CA:
3.69

2.1S

tg.85

8.97

O

3.69 2.1,5

Bm~l;ne:
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73

1g.54 T.74

Intermittent Traffic Experiments

Intermittent

Connections
with a constantthroughputdemand
sharea router
with transient-demand
connections
from anothersource
network
- translent.demand
connectionsneverusedCA
- CAand"baseline" algorithmswereusedwith constantdemand
connections
¯

CAexpected
to control queuelengthsto minimizedrops

¯

Topology
allow~us to loadmoreof the rosters

Traffic Experiments

Twotraffic mixeswereused
- 6 constant-demand
plus 2 translent-demand
- 2 constant-demand
plus 2 transle~t-dernand
¯

A large reductionin dropsanddelaywasseenfor bothtraffic
mixes
Benefitsof CAare not limited to:
n highly congestednetworks
¯ networks
wherea very highpercentage
of the traffic is
controlled (constant-demand
with CA)

¯ TesLsthe ability of CAto handleuncontrolled
burstsof traffic
- Newconnectionsstarting up
- Connections
w~h~ ~hgr~ ?r fluctuat;n~ demand
1

NetworkConfigurationfor Intermittent TrafTic Exp,

Data Transmissions for 6 Constant -I- 2 Intermittent.

Data Transmissions for 6 Constant -t- 2 Intermittent,
Baseline

CA

Round-Trip Delays and Retransmissions (6 -I- 2)
CA
FromFir~! Trans.
Mean 5td. Our.

Retfsns.

FromLast T~ans.
Mean Std. Oev

Interm;ttsmt:
4.84

4.73

17

4.59

3.94

3.53

1.94

13

3.50

1.72

14.13

19.84

179

6.72

10.50

10.70

10.38

385

g.47

7.73

Constnnt:

BASELINE
intemlttsnt:
Constant:
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i

Data Transmissions for 2 Constant + 2 Intermittent,
Baseline

Round-Trip Delays and Retransmlsslons (2 + 2)
i
CA

FromF;rst Trans.
Mean Std. Oev.

Pit,ins

Fromlist
Moan

RemoteLogan and File Transfer Experiments

Tfans.

¯

Std. Oov

Intem;ttenl:
3.87

.78

0

3.$7

.7|

2.5~

.98

2

2.S0

.86

7.46

8.85

40

6.27

Intended
to increaseour confidence
in CA’sability to handle
"real wodd"traffic patterns

¯ Traffic generato~
emulateremoteIo~in andfile transfer

COnStant:

- Weexpected
CAto minimizedelayespecially for the remote
Iogintraffic .

BASELINE
Intermitter:
Constant:

File Transfer / RemoteLoganTraffic

Data Transmissions for RemoteLogan / File Transfer,
Baseline

Generators

¯ all emulationsrun for 2000seconds
¯ File Transfer:
- "Fde" slze~40Kto 100Kbytes
- "Think" time: 20 - 100seconds
¯ Terminal
Trail’s::
- PDUsize: 20- 80bytes
- "Think" + responsetime: 10 - 20 seconds
¯ HostTraffic:
- PDUsize 20 - 2000bytes
- "Think" + responsetime 10 - 20 seconds
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Data Transmissions for RemoteLogin / File Transfer, CA

Round-Trip Delays and Retransmlssions, File Transfer
Remote Login
CA

FromFirst Trsns.

Ratrsn$.

FromList Trans.

Host:

4.53

1.61

0

4.53

1,61

File:

5.52

2.58

8

5.45

2.06

Holt:
Tcrm;nah
File:

b.37
7.$6
34.34

3.~$

$

11.32
40.51

SB
729

6.30
7.16

CUTE
Host:
Tormlnal:

7.00
7.10

2.6S
4.10

12.05

13,15

3
20
364

BASELINE

F:~I:

File Transfer Throughput

11.76

3.4g
10.98
19.17

7.00
7.10
1.54

2.65
4.I0
6,61

Two-way Traffic

¯ PDUsSent by 4 connectionsin 2000seconds

¯

Eachendsystemwill beboth a sourceanda destinationfor
da~a

¯

Bothdata PDUs
and ACKs
will be discardedduring severe
congestion

2275u~ngBaseline
2660using CUTE
- 2920u~ng CA

¯ Dropsmayaffect overall throughputmuchmorethan with on-

¯ 28%throughputadvantagefor CAover Baseline

- Dropsmaycauseretransmissions
over slowlinks rather than
over ethemet

Two-way Traffic
¯

2 Connections vs. 1, Unmodified CA

Theresults showed
an unexpected
de~eeof unfaimesswith
two-way
traffic
- Theunfairnesspersistedusingdifferent numbers
of
connections
in eachdirection
¯ 2 connectionsv~ I connectionwastake~as the
slm~lestcasefor analogs
- Unfalrnes~ turned out to be due to ACK~from the ~
direction creating"small"congestion
cycles
¯ shortcyclescauselongcyclesto bequicklyforgotten
- Thedata windowsfor competingconnectionstend to be
sentin Ix.-~ts
- Theon.rig of connectionsin bumstends to per~t
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i

ii i

[| i

l i

Modificationto CAto improvefairness with two-way
traffic

Queue
Eventsfor Unmodified
CAin 2 Connections
vs. I

¯

Record the number of PDUs processed durini~
cycle

¯

At the end of a congestion
processed
-

cycle,

each congestion

check the number of PDUs

if PDU count is one. combine this cycle with the "previous
cycle" (rather than discarding the "previous cycle")
¯ add the area under the curve for the 2 cycles
¯ make the end time for the combined cycle be the end
time for the "short cycle"

2 Connections
vs. 1, ModifiedCA

Queue
Eventsfor ModifiedCAin 2 Connections
vs. 1

¯ ii

4 Connections
vs. 4, ModifiedCA

4 Connections
vs. 4, ModifiedCA
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Performance of Modified CA with Two-wayTraffic

Delay

Ret ronl.

meon5td Dev.

CA(Mod|£,ed)

6.!0
6,13

!.64
1.?|

CUTE"

’14.62
’14.92

13.25
13.75

16.26

lS.68

18.06

22.04

Base,n*

Conclusions from Two-WayTra~c Experiments
¯ Maynot bea seriousreal-world problem
- File transfer/ remoteIogin experiment
did not exhibit a
seriousproblem
Two-way
traf~c plus inte~mlttentsourcesdid not showa
problem

Timeto
Complete
3.2MB

‘11

2467lec.

864

2540s.c.

7S0

26~0llC.

,

I

Further Work Required

¯ Experiments
uslnK higher link speeds
- Interest on the part of DARPA
to do this in DARTNET
¯ Different PDUand windowsizes
¯ Standards
- Communicate
modification of CAfor two-waytra~¢ to
standards~roups
- Seeif CAcan be mademandatoryfor NISTImplementation
Aip’eementsand/or GOSIP
¯ Useor" QO$opt;on for CLNP
anduseof CAalgorithms
are separate
issues
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6.4. PROPOSED INTERNET ROUTING PROTOCOL STANDARDIZATION

6.4

Proposed Internet
ization Criteria

Presented

by Bob Hinden/BBN

Routing

Protocol

CRITERIA455

Standard-

f
PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

PROPOSED
INTERNET ROUTING PROTOCOL

¯ Mofiva~on

STANDARDIZATION CRITERIA
¯ General
Requirements
Requirementsfor
- Proposed Standard
Draft Standard
Full Standard

Bob Hinden

March12,1990

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

MOTIVATION

¯ Specifications
Describing
Protocol
andUsage
WellWritten
andUnderstandable
¯ Management
Information
Base
¯ Security Arc~tect’ure
Authentication is KeyIssue
¯ Interoperable Implementations
¯ Testing of all Features of the Protocol
¯ Operational Experience
¯ Report
Doc~mentingTesting
Results
andOperational
Experience
¯ Analysis
oftheRouting
Protocol
toshowhowitwi!lSupport
Internet
Growth

Routing
Protocols
areMoreComplex
thanMostOther
Protocols
- Widely
Distributed
RealTime
Algoriti’~n.s
- Implementation
andTesting
Difficult
¯ Reduce
theRisk
thatthere
will
beSerious
Technical
Problems
withNewRouting
Protocols
¯ Insure
thatnewRouting
Protocols
willsupport
the
continued
Growth
of theInternet

k,,.

j

REQUIREMENTS FOR DRAFT STAND~’ "~

"~’~
REQUIREMENTS EOR PROPOSED STANDARD

¯ Revised
Protocol
andUsage
Documents
based
on Additional
Experience
¯ MIBattheProposed
Standard Level
¯ Twoor MoreInteroperable Implementations
TwoMust have been Written Independently
¯ Testingof all Features of the Protocol
- Including Security Features
¯ Significant OperationalExperiencein the OperationalIntemet
- Moderate Numberof Routers
Moderate Complex Topology
¯ Report DocumentingTes~ngResuRsand Operational
Experience
¯ Report Analyzing the Routing Protocol
- Resour=es Consumed
- Soa]ing as Routing EnvironmentGrows
- Limits of Protocol

¯ WellWritten
Protocol
Specification
andUsage
Doc~men~
¯ MIBforRouting
Protocol
inInternet
Draft
Form
¯ Security
Architecture
fortheProtocol
Specified
¯ OneOr MoreImplementations
¯ Testing
ofMajor
Feat’ares
oftheNewRouting
Protocol
,
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REQUIREMENTS
¯

FOR FULL

STANDArd"’

~

RevisedProtocoland UsageDocumentsbased
Experience
MIBat the Full Standard Level
Three or More Imero~rable

To~ Hard orToo Easy?

¯ Should Draft Standard or Full Standard be
Biggest Hurdle?

I~ple~eatat~oas

- Two Must h~ve been Wri~[en Indepeadenfiy
Testing of alI Features of [he Proto¢o~
- ~w~n Inde~ade~[
Implemea~atio~

¯

How to S~d.~ Operational

Experience

Does Moderate Equal 5,10,100 Routers?

S~gaff;ca~ Operational Ex~rieace ia the O~era~io~al
- ~rge Num~r of Routem
- Complex

ISSUES
¯

¯ Fo.n’n
ofReports?
RFC’s,Presentation?

To~lo~

- Mulfi-Veador
O~[ion
Re~rt D~mea~iag Tesh~g R~ul~ aad O~rafional
Ex~nence
U~ate [o Re~ Analyzing the Routing Prot~oI
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¯

Level of Detail in Reports?

¯

Should Simulations

be Required?
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BIND 4.8.4...AND

6.5
Presented

BEYOND

BIND 4.8.4...and
by Philip

459

Beyond

Almquist/Consultant

BINDis by far the most widely used implementation of the domain name service (DNS).
Despite its widespread usage, BINDhas limitations and bugs that are M1too well known
to many system and network managers. Therefore, I am pleased to announce that I am
beginning a major effort to improve BIND.
I have begun by developing a tentative project plan. This talk is a brief overview of that
plan, presented in order to encourage feedback from any of you who are interested. That
feedback will help me to determine where revisions in the tentative plan axe needed.
The second of the a~:companying slides enumerates the goals of the project. Subsequent
slides list the most important features planned for each software release. The final slide is
the tentative schedule.
I hope that other people will contribute additional improvements. I will do the necessary
work to integrate useful contributions into the released software.
Beginning with BIND5.0, I will be supplying a low level of software support. I will attempt
to provide patches promptly for problems which are reported using a form that can be submitted using electronic mail. Patches will available via anonymousFTP, and maintenance
releases will be created whennecessary.
Thanks to Dave Crocker, this project
Network Systems Laboratory.

is being supported as a public service by DEC’s

i ii

i

Outlineof this Talk
I.Introduction
2. Project goals
milestones
3. Project
4.Tentative
schedule

BIND4.8.4...and Beyond
Philip Almquist

~qmquist@.Icssica.Staaford.F..DU
214Cole$tr¢¢¢,Suit=el. SanF~r~iceo,
CA9411
"/¯ 1916

BIND4.8.4

Goals(WhyFix BIND)

Interim,
unsupporlcd
release:
¯ Changes
requested
by DNSWG to reduce
bogus
data
¯ Changes
torecord
thesource
ofcached
data
¯ Accesslist for zonetransfers
¯ Afew bug fixes

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Makeit conformto relevant standards
Decreaseunnecessary
Interact congestion
Makeit easier to operate and manage
Don’trequire an accessibleroot server
Don’tlet namedoriginate, believe, or propagate
bogusin.formation
¯ Addhooks
foradministrative
policy
controls
¯Makethecode
clean
androbust
¯Provide
software
support
¯Encourage
andincorporaz¢
workby others

BIND 5.0

BIND 6.0

Supportedmajor release:
¯ Extensiveinternal changes
¯ Negativecacbcing
¯ RFC-!183 RRtype suppon
¯ Fix for "EuropeanRoot Server Problem"
* Severalless importantchanges

Supported
majorrelease:
¯ Standards-confon-nant
named
* User-defined
accesscontrols
¯ Norequirement
for accessibleroot servers
¯ Easeof operationimprovements
¯ Erroneous
data suppression
¯ Several
lessimportant changes
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II

¯

I I

Tentative

BIND 7.0
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Supported
majorrelease:
¯ Robust. standards-conformantresolver
* Better duplicate suppression
* SNMPsupport
* Other goals TBD
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Schedule

4/91: BIND
4..8.4
2/92: BIND5.0
10/92: BIND6.0
Q2/93: BIND7.0
Q2/94:final maintenancerelease
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6.6

NREN LEGISLATIVE

UPDATE

1NREN Legislative

Presented

by William Bostwick/DOE
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Update

The

HPCC Program

HPCC Program

¯ PresidcI~tS

FY1992Budget

¯ OSTP
- FCCSET
William Bostwick

-Committee on Physics, Math and
Engineering Scicnce (PMES)

Federal Networking Council (FNC)
April 4, 1991

¯ Defines Responsibilities
¯ Management and Reporting

Discussion

on Authorization

Authorization

¯ WhyAuthorizations?

Hearings

¯ Senate Commerce Committee- $272
- March 5th, 1991

¯ Can be helpful/Can constrain

¯ House Science and Technology - HR-656

¯ Subcommittee Positions

-March 19, 1991
¯ Senate Energy Committee- $343
-April 11, 1991

464

To Obtain
~hat~s

Copy of "Blue

Book"

Important
Write:
PMES
c/o NSF
Computer and Information
Engineering
1800 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20550

¯ Appropriations
¯ Unity
-Feds
- Community

Or call:
NSF (202) 357-7936
DoE (301) 353-5800
DAKPA(703) 614-5800
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Science and
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7.

ADVANCED NETWORKS RESEARCH

Advanced Networks
University

Presented

AT WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY467

Research

at Washington

by Jonat han Turner/WashU

The advanced networks research program at Washington University includes a blend of experimental, analytical and theoretical work with a strong systems focus. Weare committed
to the proposition that successful engineering research requires an intimate knowledge of
the practical issues involved in building complexsystems, as well as strong analytical capabilities. Wefind that theoretical research, in the absence of a strong connection to practical
concerns, too easily drifts into activities of interest only to an ingrown research community,
and is ultimately sterile and unprofitable. On the other hand, experimental work that is
uninformed by a deeper understanding of fundamental issues, can have only limited and
short-term value.
Over the past several years, our research activities have centered on packet switching systems operating at link speeds of about 100 Mb/s. This work has included the design and
implementation of integrated circuit components and their use in experimental switching
systems; performance evaluation of switching systems from a variety of different points
of view; design of connection managementprotocols for multicast networks; high speed
internetworking and host-network interfaces; televisualization
over wide-area high speed
networks; performance evaluation of broadband networks; design of multicast routing protocols; buffer and bandwidth management; distributed debugging systems; special purpose
computer-aided design tools; and video coding algorithms.
In this talk, I will summarizesome of our work on switching system architecture, describe
a four node demonstration network being constructed in the St. Louis metropolitan area to
establish the technical feasibility of our approach and explore its use in visual communication
applications. I will also describe someof our plans for Project Zeus, a proposed application
of fast packet switching technology to a general purpose campus network.

Advanced
Networking
Research
Washington
University

Advanced

Networks

Computar Science

at

Research

Department

W~,h;-gtonUniversity
AdvancvdNetworksGroupoperates within the Computerand
Communications
Rcsearc.hCenter, whichis in overlap of CSand
EEdepartments;3 f~-~lty, 13 graduatestudents and 1 ~dsitor.
ANG
is concernedwith the &signand analysis of flexible, high
pcdormance
networks, with emphasison multicast communication.
Applied
Resea.-~
Lab(ARL)
isumcemed
withtransfer
offa~dty
rc~ar~ rcsulm to industrial pra~; full-time ~ of 7 plus 3

Networking

Research

Topics

Diversity
and Change Require
Flexible
Networks

Currentnetworks
tailored
to specific
applications;
di~cultto adapt.
Flexibility
neededto ~iaptto
¯ diverseand changingapplication
mix
* diverseand changing technology
base
Visualapplications
(image/video),
multimedia
workstations
drivingneed for greaterspeed.
Objectives
for advancednetworks
¯ application-independent
transport
¯ ch~-,~els
of arbitrary
bandwidth
(1 b/s and up)
, highbandwidth
accessand trunkfacilities
(.1-10

Gb/s).
¯ generalmultipoint
connections
¯ inexpensive
and ubiquitous
connections.
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Mult~point

Connections

SwitchArchitecture

Routing
Network
(R_N)--routes
packets
to proper
output.
CopyNetwork
(CN)--replicates
broadcast
packets.
Broadcast Translation Circuits (BTC)--add
muting information to each copy of broadcast
packets.
’

Broadcast trees grow and shrink dynamically.
Bandwidth of source and number of receivers
completely flexible.

Connection
Processor
(CP)controls
operation

Conference connection~multi-way broadcast.

Inprototype,
internal
datapathsareeight
bits
wide,25 Mbsclockrate.

Copy Networkand BroadcastTranslation

Packet Processor

Broadcast packets contain
Fanoz~t field a~d
Broac~stChann~ N~mI~r(BCN).

Buffers: Receive BuYer, "It-ansmit BuYer, Link Test
Buffer and Switch Test Buffer.
Logical
Channel
Trauslat~on
Table(LCXT)is used
to deter~,~e routin~
of each packet; maintained by
CP.

Packets
replicated
basedon Fanout~lue--late
BCNusedto indextablein BTCs.Ear.hcopy
routed to distinct
output.

Output circuit per~rmslogical channel translation,
adding extra header
toincom~,~5 packets.
Prototype implementation requires four chips.
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Demonstration

Medical Image Network

Network

Large medical center with several hosptials, medical
school, associated clinics and research facilities.
Generate several thousand diagnostic images daily.
Variety of image types

Application of fast packet swite-~£ to visual
Four site demonstration network in St. Louis.

Imageand videocompression~

digital xrays
CT, MI~ studies

Physician’s workstation and associated medical
~pplications.

Variety of viewing
situations
radiologists; high volume
ward and operating rooms
remote clinics

Compatible
with emerging
ATMstandards.
T,~.1o_~eto similar e:~ents anticipated.
Sponsored by Southwestern Bell and NECAmerica.

Network Board

PrototypeSystem Organization

Copy Network

Routin~

nuclear medicine
volumerendering

Cont~J~-~
16 portnetwork.
PSEchipspackaged
in
108 pin PGAs.

Network ~ n~

Copy aud routing networks are implemented with
single boardhaving
32 PSEchips.

Highdensity
connectorsprovide
Mrnost
800pinsat
board
level;
320datasignals
plusassociated
~roundsconsume640.
Clocked
latches
provide
highspeedoperation
across
backplane.

Broadcast translation circuit board includes all 16
BTCs.
Packet processors boards include 4 PPs each,
inducling optical traz~ucers, packets to outgoing
PPs.
Connection processor interface board prcvides

T~m~-g
circuitry generates localthning
signals
to
synchronize
boardwithglobal
timingcycle.
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Broadband

Voice,data and si~nMiagcarried to ATMnetwork
through
Eth~rnet
portal.
Audio
andvideo
interfaces
bypass
bus.
~ completion
date: 2Q91.

multicmt
connection;
filtering
anduse~ maltiple
co~nectiom
can

Motivation
and Objectives

Project
Zeus
Design
d a FastPacket
Network
anditsApplication
ona University
Campus

Motiva~on
¯ ATMtechnology
hasbeen
accepted
fornext
generation
networl~
¯ Demand
forhighspeed
applications
willcome
fromcomputers
¯ LAN
and workstationvendomreco~ i~in~ need for switched
, W~,~hi-~n
Univemityoffers uniqueopportunities for creation
and application d fast par.ket campusnetwork.

Objecth~
¯ Sthnula~
commerdal
development
of network
components
no,led
fora fast
packet
campusnetwork
supportingthousands
of workst~ons.
-- Design,
devdop
andapply
prototype
hardware
and
--P~ovide
context
inwhich
multiple
vendors
cancooperate
to cr~enewtechnology
anddevdop
newmarkets.
--Hdpdwdopcons~nms
needed
to acceler~
standards.
¯ I~plor¢
applications
offast
packet
campus
nets
through
~tabl~hm~
ofa network
supporting
range
ofapplications
in
rmcarch,
clinical
medicine
andeducation.
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Project

Z~us Timetable

Phase
0 --Current
Fast
Packet
Project
(1989-1991)
¯ Demo~
feasibility
of coretechnology.
¯ Provide
basis
formore
complete
design
andimplementation.
¯ Provide
testbed
forapplication
development.
Plume
I (1991-1993)
¯ Initiate applicationdevelopment
usingphase0 network.
¯ Develop
essential
components
needed
toestablish
core
campu~
network
andsupport
appl~cat.ion
development
¯ Establish
basic
interoperability
between
campus
andpublic
network
ATMswitche~
¯ In/tiate
public
network
trial
ofmedical
¯ Improve
economy
of implementation;
develop
components
for
~ scale,
higher
speed
networks.
¯ Complete
interoperabRity
between
campus
andpublic
networks.
¯ Expand
public
netwvrk
trial
ofmedical
imaging.
¯ Deploy
ra~eof applications
throughout
campu~

PhaseI SwitchingSystem

Packet
Processor
board
includes
8 PPswith
link
interlaces
andtwo
eight
port
switch
sections;
four
links
multiplexed
onsingle
fiber.
Networkboardincludes16 port copynetworksection, 16 port
muti~networksection and BroazlcastTranslationCircuits.
Binary
Packet
Switch
Elements
p,~.kaged
four perch/p.
PPreq~-es
onecustom
chipplus
three
memory
chips.
BTCcontrollers,
2 pe~chip;
2 BTCs
share
memory
chip.
Each
link
supports
4096
individually
switchable
VPIs
and4096
VCIs;
system
suppor~
total
of4096
multicast
connections.
16to128port~,
nport
confi~u-~.ion
requires
I +3n/16
cards.
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6.8

ELECTRONIC RADIOLOGY LABORATORY"

Electronic

Radiology

Laboratory

Presented by Dr. G. James Blaine/Washington University Medical School

Tour

Electronic

of

tL~diology

Laboratory

Dr. G. James Blaine

Associate Professor of ComputingSciences
Departmentof Radiology
Co-director Electronic RadiologyLaboratory
MallinckrodtInstitute of Radiology
WashingtonUniversity Medical School
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ELECTRONIC RADIOLOGY LABORATORY
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology
Washington University Medical Center
St. Louis, Missouri

The MIRhas established a Radiology Image and Information Managementtestbed program
centered within the Electronic Radiology Laboratory (ERL). The program encompasses
research on image compression, soft-copy display, as well as the performance measurementand
modeling of picture archiving and communicationsystems. The testbed program is supported
by an environment rich in new subsystems that are being evaluated in collaboration with major
suppliers of radiology equipment. The.s~ include high l~fformance displays, a high
performance f’flm scanner/printer, an advancedmultiviewer, specialized storage syst,ms, and
low cost ele~ronic viewboxes. Collaborators include Digital EquipmentCorporation, Siemens
Medical Systems, Philips Medical Systems, Eastman Kodak Company, Southwestern Bell
Corporation - TechnologyResources, Inc. and Imlogix, Inc.
The testbed is a distributed environment for testing and development where coupling to
clinical activities is easily varied. Extensive Ethemet-basednetworkfacilities provide access to
the clinical acquisition instruments. Software is being developed to support routine image
acquisition, storage in an on-line archive, and effective retrieval at a Physician’s Inquiry &
Dis-play Station. This LAN-based system utilizes DECequipment for the image database
system. The software environment is currently based on VMSand utilizes the DECimage
Applications Services, DECwindows,DECnet and Rdb software packages. An extensive
software development, MIR-RIM,supports image acquisition, access to the image database as
well as our operational Radiology Information System. Teleradiology is the subject of our
collaboration with SBCTechnologyResources, Inc.
The tour will include a brief program overview followed by demonstrations
high-performance f’dm scanner, an Inquiry & Display Station for primary interpretation,
teleradiology Inquiry & Display Station using narrow-band ISDN.

~lmage
Sources

Inquiry & Display Station
[ Workstn-based Auxiliary
| U
ser Interlace
Display

Computed Radtography
¯
....

I

v

4096xS~20I I!

Radiology Database
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II

/

of a
and a

Electronic Radiology Project Activity
Mallt~ckrodt Institute

o~ Radiology

74 Exan~ination Rooms
Digita~ Image sources:
7
4
2
2

Picture

CT Scanners
PET Scanners
~ S~,nners
CR U~

Ar~hivtng a~I Communiegtion~ (PACS)
8 D~
V~
ImaE~
9 Nu~l~ M~& C~m~m~
approz. $50,000 exams per year

Storage F~dmate~ : Digital Radiology at ?K~R

’~mage Sources

Software Mode/: M/R-RIM

Workatn-based Auxiliary
v

~

4096x 51~

~

ill~l

I1[

~

I

I I

Image
Inquiry &
Inquiry &
’lmageAcquisition
Acquisition
Display
Display
Application Application I ¯ ¯ ¯ I Application
Application
( CR
( FS )
(A)

I

I

II Transaction Manager

I fiber I~k

Radiology Database

Information Ilnformation
Dat=~se I Database
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Server
"¯ ¯ (Ethernet)

Server
(Fiber)

..

~~

E~. ~.,

~....,........

.............

... .... ....
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IETF ACCESS TO SMDS

IETF Access

479

to

SMDS

Presented by Kirk Williams/Southwestern Bell Technology Resources

SMDSAccess to IETF Acknowledgements
SouthwesternBell Technology Resources
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to Frame Relay

by Andy Malis/BBN

This talk provides a basic introduction to the subject of Frame Relay. It discusses the
marketing forces and technology trends that resulted in Frame Relay, it describes Frame
Relay and related standards activities,
it provides examples of how Frame Relay can be
used, it lists many of the organizations and companies that support Frame Relay, and it
includes when vendors claim Frame Relay will be available.
Frame Relay is the result of a number of converging networking market forces and technology trends. These forces include the need for greater transmission speed to s~lpport current
applications; the increased use of LANsand the need to interconnect an enterprise’s geographically separate LANs;the inherent burstiness of data traffic; the network world’s
multiplicity of protocols; and the need to minimize network costs.
At the same time, network technology has been movingin a similar direction. The widespread
use of fiber optic-based transmission lines allows greater speed with fewer errors. This, combined with greater intelligence in network devices, implies that networks no longer need, for
manyapplications, to provide manyof the value-added services included in such feature-rich
protocols or architectures as X.25. In addition, recent improvements have been made to
ISDN data standards to improve its market acceptance.
If you combine the market drivers with the technology trends,
requirements that are fulfilled by FrameRelay.

you get the networking

Frame Relay is a very simple protocol. Like X.25, it is a DTE-DCE
interface specification;
it is not a network technology or architecture. It is based upon LAPD(Q.921), a layer
2 protocol. It uses only the "Core Aspects" of LAPD- framing, Frame Check Sequence
checking, and addressing. There is no error recovery or frame retransmission - frames can
be thrown away for any of a number of reasons. The framing and FCS are the same used
for X.25 (ttDLC), which means that current HDLChardware can be used for Frame Relay.
There is no defined layer 3 protocol. Most, if not all, implementations axe based upon the
"Consortium" specification.
At the physical layer, commoninterface examples axe V.35 (at 56Kb to T1 speeds) to
co-located Frame Relay switch, and a 4-wire T1 to a Frame Relay carrier.
Whencompared to X.25, the Frame Relay DTE-DCEinterface
muchless functionality.

is much simpler,

and has

Frames may be up to 8K octets in length, but the FCS is only useful in frames up to
4K octets in length. Addressing is specified by a 10-bit Data Link Connection Identifier
(DLCI). Three bits in the header axe used for congestion control
The DLCIis strictly

local in significance

to each Frame Relay interface

on a network.
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Addressingis different at each interface. This is similar to X.25 PermanentVirtual Circuits.
Each DLCIspecifies a connection between a pair of interfaces. 992 DLCIsare available at
each interface to identify connections.
The Frame Relay specification includes a Local ManagementInterface (LMI), which is
simple protocol, loosely based upon ISDN, to perform signaling between the DTEand DCE.
It is used by both the DTEand DCEto detect when the interface is up or down, and to
provide information to the DTEas to which DLCIscurrently exist and can be used to send
data through the network.
The most controversial part of Frame Relay is its congestion management. The Consortium
specification includes three bits. FECN(for forward explicit congestion notification to
destination interface), BECN(for backward explicit congestion notification to a source
interface), and Discard Eligibility,
which marks frames that maybe thrown away first to
avoid congestion. The ANSIspecification is a superset of the Consortium specification; it
also includes "implicit" congestion detection (from upper layer protocols, such as TCP)and
a number of other mechanisms.
There are a number of optional features in the Consortiumspecification that not M1vendors
are implementing. These include global addressing, where every interface is addressed using
the same DLCIfrom every other interface; multicasting, which sends frames to a number
of other interfaces in a multicast group; and a number of LMIenhancements.
FrameRelay is implemented in the network using a numberof different technologies, usually
dependent upon the existing underlaying network architecture used by each vendor. All
require fast, reliable transmission media, such as fiber optics, and somemayrequire internal
network overengineering to prevent congestion and packet loss.
Standards activities for Frame Relay are very active. It is originally based upon the IDSN
1.122 and Q.921 standards. ANSI committee T1 has taken the lead, and has produced
four standards in various stages of acceptance. The CCITTwill probably accept the ANSI
standards with very few changes. The biggest issue for the standards activities is resolving
the differences between the Consortium and ANSIspecifications.
There are also a number
of other outstanding technical issues that need to be resolved during the standards activity.
Frame Relay will typically be used for LANinterconnection and in wide-area networks to
replace existing direct switch-switch trunks (especially T1 trunks). Frame Relay can lower
network costs by replacing a number of direct trunks in a mesh network, or by allowing
more optimal use of trunks between T1 multiplexers. It also removes the potential "milking
machine" problem of many interconnections between collocated equipment, by multiplexing
a numberof network trunks over one physical interface. It also provides the advantage that
every network DTEis logically a neighbor of every other DTE. There are a number of user
concerns with Frame Relay that must be answered before its use will become widespread.
Frame Relay is being supported by the standards bodies and by a large number of vendors.
The vendors have replaced the original "Consortium" with the Frame Relay Implementor’s
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Public FrameRelay service is being quoted by services providers as being available as early
as June 1991. No tariffs
have yet been announced. Many vendors have announced that
their DCEequipment is nowavailable for purchase.
Frame Relay still

has a numberof questions that need to be resolved.

f

f

FrameRelay

FrameRelay

Topics

Who, What, When,
Why, and Howof
FrameRelay
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

St. Louis IETF

Whyis FrameRelay?
Whatis FrameRelay?
Howwill FrameRelay be used?
Whois supporting FrameRelay?
Whenwill FrameRelay be available?

AndrewG. Malis
BBNCommunications
j
BBN Communications r~,
:

f

Relay

~.. Frame

Whyis FrameRelay?

"~

FrameRelay

TheNeedfor Speed
¯ Data network applications require more and more
speed as they becomemoresophisticated
¯ Modernapplications (esp. financial, insurance,
CAD-CAM,
and medical) are increasingly based on
graphics and imagetransmission,rather than text need to transmit manymore bits
¯ End-to-enddelay is an increasing problem- can be
reduced by increasing bandwidth
Distributed computingandbulk file transfer also
require sendinglarge amountsof data
Traditionalsolutionis usingT1lines, but this is
expensiveandinflexible

FrameRelay is the result of convergingwidearea
networkingmarket forces and technology trends
WAN
market forces:
¯ Theincreased need for speed
¯ Emergence of LAN-WAN
internetworking and
LANinterconnection
¯ "Bursty" data communications
¯ Multiplicity of protocols, and needfor protocol
transparency
¯ Conservationof $$$
¯ - BBNCommunications

f

Frame Relay

BBNCommunications
FrameRelay

~

LANInterconnection

Burstiness

Most computingis movingfrom terminals and
mainframesto PCs, workstations, and servers on
LANs(client-server computing)
Needto replace existing terminal-mainframe
networking with LAN-LAN
interconnection
Needto interconnect an enterprise’s LANs
Users cometo expect LAN-typespeed, even over
widearea nets
Expensiveto widely deploy high.bandwidth
LAN.LAN
links, but 64Kbdoesn’t makeit
anymore- too muchtransmission delay

Data communications
is inherently "bursty"; not a
steady streamof data like videoor audio
¯ Allowsadvantageoususe of statistical multiplexing
¯ Burstiness and dedicated bandwidth(such as an
entire T1line) are a badmatch- the bandwidthis
required to reducetransmissiontime, not for
capacity, so lines are largely underutilized(20%or
less on average)
¯ In private TI multiplexer networks,using fixed
TDM
slots also inefficient for data traffic

....

BBN

Communications

""~

~
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Multiplicity of Protocols

Conservation of $$$

Many,manynetworkingprotocols out there:
TCP/IP, X.25, ISO, DECNET,
SNA,SDLC,Novell
IPX, XN$,proprietary router and PSNtrunk
protocols,LAN
bridging, etc. etc.
Needto be able to interconnectgeographically
separate networkstransparently without protocol
translation, expensiveto developand to use

¯ These are lean times
¯ Transmissionlines typically represent 80%-90%
of
total networkcosts
¯ Networkmanagersneed to get the most for their
networking$$$, especially on these recurring costs

BBN Communi~ttons

J
BBN Communications

Frame Relay

f

Frame Relay

WANTechnology Trends

Combining the Two
¯ Combinethe market drivers with the technology
trends, and you get the following requirementsfor
WAN
data services:
¯ Highspeed and low delay
¯ Statistical multiplexingto supportbursty traffic
¯ Useful for LANinterconnection, supports lots of
LANprotocols
¯ "Lean & mean", especially when comparedto
X.25
¯ Based upon and compatible with ISDN
standards
¯ Cheaperto use than dedicated circuits

WAN
technology trends:
¯ Widespread
use of fiber optics transmission
lines, allowinghigher speedsandfewer
transmissionerrors
Increaseduse of intelligent networkend devices
(PCs, workstations,andservers)
=>Reducedneed for X.25value-addedservices
(error correction, guaranteeddelivery)
Standardization and adoption of ISDN
protocols, ISDNimprovements
for data to
counter poor ISDNmarket acceptance
BBN Communications

f

BBN Communlcallons

Frame Relay

f

Frame Relay

With Slightly

What is Frame Relay?

More Detail

¯ Like X.25, FrameRelay is a DTE-DCE
interface
specification
¯ It is NOTa networktechnologyspecification or
architecture
¯ Based uponLAPD(Q.921), the ISDNversion
LAPB(X.25 L2)
¯ It only uses the "Core Aspects"of LAPD
- framing,
FCSchecking, and addressing bits
¯ Thereis no defined layer three protocol inside the
frames, just data; any protocol whatsoevercan be
in the frame
Common
specification produced by "Consortium":
StrataCom,cisco, Digital, Northern Telecom

¯ The simpledescription:
¯ Start with X.25
¯ At layer 2, keepsamebasic framingand FCS
(so current hardwarestill works). Add
addressing and a few control bits. Throwout
retransmissions, link establishment,windows,
error recovery. In other words, makeit
SIMPLE.
¯ Completelythrow out layer 3
¯ Addin somesimple interface management
¯ Theresult is FrameRelay
BBN Communications

BBN Communications
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FrameRelay Definitions
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FrameRelay

Physical Interface Examples

j
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FrameRelay

Frame Relay

Frame Relay DTE-DCEInterface

X.25 DTE-DCEInterface

BBN Communications

BBN Communications
FrameRelay

FrameRelay ,,,

Frame Format

Data Link Interface
¯ Based upon "CoreAspects" of LAPD
¯ Providesframing,error checking,addre.~singbits
¯ Framesup to 8Koctets in length; however,16-bit FCS
only usefulfor frames4Kor less in length
¯ Addressing:Data LinkConnectionIdentifier (DLCI)
10bits
¯ Threebits used for congestioncontrol:
¯ ForwardExplicit CongestionNotification (FECN)
¯ Backward
Explicit CongestionNotification (BECN)
¯ DiscardEligibility

0
.
3
¯
pn~ndJ~n~ot ~ae~l
.

o

J

1

I

1

1

1
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Addressing

Addressing Example

DLCIcontains addressing information
Strictly local in significance
Identifies a PermanentVirtual Circuit (PVC)between
a pair of FrameRelay ports
10 bits in length
992 DLCIsavailable for PVCs
Oneused for Local Management
Interface
Onereserved for future SVCsetup use
Rest reserved for future use or options
BBN Communications

f

-~

BBN Communieation~

Frame Relay

Local Management Interface

f

(LMI)

Frame Relay

Congestion

¯ Loosely based on ISDN
¯ Uses DLCI1023
¯ Notifies DTEof active PVCsin use, failed PVCs,
new PVCs
¯ DTEpolls DCEfor current PVCstatus
¯ Heartbeat Polling and KeepAlive Sequencingare
usedto determinethe state of the interface

BBNCommun |cations

~,..~

..,

J

~

Management

¯ Verycontroversial, basis of majorcriticisms of FR
¯ "Consortium" approach
¯ FECN
- forwardexplicit notification to destination
¯ BECN.backwardsexplicit notification to source
¯ DE- DiscardEligibility
¯ ANSIapproach
¯ Superset of " Consortium"approach
¯ "Implicit" congestiondetection (i.e. TCP)
¯ CommittedInformation Rate, committedand
excessburst sizes
BBN Communications -’~=

Frame Relay .,,

f

Optional Features

FrameRelay ,.,

Global Addressing

¯ Global Addressing- each FRinterface has a unique
network-wideDLCI(limit of 992 interfaees/network)
Multicasting.Set of FRinterfaces is definedto be a
"multicast group"
¯ All receive frames sent to the group DLCI
¯ Delivery is not guaranteed
¯ LMI enhancements
"
¯ Asynchronous
notification of newand failed PVC.s
¯ XON/XOFF
flow control per PVC
¯ Multicast DLCIstatus

DLCIs

BBN Communications
BBN Communications
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How is Frame Relay Implemented?
¯ Givenexisting X.25 DCEinterface, FrameRelay DCE
interface is easy to addon (software changeonly)
¯ Internally, widevariety of technologies
¯ T1 Mux(TDM)hybrid
¯ Virtual circuits/frameswitching(lite X.25)
¯ ATM/CeliRelay
¯ Datagramswitching
¯ All dependon fast, reliable transmissionmedia(e.g.
fiber optics)
¯ Mayrequire overengineering to prevent congestion &
~ packet loss
......
BBNCommunications

Frame Relay

Frame Relay Standards Activity
Originally based upon ISDNstandards
¯ 1.122 - Frameworkfor AdvancedPacket Mode
Services
¯ Q.92i - ISDNData Link Layer Specification
US has taken lead with work in ANSICommitteeT1
¯ T1.606. FrameRelay Service Description
¯ T1.606 Addendum1. Congestion Management
¯ T1.6ca- Protocol Definition
¯ T1.6fr - SignallingSpecification
Vendorsproduced "Consortium"specification
BBN Communications

Frame Relay

Frame Relay

WhyAre Standards Important?

Status of Standards

International marketing
¯ Agreement between ANSIand CCITT
specifications
Governmentfocus on standards
User focus on standards
Benefits from standards
¯ Public review and comment
¯ Consumerswant to interoperate
¯ Vendors want market to expand
Majorissue: differences between"Consortium"and
ANSIspecifications
BBN
Commuuicatlons
-’%,,,J=,

f

Description
Service De~tion
Congestion
Manasement S~rate~
Core Aspects
A¢c~s Signalling

CCI’IW Standard
Status
1.2x~
Frozen
1.3xy
Frozen
Q.922

Draft

Q.93x

DraR

BBN Communications

FrameRelay ,

Frame Relay

ANSI Standard
Status
TI.606
Standard
TI.606
Pused 1st
Aden.
Ballot
T l.6ca
Passed Let.
Ballot
TI.6fr
Pasted tel
Ballot

,,

HowWill FrameRelay Be Used?

Other Technical Issues
Control of changesto the "Consortium"spedfication
Congestion management
Extendedaddressing
LMIspecification, optional features
Bringingspecifications into agreement
Standardfor upper layer protocol encapsulation
Certification &interoperability testing
Network-network
services and interconnection?
Standardized network managementinterface?
Accessspeeds above TI?
SVCs?

¯ Basic application - [,ANinterconnectionover
wideareas, especially for large networks
¯ Useful to provide PSN- PSNtrunking, to
replace direct trunks
¯ Usefulfor bulk data transfers, distributed
computing

BBN Communications

BBN Communlcatlom
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Before FrameRelay (2)

Before Frame Relay (1)

BBN Communications ~ ~:

f

Frame Relay

Frame Relay.

After FrameRelay

BBN Communicatio~

Logical Full Mesh

-~ ~

f,.. F,.me~,,ay. UserAreasof Concern

BBN Communications

Frame Relay

Who Is Supporting Frame Relay?
¯ Perceivedandactual value vs. private lines (tariffs)
Whenwill public service be available?
Howreliable will it be?
Will there be enoughbandwidthfor each customer?
Howwill congestion be managed?
"
Whenwill standards finalize?
Howmuchvendor support?
Will BISDN/ATM/"fast
packet" technologies overtake
FrameRelay?
Whatwill marketacceptancebe like?

¯ Standards bodies:
¯ ANSI
; CCITT
¯ IETF
¯ Frame Relay Implementor’s Forum(was Consortium)
¯ Industry business league
¯ Technical input to standards bodies
¯ Market development
Interoperability testing &certification

BBN Communications

BBN Communications
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FrameRelay

FRIF Members

WhenWill FrameRelay be Available?

¯ 43 companiesrepresented at first meeting
¯ Major companies:
3Corn
AT&T
BBNCommunications
Bell Northern Research
BellSouth
cisco Systems
Codex
CompuServe
Digital Equipment
~,,Eastman

f

Kodak

Publicservice
¯ USSprint
3Q91,200+points of presence(at least one in every
LATA),Tokyo,London; 56Kb, 64Kb, & T1 access
¯ BT Tymnet
6/91, 56Kbor 64Kbaccess, T1 access in 1994
¯ CompuServe
3Q91,56Kbacce~ future T1 access "based on user
demand"
¯ Geisco(no firm details)
Tariffs haveyet to be announced

FrameRelay Technology Proteon
Hughes
RacaI-Milgo
StrataCom
[nfotron
SyncResearch
Netrtx
Network EquipmentTechnologies
Tekele~
Network Systems
Newbfldge
Telemaflc~
Tlmeplex
Northern Telecom
NYNEX
Padflc Bell

US,Sprint
Vitaltak
BBNCommunications

BBNCommunications
FrameRelay

FrameRelay

WhenWill FrameRelay be Available?

Conclusion
¯ FrameRelay may becomethe WAN
data network
technologyof choicefor the early 90s
¯ Logical bridge fromdedicated lines and X.25to
ATM/SMDS/BISDN
and other "fast packet"
technologies
¯ Successprimarily dependson competitivepricing and
user acceptance
¯ Successsecondarily dependson implementationdetails
(speed,quality of service)
¯ Marketdifferentiation areas for private network
vendorsare equipmentpricing, optional features, and
implementationdetails

Private network vendors
¯ StrataCom, NT, US Sprint, Hughes: "Now"
¯ Codex, Newbridge, Netrix: 1Q91
¯ Others also have products due "soon"

Still manyopen
questions
to resolve
BBN
Communications

BBNCommunications
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Draft Noel Chiappa Consultant

The IP Addressing Issue
0 Status

of this

memo

This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as an informational Document.
Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please email commentsto jnc@lcs.mit.edu or fax
comments to (804) 898-7663.
1 Introduction
The p~cket layer of the IP architecture is about to enter a period of stress caused by
deficiencies in the IP address. This stress is caused by a numberof inter-related problems.
This note describes these problems, lists some suggested solutions, and discusses pros and
cons of each of those solutions.
2 The Problems
The IP a~ldress structure is facing three problems; some widely appreciated, and some not.
2.1 Exhaustion

of Class

B Address Space

The first, and one that has received a fair amount of notice in the technical community,
is that the supply of class B network numbers is being used up quite rapidly. Around 16
thousand of these network numbers exist in the current address structure; xxxx thousand
have alrea~ly been assigned. Moreover, a simplistic statistical analysis indicates that the
rate of growth closely fits an exponential curve, and if that curve continues to be followed,
the existing stock of class B addresses will be used up in yy months.
Of course, the curve is really an S-curve, and will top out at some point, but it is not
clear when. While the spread of the Internet in the U.S. academic community is slowing
as coverage becomesubiquitous (i.e. it is itself an S-curve), there are two largely untapped
population factors which will keep the growth up for a while to come. The first is the
spread of the Internet within the U.S. government and within U.S. companies; while there
is currently somecoverage in these groups, it has not yet reached the levels of the academic
community,but can be expected to do so over time. The second is the spread of the Internet
to the international community,where this three phase growth pattern will probably repeat.
2.2 Exhaustion

of Entire

IP Address Space

This is a short term version of a longer range problem, which is that the entire IP address
space is being used up. At first glance, this seems unlikely, since the 32 bit space allows for
approximately 4 billion distinct addresses.
However,a great deal of structure is imposed on this 32 bit field, in an attempt to allow
agents inspecting an address to discover something about where in the network that address
is. Imposingthis structure does not allow the ~ddress space to be used efficiently, since there
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are manyunused bit combinations. For example, if it is knownthat all addresses that start
with the bit pattern 00010010are at MIT(and all packets whose destination address starts
with that pattern are sent to MIT), then unless there are 2"24 hosts at MIT(which there
are not), all unused combinations starting with that pattern are effectively wasted. There
is no way to avoid this without a fundamental change to IP addressing and routing.
It is unclear whenthe IP address space as a whole will be used up, assuming we continue
in somethinglike the current fashion. The IP address space is divided into different classes,
and the usage rate in the various classes differs. As mentioned above, one class is already
in some danger of running out. If the limit above is not to be the finale, presumably some
reMlocation of classes would be neccessary, but how long this will give us depends on how
complete the reallocation is (more efficient schemes are more complex), as well as future
growth patterns, which are not well understood.
Even if the address space were used efficiently (i.e. all possible bit combinations were
valid addresses), if the Internet continues to grow and is not supplanted by an alternate
networking technology, there will eventuMly be more hosts that can be addressed in this
many bits (unlikely as this mayseem at the moment).
2.2 Inutility

of the Current IP Address Strucuture

Finally, and most important, the routing mechanisms themselves are breaking down due
to the sheer numberof different destinations they are required to track. This is in fact a
far more serious problem (both in terms of immediate failures in the network as well as
long range intractability)
than the two above, although it may not be as well knownor as
apparent to the broader community.
The difficulty stems from the fact that the Internet is effectively a single level heirarchy.
(For the purposes of this analysis, subnets can be ignored, although they did help a great
deal.) The objects in terms of which routing is done are IP networks; each network is
visible throughout the entire Internet (modulo local pohcy controls), and traffic cannot
routed to a destination in a network unless that network and something about its location
are knownto the source of the traffic and points in between. Simply examining a network
number (as opposed to an entire address) will tell you nothing about where in the network
that network is.
The problem is that any routing technology is limited in the numberof discrete destinations
it can track. The limits comein storage space to keep databases and processing time to do
computations based on them, as well as bandwidth usage to send information around. Even
systems which cost O(zzzzz) in the number of destinations (and most routing technologies
aren’t even that good) will have limits. The exact number of destinations at which
particular routing technology tops out differs, but as a general proposition the best systems
of which we know now seem to have limits in the low tens of thousands with the current
levels of hardware performance.
The solution to the problem is to adopt an address with more structure in it; this will allow
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groups of networks (and eventually groups of groups) to be represented as single objects for
the purposes of routing, which will reduce the costs of routing to a manageableburden. Once
again, there is no way to handle this without a fundamental change to IP addressing and
routing; better hardware will not solve the problem as the size of the Internet is increasing
faster than the capabihties of the hardware.
As a side note, the existing routing technology in the Internet has a very short useful
lifetime. The problems of EGPare well known; in addition to not being able to handle
cycles in the topology, since it sends the entire routing table as a single packet, it has a
practical limit in the low thousands of networks. BGPwill removethese two limits, but has
little support for real policy routing, and in any case is subject to the ultimate size limits
above inherent in the existing IP azidresses. As far as IGP’s go, the new link state protocols
OSPF and dual IS-IS are very good protocols, but have the same problems as BGP. For
example, OSPFcan probably barely handle (if at all) the 2"14 class B network numbers
currently allowed (the lack of definity is because the actual limits depend on the speed and
memorysize of the router), so increasing the number of class B networks by a factor of 10
(assuming this were somehowpossible within the IP address space) would not really help.
Possible

Solutions

A number of solutions have been proposed to solve the ’IP addressing problem’. However,
most of them do not fully address all three of the problems outlined above. In some cases,
this is deliberate; the proposals were put forward as temporary fixes to allow more time to
be spent on a more complete solution; in other cases, the author was perhaps not aware of
the full dimensions of the problems.
Twoself-evident conclusions can be drawn from the list of problems above. First, any
proposal which does not solve all the problems listed above is not a real solution, but simply
a temporary patch, and is only worth considering if the extra time provided is needed and
worth the cost.
Second, given the interrelation between addressing and routing, a more satisfactory solution
almost certainly lies in considering and solving problems in the two areas together. Given
that routing is by far the harder problem, the address structure chosen should be designed
in light of the requirements of the final routing architecture; put another way, the address
structure should be designed to make the job of the routing as easy as possible. Different
address architectures can makea great deal of difference in the difficulty of routing them;
to design an address structure without reference to the routing system that will provide
the paths for the traffic is most unwise given the extreme technical challenges posed by the
current requirements on routing in the Internet.
In any case, it is worth going downthe fist, explaining each, and listing the pros and cons
of each. It is unfortunately not possible to go into detail on each solution, since that would
require a long paper on each one. Note that most of these only address the address space
limitations, not the routing problems, which, as have been pointed out, are actually the
most severe.
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In general, most solutions propose the adoption of some sort of new address; schemes vary
as to how(or if) the new address is to be carried in the packet. Somepropose to keep the
existing IP packet format, while others propose to modify it.
Note also that most of the proposals are not mutually exclusive; one can take parts of one
and mix it with parts of another to provide more complete solutions. For example, some of
the ideas in the last proposed solution (such as the completion of OpenRouting to handle
new and more complex addresses and use of the existing 32 bit address as a UID) could
obviously be used in other proposals, and several of the other solutions appear as pieces of
or options in the last proposal.
3.1 Increase

the Number of Class B Networks

The first (and only non-radical) proposed solution is to increase the number of class
network numbersavailable, either by allocating h~lf the class A numbersto class B, or part
of the class C address space.
The advantages of this are that it will require no changes in most hosts, and will extend the
life of the current addresses substantially, since class B is the only one nearing exhaustion.
The disadvantages are that it is only a short term solution, it is not a solution to the most
pressing problem (the third) anyway, it is not a solution to the address space exhaustion,
it will require changes to all touters, and, if the class A subvariant is used, to somehosts
(which persist in ignoring the requirements in the Host Requirements and understand the
structure of IP addresses).
Nonetheless, this solution might be of use as an interim measure if more time is needed to
implement a final plan.
3.2 Reformat the Existing

IP Address

The second proposed solution is to redefine the interpretation of the existing 32 bit field to
makeit more useful. The primary proposal here is the ’bottoms up’ proposal. Briefly, this
proposal contemplates redefining the interpretation of the IP address to allow a multi-level
heirarchy in which (through use of masks and assignment of extra bits to each level as
needed) each level can grow efficiently, as needed. A way to perform policy routing using
this address interpretation is also provided.
The advantages are that this does make efficient use of the address space, and does not
require changes to hosts and manytouters. It also improves the routing situation.
The disadvantage is that this particular proposal does not remove the ultimate limit on the
size of the IP address; the proposal as written uses the existing 32 bit addresses. (Clearly,
one could vary this to use newaddresses, in which case it would fall into one of the classes
below.)
3.3

Make IP Addresses

Non-Globally

Unique
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The third proposed solution is to change IP so that addresses are not globally unique, but
only unique in a single AS. This effectively corresponds to the scenario seen in a numberof
procotol families where distinct catenets with overlapping address spaces are glued together.
This is usually undertaken to avoid renumbering an entire catenet whentwo catenets which
developed separately are joined, rather than to expand a single catenet, but the details are
the same whatever the motivation. In any case, experience in other protocol families with
this solution is a useful guide.
The advantages are that it requires no change to the hosts, and it also avoids changes to
any non-border touters.
The disadvantages, depending on the subvariant, are that either an overall size limit still
remains, or a mechanism equivalently complicated to that of some of the more complete
proposals must be developed to do the routing amongAS’s, etc. (This is an example of the
adage that a problem swept under the carpet will always pop up somehere else.)
In one subvariant (seen where distinct catenets with overlapping address space assignments
are joined, but probably not useful to the Internet), distant AS’s are permanently mapped
into the address space of the local AS, but in a place different from their ’native’ address.
Thus, both the third (routing difficulties) and second (total size limit) problems~till exist.
In a different subvariant, either not nil AS’s can be mappedin, or external destinations
are dynamically mappedinto the address space of the local AS. In this case, a larger (and
probably more complex) address must be adopted for use between AS’s, routing must be
designed to route it, a~ud mechanisms developed to do the dynamic mapping. Depending
on the details, this might look very similar to the next scheme.
In yet another subvariant, the AS’s are joined at their edges not by packet level routers, but
by application level gateways. This is in a sense a variant of the one above, except that the
more complex address is the host name. The difficulty here is that the applications must
in most cases be modified to pass the identification of the ultimate destination on start-up
(in-band, since there is no out-of-band channel in TCP); very few (such as electronic mail)
currently do this.
3.4 Define

a New IP Address

The fourth proposed solution is to define a new IP address, which would be carried in
an IP option in existing IP packets, perhaps with a pointer to the location of the option
carried in a class E address. In one variant of this idea (similar to the one above) the
AS number would be the extension (so that the existing IP address is again not unique
across the entire Internet), and would be carried in an option. In another, the ’bottoms-up’
addressing scheme would be used.
The advantages are that this removes the limits on the numberof addresses, and this allows
a solution to the routing problem, although one is not proposed, except in the ’bottoms-up’
scheme.
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The disadvantage is that all the hosts must be modified to generate the addresses in this
fashion, and the overall size of the newaddress (assuming it is a multi-level address to make
routing easier) is limited by the maximumamount of free space in the IP header. (If the
hosts are not modified, but the new address is added by some agent, then this solution turns
into the previous one.) An additional disadvantge in the case where the AS number is the
extension is that this still only provides one extra level of heirarchy, which in the long run
will not be enough.
3.5 Define

a New IP Packet

This is a more radical attack on the problem, and since a ’clean slate’ is available, the
proposals differ substantially. The chief advantage of this approach is that other problems
with IP can be solved at the same time, but these are outside the scope of this discussion.
The chief disadvantage is that all the hosts must be modified to generate the new format
packets, but some schemes include interoperable transition plans to ease this.
A number of proposals include this step as an option, to makethe new addresses less of a
kludge, or to provide extra capabilities.
3.6 Integrated

New Host Identifier,

Address and Routing.

The sixth proposal is a multi-stage solution which attacks a number of problems at once.
It is in some respects related to the two above, since it contemplates a new IP address and
(eventuMly) a new packet format, but it differs from them in introducing a new concept into
the IP architecture (the Host Identifier) as well as tight couphngto a routing architecture.
It envisions creation of a new IP address, of varying length with a varying number of
levels, upgrading the Open Routing protocol to handle these new addresses, conversion of
interpretation of the existing 32 bit addresses to UID’s for Host Identifiers, and, in the
long run, a final step to allow the system to contain more than 2"32 distinct nodes. One
possibility for the latter is to makethe UID’s locally significant only (using some of the
mappingtechniques laid out in the second sub-variant of 3.3); the other is a new IP packet
format with 64 bit UID’s.
The advantages of this proposal are varied. First, the structure of the new addresses can be
oriented toward the main goal of m~ing the routing easier. Second, a UID means that a
number of problems with machines with more than one address or changing address can be
attacked. Third, the initial retention of the existing address as the UID means that hosts
and routers do not have to be changed right away, and the change to hosts is small; the
address can be constructed by the first ’new-style’ router (although eventually for efficiency
the hosts should do this directly). Fourth, the existing 32 bit space can be used with
maximalefficiency, delaying the date at which the exhaustion of this space must be t~ckled.
Fifth, if the 64 bit UID path is chosen, and the phaseover started before the 32 bit space
is used (so that the UIDof any host in the new 64 bit space is simply the zero extension of
its UID in the 32 bit space), there will not be any cases of new and old style hosts which
cannot communicatedue to the inabilty of the old address space to name hosts in the new
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space, which is the usual cause of problems in conversions.
The disadvantages of this proposal are that the first ’new-style’ router will have to determine
(and add, or otherwise retain) the address which corresponds to that destination UID, which
is a repeated small cost, and in the long run all the hosts will have to be changed.
3.7 Use ISO
There are a number of sub-variants in this option. One possibility is to use just the IS0
address; this is effectively a newaddress scheme, as described in 3.4, but the address would
be in commonwith IS0. This would allow ’packet wrapping’ in a simple algorithmic way
(since no complex tables would be needed to mapaddresses), but it is not clear if this
useful. Pa~=ket translation would also be possible, with the same caveats.
Another is to use the IS0 packet layer, but retaining the existing stream and above protocols; this is effectively a new packet format, as described in 3.5. This would unify the
two catenets at the packet level, but this is probably not a big advantage given the multiprotocol router technology, tIosts from different suites wouldstill not be able to interoperate
without application or other gateways.
A third is to keep the TCPsuite of applications, but to run them above the ISO stream
protocols. This is little different from the previous schemein its effects, but would have
more far-reaching effects in terms of host software.
The last is a complete conversion to the IS0 suite. This would have problems during the
(likely lengthy) transition which are identical to the ones we see nowwith interoperation;
service gateways are an imperfect (and in some ways crippling) solution, and general translation has proven impractical.
4 Conclusions
It is possible to draw someinitial conclusions as to whichof the possible classes of solutions
is to be preferred.
To begin with the last, a conversion to IS0, while alluring, is not currently a useful option,
for reasons both political and technical.
Reflection in both camps on the complex political situation between supporters of the two
protocols has led to a strategy that actually appears to have some advantages. Basically,
both sides agree that the overall goal is to create the best possible packet data architecture.
Given that, a plausible case can be made that that end is actually better served by the
existence of two competing efforts, provided that no energy is wasted in fruitless political
combat between adherents of the two camps. As long as all the effort is directed towards
improvementof the two protocols suites, the end result will be better than the result of a
single effort, especially if each side feels free to inspect, learn and borrowfrom the work of
the other.
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In the context of this strategy, and also with reference to the technical status of the ISO
family, adoption of an ISO conversion strategy to answer the problems of the Internet is
clearly inappriate. Both protocol families face problems in handling growth, especially given
the choice of the ISO designers in making administrative concerns the main spring of their
address design, rather than topology and abstraction. The continuing existence of the two
different standards (down to the address/packet layer, where the real problems lie), each
with radically different means of creating designs, is necessary to create the best answer
to these challenges. In addition, the ISO architecture is still lacking somenecessary pieces
(such as an inter-domain routing protocol) for use in replacement of the Internet.
As noted above, the first two options are not really suitable. Since neither removes the
straightjacket of the existing IP address (in length, if not in structure), any solution based
on them would be short term at best.
Ruling out the third option (and all its subvariants) is a little harder to rigorously justify
(since strictly speaking they can meet all the requirements), but it seemsclear in the light
engineering experience that the existence of a single global system in which each host has a
unique tag is extremely valuable and robust. Previous experiences with mapping solutions
indicate that while they can eventually be made to work, they are inferior in manyways.
Manyother goals (such as security) are much easier to tackle in such a system. The last
subv~riant (with application level gateways) will crimp development and deployment
new applications, since lack of direct packet level connectivity will require the creation of
application gateways as well as the applications themselves before a new application can
spread. Oae of the chief advantages of the IP system (as compared with the various local
solutions arrayed arouad the NCP-basedARPANetwhich preceeded it) is the direct packet
access to all corners of the network.
The choice thus comes down to the middle three options of a new address, packet format,
or the integrated rework of the packet layer. This is not really a choice between differing
approaches, but simply a choice of howexpansive a rework is desired or feasible.
Given that major changes are going to be necessary in any case, and given that a conversion/interoperation plan with minimal up-front costs is available, it seems likely that
the best course for the long-term is the third; a complete and integrated rethinking and
reworking of the basic addressing and routing facet of the packet level of the architecture.
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